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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Throughout recorded history, the sun has been a focal point of many civilizations, and its 
workings pondered by philosophers for centuries. That work is still far from complete. Only 
within the last one hundred years, with the development of atomic theory, has an 
understanding of the sun's actual power source been realized. Even the most easily observed 
part of the sun - the atmosphere surrounding it - still has features for which sound 
explanations continue to evade our grasp. An overview of solar physics throughout modem 
history can be found in section 1.2. 
In the last decade, the new observations that would take us to our next level of 
understanding have been made available. A huge step forward was taken in both resolution 
and available wavelengths, with the development of many new observing programs including 
several orbital platforms (e.g. SOHO, Yohkoh, GOES, RHESSI, Cluster II). Once again, 
there is a flurry of activity in theoretical modeling as we search for theories that match these 
new observations of the sun's secrets. 
The availability of these new observations coincides with a period of growing concern 
over the potential damage that the sun could cause. The sun has power not only to provide 
light and warmth to our planet, but also to severely disrupt it in ways that were not 
foreseeable just a hundred years ago. With the development of satellite technology and the 
building of vast structures capable of conducting electricity (oil pipelines and power grids for 
example), the potentially damaging effects of solar activity have become more noticeable. 
On March 9, 1989, near the peak of the last solar maximum, a huge solar flare erupted, 
near dead center on the solar disk. Four days later, the particles from that eruption hit the 
Earth. They created incredibly beautiful auroral patterns that could be seen as far south as 
Mexico, but they also wreaked havoc across the world as magnetic fields shifted under the 
pressure of the incoming charged particles and generated huge currents both in the upper 
atmosphere and underground. Perhaps the worst hit area was Quebec, where, within less 
than ninety seconds, a cascade of faults and overload breakers shut down the electrical grid 
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across almost the entire province (see Odenwald (2001) for a detailed description of the 
sequence of events). 
A valuable lesson was learned that night, that solar flares can significantly impact our 
day to day routine. Fortunately, nature provides us with an early warning system. The most 
damaging elements of a flare, the charged particles, travel much slower than the photons, so 
the flare is seen long before these particles arrive. Power grid companies and oil pipeline 
operators can prepare for the oncoming barrage, but we still have a problem. Satellites, 
particularly geostationary satellites which are not as well protected by the Earth's 
magnetosphere cannot be moved to safety. We depend on satellites now more than ever 
before, and there often little we can do to protect them from these charged particles. 
Expensive spacecraft (such as HST) are designed with damage control systems. These can 
reduce the damaging effects by "parking" the spacecraft during a storm, shielding the most 
vulnerable parts of the spacecraft. 
Flares also release high energy photons. Unfortunately, there is no warning of these: by 
the time the flare is detected, the photons are already here. While not as damaging as the 
charged particles, they still can inflict damage, particularly to orbiting equipment and 
experiments. It would be desirable to have an early detection system for these photons as 
well, but to do that we must have an understanding of what creates the flare, and to do that, 
we must have an understanding of the basic atmospheric structure. 
It is with these concerns in mind, coupled with the availability of new observational data 
and a fundamental desire to understand at least one star in the universe, that I chose to take 
part in the resurgent interest in the study of solar physics. 
1.2 Overview of Solar Physics 
1.2.1 History 
Some of the earliest philosophical musings about the workings of the sun were in 
surprising agreement with modem theories; later theories became increasingly wild as 
philosophers attempted to find new and original explanations of old observations. One of the 
earliest recorded philosophers to turn his attention to the sun, Thaïes (636-546 B.C.), 
considered the sun to be made of an earthy or solid substance, shining by "fires fed by 
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aqueous exhalations". Around the same time as Thaïes, Anaximander (610-547 B.C.) 
considered the sun to be the same as a star, formed from compressed air. Fire was contained 
inside, and was allowed to vent through apertures. 
From here, theories wandered even farther from the picture we have of the sun today. 
Among the greek philosophers, Zenophaeus (540-500 B.C.) thought the sun to be lit and 
extinguished every day, while Heraclitus considered the sun and the moon to be 
hemispherical bowls, the inside of which was lit. The size of Heraclitus' sun was about the 
size of a man's foot. There were also theories that the sun was flat, or a living being (similar 
to a god, presumably). 
There are few records of any new ideas that may have been suggested during the Dark 
Ages; the next significant contribution was that of Galileo. He extensively observed the 
sunspots (dark regions on the surface of the sun) and found them to be temporal phenomena, 
restricted to certain zones and having depth rather than being flat disks. He also 
demonstrated that the sun rotates. In the 18th century, Wilson, and later Herschel, suggested 
that the sun was a dark, habitable globe (and actually probably inhabited), around which a 
bright spherical shell existed. The sunspots were holes in this shell and the structure around 
sunspots were mountains, some 600 miles high. A much more detailed, and easily readable, 
history can be found in Lockyer (1874). For more modern developments, there are a number 
of good references. Odenwald has a good layman's reference, Zirin and Foukal have both 
written more thorough texts specifically discussing solar physics. 
1.2.2 The Sun Today 
With many years of observations of the sun, we can now make models of the sun which 
are reasonably accurate. However, there remain some unsolved mysteries and unexplained 
peculiarities. This section contains an overview of the current picture of the sun. 
1.2.2.1 Solar Structure 
The basic structure of the sun, as we currently understand it is as follows (see, for 
example, Foukal): 
• core 
The core of the sun has extremely high temperatures and pressures, sufficiently high to 
allow hydrogen fusion to form helium through the proton-proton chain (most 
introductory astronomy text will explain this in detail). This is the power source of the 
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sun, although the energy produced in the core can take a long time to escape to the 
surface (depending on the reference, this could be anywhere from one thousand to one 
million years, diffusing at an average rate of between 100 meters to 100 kilometers per 
year; see, for example, Bowers and Deeming). The core extends to about 25% of the 
solar radius 
Radiative zone 
Surrounding the core is a large zone in which energy transport is primarily by radiation. 
This volume is still dense and photons do not pass through it, but gradually diffuse out. 
This region extends to about 70% of the solar radius. 
Convection zone 
Towards the outer edge, the temperature gradient becomes high enough to support 
convection, a more efficient method of transporting energy (see section 1.4 for a more 
detailed description of radiative and convective heat transport) 
For the last 30% of the solar radius, the gas (often referred to as fluid) boils and churns 
as it carries energy upwards. 
Photosphere 
The photosphere is the visible surface of the sun. The sun has a very sharp edge at the 
photosphere, created by a very rapid drop in density. The definition of the photosphere 
is often taken to be a location with an optical depth of 2/3. Over most of the surface of 
the sun, this has a location to location fluctuation in physical depth of order 100km, 
about 0.01% of the sun's radius. 
Chromosphere 
Above the photosphere is the colorful part of the sun, the chromosphere. Until the last 
hundred years, this, along with the transition region and corona, was only visible during 
solar eclipses. The structure of the chromosphere is discussed in more depth in chapter 
two, although precise details of the structure continue to prove elusive. The 
chromosphere extends to about 1000 km above the photosphere. 
Transition region 
The temperature decreases mostly uniformly from the core to just inside the 
chromosphere. The classical picture, based on spectral line observations, is that there is 
a slight rise in temperature moving up through the chromosphere from a temperature 
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minimum of around 4000K to a maximum around 8000K at the top. However, in the 
transition region, the temperature suddenly jumps to close to 106K over a physical scale 
of 1000 km. The temperature structure of this jump is dominated by conduction down 
from the hot regions above, although the reasons for that temperature inversion remains 
a mystery. It is widely believed to be based on magnetic field structure, which starts to 
dominate at this position. 
• Corona 
The corona is the last piece of the sun, extending out to several solar radii before it 
blends into the solar system / solar wind. It is extremely hot (one to two millions of 
degrees) and very tenuous. Until very recently, relatively little was known of the 
corona, as the only time it could be studied was during an eclipse. At other times, the 
feeble light from the corona was swamped by the photosphere. Recent satellite imaging 
platforms (such as LASCO on the SOHO spacecraft) have permitted studies by 
artificially eclipsing the main disk of the sun, or by observing at wavelengths that do not 
reach the ground (such as the X-ray images taken by the YOHKOH satellite, see figure 
1.4). 
Some of the fundamental parameters and dimensions are: 
• Mass 2x 1030 kilograms (2xl033 g) 
• Luminosity 3.8xI026 Watts (3.8xl033erg/s) 
• Radius 7x10s meters (7xlOm cm) 
• Surface temperature 5780 K 
1.2.2.2 Solar Activity 
While a casual observance of the sun would not reveal any changes, detailed 
observations show fluctuations across the surface on several different spatial and temporal 
scales. These changes are referred to as solar activity. 
Several features are associated with solar activity, amongst them sunspots (figures 1.1), 
prominences (figure 1.2), Coronal Mass Ejections (figure 1.3). All of these can be described 
using an interplay of convection, rotation and magnetic fields, although the details are not 
well understood. 
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Sunspots 
The first irregularity noted (c. 800 B.C. By Chinese Astronomers) was the presence of 
occasional dark patches, called sunspots, that would move across the solar disk. We now 
know that these spots often occur in groups and always have a partner of opposite magnetic 
polarity. The number of sunspots visible at any one time (the sunspot number) is cyclical, 
with a period of about 11 years (see also the 22 year cycle on the next page). 
There is a clear correlation between the sunspot number and the frequency of other 
features of an active sun. Interestingly, even though sunspots are dark, the total luminosity 
(total energy output) of the sun marginally increases during periods with high sunspot 
numbers (private communication, HAO). 
Solar Cycle 
The cycle in the number of sunspots (see figure 1.5) is often referred to as the solar cycle 
(the solar cycle can also refer to the 22 year cycle - the poles of the sun switch orientation 
every 11 years, so the full cycle is actually 22 years). While reliable records have been kept 
(for around 300 years), the sun has maintained a fairly constant period between these times of 
maximum sunspot numbers. There is no evidence though to suggest that the cycle has 
always been 11 years. The strength of each cycle varies (see Foukal (1990), p386), with the 
highest strength observed occurring in the mid 1950s. 
At the start of the solar cycle (immediately following the previous peak), the sunspots 
predominantly appear near the poles, then as the sun moves towards the peak of the cycle, the 
sunspots tend to migrate towards the equator, while increasing in number. 
The phenomenon of migrating sunspots, together with the change in polar orientation is 
classically described using the Babcock Model (see, for example, Foukal (1990) p387). 
Although the details of the Babcock model are no longer in favor, this classical picture does a 
good job of describing the observed patterns in the sunspots. The graph of sunspot position 
against time, often called the Butterfly Diagram, can be seen in figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.1a 
A sunspot with the umbra (black center) and penumbra (dark grey surround) set in the 
granulation convection pattern of the photosphere. Source: Charbonneau & White (1995), 
HAO 
Figure 1.1b 
A large sunspot group (HAO) 
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Figure 1.2 
The "Grand Daddy Prominence". One of the largest prominences imaged, the 
curvature of the sun can clearly be seen. (HAO). Source: Charbonneau & White (1995) 
Figure 1.3 
A Coronal Mass Ejection (CME). These are caused when magnetic field lines re­
align, releasing vast quantities of potential energy and accelerating mass out of the 
Corona. (HAO). Source: Charbonneau & White (1995) 
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Figure 1.4 
The Corona as seen in X-rays by the Yohkoh satellite. The black areas, usually 
centered around the poles are called Coronal Holes, they are regions where the magnetic 
field lines are open, so the hot corona is not as constrained. It is possible to see much 
further down into cooler material at Coronal holes, hence the darker appearance. 
(Yohkoh). Source: Charbonneau & White (1995) 
Figure 1.5 
The solar Cycle, showing Ha images of the solar disk through 9 years of the 11-
year sunspot cycle. Inset is the count of sunspots, sunspot groups and auroral sightings 
during the last 400 years. Source: Charbonneau & White (1995) 
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Figure 1.6 
The Butterfly diagram. By plotting the latitude of sunspots against time, the migration 
of sunspots from the poles to the equator during a cycle can clearly be seen. Also, top right, 
the location of CME sources. Source: Charbonneau & White (1995) 
Sun -Earth Connection 
The powerful sun is obviously capable of significantly impacting the much smaller 
Earth. This is seen in seasonal changes, weather patterns, etc. Given that the sun changes, 
the question of how much those changes can affect the Earth becomes very important. This 
is known as the Sun-Earth connection. 
Despite many attempts, a connection between solar activity and weather on the Earth has 
not been positively identified. However, while no direct evidence has been found, there is 
significant circumstantial evidence to suggest that there may indeed be a connection. 
Certainly the Earth is affected by solar activity as is clearly visible in the number of auroral 
sightings. These increase dramatically during periods of high activity and determining a 
better correlation has been receiving significant recent attention (sec figure 1.5. also 
Pulkkinen et al. (2001); Letfus (2000); Willis and Stephenson (2001)). There is also a 
correlation between carbon-14 concentrations in ice-locked CO? samples and solar activity 
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(see, for example, Ruzmaikin et al. (1994)). Using these correlations, for which data is 
available for hundreds of years, it is possible to estimate the level of solar activity throughout 
history and compare that estimation with recorded events. There does indeed appear to be a 
positive correlation between these two sources (Eddy (1980)). There have been three periods 
in the last seven hundred years during which there solar activity appears to be diminished; 
the Wolf minimum (c. 1290-1350), the Sporer minimum (c. 1420 - 1550) and the Maunder 
minimum (c. 1660-1710). During at least the latter two of these periods, extended cold spells 
were recorded in Northern Europe. This is the first piece of circumstantial evidence 
suggesting a correlation. 
A second connection tentatively appears in cloud cover (see, for example, Kirkby and 
Laaksonen (2000), Friis-Christensen and Svensmark (1997), also Meldrum's letter to the 
Meteorological Society of the Pacific in Lockyer (1874)). Although locally no effect is 
immediately noticeable, studies of global cloud cover do show an eleven year cycle, 
coincident with the solar cycle. There are two alternative hypotheses to account for this, both 
of which are highly speculative. 
The first involves cosmic rays - the cosmic ray flux is modulated by the interaction of 
the Earth's and the sun's magnetic fields throughout a solar cycle. If cosmic ray flux can 
affect cloud formation, then solar activity will indirectly affect the Earth's climate. However 
the exact method is yet to be determined and data sets actually show that the change in cloud 
concentration sometimes precedes the change in cosmic ray flux (see data in Friis-
Christensen and Svensmark (1997)). 
The second theory involves the pinging of the Earth's upper atmosphere - as the sun 
rotates, its field lines are stretched into a spiral. As the Earth moves through this spiral field, 
it encounters the shift in the orientation of the sun's magnetic field, at which point the 
atmosphere is "pinged'. This pinging could, in theory, be responsible for a changing cloud 
cover (private communication, Bas art, ISU). 
Solar Dynamo 
The exact link between solar activity and climate is subject to ongoing research and 
discussion. However, a thousand years ago, the Vikings (subject to severe winters) observed 
that their weather appeared to cycle every seven years, while people indigenous to south east 
Asia and Indonesia noted a thirteen year cycle in the frequency of cyclones. The thirteen 
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year period was "corrected" to eleven years in a letter to the Colombo Observer on January 
30, 1873, following the eclipse expedition of 1871 to the Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) region. 
That two technologically unsophisticated and geographically isolated groups should arrive at 
such similar results (13 years being roughly double the Vikings' 7 years) is quite interesting 
and begs the question of whether the solar cycle was completely reset to a different period 
during one of the recent grand minima. 
Work has been carried out on how the solar dynamo could be interrupted in this manner 
(see Schmitt et al. (1996), Ferriz-Mas et al. (1994)) and it was found that there are two types 
of grand minima - those in which the cycle is just quieted and those in which the cycle is 
completely reset. This is another area in which further work needs to be carried out for a 
greater understanding. 
1.3 Overview of Computational Fluid Dynamics 
1.3.1 Introduction 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a very deep field and this chapter will only 
provide a very brief overview of some of the techniques that are developed more in chapter 
four, as some of the descriptive terms used in chapter four are better described here. A more 
complete description can be found in any good fluid dynamics book, a number of which are 
listed in the Bibliography. 
The term fluid is one that can cause some misinterpretations. A fluid is something that is 
capable of flowing - that is a liquid, gas, powder, amorphous solid (e.g. glass), even a regular 
solid with a sufficiently large time frame (e.g. the Earth's crust is often modeled as a fluid on 
geological time scales). Fluid does not refer solely to liquids, as is the more usual 
interpretation in standard English usage. 
All CFD codes are derived from three basic equations, based on three fundamental laws 
- the conservation laws of mass (often called the continuity equation), momentum and 
energy. CFD codes are also constrained by boundary conditions. 
Example: Consider a fluid flowing through a pipe of varying cross section. The continuity-
equation states that at any cross section, the total mass flowing in any given time must be 
constant. This implies that flow is faster in narrower sections. The boundary conditions are 
that at the pipe wall, the velocity perpendicular to the pipe is zero ( no flow through the pipe 
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wall), and also the velocity parallel to the pipe wall is zero, although this will increase 
rapidly for positions just off the pipe wall. 
The three conservation laws themselves are fundamental and must never be violated. 
However, in many problems the rules are "bent' by incorporating sources and sinks of any of 
the three quantities. For example, a code that models water in a bath may have a sink at the 
plug where water drains and a source where the water enters the bath. Therefore, in the 
overall model of any one of the three equations may have (carefully modeled) exceptions; 
these exceptions and the application of the boundary conditions is where CFD codes differ. 
In astrophysics, we often are not interested in flow through a pipe; the boundary conditions 
often have less impact on the flow field and do not need to be as carefully modeled as they 
would by a hydraulic engineer. However, we are often interested in ionization effects, 
molecular formation, radiation interactions, and other factors that a hydraulic engineer might 
not consider. These effects bind up, absorb or release energy, creating a sink or source in the 
energy equation. 
Instead, a hydraulic engineer might be concerned with the effects of a secondary pipe 
injecting additional fluid into, or diverting fluid out of, the regular flow. This would create a 
source or sink in the continuity equation, rather than the energy equation discussed above. 
Fortunately, in many astrophysical applications (including this project), this just does not 
happen. Another aspect that may have to be considered by both modelers would be a 
sink/source in the momentum equation, caused by external forces. 
While it is theoretically possible to write an all-encompassing computational code to 
solve every possible problem in fluid dynamics, the reality is that computers are finite objects 
with a finite speed. The overwhelming factor in writing a successful CFD code is 
consideration of how quickly it can solve the problem at hand with suitable accuracy. 
Inclusion of irrelevant, or even mostly negligible elements into the code will slow it down. 
Therefore, most applications have a specific code written for their solution. 
1.3.2 Discretization 
Computational codes work by assigning values to particular variables (velocity, density, 
pressure, temperature, etc.) for a given parcel of fluid. This has the unfortunate effect of 
breaking the fluid into discrete segments; the more segments the fluid contains, the less the 
difference will be between neighboring segments, but more computational time will be 
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required to solve the problem. Furthermore, when time dependency is included (inherent in 
the term dynamics), the times at which these variables are evaluated will be separated by a 
time-step. Similarly, the smaller the time step, the greater the accuracy and the slower the 
code will be. 
These fluid segments (also referred to as packets or parcels) are handled in one of two 
ways. 
1.3.2.1 Eulerian Method 
The Eulerian method assigns a grid to the physical domain in which the fluid moves. 
Fluid moves in and out of the grid segments or cells; that motion is tracked and the properties 
of the fluid in each cell updated accordingly. 
1.3.2.2 Lagrangian Method 
The Lagrangian Method assigns a particular piece of fluid to a cell. As the fluid moves, 
so does the cell. This method has the advantage over the Eulerian system of being able to 
better keep track of the history and behavior of any one particular volume of fluid. However, 
it also has some disadvantages - it impedes free mixing and, more importantly, it is 
extremely difficult to track in more than one dimension. The fluid elements will deform and 
take irregular shapes, greatly slowing the computer as it works with complex geometries. 
The result is that multi-dimensional Lagrangian codes require frequent re-assignment of the 
cell boundaries. 
1.3.2.3 Differential equations 
Most of the equations that are solved in CFD involve at least one differential operator at 
some point. To solve these, we go back to basics in the definition of differentials. 
/  ( u + 5  u ) - f ( u  )  (1.3.1) 5 u — 0 ÔU 
or equivalently 
du Su 
The physical equations typically define values of the differentials based on fluid 
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parameters. These values can then be used to determine the new values off 
f  ( u + 5  u )  =  f  [ u )  +  ô  u  - y -
du 
(1.3.3) 
Once again, there is a conflict between efficiency and accuracy. For most accuracy, u 
should be infinitesimally small; however, this is unreasonable for a simulation over any 
finite time. Instead, some small but finite value is used. The value is chosen to be as large as 
possible without creating instabilities or large inaccuracies. 
A more general form of the above equation involves time and position first and second 
order differentials. These are actually more common in the real equations. 
£  +  A f+ B^= 0  dt ax dx~ 
Where the subscript refers to position in space and the superscript to the position in time. 
Central Difference 
Note the term involving the first position derivative in 1.3.4 takes the difference from 
terms on the left hand side and the right hand side, and divides by two times the inter-zone 
distance. This is called a central difference and is a derivation from equation 1.3.2. A 
central difference system is usually a more accurate system than that derived from equation 
1.3.1. This is easily demonstrated by use of a Taylor Series to expand the function about the 
central location. A forward expansion and a backward expansion both leave errors on order 
x. Adding these leaves errors on order ( x) 2. 
By finding a "central difference' of the first differential at the half cells above and below 
the cell of interest, a central difference determination of the second derivative can be made. 
implies Li LL + A J " <  O  
5 t  2 5 x  5 x '  
(1.3.4) 
2nd Order 
(1.3.5) 
dA . 
5 x2 
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Leapfrogging 
In almost all cases, all of the variables to be calculated are dependent on each other and 
one of the troubling aspects in writing a CFD code is in determining which variable should 
be calculated first. Inevitably, an error in one will cause a cascade of errors in any variables 
that then use the erroneous value in their determination. 
One method to increase accuracy is called leapfrogging; this is similar to central 
differencing, only it is used in time-dependent rather than position dependent situations. The 
best example of this is in determining position from acceleration, when acceleration depends 
on position (e.g. a fluid parcel moving through a variable pressure gradient). An 
intermediate step is required to determine the velocity. 
Suppose we know the position (and hence acceleration) at time 0. Then using a 
straightforward time integration would yield v1 = v° + a 0 51 . Then the position at t= 1 
could be determined and hence the acceleration. However, this parcel is accelerating; using 
the velocity at t=l to obtain the position change from t=0 to t=l is unrealistic. Instead, the 
1 -1 
velocity should be calculated at a half-time-step, so v2 = v 1+a°5t • 
Then the position (and hence acceleration) can be more accurately determined at t=l 
g, . Obviously, where the time step is itself dynamic (changing as a 
function of the fluid behavior), the values 51 will need to be carefully handled. 
The advantages of the leapfrogging method over a straightforward expansion and using 
.r1 = x° + v° 51 + 0.5 a° (51 f are the same as those for using a central difference method 
over a standard end-point calculation. 
1.3.3 Modern Developments 
1.3.3.1 Adaptive Grid 
The adaptive grid (also called adaptive mesh) development allows greater accuracy in 
regions of the flow where parameters are rapidly changing, with marginal reductions in 
simulation speed. The idea is to segment an Eulerian grid (the adaptive grid is usually used 
in an Eulerian system, although it could be used in Lagrangian as well) into finer resolution 
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where necessary - for example at shock interfaces. This process is used, for example, by 
Carlsson and Stein (1997) to obtain better resolution across shock fronts. 
The most common implementation of the adaptive grid in more than one dimension 
involves the splitting of entire rows and columns as shown below. 
A more refined, though harder to implement, system refines just the section of interest. 
In this case, figure 1.7b would have the upper right and lower left quadrants unaltered from 
figure 1.7 a. 
Figure 1.7a 
A uniform grid. The cells all have 
identical sizes. 
1 
"igure 1.7b 
The refined (or adapted) grid. There 
is now much greater resolution in the 
lower right corner than in the other 
quadrants. 
One 
problem with this approach involves time-sequencing. Reducing the minimum cell size 
requires a reduction in the time step, and that time step is often used for all cells. One 
alternative to this is a non-synchronous code, in which the time step varies from cell to cell. 
This is extremely difficult to keep track of and can lead to cause-effect problems (where the 
cause is a product of the effect, because calculations are made out of sequence) if not handled 
correctly 
Although the adaptive grid method is currently not in use in the code described in 
chapter four, it is a desirable feature and is listed among the future refinements in chapter six. 
There are currently no plans to incorporate the non-synchronous aspect of a refined grid in 
the code. 
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1.3.3.2 Free Lagrange Method 
As mentioned earlier, the Lagrange method has advantages and disadvantages over the 
Euler system. One prominent, very succesful and very accurate code, the Piecewise 
Parabolic Method (PPM) (Colella and Woodward (1984); Woodward and Coletla (1984); 
also Pace (1995) on VH-1, a basic version of PPM), allows the user to select which method is 
used. However, it does not get around the problem of the Lagrange grid intertwining and 
creating non-mappable zones. Instead, the PPM code regrids the Lagrange code to a more 
regular, more easily handled, grid. This regridding is undesirable, as it removes most of the 
advantages of the Lagrange method. 
The Free-Lagrange method (Trease, Fritts and Crowley (1991)) recognizes that while 
regridding is undesirable it is also inevitable. However, by using methods similar to the 
adaptive grid, it is possible to merge, split and generate cells only as necessary to prevent 
knots and loops appearing in the mesh. Otherwise, the mesh will be unrefined. 
The code described in chapter four was originally Lagrangian based, and still retains the 
Lagrangian treatment in the vertical direction (with an Euler treatment in the horizontal 
directions). This is a new idea worthy of testing by itself. There are no plans currently to 
move towards the Free-Lagrange system. 
1.4 Review of Heat Transfer Mechanisms 
Most elementary textbooks assert that there are three fundamental methods by which 
heat may be transferred - conduction, convection and radiation. In fact there is also a fourth, 
mechanical transport (other than convection). This could be non-convective bulk motion or 
wave motion, both of which are often overlooked. Bulk motion is usually associated with 
artificially driven fluids (for example, forced hot air ducts). In this application, non-
convective bulk motion is unlikely to be a factor and the term mechanical transport will be 
assumed to refer to wave motions. It is possible to move energy from one region to a distant 
region, with barely any influence on the intervening regions by using waves. If the waves are 
able to pro [agate through the region without dissipating, there will be no lasting effect of 
their passing. Waves can be either sound waves (compression waves), Alfven waves 
(magnetoacoustic waves) or a mix of the two. 
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In the bulk of the volume of most stars, conduction plays a relatively minor role in heat 
transfer. As discussed in section 1.2, conduction can play a significant role around the 
transition region, otherwise it is often neglected. Astronomers frequently talk about 
convection zones and radiation zones; these do not imply that only that particular mode of 
transport is in operation, just that one mode is dominant over all of the others. 
1.4.1 Radiation 
Imagine breaking down a structure into several horizontal slices. In equilibrium, the 
same amount of energy must pass through each layer - otherwise, one level would receive 
more energy than it emits and would heat, while another would have a net loss in energy and 
consequently cool. Assume for now that all of the energy is transported by radiation by 
photons of a specific energy, as it is more intuitive to talk about a particle than a unit of 
energy. At each layer, some of the photons passing through will be absorbed, some will be 
transmitted and some will be emitted. It is usual to assume that these processes are isotropic 
(i.e. equal in all directions), although there are exceptions in very tenuous gasses. 
Let us suppose that each layer transmits some fraction of the incoming photons. The 
top layer is transmitting and absorbing photons coming from below only (because there are 
no photons coming from above), and emitting photons isotropically. The number of surplus 
photons escaping upwards is equal to one half of the emitted photons (as the other emitted 
photons go down) plus those that were transmitted through the layer. 
Let m signify the number of photons incident on the layer and n the number that escapes 
upwards. Then n=am + ^ (l-a)m 
m 
j ( l - < x ) m  T 
am 
( 1  - < x ) m  
Figure 1.8 
Showing photon transfer within a piece of fluid 
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Since a<l his implies that n<m. This does not violate our earlier statement, that the 
number of incident photons must be equal to the number of outgoing photons, because there 
are additional outgoing photons, they are just heading in the wrong direction. 
Now consider the layer below, with k photons incident from below and (1- )m/2 
incident from above (see figure 1.9) 
Now, the number of photons leaving this cell in the upward direction must be equal to 
m, the number incident from below on the layer above. 
a A:-h-^-(l — a)fc+-^-(l— a)'m = -^-£(l+a)+-^-(l— a ) 1  m  =  m  
This can be simplified to 
k = m\ M 
1 ( l - a ) k  
- a ( l - < x ) n  
— ( l - a ) ' m  
4 
•j" - - . 
j ( l - a ) k  
y ( l - a ) m  
— ( 1  - a ) '  m  
4 ' 
Figure 1.9 
Showing photon transfer within a piece of fluid 
Again, it is easily seen that k is at least as large as m; the same analysis can be continued 
for lower layers. 
Next, we use this discovery to consider the number of photons emitted from these two 
layers (ignoring any transmitted photons). 
From the top layer we have y(l -(%)/% 
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and from the second layer we have — [( 1 — a ) & + ( 1 — a )" m ] . 
Obviously, there are more photons emitted from the second layer than from the top 
layer. Since the total energy emitted (represented here by the number of photons) is a 
function of temperature to the fourth power, this implies that the temperature must be higher 
in the second level. Hence, the temperature drops in a radiative atmosphere as radius 
increases. 
The rate (with respect to position) at which the temperature drops is a function of , 
which is directly related to the mean free path of a photon - that is, how far a typical photon 
will travel before being absorbed and to the thickness of the layer. The magnitude of the 
(negative) temperature gradient has an upper bound (when =0 in the illustration above). If a 
situation arises where the temperature needs to drop faster than this limit, then radiation 
cannot carry all of the energy that has to escape, a second energy transportation method is 
required. 
1.4.2 Convection 
Convection can be a much more efficient method of moving heat than radiation. It will 
support a much steeper temperature gradient, in fact it requires a relatively steep gradient to 
occur. 
Imagine a parcel of fluid embedded within a larger fluid volume. A disturbance lifts this 
parcel a small distance. As it rises, the ambient pressure falls (a consequence of hydrostatic 
equilibrium) and the parcel will expand adiabatically. ' As it expands, it cools and its mass 
density obviously decreases (same mass, larger volume). If the mass density falls below the 
ambient density, then buoyancy will provide an upward force to raise the parcel even further. 
This is called a convective instability and results in convective heat transport. 
We will label the lower level with subscript 0, the upper level with subscript 1 and the 
parcel parameters with a prime. The ideal gas law relates pressure, density and temperature, 
We can see from this that the fundamental instability criterion 
Pi ' K Pi ° 7Y > 7, , since the parcel pressure is always equal to the ambient 
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pressure. Therefore, if the ambient temperature drops more rapidly with height than a parcel 
of fluid simply rising and expanding adiabatically, then we have instability. It is worth 
considering at this point the nature of the adiabatic temperature gradient. 
The first law of thermodynamics states that the change in energy is equal to the work 
done on the parcel plus any heat exchange with the surrounding medium. In an adiabatic 
expansion, the first term is negative, the second term is zero and the conservation law 
becomes 
dU = - PdV 
The internal energy can also be expressed as a function of temperature and adiabatic 
C p  
constant y = — where C  f  and C v  are the specific heats at constant pressure and C v  
volume respectively. 
U =—-—nRT = dU =-^—dT 
y - i  y - i  
Now differentiating the ideal gas law PV = nRT gives 
PdV + V dP PdV + V dP = nRdT = dT = 
nR 
Putting these expressions together yields 
-PdV=dU=-??-dT "R tPdV + VdP 
y - 1  
n  ( Pd    \ 
— 1 \  n R  )  
dV -dP 
simplifying and dividing by PV then produces y—^~———— , which can be integrated 
and to give a P~V relation. Substituting density (and mass) for volume produces the 
adiabatic relation 
P = K py . 
Now return to the ideal gas law, taking logarithms and differentials gives 
d In P = d In p + d In T 
Using the adiabatic relation yields d i n  P  ( I —  — )  =  d  I n  T  ~ ~  ~  ^  
y d In T y - 1 
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Finally, we have an expression for the adiabatic temperature gradient with respect to 
pressure. Therefore, if the ambient pressure gradient satisfies 
d In T y — 1 
d In P y 
then convection will occur. 
1.4.3 Conduction 
Conduction is often overlooked in astrophysics because its role is generally minor. 
However, there are circumstances where this role can become significant. Conduction is 
really a form of diffusion, where higher energy particles collide with lower energy particles 
and pass some of that energy on. The rate at which energy can be conducted thus depends on 
the availability of free particles, the mean free path length of those particles and the 
temperature differential at each end of the mean free path (or the temperature gradient). In a 
scenario where there are abundant free particles moving at very high speeds, with long mean 
free paths in a medium supporting a steep temperature gradient, conduction can be a very 
efficient form of transportation. These cases are rare. The thermal energy flux due to 
conduction is given by 
F conduction = ~KVT 
K is the thermal conductivity, which typically increases with temperature. A large value for 
conductive flux is not a sufficient criterion for significant heating or cooling of a region by 
conductive processes. Consider the classical case of a metal rod joining a hot region to a 
cold region. Each point on the metal rod gradually comes to its own equilibrium temperature 
while thermal energy is conducted along its length. After the equilibrium temperature 
structure is established, thermal energy continues to be conducted although the temperature 
structure does not change. In determining the temperature structure, the divergence of the 
thermal energy flux is a more important value than the actual flux of thermal energy. 
V • Fconductim = -K grad2 T 
This tells us how rapidly thermal energy is being added or removed from a particular 
region. 
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1.4.4 Mechanical Transport 
Mechanical transport in this context refers to energy transported by wave motion. 
Again, a classical example is that of ocean waves. Miles out in the ocean, the wind imparts 
energy to the water. This energy is carried on the rolling waves until it reaches a shore. At 
that point, the energy is dissipated in the crashing of waves. That energy passed almost 
unnoticed through the intervening waters and the same happens in a stellar atmosphere. 
Oscillations near the base of the atmosphere provide the energy source in place of the wind. 
These oscillations produce waves that propagate through the atmosphere until they x break'. 
Actually, they steepen into shock waves, which dissipate the energy as thermal energy. The 
lower regions of the atmosphere neither absorb nor emit this energy; it is just passing 
through. This is similar to the consideration of conductive flux - the flux can pass through 
without altering the state of the material. It is the divergence of that flux that is important. 
1.4.5 Real Atmospheres 
A real atmosphere will involve all four of these processes. As we have seen, an 
atmosphere relying entirely on radiation for its energy transfer will have a temperature that 
decreases with height. Similarly, for convection to occur, the temperature must decrease 
with height. Both cases require that the temperature decreases with height. 
Conduction will simply conduct heat from a hot region to a nearby cold region. If the 
atmosphere relied entirely on conduction, convection and radiation, then this too would 
require that the temperature decrease with height. Conduction is not capable of providing a 
temperature inversion. 
However, as we have already discussed (and to be discussed in much more detail in 
Chapter Two), the sun's atmosphere has a temperature inversion. The temperature starts to 
go down with height as expected, but then starts to climb. 
Where this temperature inversion occurs, the conductive flux (proportional to negative 
temperature gradient) points downwards. It is not capable of providing the thermal energy 
source to the upper atmosphere. The convective flux is approximately zero because a 
temperature inversion is convectively stable, so it cannot provide the energy source. The 
radiative flux is a little more complicated. We know that it cannot sustain an equilibrium 
temperature inversion for reasons already discussed, so it too cannot provide the source of 
thermal energy. 
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It may be worth considering the direction of the net radiative flux. We know that there 
must be an upward component to the radiative flux because the sun shines; however, we 
cannot directly observe the relative value of the downward component. We therefore cannot 
directly determine the resulting direction of the radiative flux. However, since the sun 
models a black body very well, we can infer that most of the radiation comes from the 
photosphere, which is below the temperature minimum. 
Consider a scenario in which the upper atmosphere was able to reverse the net radiative 
flux. Then most of the radiation would have to come from the upper atmosphere because the 
radiation is emitted isotropically. For clarification of this, see Appendix 2.3. But that 
contradicts the notion of a photosphere, so the hotter material above must emit only weakly 
to avoid swamping the photons coming from the photosphere. Therefore, the net radiative 
flux can be assumed to be upwards. 
The only remaining flux is that of mechanical transport. By some mechanism, this 
process must allow the deposition of energy into high levels of the atmosphere in order to 
produce the temperature inversion that is observed. The most likely candidate for this effect 
is the propagation of acoustic waves which steepen as they pass through progressively lower 
density fluids. Eventually, they become shock waves at which point they can begin to 
dissipate their energy into the surroundings. The height of formation of these shock waves is 
crucial and not conclusively researched. If they form at very high altitudes (significantly 
above the temperature minimum), then that energy must be conducted back down into the 
lower levels of the atmosphere. If the shock waves form at low levels in the atmosphere, 
they must continue to propagate into the upper levels, depositing energy as they go. It is 
found that energy is preferentially deposited as soon as possible, so this latter concept 
appears to not work. If the shock waves form fairly low in the atmosphere, they will deposit 
their energy preferentially in the lower atmosphere. However, since the density falls rapidly 
with altitude, and the temperature is a measure of average thermal energy per particle, much 
less energy is required at higher altitudes to produce the same temperature increase. Indeed, 
a propagating shock wave could be depositing less and less energy into subsequent slices of 
the atmosphere, but the temperature change as a result of that could still be increasing with 
altitude. 
The ultimate equilibrium structure of the upper atmosphere will then be a close balance 
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between mechanical, conductive and radiative fluxes (the convective flux is negligible). The 
divergence of the radiative flux will tend to remove the temperature inversion (as already 
discussed in 1.4.1), it therefore has a relatively minor role in the equilibrium structure. The 
two dominant methods then are mechanical and conductive transport and their relative 
importance depends on where that energy is deposited. If the effect of mechanical energy 
deposition results in an atmosphere that very closely resembles the classical picture, then we 
can conclude that conduction will play a minor role. However, as the mechanical energy 
effect tends away from the classical picture, dumping more energy into the higher levels, 
then conduction must play an increasingly significant role in creating that classical structure. 
The exact roles played by these two fluxes is currently inconclusive and is an area of 
continued research. One thing is reasonably certain, mechanical energy is transferred into 
thermal energy at high altitudes and that thermal energy is conducted back down to lower 
altitudes. 
Thus far, we have assumed an atmosphere with a uniform temperature gradient around 
the globe. However, this assumption is flawed and this too can be used to explain the 
temperature inversion. So far, we have discarded convection as being totally ineffective in a 
temperature inversion. However, one important consideration for convective efficiency that 
has not been considered thus far is magnetic fields. In the presence of magnetic fields, 
charged particles tend to be constrained to move along the field lines. This can have two 
effects on the convective efficiency. If these field lines are not vertical, then in an otherwise 
convectively unstable atmosphere the field lines could reduce the vertical velocity 
component, increasing the stability. Then the atmosphere could still receive most of its 
energy transfer from radiation processes, which is not affected by field lines. More 
appropriately for this context, a set of vertical field lines could conceivably enclose a 
convectively unstable column of atmosphere in an otherwise convectively stable atmosphere. 
Convection could then occur within that tube even through a temperature inversion. 
Radiation has also not received a correct treatment. The simple analysis of radiation 
theory seen here contained the gross simplification that all photons carried equal amounts of 
energy (recall we used the word photon as a proxy for energy quantum) and if energy needs 
to be released, it can be. The truth is that only certain energies can be released and this can 
cause complications. There is more detail on this in the paragraphs on non local 
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thermodynamic equilibrium and molecular cooling in section 2.3. 
1.4.5.1 More on Magnetic effects 
While the sun has a global magnetic field like the Earth, most of the magnetic effects on 
the sun are local in origin. That is, small scale features often contain magnetic loops and 
field lines that can sometimes connect with other features in the atmosphere. One of these 
features that is worth mentioning is the magnetic umbrellas, these are regions of non-vertical 
field lines and are probably essential in the heating of the upper layers of the sun. One 
possible mechanism that would allow the magnetic field umbrella structure to heat the upper 
atmosphere is detailed below. 
Suppose a volume of gas is enclosed in a magnetic flux tube - that is a region where the 
magnetic field lines run (almost) parallel, like the edges of a cylinder. Just as mass cannot 
penetrate a solid cylinder, ionized matter cannot easily cross the field lines to penetrate the 
tube, so the fluid inside remains inside and that outside remains outside. 
Now suppose a local heating event occurs inside the tube (possibly caused by a shock 
wave propagating through). The gas inside will become heated, increasing in pressure. A 
high pressure gas in a magnetically active region is able to move the magnetic field lines 
around, while a low pressure gas is constrained by the field lines. Therefore, the high 
pressure gas inside the tube will tend to expand against the low pressure gas outside. The 
magnetic field lines will be pushed out by the high pressure gas and the low pressure gas will 
be pushed out by the field lines. 
T 
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The result is that the field lines expand producing an umbrella of field lines through the 
atmosphere until it reaches the next flux tube. While this is probably not the cause of the 
umbrella structure (that is probably related to convection and downdrafts), it is certainly 
compatible. 
The end effect of this process is that the cool gas is completely shut off from rising into 
the upper atmosphere, a path is only open for that gas that was heated in the flux tube. This 
is thought to be one possible process by which the temperature inversion discussed in 1.2.2.1 
and again in chapter two is achieved. 
Notice that the two theories just put forward - convective instabilities in a flux tube and 
shock propagation in a flux tube - are mutually exclusive at any given altitude. As soon as a 
shock wave starts to heat the gas inside a flux tube, it will shut off the convective possibilities 
by creating a temperature inversion. However, it could well be that a convective stability 
deep down in the flux tube brings up relatively hot, fast traveling fluid which then develops 
into a shock wave, which would be enhanced by its additional energy at the start. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
THE QUIRKY CHROMOSPHERE 
2.1 Introduction 
The classical model of a solar—type atmosphere has the temperature decreasing 
uniformly with height through the photosphere. This trend reverses somewhere above the 
photosphere and the temperature begins to climb through the chromosphere until the 
transition region, at which point it increases significantly over a very short distance in the 
transition to the corona (see figure 2.1.1). The decrease in temperature with height is a well 
known and fairly straightforward consequence of radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium and is 
explained in section 1.4.1. 
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Figure 2.1 
Classical temperature structure through a solar-type atmosphere.(adapted from 
Vemazza et al., 1973). Height is increasing to the left, measured from the photosphere. 
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In order to achieve the reversal of temperature gradient, energy in addition to regular 
radiative absorption must be dumped into the atmosphere at preferentially higher levels. The 
exact mechanism for doing this is not fully understood; it has been postulated (Lie-
Svendsen et al. (1999)) that in the transition region and possibly the upper chromosphere, 
conduction may actually play a role, as heat is electronically conducted down from the 
extremely hot corona. 
In this work, I am restricting the investigation of the nature of the apparent temperature 
increase to the chromosphere only, (from heights of about 500 km up to around 2000km). 
At this level and below, the fluid is of sufficiently high density that the magnetic fields are 
trapped in the gas and moved around with the charged particles. Above that level, through 
the transition layer and into the corona, the density falls and the fluid is constrained by the 
magnetic field lines instead. This completely changes the fluid dynamics, indeed it is likely 
that the energy deposits are strongly correlated with the magnetic fields in this region. While 
there is potential for development of this work to model these upper regions (see Chapter 6), 
for now I do not include magnetic field effects. Consequently, the temperature structure of 
the upper atmosphere is without the scope of this model and will not be further discussed. 
2.2 Current Models 
2.2.1 Observation 
Recent observations, with resolutions better than 2" (300km) (e.g. Lites, Rutten 
&Kalkofen (1993); Solanki, Livingston & Ayres (1994); Uitenbroek, Noyes & Rabin 
(1994)) suggest that the chromosphere actually comprises isolated hot regions surrounded by 
a spatially dominant cooler region. The classical model described above is based on low 
resolution imagery (-10", or 1500km on the surface) and assumes that the fluid is uniformly 
heated. With 10" resolution, it is possible to average out local variations to produce the 
structure shown in figure 2.1. However, the averaging is carried out with a mean radiation 
intensity; since radiation is emitted as temperature to the fourth power, the hot regions will 
be relatively dominant over the cooler regions using this method. The bulk of the material 
could be at temperatures very much cooler than shown in figure 2.1, but those isolated hot 
spots are so heavily weighted that it appears as though the chromosphere has, on average, a 
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significantly higher temperature than that associated with the bulk of the chromsphere. 
2.2.2 Models 
There are three well studied mechanisms that could account for the classical 
chromospheric temperature gradient reversal and the temperature inhomogeneity seen in 
these new observations. One of these is the role that magnetic fields play; while these effects 
are almost certainly going to be significant and probably dominant in regions of high 
magnetic activity, their role in regions over the quiet photosphere (where fields are not as 
strong) is less certain. In these regions, it appears that an alternative method is required to 
create the observed temperature structure and it is this alternative method that will be 
examined in more detail. Arguments have been made for and against two hypotheses -
acoustic shock heating and molecular cooling. It may well be that both models have 
relevance; in this project an important goal is to include the physics from both models in a 
consistent way. A summary of these mechanisms follows. 
2.2.2.1 Molecular Cooling 
In a sequence of papers (Ayres (1981); Ayres and Weidemann (1989); Ayres and Rabin 
(1996); also Muchmore and Ulmschneider (1985) ), the role that carbon monoxide (CO) may 
play in generating a temperature bifurcation in the solar atmosphere has been examined. 
Kneer (1983) examined a similar role in other stars, while in another paper (Cuntz and 
Muchmore ( 1994)), CO and SiO effects were examined together in larger stars, but not in the 
solar atmosphere. 
The basic underlying principle behind their work is that these molecules can act as a 
refrigerant when they are able to form; however, these molecules are only stable at low 
temperatures (below around 4000K). The presence of CO increases the number of available 
wavelength bands in which the gas can efficiently cool by surface emission. At temperatures 
above 4000K, CO breaks down and the only effective cooling channel is emission from the 
recombination continuum of H~. Below approximately 4900K, H~ is actually a radiative 
heating agent, so temperatures between 4000K to 4900K are unstable, resulting in the 
temperature bifurcation between the volumes with molecular content and those without. 
While this method is capable of describing the reason for a reduction in the temperature 
gradient, it does not adequately address the complete reversal of gradient. Ayres (1981) 
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suggests that the source of the local mechanical heating (to break apart the CO molecule) is 
magnetic flux tubes (see Chapman, (1981), Spruit(1981)) although does not expand on why 
these flux tubes should preferentially deposit mechanical energy higher in the atmosphere. 
Indeed, it is quite difficult to predict the preferential heights for destruction of CO. 
2.2.2.2 Shock Heating 
An alternative hypothesis is that the localized bright regions are a result of shock heating 
from acoustic waves propagating up through the atmosphere and steepening into shock 
waves. A sequence of papers (Carlsson and Stein, 1992, 1995 and 1997; Carlsson Judge and 
Wilhelm, 1997 and Judge; Carlsson and Wilhelm, 1997) deals with one dimensional 
propagation of acoustic waves with no magnetic field effects. A good summary of the model 
used in these papers is found in Carlsson and Stein (1999). Their simulations are startlingly 
similar to observations of bright grain formations in the Ca H line and result in a very large 
temperature variation, from around 25000K in the shock heated regions, down to around 
2500K in the pre-shock regions at the top of the atmosphere. Clearly, at such low 
temperatures, the emission lines are going to disappear. The result would be that, on a 
sufficiently small scale, any one spatial region would exhibit emission lines during the high 
temperature phase and absorption lines during the low temperature phase (roughly 90% of 
the time). This can, in principle, be tested by considering the heights at which the emission 
lines form (i.e. the height at which the acoustic waves form shocks). If they form low in the 
atmosphere and that region is blanketed by a relatively dense, cooler, absorbing gas, then the 
lines should appear as absorption lines, or very weak emission lines. If the emission lines do 
not form until close to the top of the atmosphere then there will not be opportunity for those 
lines to be 'extinguished'. Similarly, the frequency and 'depth' of the shock wave and 
consequentially heated gas will play a vital role. A low frequency geometrically-thick wave 
will show more variability in emission profile than a high frequency, geometrically-thin 
wave. 
We find that shock waves steepen very rapidly in the solar atmosphere, this is expected 
because at chromospheric levels, the fluid is very 'stiff, i.e. it cannot be compressed very far 
(when compared to, for example, the atmosphere of a red giant star). Once the waves 
steepen into shocks, they will begin to dissipate energy into their surroundings quite rapidly; 
there is no known reason why they would dissipate that energy at preferentially higher levels 
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in the atmosphere. The result we found, namely that the actual energy of the wave is 
preferably dissipated at lower levels is confirmed by a simple analysis. Consider the energy 
flux of a wave, in a medium with a sound speed c and characteristic velocity fluctuations v. 
F E = c p v 2  
Once the wave steepens to a shock wave, the propagation velocity of the wave will be 
constrained to close to the sound speed, which does not change significantly through the 
model. Therefore, the energy flux is determined by the exponentially decaying density and 
the wave must deposit energy accordingly at a rate proportional to density. 
To release energy high in the chromosphere, there would have to be either a much 
slower steepening of the shock wave than we found, or a channeling effect such as a 
magnetic flux tube (but this is not included in the Carlsson and Stein models). 
However, the argument put forward in these papers is that hydrogen recombination 
inevitably follows the hydrogen ionization caused by shock heating. This has the effect of 
increasing the radiation field, while leaving the temperature steady, or falling with height. It 
is this increase in radiative cooling, it is argued, that has been interpreted as the 
chromo spheric temperature increase in the semi-empirical, classical, picture shown in figure 
2.1. 
Ulmschneider et al (1987) constrain the propagation of acoustic waves to be within 
magnetic flux tubes, localizing the heating in a similar manner to that in the CO model of 
Ayres. They found that the geometry of the flux tube can have a significant effect on the end 
result. However, these simulations were still carried out in one dimension, with the 
horizontal scale changing with height to simulate the magnetic field geometry. 
It appears from this latter paper as though the inclusion of effects in the horizontal 
direction could significantly change results over a simple one dimensional calculation and it 
is easy to see why from simple geometrical reasoning. As the wave-front propagates out, it 
will also expand in the horizontal directions. This causes heating over a larger disk area 
(causing the wave to dissipate even more rapidly). However, as it dissipates, this increased 
area of hot fluid would cause the averaged temperature of fluid at that level to rise, 
effectively causing an apparent increase in the fluid temperature. While the temperature is 
apparently increasing, the reality could be that the temperature of both the locally heated 
fluid and the cool surrounding fluid could still be falling with height. 
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As an illustrative example, suppose that at one level, 1% of a 4 OOOK disk of area unity is 
heated to 10 OOOK. Then the total energy from that disk would be proportional to 
Aj\ + A, T\=0.99 ( 40004)+0.01 ( 100004)=3.53 xlO14 , 
resulting in an effective temperature of4336K 
At some higher level, suppose that the locally heated area has expanded to cover 50% of 
the disk. The locally heated material has cooled to 6 OOOK, while the rest of the disk has 
cooled to 3 OOOK. The energy is now proportional to 
A Lr 4 + A 2r 4=6.89xl0L4 . 
resulting in an effective temperature of5122K. 
It is still possible, therefore, to see an increased temperature, while the gas temperature 
is falling with height, as would be expected. Even with a more reasonable reduced 
geometric effect, the apparent temperature would fall less quickly than might be expected 
from simple hydrodynamic simulations. If this is coupled with Carlsson and Stein's 
arguments regarding the increased radiation field behind a shock, it would definitely appear 
as though the temperature were increasing. 
Of course, if the shock wave is constrained within a flux tube, then it is the geometry of 
the flux tube that plays the important role, but magnetic flux tubes are not expected to be 
dominant in the regions of low solar activity. That magnetic flux tubes play a role is 
virtually guaranteed, if only to explain the rapid rise in temperatures through the transition 
layer. However, the level to which they have an effect, particularly in the quiet regions, is 
not well understood. 
2.2.2.3 Atmospheric Re-structure 
There may be an additional method by which the temperature reversal could be assisted, 
although this could not be the only solution. The problem lies in that we cannot see directly 
what is happening at specific levels in the atmosphere. Instead, we always see to a specific 
optical depth and choose different wavelengths to pick out specific physical depths. The 
optical depth is a function of both physical depth and opacity, the latter of which is 
wavelength dependent. By observing at different wavelengths and using tabulated opacities, 
we can estimate the physical depth to which we are looking. For reference, the original 
version of figure 1.1 (Vemazza et al., 1973) included the wavelengths to particular depths. 
Now suppose we really have a very dynamic atmosphere. A shock (compression) wave 
propagates up through the atmosphere. From the results presented in chapter five, it is seen 
that fluid is carried along with those shock waves to significant altitudes. The fluid is not, as 
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expected from classical physics, simply displaced a small distance from where it returns. 
This bulk motion raises the density at higher levels away from the static equilibrium value, 
which, in turn, raises the gray (wavelength-independent) optical depth at all physical depths 
below the compression wave. 
Note -since the temperature changes, causing changes in ionization levels and molecular 
formations, finding the exact effect to wavelength-specific optical depths would require significant 
calculations. It may be that this effect is not relevant or even reversed in some wavelengths, making 
the analysis more difficult. 
Therefore, the propagation of compression waves through the atmosphere is not only 
potentially capable of raising the temperature locally, but also of confusing the model into 
thinking that this observed temperature is at a lower physical level than it really is. 
The resulting effect of this vertical shift would be to flatten out the temperature curve. 
2.2.2.4 Summary 
One frequently used process in simulations of late-type stars (i.e. spectral classes F and 
cooler) is to isolate the effects of magnetic fields from a background "basal flux" in emission 
lines. The magnetic contribution, it is argued, should depend upon parameters linked to 
stellar age, while the basal contribution should be independent of age. This basal emission 
flux would, presumably, be a result of acoustic shocks. While these observations are not 
necessarily solar observations, their interpretations shed light on the relative importance of 
acoustic shock dissipation in creating the conditions required for the formation of emission 
lines and consequentially their relative importance in the heating of the chromosphere. 
Buchholz et al. (1998) thoroughly investigate shock propagation and its effects on Ca II and 
Mg II lines in a one dimensional, radiative atmosphere with no molecular influence. Their 
results are quite conclusive that acoustic shocks are responsible for the "basal heating". 
Ironically, at the same time, Judge and Caprenter (1998) concluded that the basal 
contribution does not appear to be a result of propagating shock waves. From studies of C II 
lines, it was concluded that the lines were too broad and redshifted and were actually more 
characteristic of a downward propagating wave, or of a weak magnetic field effect. 
Further doubt is cast on the simple acoustic shock model of Carlsson and Stein by 
Kalkofen et al. (1999), Kalkofen (2001), and, indeed by Carlsson, Judge and Wilhelm 
(1997). While the simulations of Carlsson and Stein seemed to accurately portrayed the 
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observations of Ca H grains, it required a significant temperature decrease with height, with 
the result that most lines would be seen in absorption most of the time. The analysis of 
Carlsson Judge and Wilhelm of SUMER data from the S OHO spacecraft shows that, in fact, 
these lines are in emission all of the time. Kalkofen points out that while this is not 
inconsistent with shock propagation, it is inconsistent with low frequency shock propagation 
being the only source of heating. Indeed, the remarkable agreement between simulation and 
observation of grain formation suggests that this model is probably valid for this one feature. 
However, of the total energy supplied to the chromosphere, Carlsson and Stein's models 
utilize only about 1% in grain formation. The remaining 99%, it is argued, gives rise to a 
classical chromospheric temperature rise and the emission-dominated line profiles. This 
remaining energy would be supplied by high frequency acoustic shock propagation, at 
frequencies greater than lOmHz (periods less than 100 seconds). In chapter five, results are 
presented for such waves (frequency =0.1 Hz) and it was found that these were unable to 
propagate noticeably. It should be pointed out though that this was not tested extensively, no 
other high frequency oscillations were tested and this result could be an artifact of the cell 
size. 
If the sun does have a classical chromosphere after all, then that implies that the 
observable CO effects listed earlier must form around the temperature minimum and in the 
upper photosphere. The chromosphere would be too hot for CO molecules to exist in 
sufficient quantities. 
2.3 Solution 
The models detailed so far have mostly relied on one dimensional modeling, sometimes 
with modifications in the horizontal geometry. The exception is Ayres and Rabin (1996), 
who simulated a two dimensional radial slice, but did not include any dynamics. 
While not linked to the sun, similar studies have been undertaken in a series of papers 
(Bowen (1988); Bowen and Willson (1991); Willson, Bowen and Struck (1997); Willson and 
Bowen (1998)) to simulate atmospheres of much larger stars. From these studies, it was 
determined that the structure of the outer atmosphere depended not only on acoustic waves 
propagating into the atmosphere, but also on the composition of the atmosphere and the 
consequential ability of that atmosphere to return to equilibrium between waves. 
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(Non)-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium 
One important consideration is whether or not the fluid is in local thermodynamic 
equilibrium (LTE). This means that a parcel of fluid will radiate as a black body, 
determined by the local temperature. The assumption of LTE breaks down in a hot, low 
density fluid — such as the chromosphere or the atmospheres of red giant stars for which the 
Bowen code was originally written. In this regime, there are two temperatures of interest -
the radiation temperature and the kinetic temperature, and they will not necessarily be the 
same. 
The kinetic temperature is the conventional temperature, a measure of how much kinetic 
energy an average particle has and therefore what pressure the gas will exhibit. The 
radiation temperature is a measure of how hot the fluid appears to be when measured using 
total radiation emitted. The Bowen code isolates these two values and calculates them 
independently to determine the radiative cooling while other calculations determine the rate 
of change of temperature from different sources, such as dust grain formation. The exact 
methods used can be found in chapter four (sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.6-11). 
In a 'normal' fluid, that is a fluid in LTE, the energy levels of the electrons (state levels) 
are well known in a statistical sense. The Boltzmann distribution determines relatively how 
many atoms have electrons in each energy level. The high frequency of collisions and 
interactions keeps these values at a constant level for a given temperature; in fact the ratio of 
the number of atoms in two different levels can be used to define the temperature, usually 
called the excitation temperature (Tc,c). If all levels are distributed according to the 
Boltzmann distribution, then Tcxc is the same for all possible level pairs and is equal to the 
kinetic temperature. This is the definition of LTE. 
However, when the frequency of collisions falls, it is harder for an electron to fall to a 
lower energy level. The dominant parameter is the Einstein A-coefficient for spontaneous 
emission for an electron to fall to a lower level. In this situation, the levels will no longer be 
Boltzmann distributed and the excitation temperature will vary from level pair to level pair. 
In reality, true LTE is only effected when all transitions are collisional and the excitation 
temperature therefore varies between pairs whenever there can be spontaneous emission. 
Therefore, the excitation temperature is usually only useful when considering one particular 
transition or line. 
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The non-LTE (NLTE) effects can be significant contributors to the temperature 
structure. Rather than adiabatic expansion and radiative cooling behind the shock cooling 
the gas back to its equilibrium value rapidly, it is found that as the temperature increases, the 
gas cannot necessarily radiate as efficiendy. This is because the gas will only radiate in 
certain wavelengths as electrons fall to lower levels or recombine with ionized atoms. 
Depending on the electron levels, some cooling lines are no longer available and those that 
are available are either unlikely transitions or are easily absorbed by another atom. The 
result is that the temperature 'hangs' at a higher value, cooling only slowly. This effect is 
enhanced by viscous dissipation of the shock front, which dumps additional energy into the 
gas as the shock passes. This additional energy must be radiated away before the gas can 
return to its original parameters. 
The Bowen code on which this is based does contains only a relatively crude but 
efficient approximation to simulate the NLTE effects. The model of Carlsson and Stein uses 
a much more refined (and time consuming) method by considering most principle cooling 
frequencies independently. Specifically, they include a NLTE analysis from hydrogen 
Lyman a,p,y,5 lines, Baimer a,(3,y lines, Paschen a,(3, Bracket a, the Lyman-, Baimer-, 
Paschen- Bracket- and Pfundt- continua; from calcium the H and K lines, the infrared 
triplet and the ionization continua of the five lowest levels; and from helium all lines 
between levels. 
Dust / Molecular Cooling 
Another finding from the Bowen models is that dust formation between shock fronts 
played a significant role in the temperature structure; in the red giant atmospheres, these dust 
grains act as a refrigerant. 
While dust is unlikely to form in the solar atmosphere because the temperatures are 
significantly higher than in red giant stars, the refrigerant effect of dust in large stars bears a 
striking resemblance to the refrigerant effect of molecules in the solar atmosphere as 
proposed by Ayres and others. 
The basic theory for molecular cooling is quite simple and is based on an energy 
balance. A E—Ein — Eou = 0 for equilibrium. In a dynamic atmosphere, energy can be 
input and output by radiation and by mechanical means; however, when there is significant 
energy transfer by propagating pressure waves, there is a tendency for the mechanical energy 
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input to exceed the mechanical energy output Therefore, the radiation energy output must 
exceed the radiation energy input and the gas usually heats up. If the gas is in NLTE so 
spontaneous de-excitation is the dominant cause of photon emission, there may not be 
enough readily available transitions to radiate that energy away before the next mechanical 
event adds more energy. In effect, the gas may not be able to cool effectively and the 
temperature will increase until it can. With the presence of molecules, there are many more 
available transitions between the huge numbers of vibrational and rotational energy levels. 
This allows the radiation energy output to increase without significantly increasing the 
temperature. This allows a pocket of gas with molecules to exist in a similar environment as 
a pocket without molecules but at a much lower temperature. 
It may therefore be prudent to include molecular cooling in a hydrodynamic NLTE code 
for the solar atmosphere, in much the same way as Bowen included dust grain cooling in an 
NLTE code for red giant atmospheres. While the Bowen code is one-dimensional, the 
desirability of a three dimensional code is obvious based on the limitations of the one 
dimensional models discussed above. 
In chapter three I will discuss some of the necessary alterations that have been made to 
the Bowen code to generate a three dimensional hydrodynamic routine. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
OVERVIEW OF THE NEW 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMIC CODE 
3.1 Introduction 
The new hydrodynamic code which has been developed for this project is based on the 
Bowen code, which has been developed over many years. The Bowen code uses NLTE 
calculations on a one dimensional atmosphere representing red giant stars. The one 
dimension is in the vertical direction, although spherical atmospheric effects are included. In 
effect, each cell is a shell surrounding the star. 
The code uses a Lagrangian grid (see section 1.3 for an overview of different dynamical 
codes), since this is better able of keeping track of the history of any parcel of fluid. 
Occasional regridding is required as cells become too large and resolution is lost, otherwise 
the fluid remains in its own packets. 
The atmosphere is driven by a piston (or, more accurately, a balloon since it is spherical) 
that is located at the base of the atmosphere. The resulting pressure waves are permitted to 
propagate through die atmosphere, where they steepen in the negative pressure gradient and 
become shock waves 
In this thesis, I present the preliminary three dimensional code that has been written to 
tackle this problem, along with the results (chapter five). This is far from a completed 
project; in chapter six I present follow-on work that should be completed to make this code 
more comparable to the one-dimensional codes that produce the CO results, and the shock 
heating results. 
3.2 Similarities 
3.2.1 Treatment of NLTE 
The most striking similarity is in the implementation and handling of NLTE effects. 
There are additional effects that should be considered for the solar atmosphere but have yet 
to be included (see chapter 6), but for now the same methods used in the NLTE calculations 
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in the Bowen model are also used in this code. 
3.2.2 Schedules 
A less important similarity is the use of schedules for altering different parameters 
during the run. For example, the driving boundary - the driver starts with zero amplitude 
and grows over (typically) several cycles until it reaches its desired amplitude. This growth 
is controlled by a schedule containing amplitude and period information. The schedule can 
also determine when and how often data is written or when a summary file should be written 
for a later restart. 
3.3 Differences 
The obvious fundamental difference between the two codes is that this is three-
dimensional. The following differences are virtually all a direct consequence of this change. 
3.3.1 Hydrodynamics 
One of the large undertakings was to take a one-dimensional Lagrangian code and 
convert it into something that was capable of handling three dimensions. The problems 
associated with doing this are discussed in section 1.3, but basically it is not possible to 
construct a long-lived three-dimensional Lagrangian grid. 
The vertical direction is the most important, since it is the vertical direction in which the 
pressure waves steepen into shock waves and in which most of the physical changes occur 
for a given parcel of fluid. The horizontal direction is important in handling the angular 
spreading of the wave as it propagates through the atmosphere. However, there is less need 
to keep track of the history of fluid in the horizontal direction, since most of the motion is 
anticipated to be in the vertical direction (the direction in which the atmosphere is driven) 
Therefore, it was determined that a sensible method would be to run the Bowen code in 
multiple connected columns. Each column would have a constant angular size and fluid 
would be able to pass between columns as needed. Therefore, the grid of columns could 
receive an Eulerian treatment, while the individual cells within each column would receive a 
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Lagrangian treatment This is better explained in sections 4.4 -4.6. Sections 4.4-4.5 detail 
the horizontal component of the new code, while section 4.6 details the vertical component 
(which contains the essence of the Bowen code) and the manner in which the two processes 
interact. 
3.3.2 Driving Boundary 
In a one dimensional grid, the driving boundary is zero dimensional, it is just a number 
representing a position. In a three dimensional model, the driving boundary is two 
dimensional, like a sheet. It is possible to use a flat sheet to simulate the one-dimensional 
code, but it is also possible to add much more interesting driving shapes. Section 4.3 
contains a description of the driving mechanism, but in short, it is possible to drive almost 
any conceivable shape, with different parts of the sheet not necessarily in phase (or even with 
the same frequency, although the physical reality of this is questionable) with each other. 
3.3.3 Resrid 
Just as in the Bowen code, occasionally some cells cells become large and resolution is 
impaired. The availability of horizontal motion exascerbates this problem because fluid will 
flow out of cells under compression in the horizontal direction. This can leave some cells 
with little material in them. Therefore, the regrid methods had to be completely reworked, 
the description for these is located in sections 4.10-4.15. 
3.3.4 Boundary Conditions 
In one dimension, the upper and lower boundaries are trivially defined. However, in 
this setup their definition is not so obvious. 
Lower Boundary 
Since the lower boundary can be driven in differing manners, the positions of the bottom 
edge of the bottom cell in adjoining columns are not the same. Two methods were tried 
here, the first was that no interaction would be permitted in the case where the first cell 
adjoined the 'zeroth cell'. The second was to place a physical boundary cell (a 'zeroth cell') 
with which interaction would be permitted. This boundary cell would act as a reservoir, so 
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would itself be unaffected by any interactions. 
From simulations, it was found that the second method was more stable and this was 
adopted for the general code. 
Upper Boundary 
Similarly, the upper boundary faced the problem with the tops of the top cells not being 
at the same height. The same system was adopted, with an artificial 'corona' placed at the 
top of the model with which upper cells could interact 
3.3.5 Dust / Molecular Cooling 
Unfortunately, this was not completed and is listed in chapter six under future projects. 
However, the Bowen code contains methods by which dust grains can form and contribute to 
the refrigeration of the gas in post-shock regions. This aspect has not been removed, with 
the intention that this code could still be used for its original purpose. However, for solar-
type stars, dust formation is not a significant factor and we should be concentrating on 
molecular refrigeration effects rather than dust refrigation. The code has been structured to 
allow for this effect within the hydrodynamics, but it is set to zero at the moment. 
3.3.6 Timestep 
There are several criteria that must be satisfied in determining the maximum possible 
timestep. Most of these are identical to the Bowen code, but with slight differences in 
implementation. The only difference is in the Courant condition applied to the horizontal 
direction. This is detailed more in section 4.17. 
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CHAPTER FOUR -' 
COMPUTER CODE DESCRIPTION 
Chapter four explains the actual computer code that is used to generate the models. A 
complete description of the methods used in every step of the code is given. The relevant 
code is embedded within the text as the methods are developed. The purpose of this style is 
to allow the reader to research a particular section of code for a thorough exposition of its 
intent and to allow a scholar to become familiar with this program. The language used 
assumes little previous knowledge (save for the terms defined in the introductory chapters) 
and is aimed at the level of a competent high school student. The algebraic details require a 
grasp of basic calculus in places. 
Because of this target, the outline runs to quite some depth. For the case of algebraic 
manipulations, for example, the details associated with obtaining a programmable set of 
equations can often be lengthy. Going from the basic equations to a form in which they can 
be most efficiently programmed often involves many simplifications and approximations. 
These are identified and usually justified along the way. This outline is therefore quite 
detailed, and can be used both as a comprehensive guide to the input physics and 
mathematics, and as a roadmap to the construction of the code. 
In several places, it is therefore necessary to develop a concept or method over several 
pages for a suitably thorough description. Occasionally, particularly where there are long 
developments, some of these details become long-winded and interfere with the flow of the 
discussion. To remedy this, four collections of appendices have been created. Each 
collection is broken down into several independent sub-appendices. In the first collection 
(appendix one), the details of the input physics are summarized. This includes details of 
concepts that are brought in from outside the main flow of the code and also pithy 
summaries of important concepts whose details are spread over several pages in the full 
discussion. The second collection (appendix two) contains some mathematically rigorous 
proofs of obscure concepts that are simply declared in places throughout the thesis. The third 
collection (appendix three) contains the support documentation and code that allows the 
program to operate. Finally, the fourth collection (appendix four) contains long sections of 
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code that are either straightforward or repeated from earlier discussion and so do not require 
further description. 
There are, unfortunately, places where the description is lacking. This code is a 
development of an earlier code that was never thoroughly documented. After considerable 
effort, most of this was retraced and is documented in this chapter. However, the derivations 
for some of the equations and methods seem to be lost in antiquity. Locations of these 
uncertainties are noted as such during the discussion. 
The code is written in the FORTRAN language, consistent with the original code, 
written by Bowen, from which this was developed. Fortunately, FORTRAN is a relatively 
straightforward code to follow. For the most part, lines are read sequentially. The most 
common exceptions are continuations, DO statements, IF statements and subroutines. 
A continuation is simply where there is too much text to fit on one line. If a line starts 
with a character in the margin, it is a continuation of the preceding line. Some continuations 
extend for several lines, in this case they are either numbered of lettered sequentially. For 
example-
double precision grow(ndrive,3),dperdt(ndrive,3),dxtdt(ndrive,3), 
a dxddt(ndrive,3) ,dytdt(ndrive,3) ,dxcdt(ndrive,3), 
b dycdt(ndrive,3),dphsdt(ndrive,3] 
A DO statement causes the lines following it to be read several times. It can have one of 
two forms. The first is used for short loops and conventionally tabs the contents of the loop 
over two or three spaces. 
do i=l,IO 
print *, i 
enddo 
It is undesirable to have extended runs of code tabbed, since it reduces the number of 
characters available per line and consequently increases the number of continuations. 
Instead, a different form is used 
do 100 i= 1,10 
print *,i 
100 continue 
Both of these examples would print the numbers one to ten, one number per line. 
An IF statement will only read the lines within that block if the criterion is met. An 
ELSE statement nested within an IF statement is read if the criterion is not met. An ELSEIF 
statement allows other alternative criteria to be tested. 
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if (3.gt.4) 
print *,'3>4' 
elseif (3.eq.4) 
print *,'3=4' 
else 
print *,'3<4" 
endif 
This example would test if the number 3 had a greater value than the number 4. 
Realizing not, it would look for an else or elseif statement. Then it would test for whether 
3=4, and continue to the next else statement. There is no test here, so the output would be 
3<4 
To better analyze potential errors, and to follow what is happening in the code, it is 
easier to break the code into several subroutines. A subroutine usually handles a specific 
task within the code; for example print handles the printing of variables, regrid handles the 
regridding of the model. Passing between subroutines can be quite easily followed in the 
code. A command 
call example (varl,var2) 
calls the subroutine example, copying variables varl and varl, and passing control to that 
routine. Example then proceeds to carry out whatever instructions it has. When the 
command 
return 
is encountered, control passes back to the previous routine at a point immediately following 
the call statement. Variables varl and varl are also copied back into the previous routine, 
overwriting their previous value. 
Most often, there are many variables that need to be passed between routines. Rather 
than listing them all on the call line, a common file is created containing their names and 
designations. Also some routines that do not have direct connections with each other use 
common files to share data values. A command 
include "common/startpar" 
at the start of a routine will include all variables listed in file common/startpar in that 
routine. 
Chapter four steps through the routines, one at a time. The first routine listed, Main, is 
the controller behind the whole code. The other routines follow in alphabetical order. 
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In appendices 3.1-3.6 are listed, without explanation, the supporting files that allow the 
code to operate. 
Appendix 3.1 contains the common files shared by routines. 
Appendix 3.2 contains a sample input file for an original run. 
Appendix 3.3 contains a sample restart file for a run commencing with previously 
recorded data. 
Appendix 3.4 contains the makefile for compiling the code 
Appendix 3.5 contains the shell script for starting an original run, this is edited by the 
makefile. 
Appendix 3.6 contains the shell script for restarting a run from a saved data file. This is 
also edited by the makefile. 
4.1 Main 
This is the brain of the code, from here all of the other subroutines are arranged into a 
coherent program. 
4.1.1 Initialization 
program main 
c version 1. started feb 4th, 1999 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/drivers" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/iplus" 
include "common/jplus" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/prints" 
include "common/ regrids" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/tstpsum" 
integer dimnsn,iniprt,imwrt,l,modold,nnwrit,numsch,ncycmx,prsum, 
a wrsum 
integer ncycle(ndrive) 
real chnext,ctime,delphs,pnext,tempzd,told,tstpph,tstp,wnext 
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real pslum,pslmax,pslmin,phlmax,phimin 
real vdrve2(nx,ny) 
double precision grow(ndrive,3),dperdt(ndrive,3),dxtdt(ndrive,3), 
a dxddt(ndrive,3] ,dytdt(ndrive,3) ,dxcdt(ndrive,3), 
b dycdt(ndrive,3) ,dphsdt(ndrive,3) 
double precision zdrvel(nx) 
double precision zdrve2(nx,ny).drive I (ndrive.nx) 
double precision drive2(ndrive,nx,ny) 
The first task is to open some data files. The first file, ident, is created in the shell script 
used to run the program. It simply contains a 1 or a 0, indicating whether this run is a restart 
from old data, or a new run from new input values respectively. 
The second file, output, is the standard storage of messages and flags through the run. It 
is opened with status unknown, this is a slightly safer status than new, since it will overwrite 
any pre-existing file with the same name. 
The third file is input. This contains input values and is also created in the shell script. 
Depending on which shell script is run (atmos or restart), the file input will be a copy of 
either input or inputjrestart from the starting directory. 
print Vits alive!!!!!' 
open (unit=96,file='ident',status='old') 
open (unit=98,fiIe='output',status='unknown') 
open (unit=99,file='input\status='old') 
Now the code immediately branches depending on which run is requested. Whichever 
run is requested, the first task is to open up all of the data and information output files. Any 
names starting with 'plot' are data files (whose description can be found in the MATLAB 
section). The other files are informational and their titles self explanatory. 
4.1.1.1 Restart from an old run 
If it is a restart run, then these files are opened up with append access. This means that 
any new data will be appended to the old data files. The old plot data files have already been 
trimmed from within the shell script to match the time at which the old model was written. 
An explanation of this process is found in Write_model. 
The new data for the information files and the file output will be appended to the old 
files, but the old files will not be trimmed. A single line containing the string 
NEWjOUTPUT is written into the first appended line of these files: to find the break after 
the run, simply carry out a search for these characters. 
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Since the file output is typically large, the appending is more efficiently carried out in 
the shell script with 
mv output output 1 
[execute program, generating new output] 
cat output 1 output > output2 
mv output2 output 
rm output 1 
The data file containing the restart data is opened from within routine Readjnodel. 
[appendix 4.11 
All of the data is now available, the code can go to the respective location to run the 
1-D, 2-D or 3-D code as required. 
go to ( 100,100,450),dimnsn 
endif 
4.1.1.2 New run 
Alternatively, if the run is new (from new data), then the data files will be opened 
without append access. They will overwrite any pre-existing files with the same name. The 
next step is initialization of several variables. 
[appendix 4.2| 
Input 
The input file is read in and checked for errors in routine Input, followed by more 
initialization and a branching if the 3D code is required. 
call input(dimnsn,ncycmx,iniprt,iniwrt,prsum,wrsum) 
pnext=ncycmx+2. 
wnext=pnext 
cphase(l)=0.0 
ncycle(l)=0 
if (dimnsn.eq.3) go to 410 
4.1.2 2-D Code 
Lines 100-400 are for the 2-D code, these have not been written and are left open for 
future use. 
100 if (ncycle( 1) .gtncycmx) go to 400 
go to 100 
400 print Vrun over' 
if (prsum.eq. 1) call prt_r_summary 
if (wrsum.eq. 1) call wrt_r_summaiy 
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stop 
4.1.3 3-D Code 
At this point, only the 3D code will be run. The static atmosphere is calculated, the 
driving velocity initialized to zero and if initial print or writes are required, those are carried 
out. 
410 call static 1 
do i=I,nx 
do j=l,ny 
vdrve2(i,j)=0.0 
eriddo 
enddo 
print *,'initialisation',ncycle(l),ncycmx,cphase(lj.pnext.wnext, 
a chnext.iniprt.iniwTt 
if (iniprteq. 1) call print_iru 
if (iniwrt.eq. 1) call write_ini 
4.1.3.1 3-D Simulation 
At the start of each timestep, a check is made for scheduled prints, writes , changes or 
model outputs. These are explained in their respective subroutines. 
500 if (cphase( lj.ge.chnext) call change(numsch,ncycmx,pnext,wnext, 
a wmnext,chnext,dperdt,dxtdt,dxddt,dytdt,dxcdt,dycdt,dphsdt, 
b grow,drive2) 
if (cphase(l).ge.pnext) call print(pnext) 
if (cphase(D.ge.wriext) call write(nnwrit,wnext) 
if (cphase(l).ge.wmnext) call write_model (nnwrit,dimnsn,numsch, 
a ncycle,ctime,pnext,tstp,wmnext,wnext,pslum,pslmax,pslmln, 
b phimax,phlmin,zdatum,vdrve2,grow,dperdt,dxtdt,dxddt,dytdt, 
c dxcdt,dycdt,dphsdt,drive 1 ,drive2) 
The previous timestep is recorded and a new timestep calculated in routine Tstep. The 
number of timesteps is updated and printed out for a running guide to code performance. 
510 told=tstp 
call tstep(period(l),tstp,vdrve2) 
ntstp=ntstp+1 
print *,'timestep '.tstp.ntstp,' rcphase '.cphase 
The total elapsed time is updated and the the primary phase step calculated (the primary 
phase step is equivalent to the new timestep, but considered as a phase of the primary 
driver). 
ctime=ctime+tstp 
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tstpph=tstp/period( 1) 
The next step is to calculate the position of the driving boundary at the new timestep. 
First, several values are initialized to zero - the position, velocity and a variable used in 
Regrid, DZMIN. This is done here because the previous VDRVE2 is needed by routine 
Tstep. 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
zdrve2(i,j)=0.0 
vdrve2(i,j)=0.0 
dzmin(i,j)=0.0 
enddo 
enddo 
Now, for each possible driver (NDRIVE is set in the parameter file), first check that it is 
turned on by having an amplitude growth and a shape defined. If it does, then 
• Increment the phase (runs from 0 to 1, may exceed one at this point but that will be 
corrected later) and cumulative phase (number of cycles plus the phase) of this driver. 
do 1= 1 .ndrive 
if (Igdrvd(l).and.lgdrvg(l)) then 
cphase(l]=cphase(l)+tstp/period(l) 
phase(!)=cphase(l)-ncycle(l) 
• If growth is currently scheduled, find out how far the code is into the growth schedule 
(the growth occurs in relation to the phase of the principle driver, that is the driver 
identified with #1). Calculate the amplitude of the driver from this information. If no 
growth is scheduled, the amplitude is whatever its last target value was. 
if (cphase(l).lt.growst(l)) then 
delphs=cphase( l)-phzero(l) 
amp(l)=ampini(l)+delphs* 
a (grow(l,l)*delphs*delphs+grow[l,2)*delphs+grow(l,3)) 
else 
amp(l)=amptgt(l) 
endif 
• Artificial phase shift may be required to allow for phase matching (see routine Change for 
details). If it is, first find to which driver this one is trying to match. 
if (dphsdt(l,3).gt.0.0) then 
ll=int(dphsdt(l,3)) 
If the attempted matching is still ongoing (this may seem redundant, with the exception of 
the very last time step, where it must all come together), then evaluate the phase change 
in the target driver over the current time step (the artificial phase shift of this driver is 
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with respect to the phase shift in the target driver) and change the phase and cumulative 
phase of this driver accordingly (note this may result in reducing these values). 
if (dphsdt(l,2).gt.cphase(Il)) then 
stpph2=tstp/period(ll) 
phase(l)=phase(l)+dphsdt(l, 1 ) *stpph2 
cphase(l)=cphase(l)+dphsdt(l,l)*stpph2 
The last time step includes the time stamp at which the phase match should have been 
complete (see figure below). 
A B C  D E F 
Figure 4.1 
A time map. The dotted lines show where the time steps are positioned, the solid lines 
represent the start and end of the scheduled change. 
The change is recognized at time C, but calculated (retroactively) from time B. The end 
is recognized at time F, and corrections made to simulate the end at time E. The final phase 
shift (DELPHS) is the phase shift that would have been required at time E (figure main. 1). 
The cumulative phase of the target driver at time E is stored as DPHSDT(L,2). The phase of 
the target driver at time E is the decimal part of this value, which can be isolated by 
subtracting the integer precedent. The offset from the target phase that is assigned for this 
driver is stored as the decimal part of DPHSDT(L,3). This is also obtained by subtracting 
the integer precedent, which has already been assigned to variable LI. 
e.g. Suppose the phase match is scheduled to match driver #2 with an offset of 0.25 cycles when the 
cumulative phase of driver #2 is 3.4. 
Then DPHSDT(L,2)=3.4, DPHSDT(L,3)=2.25 
At time E, the phase of this driver is therefore scheduled to be 0.4+0.25=0.65 
However, that is at time E, we need the value for the phase at time F. The change in the 
phase of this driver between points E and F is found by taking the time between points E and 
F and dividing by the period of this driver. The time between the two points is calculated by 
taking the difference of the known phases of the target driver (the cumulative phase at E is 
scheduled and has already been calculated at F) and multiplying by its period. 
This tells us what the phase of this driver should be at time F. We have already 
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calculated what it is without correction and hence know the correction. 
A$=<t> torset, £ + (5 0 )0^„ + (F ~ ^target, £) ~J^L~ 0 f 
where 0 represents phase, <D cumulative phase and P period. 
Make this correction to both the phase and cumulative phase of this driver. It is 
conceivable that this correction could make the phase negative; in that case, correct it now. 
Finally, since this phase matching is complete, set a flag that will prevent the code from re­
entering this setup. 
else 
delphs=dphsdt(l,2)-int(dphsdt(l,2))+dphsdt(l,3)-ll+ 
a (cphase(ll)-dphsdt(l,2))*(period(ll)/period(l))-phase(l) 
if (delphs.gt.0.5) delphs=delphs-1.0 
if (delphs.lt.-0.5) delphs=delphs+1.0 
phase(l)=phase(l)+delphs 
if (phase(l).lt.O) phase(I)=phase(l)+1. 
cphase(l)=cphase(l)+delphs 
dphsdt(l,3)=-1.0 
endif 
endif 
The period can be changed while the driver is running, this is done next. First, check if 
it is scheduled. If it is, and it is still changing, change it (gradually). Again, the last time 
step will probably include the time at which the period should be set, but not end at that 
time. If period change is scheduled, but should not still be going, then the last time step has 
been reached. Set the period to its target value and de-schedule the change to prevent this 
section being entered again. 
if (dperdt(l,3).gt.0.0) then 
if (dperdt(l,2).gt.cphase( 1)) then 
period(l)=period(l)+dperdt(l, l)*tstpph 
else 
print *,'changing period',Lperiod 
period(l)=dperdt(l,3) 
dperdt(l,3)=-1.0 
endif 
endif 
The next few steps are the same as the period, and change the shape and position of the 
driver (in order, the x extent of the upper plateau, the x extent of the drop to the lower level, 
the y extent of the upper plateau and the x and y values of the center of the driver. An extra 
flag is included to determine whether the driver needs to be re-calculated. Initially it is set 
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to zero (no re-calculation), but if anything is changed, it will be set to 1. 
idrvcl=0 
if (dxtdt(l,3).gt.-0.5) then 
idrvcl=l 
if (dxtdt(l,2).gt.cphase(l)) then 
xtop(l)=xtop(l)+dxtdt(l, l)*tstpph 
else 
xtop(l)=dxtdt(l,3) 
dxtdt(l,3)=-1.0 
endif 
endif 
if (dxddt(l,3).gt.-0.5) then 
idrvcl= 1 
if (dxddt(l,2).gt.cphase(l)) then 
xdrop(l)=xdrop(l)+dxddt(l, l)*tstpph 
else 
xdrop(l)=dxddt(l,3) 
dxddt(l,3)=-1.0 
endif 
endif 
if (dytdt(l,3).gt.-0.5) then 
idrvcl= 1 
if (dytdt(l,2).gt.cphase(l)) then 
ytop(l)=ytop(l)+dytdt(l, l)*tstpph 
else 
ytop(l)=dytdt(l,3) 
dytdt(l,3)=-1.0 
endif 
endif 
if (dxcdt(l,3).gt.-0.5) then 
idrvcl= 1 
if (dxcdt(l,2).gt.cphase( 1)) then 
xcent(l) =xcent(l)+dxcdt(l, 1 ) *tstpp h 
else 
xcent(l)=dxcdt(l,3) 
dxcdt{l,3)=-1.0 
endif 
endif 
if (dycdt(l,3).gt.-0.5) then 
idrvcl= 1 
if (dycdt(t,2).gt.cphase( 1)) then 
ycent(l)=ycent(l)+dycdt(l, l)*tstpph 
else 
ycent(l)=dycdt(l,3) 
dycdt(l,3)=-1.0 
endif 
endif 
If any of the driver shape parameters have changed, a new shape must be calculated for 
this driver. 
if (idrvcl.eq. 1) call driver2d 
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a (iosc(l) ,l,xtop(l) ,ytop(l) ,xdrop(l) jccent(l) ,ycent(l) ,drive2) 
The driver shape is then modulated by its amplitude and sin of its phase and then added 
to the other drivers (this loop includes all drivers). The velocity is also calculated by 
differentiating the position and added to the other velocities . VDRVE2 is used in 
determining the timestep. 
do i=l,nx 
doj=l,ny 
tempzd=sin(phase(l)*twopi) 
zdrve2(i,j) = zdrve2(i,j)+amp(l)*drive2(l,i,j)*tempzd 
vdrve2(i,j) = vdrve2(i,j)+amp(l)*drive2(l,i,j)* 
a cos(phase(l)*twopi)*twopi/period[l) 
In routine Regrid, a check is made that the bottom cell is sufficiently large to allow for 
the subsequent change in the boundary. There are two constraints, either one can be satisfied 
to avoid regridding. 
• Amplitude constraints 
particularly for situations in which the velocity is large, we ensure that the lowest cell 
is able to withstand the full height of the oscillation. In fact, the cell must be at least 
twice as high as the difference between the maximum height of the driver and the 
current height of the driver. 
• Velocity constraint 
for situations where the velocity is negative (or just small), the amplitude constraint 
could be too harsh. When the driver is moving down, the bottom cell should be 
following it. There is no reason to regrid this cell simply because it does not satisfy 
the amplitude constraint. Instead, we ensure that the bottom cell cannot have less 
height than three times the distance over which the boundary moves in one time step 
(or zero in the case of a downward moving boundary, although this is checked 
elsewhere). 
If the velocity is large, this constraint could lead to very large cells being created at the 
bottom of a column. The velocity is also used in determining the timestep, so this 
current drivers 
( ^ driver ^  \driver J 
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constraint will never be seriously violated, but regridding should be avoided when 
possible. The amplitude constraint is more appropriate here. 
First, calculate the amplitude constraint. 
dzmin(ij)=dzmln(i,j)+2*amp(l)*drive2(l,i,j]*(l-tempzd) 
enddo 
enddo 
endif 
enddo 
If the velocity constraint is weaker, use that instead. 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
if (3*vdrve2(i.j)*tstp.lt.dzmiri(i,j)) 
a dzmin(i,j)=3*vdrve2(i,j)*tstp 
enddo 
enddo 
All of the preparation work is now complete and the main routine, HydroSd can be 
called, 
call hydroSd (tstp,toId,cphase,zdrve2) 
followed by a wrap up of the timestep. The photospheric luminosity is calculated and a 
record made of its minimum and maximum values over the current cycle, along with the 
principal phase at which they occurred. 
if(pslum.gt.pslmax) then 
pslmax=pslum 
phlmax=phase( 1) 
endif 
iflpslum.lt.pslmin) then 
pslmin=pslum 
phlmin=phase{ 1) 
endif 
If the phase of any driver (other than the principle driver) goes past 1, the cycle number 
for that driver is incremented and the phase reduced by 1. 
do l=2,ndrive 
if (phase(l).gt.l.) then 
ncycle(l)=ncycle(l)+1 
phase(l)=cphase(l)-ncycle(l) 
endif 
enddo 
If the phase of the principal driver exceeds 1, similarly increment the cycle number and 
reduce the phase. Also if a cycle summary is desired, print or write that. Reset the 
photosphere limits. 
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if (phase(l).gt.!) then 
ncycle( l)=ncycle( 1)+1 
phase( l)=cphase( l)-ncycle( 1) 
c if (ncycle(l).gt.nextps) call prt_c_summary 
c if (ncycle(l).gt.nextws) call wrt_c_summary 
pslmin= 100.*pslmax 
pslmax=0.0 
phlmax=phase( 1) 
phlmin=phase( 1] 
end if 
If the code is still supposed to be running, repeat for another time step. Otherwise, stop. 
Print or write a run summary if desired. NCYCLE is compared to NCYCMX-1, rather than 
NCYCMX, because NCYCLE starts at 0 for the 1st cycle, then proceeds 1 for the 2nd cycle, 
etc.. 
if (ncycle(l).le.ncycmx-l) go to 500 
800 print Vlife force scheduled for termination, terminated!!!!' 
if (prsum.eq. 1) call prt_r_summary 
if (wrsum.eq. 1) call wrt_r_summary 
999 end 
4.2 Change 
This routine changes the schedules as detailed from the input tile. 
subroutine change(numsch,ncycmx,pnext,wnext.vvmnext,chnext,dperdt, 
a dxtdt.dxddt, dytdt, dxcdt, dycdt,dp hsdt,grow,drive2) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/prints" 
include "common/schedule" 
include "common/drivers" 
integer ncycmx, numsch.nl 
real chnext,delphs,pnext,wnext,wmnext 
double precision grow(ndrive,3),dperdt(ndrive,3),dxtdt(ndrive,3), 
a dxddt(ndrive,3) ,dytdt(ndrive,3) ,dxcdt(ndrive,3), 
b dycdt(ndrive,3),dphsdt(ndrive,3) 
double precision drive2(ndrive,nx,ny) 
Start by setting the schedule number. File number 12, "schedule change", is used to 
record any changes that occur, most of the write statements use formatted messages listed at 
the end of the routine. 
numsch=numsch+1 
write (12,3001) numsch.chwhen(numsch) 
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4.2.1 Print Schedule 
If the print schedule is changed, then check which equal spacing option is set and 
determine the increment between cells to be printed (in all three directions — x,y and z) and 
the time (phase of the principal driver) increment between prints. 
[appendix 4.31 
e.g. Suppose you have NX=I7 andNPRNTX=7. NX/NPRNTX=2(.4285) 
lEQSPP-=0 will produce a print output from 7 unevenly spaced cells. 
PRTINC=2.4285, print from cells ( 1,3,5,8,10,13,15) 
IEQSPP=1 will produce a print output from no more than 7 evenly space cells. 
PR1TNC=3, print from cells ( 1,4,7,10,13,16) 
IEQSPP=2 will produce a print output from no less than 7 evenly spaced cells. 
PRTINC=2, print from cells (1,3,5,7,9,11,13.15,17). 
The write schedule is handled similarly, although this is handled at the end of this 
routine. 
4.2.2 Model Output Frequency 
If the model output frequency changes, that is also calculated here. 
if (chmodw(numsch).eq. 1) then 
write (12,3003) 'modout' 
if (nwritm(numsch).lt.O) then 
wmdinc=-nwritm(numsch)* 1. 
elseif (nwritm(numsch).gt.O) then 
wmdinc= 1. / nwritm(numsch) 
else 
wmdinc=ncycmx+1. 
endif 
wmnext=cphase( 1) 
write (12,3007) wmdinc 
endif 
4.2.3 Growth Schedule (Amplitude Growth) 
More than one driver can be changed at one time, this section cycles through all 
scheduled changes of this type at this time. 
If a change in the amplitude buildup is scheduled, first check which driver is being 
changed (a negative value for N1 would indicate that driver N1 is to be turned off). If Nl is 
positive, then check if this driver has been initialized yet (LGDRVG=TRUE). If not, turn it 
on and reset the phase and cumulative phase to zero. 
200 do 1= 1 .chgrow(numsch) 
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n 1 =iddrvg(l,numsch) 
if (nl.gt.O) then 
if (.not.lgdrvg(nl)) then 
lgdrvg(nl)=.true. 
phase(nl)=0.0 
cphase(nl)=0.0 
endif 
The amplitude will build smoothly in time, following a path given by a cubic time 
equation (I am using time here for clarity, but it is really the phase of the principle driver), 
y{t)=y0+At+Br+Cti (4.2.1) 
which produces the following curve. 
Figure 4.2 
Showing the growth in time of the amplitude of the principal driver 
For handling the actual growth, there are two possibilities. Either there is already a 
buildup in progress, or not. The simpler case is that there is not. 
In this case, the amplitude will start to build from its current value (this is not 
necessarily zero, multiple builds can be assigned to the same driver) and from whenever the 
build was scheduled to begin (remember, this routine is not called at the time of a schedule 
change, but as soon as possible after that scheduled time). If, however, a buildup was 
already in progress (this may be done to alter the shape of the curve above - it allows, for 
example, a fast start and slower finish to the buildup) then things are a little more 
complicated. The amplitude and amplitude gradient should be matched at the time the 
change was scheduled. 
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New Buildup 
A{t)=A -rAt+Bt +Ct 
' 
0 (4.2.2) 
A{t)=A+2Bt+3Cr 
The boundary conditions are that at t=0 
A(0)=A„ A(7>A„,5<,=A„+AA 
A(o)=o A(r)=o 
Applying these boundary conditions results in 
A=0 
BT2+CT3=ÛA 
2BT+3CTZ=0 
which are solved to give 
A=0 
5=3 — 
72 (4.2.3 a) 
C=-2 M=-26 
r3 ir 
Buildup Already in Progress 
In the second scenario, equations 4.2.2 can still be used, but with slightly different 
boundary conditions. 
A(0)=A0 A{T)=Aiarse=A{)+ÛA 
À(0)=A() Â(T)=0 
These are used to obtain 
A=A„ 
B— 
0 
3 A A - 2 Â T  
C=-
T2 (4.2.3b) 
-2BT-Â„ 
3T2 
which is in agreement with 4.2.3a. 
In the code, A, B and C are labeled as GROW(*,3), GROW(*,2) and GROW(*,l) 
respectively. 
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If no growth was previously underway, GROW (*,3) and the initial amplitude are 
trivially defined to be zero and the current amplitude respectively. 
if (growst(nl).Ie.chwhen(numsch)) then 
amplni(n l)=amp(n 1) 
grow(nl,3)=0. 
If growth was already underway, the situation is a little more complex. We must first 
identify the initial amplitude and amplitude gradient. These current values (actually the 
values when the change should have been called) may be evaluated from the previously 
stored values for Ao, A, B and C, along with the time since the previous change (DELPHS). 
else 
delphs=chwhen(numsch)-phzero(n 1) 
ampini(nl)=ampini[nl)+delphs* 
a (grow(n 1, l)*de!phs*delphs+grow(n 1,2)*delphs+grow(n 1,3)) 
grow(n 1,3]=3*grow(n 1, l)*delphs*delphs+2*grow(n 1,2)*delphs+ 
a grow(nl,3) 
endif 
Next, the time at which the new buildup commenced is recorded (PHZERO). The 
scheduled end of this buildup (GROWST) and length (in time) (GROWLE) are calculated. 
GROSTP can be assigned to make the growth stop at a particular phase (positive value) or 
after a certain amount of time has elapsed (negative). 
phzero(n l)=chwhen(numsch) 
if (grostp(l,numsch).lt.O) 
a grostp(l,numsch)=chwhen(numsch)-grostp(l,numsch) 
grows t(n l)=grostp(l,numsch) 
growle=growst(n 1 )-chwhen(numsch) 
If the amplitude is not set to be held, a new target amplitude is set from the schedule. 
This is either a new physical value (positive), the same as the previous target (zero) (this is 
useful, for example, to just change the shape of the growth to the same amplitude) or a 
multiple of the (target) amplitude of the principal driver (negative). 
if (amphld(Lnumsch).eq.O) then 
if (ampgro(l,numsch).gt.O) then 
amptgt(nl)=ampgro(l,numsch) 
else 
iflnl.eq. 1) then 
amptgt(nl)=-ampgro(l,numsch)*amptgt(l) 
else 
amptgt(n l)=-ampgro(l,numsch)*amptgt( 1) 
endif 
endif 
endif 
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It is also possible to demand that no further growth occurs at this point (AMPHLD=2). 
In that case, set the target amplitude to equal AMPtNI. Otherwise, the target amplitude will 
remain where it was. 
if (amphld(I,numsch).eq.2) amptgt(nl)=ampini(nl) 
Finally, B and C in the equation 4.2.1 are calculated. 
damp=amptgt(n 1 ) -ampinl( n 1 ) 
grow(n 1,2)=(3*damp-2*grow(n 1,3) *growle) / (growle*growle) 
grow(n 1, l)=-(grow(n 1,3)+2*grow(n 1,2)*growle) / 
a (3*growle*growle) 
Alternatively, if this driver was identified by a negative number, turn it off (assuming it 
was already turned on). Write a summary of the growth changes. 
else 
if (lgdrvg(-nl)) lgdrvg(-nl)=.false. 
endif 
write (12,3005) 'growth ', nl 
write (12,3006) ampini(nl),amptgt(nl),growle,growst(n 1) 
enddo 
4.2.4 Driver Schedule 
More than one driver can be changed at one time, this section cycles through all 
scheduled changes of this type at this time. 
This section deals with the shape, position and phase of the driver. The first part is very 
similar to the first part from 4.2.2 - first check which driver is being changed (a negative 
value for Nl would indicate that driver Nl is to be turned off). If Nl is positive, then check 
if this driver has been initialized yet (LGDRVG=TRUE). If not, turn it on. 
300 do 1= 1 ,chdriv(numsch) 
n 1=iddrvd(l,numsch) 
write (12,3005) 'parameters',nl 
310 if (nl.gt.O) then 
if (.not.lgdrvd(nl)) then 
lgdrvd(nl)=.true. 
The next step is to assign the oscillation parameter (IOSC=0 leaves the edges of the 
driver at zero amplitude, IOSC=l has the edges oscillating out of phase). Then the phase is 
zeroed. One available option is to start the driver at a particular phase, referenced to a driver 
that is already 'on' (identified as N2) 
(e.g. Phmtch=1.5 (=1+0.5) will start the driver one half cycle ahead of driver I) 
iosc(n 1 )=ioscin(I,numsch) 
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write (12,3008) iosc(nl) 
phase(nl)=0.0 
if (phmtch(l,numsch) .gt. 1.) then 
n2=int(phmtch(l,numsch)) 
If this phase-match is to itself, or to a a driver that is not turned 'on', it will be ignored 
(with the relevant error message) 
if (nl.eq.n2) then 
write (12,3010) 
go to 315 
endif 
if (.not.lgdrvd(n2)) then 
write (12,3012) n2 
go to 315 
endif 
Otherwise, the real part of phmtch is extracted and added to the phase of driver N2. 
Then the cumulative phase is set equal to the (new) phase. 
x2=phmtch(I,numsch)-n2 
phase(nl)=phase(n2)+x2-int(phase(n2)+x2) 
endif 
315 cphase(nl)=phase(nl) 
The period can also be defined to be an actual time (positive) or a multiple of the 
principle period. If it is erroneously set to zero, it will be assigned the same value as the 
principle period. 
if (chdrvl(l,numsch).gt.0.) then 
period(n 1 )=chdrv 1 (1, numsch) 
elseifl[chdrvl(l,numsch).lt.O.) then 
period(n 1 )=-chdrv 1 (l,numsch)*period( 1 ) 
else 
write (12,3014) nl 
period(n 1 )=period( 1 ) 
endif 
Since this is a newly initialized driver, the shape will take whatever values are assigned. 
These variables are explained in more detail in routine driverld.f. A summary of the new 
driver is written and Driver2D called to create the shape. The remaining lines are flags to 
avoid some lines that are coming up. 
xtop(n l)=chdrv2(l,numsch) 
xdrop(nl)=chdrv3(l,numsch) 
ytop(n l)=chdrv4(I,numsch) 
xcent(n 1 )=chdrv5(l,numsch) 
ycent(n l)=chdrv6(l,numsch) 
write (12,3016) 'period', period(nl) 
write (12,3016) xtop \xtop(nl) 
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write (12,3016) 'ytop \ytop(nl) 
write (12,3016) 'xdrop '.xdrop(nl) 
write (12,3016) 'xcent '.xcent(nl) 
write (12,3016) "ycent \ycent(nl) 
write (12,*) 'changes with immediate effect' 
call driver2d(iosc(n 1 ) ,n 1 jctop(n 1) ,ytop(n 1 ) ,xdrop(n 1), 
a xcent(n 1 ) ,ycent(n 1 ) ,drive2) 
dphsdt(n 1,3)=-1.0 
dperdt(nl,3)=-1.0 
dxtdt(nl,3)=-1.0 
dytdt(nl,3)=-1.0 
dxddt(nl,3)=-1.0 
dxcdt(nl,3)=-1.0 
dycdt(nl,3)=-1.0 
go to 395 
endif 
If this driver was already turned 'on', its shape can still be changed. The first step is to 
define the time frame in which those changes should occur. PHSTGT is the target phase 
when changes should be complete. It is defined by CHDRV7, which designates either a 
particular phase (positive) or an elapsed phase (negative). DELPHS is the elapsed phase. 
Until the changes should be complete. If this is sufficiently small (I have 1 x 1CT20 as a 
limiting case), assume the changes are immediate. 
320 if (chdrv7(l,numsch).ge.0) then 
phstgt=chdrv7(l,numsch) 
else 
phstgt=chwhen(numsch)-chdrv7(l,numsch) 
endif 
delphs=phstgt-chwhen(numsch) 
if (delphs.le.0.0) then 
delphs=1.0e-20 
write (12,*) 'changes scheduled to complete immediately' 
else 
write (12,*) 'changes scheduled to complete at phase',phstgt 
endif 
The same parameters can be changed as were defined for the new driver. The first to 
be considered is a phase-matching parameter. 
Extract the driver to which the phase will be matched, ensure that it is different to the 
current driver. 
330 if (phmtch(I.numsch).gt. 1.) then 
n2=int(phmtch(l,numsch)) 
if (nl.eq.n2) then 
write (12,3010) 
go to 340 
endif 
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If both the target and current drivers have a non-changing period, the matching is 
straightforward. Otherwise, the matching will probably not occur exactly as desired. Print 
warnings about this if needed and then extract the phase shift. 
if (dperdt(nl,3).gt.0.0) then 
write (12,3030) 'changing' 
endif 
if (dperdt(n2,3).gt.0.0) then 
write (12,3030) 'target ' 
endif 
x2=phmtch(l,numsch)-n2 
The next few lines are best seen with an example 
e.g. 
Refer to figure 4.3. Suppose at some time (C), it is desired that driver 2 and driver one are at exactly the 
same phase. To get them to the same phase, schedule a phase match at time A (some time before C). Routine 
'Change' is called at time B to implement this change. Notice that the current driver is 'extended' to meet 
the target driver and then returns to its original period. The principle phase change between points A and C 
has already been calculated (DELPHS). 
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Time 
Phase Matching diagram 
DELPHS is converted into a time (DELTIM). The time remaining to the target phase 
(between times B and Q is also calculated (TIMTGT), this allows the calculation of the 
phases at time C of the current driver if left unchanged (PHS1F) and of the target driver 
(PHS2F). TIMTGT is required here since only the phases at time B are known and not the 
phases at time A. The change in phase of the target driver (between points A and C) is 
calculated (DELPHI) 
deltim=delphs*period( 1 ) 
timtgt=(phstgt-cphase( l))*period( 1) 
phs lf=cphase(n l)+timtgt/period(n 1) 
phs2f=cphase(n2)+timtgt/period(n2) 
delph2=deltim/period(n2) 
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There is now enough information to evaluate the extra 'shift' in the phase of the current 
driver required to meet the target. It is given by 
• DELPHI = (cumulative phase of target driver at time C) + (offset from target driver) -
(cumulative phase of this driver (if unchanged) at time C) 
This is then corrected to remove whole integer shifts (for example, a shift of 2.7 is 
identical to a shift of 0.7). Then it is corrected again to keep the shift under 0.5 (0.7 is also 
identical to -0.3) 
delph l=phs2f-phs lf+x2 
delph 1=delph 1 -intfdelph 1 ) 
if (delphl.lt.-0.5) delph l=delph 1+1.0 
if (delphl.gt.0.5) delphl=delphl -1.0 
Finally, the rates of change can be calculated. There are three numbers stored here 
• DPHSDT(*,1) = required additional rate of change of phase with respect to the target 
driver 
• DPHSDT(*,2) = phase of target driver when phase change should stop. 
• DPHSDT(*,3) = original designated phase-match value. 
Write a note that the change is scheduled and move on to changing the period. 
dphsdt(n 1, l)=delph 1 /delph2 
dphsdt(n 1,2)=phs2f 
dphsdt(n 1,3)=phmtch(l,numsch) 
write (12,3032) n2,x2 
endif 
The remaining changes are all significantly easier to accomplish and all follow the same 
pattern. If these do not require changes, a zero can be placed in the input file. 
CHDRV1 determines the new period. 
• If it is a positive value, then that value is the new period. 
• If it is a negative value, then the new period is given by that multiple of the principle 
period (new period = -CHDRV 1 * principle period) 
• DPERDT(*, I) = rate of change of period with respect to the principle driver 
• DPERDT(*,2) = principle phase when changes should stop 
• DPERDT(*,3) = target period at time DPERDT(*,2) 
340 if (chdrv 1(1,numsch).gt.0) then 
dperdt(n 1,1 )=(chdrv 1 (1, numsch)-period(n 1 )) / delphs 
dperdt(n 1,2)=phstgt 
dperdt(n 1,3)=chdrv 1 (l.numsch) 
write (12,*) 'changing period to'.chdrvl(l.numsch) 
elseif (chdrv 1 (l.numsch).lt.0) then 
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dperdt(nl, l)=(-chdrvl(l,numsch)*period( l)-period(nl))/delphs 
dperdt(n 1,2]=phstgt 
dperdt(n 1,3)=-chdrv 1 (l,numsch)*period( 1 ) 
write (12,*) 'changing period to'.-chdrv 1 (1, numsch) *period( 1) 
endif 
CHDRV2 determines the new 'x—top' value 
DXTDT(*,1) = rate of change of XTOP with respect to the principle driver 
DXTDT(*,2) = principle phase when changes should stop 
DXTDT(*,3) = target XTOP value at time DPERDT(*,2) 
350 if (chdrv2(l,numsch) ,gt.O) then 
dxtdt(n 1,1 )=(chdrv2(l,numsch) -xtop(n I )) / delphs 
dxtdt(n 1,2)=phstgt 
dxtdt(nl,3)=chdrv2(I,numsch) 
write (12,*) 'changing xtop to',chdrv2(l,numsch) 
endif 
CHDRV3 determines the new 'x-drop' value, with similar D**DT 
CHDRV4 determines the new 'y-top' value, with similar D**DT 
CHDRV5 determines the new 'x-center' value, with similar D**DT 
CHDRV6 determines the new 'y-center' value, with similar D**DT 
360 if (chdrv3(l,numsch).gt.0) then 
dxddt( n 1,1 )=(chdiv3 ( 1, numsch) -xdrop(n l))/delphs 
dxddt(n 1,2)=phstgt 
dxddt(n 1,3)=chdrv3(l,numsch) 
write (12,*) 'changing xdrop to',chdrv3(l,numsch) 
endif 
370 if (chdrv4(l,numsch).gt.O) then 
dytdt(nl,l)=(chdrv4(l,numsch)-ytop(nl))/delphs 
dytdt(n 1,2)=phstgt 
dytdt(n 1,3)=chdrv4(l,numsch) 
write (12,*) 'changing ytop to',chdrv4(l,numsch) 
endif 
380 if (chdrv5(l,numsch).gt.O) then 
dxcdt(n 1,1 )=(chdrv5 (1,numsch) -xcent( nl))/delphs 
dxcdt(n 1,2)=phstgt 
dxcdt(n 1,3)=chdrv5(l,numsch) 
write (12,*) 'changing xcent to',chdrv5(l,numsch) 
endif 
390 if (chdrv6(l,numsch).gt.O) then 
dycdt(nl, 1 )=(chdrv6(I,numsch) -ycent(n 1 ) ) /delphs 
dycdt(n 1,2)=phstgt 
dycdt(n 1,3)=chdrv6(l,numsch) 
write (12,*) 'changing ycent to',chdrv6(l,numsch) 
endif 
Otherwise (going a long way back, before any changes), if the driver is currently turned 
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on, and is scheduled to be turned off, go ahead and turn it off. 
else 
if (lgdrvd(-til)) Igdrvd(-nl)=.false. 
395 endif 
enddo 
4.2.5 Write Schedule 
The write schedule follows along very similar lines to the print schedule, detailed in 
4.2.1. The write schedule was moved down here because it requires information about the 
drivers, as detailed later. 
[appendix 4.4j 
In routine write_output, a value is needed for the number of outputs that will be written 
in each of the y and z directions each time write is called. These variables are called 
NLINEY and NLINEZ and are calculated here. Also, the plotting software will need 
information about how many outputs there are in all three directions, so NLINEX is also 
calculated. The plotting software also needs information about the location of the center of 
the drivers. If any one of NLINEX, NLINEY, NLINEZ could have changed, then the number 
of outputs, center location and current principle phase are written into file plotnxnynz. Note 
that changes to XCENT, YCENT do not cause a new write - these values are for reference 
only and it is not essential that they are re-written at every change. 
if (nwritx(numsch).ne.0.or.nwrity(numsch).ne.0.or. 
a nwritz(numsch).ne.O) then 
nlinex=0 
do xi=l.,nx*l.,wrtinc(l) 
nlinex=nlinex+1 
enddo 
nliney=0 
do xj = 1., ny* 1., wrtinc(2 ) 
nliney=nliney+1 
enddo 
nlinez=0 
do xk= 1. ,nz* 1. ,wrtinc(3) 
nlinez=nlinez+1 
enddo 
write (94,*) nlinex,nliney,nlinez,int(xcent( 1)), 
a int(ycent( 1 ) ) ,cphase( 1 ) 
endif 
endif 
Identify when the next change is scheduled and return to the main program 
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990 chnext=chwhen(numsch+1) 
return 
The format statements are found in Appendix 4.5 
4.3 Driver2D 
This routine produces the shape of the two dimensional 'drumhead' piston. 
subroutine driver2d(osc 1 ,l,xtop 1 ,ytop 1 ,xdrop 1 .xcent 1 .ycent 1 ,drive2) 
include "common/startpar" 
real xcent I jcdrop 1 ,xtop 1,ycent l.ytop 1 
double precision drive2(ndrive,nx,ny) 
integer Lioscl 
The routine does not assign the amplitude of the driving piston, but produces a value 
ranging from either 0 to 1, or -1 to 1, to be scaled appropriately when required. 
The basic shape is an elliptical plateau, with smoothly varying sides (see figures 4.4 and 
4.5) 
The drum head is defined by five parameters 
• XCENT, Y CENT the geometric center of the ellipse 
• XTOP, YTOP the distance (in multiples of DX, the distance across a cell) across 
the flat plateau (value 1) 
• XDROP the number of cells over which the amplitude falls from 1 to 0, in 
the x-direction. 
YDROP is not specified, it is determined by a requirement that the eccentricity (e) of the 
ellipse is maintained throughout the different contours. The eccentricity is a measure of 
how non-circular the ellipse is, and takes a value from 0 to 1. An eccentricity of zero 
produces a circle, an eccentricity of 1 produces a straight line. The code is divided into two 
halves, one in which XTOPl>YTOPl and one in which XTOPl<YTOPl • The second 
half (after line 500) is very similar to the first half, for now I will assume that 
XTOPl^YTOPl - XTOP, YTOP or XDROP are all assumed to be real values, not 
integers. 
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Figure 4.4 
The profile shape of the drum head piston 
Figure 4.5 
The contour plot of the drum head piston 
Mathematics 
The general equation of an ellipse is given by 
M , ,  
a2 b2 
where (xc,yc) are the co-ordinates of the center of the ellipse, a and b are the semi-axes, 
analogous to the radius of a circle (e.g. at the edge of the plateau, a and b have values 
XTOP ^ y HQE-dx respectively). 
2 ' 2 
XTOP > YTOP 
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We can arbitrarily assign a preferred direction, in the first scenario we assume 
XTOP^YTOP , then a is called the semi-major axis and b the semi-minor axis. 
An ellipse has two foci contained within itself, their location defines the shape of the 
ellipse. The location of the foci is given by [xc±ae,y^ . As a circle is defined by a set of 
points which are a constant distance from the center, an ellipse is defined by the set of points 
P 
Figure 4.6 
An ellipse with focii and an arbitrary point P identified. 
which have a constant combined distance to both foci (Dp). For any point P in the plane, we 
must find the distance to both foci, in order to determine the value given to that point by this 
routine (call this value the z-value). 
Unfortunately, if the foci remain fixed as the ellipses get larger, the eccentricity 
changes. If the eccentricity is held constant, the foci must move as the semi-major axis a 
changes. To produce a uniform gradient it is more reasonable to hold the eccentricity 
constant and move the foci. We know that for any ellipse (including the edge of the plateau 
Dp= dl + d,=constant 
If we consider a cartesian system whose origin lies on the center of the ellipse (so 
(x«,ye)=(0,0)) then 
d  = y j ( x  - a  e ) 2 + y 2  ( 4 . 2 . 2 a )  
1 K P p ' P 
dn= V(-Y ~a ef + (4.2.2b) 
2 1 v p p ' J p 
Now consider two points : A at (a,0) and B at (0,b). These lie on the same ellipse, at the 
edge of the plateau, and thus have the same semi-major axis associated with them. We can 
easily evaluate the combined distances to both of these points. 
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DA = Y[a+ae)2-r'j(a—aef=2a 
Db= J{ae)2+b2+ 4{aef+b1=2 yl(ae)2+b2 
Again, since they are on the same ellipse, these distances must be equal. Then 
rearranging gives 
a=^(ae)2+b2=>b2=a2( l—e2) (4.3.3a) 
n h' 
e =1—- (4.3.3b) 
a' 
This is true for all ellipses, so we can evaluate this at the edge of the plateau, using the 
known values for a and b. 
ecc2= 1 -(ytop*ytop) / (xtop'xtop) 
ecc=sqrt(ecc2) 
Now, for an arbitrary point P with co-ordinates { x p , y p )  from the center of the 
ellipse, we have from equation 4.3.3a, 
bp=apV\-£~ 
while from equation 4.3.1 
^ x2p[l-e2)+y2p=a2p{l-e2) =» ap=Jx2p+-^LT (4.3.4J 
a ' p  b ' p  1  l — e '  
We now have the details for the ellipse passing through an arbitrary point, with the same 
eccentricity as the pre-determined plateau. So far, we have been discussing an ellipse in a 
cartesian co-ordinate system. However, we have a hex-co-ordinate system, and we must 
now determine the distance between two arbitrary points in the hex system. When dealing 
widi distance, we need to use the position representation of the vector, rather than the 
velocity representation. The difference between these is discussed at length in the 
Euler_hex_fme documentation. 
Consider two points (a,b) and (A,B), separated by a distance vector (da,db), 
with length d. This length can be calculated by equation A2.1.3 (in Appendix 2.1) and 
shown to be 
/  J  
d'=da' -T db'—2\da\\db\cos 120=da' -rdb'-r da db da /db 
(a-4 
(A,B) 
Since we are already using a and b for the semi-major and semi-minor axes, we. will 
temporarily use a and (3 for the two directions, measured from the center of the ellipse. 
Figure 4.7 
Showing the relation between the x-y plane and the a-(3 plane. 
A little trigonometry shows that 
6 V3 y=a-r/5sin30=a-r— , x=/?cos30=/?—' 
Combining 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 yields 
ap=i 3 /3~ t 4«--r4(xff-fff~ 
4 ' 4(l-g') 
• (^T^ra2)-3 pre1 
l-e2 
Then the characteristic 'diameter' of the ellipse, DP is given by combining equations 
4.3.2a, 4.3.2b, and4.3.5 to yield 
D?='i[$T-+a?e  I 4  (4.3.7) 
Recall that all points witli the same value Dp will have the same z-valuc. We can 
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determine that value now by returning to a cartesian co-ordinate system centered on the 
center of the ellipse and considering the x-direction. Since the positions of the foci are 
symmetric about the center and on the x-axis, the x-value corresponding to Dp is simply 
DP/2. We can now consider a curve as shown in figure 4.3.3. 
We would like an equation that produces a smooth transition from 0 to 1 over specified 
range, with a zero gradient at either end. 
c — 
0 
("f-i) 
p^O 
0 <p<q 
p>q 
(4.3.8) 
If we set q=XDROP and p=XDROP+ XTOP 
Df (see figure 4.8), we have such 
an equation. 
P 
X 
XDROP . XTOP/2. 
Figure 4.8 
x-z graph of the curve at the edges of the ellipsoidal driver 
The z-value can now be evaluated as a function of DP, which is itself a function of 
position relative to the ellipse center. This equation can be evaluated for each cell in our 
hex-grid. 
do i=l,nx 
beta=i-xcent 1+0.5 
do j=l,ny 
alpha=j -ycent+0.5 
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The 0.5 is added in the above code to obtain the cell center. For example, cell (5,3) 
extends from (5.0,3.0) to (6.0,4.0), with a center at (5.5,3.5). 
ap=sqrt([4*(beta*(beta+alpha)+alpha*alpha)-3*beta*beta*ecc2) / 
1 (l=ecc2)) 
temp=(alpha+beta/ 2) **2 
dp=sqrt((beta*0.8660254+ap*ecc)**2+temp)+ 
1 sqrt((beta*0.8660254-ap*ecc)**2+temp) 
DRIVE2 takes the z—value as defined in equation 4.3.7 
iftdp.Ie.xtopl) then 
drive2(i,j)=1.0 
elseifTdist.ge.xtopl+2*xdropl) then 
drive2(£,j)=0.0 
else 
p=xdrop l+(xtop l-dp)/2. 
drive2(i,j)=(6/(xdrop l*xdrop l*xdrop 1))* 
1 (xdropl*p*p/2.-p*p*p/3.) 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
The only option available in this routine is whether to define the z-values to go from 0 
to 1 (as is currently the case), or from -1 to 1. The latter case produces an oscillating drum 
head, with the outer sections 180 degrees out of phase with the inner sections. To produce 
this effect (if required) the values for DRIVE2 are doubled and then 1 is subtracted from 
them. 
XTOP 
XDROP. 
Figure 4.9 
Diagram showing the values of XTOP and XDROP 
if (ioscl.eq. 1) then 
do i= 1 ,nx 
do j=l,ny 
drive2 ( i ,j )=2* drive2 ( i ,j ) -1. 
enddo 
enddo 
endif 
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return 
XTOP<YTOP 
The alternative to all of this is if XTOP < YTOP - In this case, the major axis of the 
ellipse will be vertical and a slightly different formulation (same idea) is used. The first 
difference is in the location of the foci, these are now given by (.r. ,yc±ae) . Again, the 
center can be set as the origin and then the two distances can be written as 
d=^x]Hyp + apef (4.3.9a) 
d , = y l x 2 M y - a e ) 2  ( 4 . 3 . 9 b )  
p p 
Following the same methods we can derive an expression for the semi major axis 
a  _ J _  ! ^{<x +0lP + ^ ')~e'{^cx'+^0(^ + P') (4.3.10) 
a r 2 \  l - e 2  
YTOPL ( I t  c a n  b e  v e r i f i e d  q u i t e  e a s i l y  t h a t  p o s i t i o n  ( x = X T O P l ,  y = 0 )  h a s  s e m i  m a j o r  a x i s  ,  a s  
required) 
Next, 
D
r
==j£f+(™+f+ae) +jiL+(a+f-ae) (4.3.11) 
In the code, I introduce 3 variables, DPI, DP2 and DP3. These can be seen in figure 
4.10. The first two are the characteristic diameters at the top and bottom of the rising 
sections. This is not as trivial as in the first case, since YDROP is not known. DP3 is the 
value YDROP, obtained from the difference between DPI and DP2. 
Clearly, P= . The remaining code is similar to that already described. 
2 2 
[appendix 4.6] 
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DPS DPI/2 
^P2/2 
Figure 4.10 
Showing the relation between DP, DPI, DP2, and DP3 
4.4 Euler-hex-fine 
Euler_hex_fine is the horizontal hydrodynamic section of the 3D version of this code. It 
builds heavily on the methods detailed in the supporting documentation for Euler_x_tlne, the 
horizontal component of the 2D code. Prior knowledge of the methods outlined in the 
Euler_x_fine document is assumed. 
subroutine euler_hex_fine(time,dx,zbot,pg, 
1 rho,etotdn,epotdn,deddtx,dmddtx,drodtx, 
2 gamma,vel,xnu) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/iplus" 
include "common/jplus" 
integer iperml,iperm2,icol,iloc 
integer nzcol(0:3) 
real xnu.time 
double precision ztest,zbfin,dzfin,denom,dzratO,dzratl, 
1 dzrat2,dzrat3 
double precision rhofn(0:3),engdfn(0:3),pgfh(0:3),drofdt(0:3), 
1 dedfdt(0:3) ,rhob(3) ,velb(3) ,dmomb(3) ,deb(3) ,eb(3), pb(3), 
2 velob(4),dvelob(3),eub(3),eudfn(0:3),dudfdt(0:4) 
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double precision velf[4,0:3) ,momdfl4,0:3) ,momb(4,3) ,dmdfdt(4,0:3) 
double precision zbot(nx,ny,0:nz+2),pg(nx,ny,0:nz+l), 
1 rho(nx,ny,0:nz+l),etotdn(nx,ny,0:nz+l),epotdn(nx,ny,0:nz+l), 
2 deddtx(nx,ny,0:nz+1) „drodtx(nx,ny,0:nz+1), 
3 duddtx(nx,ny,0:nz+ l),dx(nx,ny,0:nz+1), 
gamma(nx,ny,0:nz+1) 
double precision vel(4,nx,ny,0:nz+l),dmddtx(4,nx,ny,0:nz+l) 
The passed quantities are 
TIME duration of partial time step 
DX size of cells in horizontal direction 
ZBOT Array giving the physical location of the bottom of each cell 
PG Gas pressure 
RHO density (passed in and out) 
ETOTDN energy density (in and out) 
EPOTDN gravitational potential energy density 
DEDDTX rate of change of energy density from x-motions 
DMDDTX rate of change of momentum density from x-motions 
DRODTX rate of change of mass density from x-motions 
GAMMA equation of state parameter 
VEL 4D velocity array 
XNU Horizontal viscosity parameter 
This routine can be used for either a full 3-D simulation, or for a 1-D 
simulation, by restricting the number of cells, NX and NY, to one. Note that it should not be 
used for a 2-D calculation, instead use Euler_x_fine. The reasons for this are explained 
later, when discussing boundary conditions. 
One of the fundamental differences between the two eulerian codes 
(euler_hex_fine and euler_x_fine) is the grid structure. In this routine, I have moved away 
from the conventional rectangular grid cells (fig 4.1 la) in favor of a more natural, hexagonal 
cell structure (fig 4.1 lb). 
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Figure 4.11 
a) conventional rectangular grid 
The rationale behind this decision is in the consideration of how material flows 
in two dimensions. Consider a section of a square grid, as shown in figure 4.12a. 
(1,3) (2,3) (3,3) 
(1.2) (2,2) (3,2) 
(1,1) (2,1) (3,1) 
Figure 4.12a 
A sample square grid, centered on cell (2,2), showing the surrounding cells. 
Based on the arguments made in euler_x_fine, we really only need to consider 
one boundary to this cell in any one direction at a time. Suppose we choose the right hand, 
or positive side, boundaries; then the cells being directly affected by cell (2,2) will be cells 
(2,3) and (3,2), the other boundaries are accounted for in the calculations made in cells (1,2) 
and (2,1). This 2-neighbouring-cell formulation is very simple, scanning in the x direction, 
and then in the y direction, but it misses the impact of material flowing diagonally. To 
account for diagonal flow, y momentum is allowed to advect along the x direction, and x 
momentum along the y direction. It is therefore possible to get to, for example, cell (3,3) 
from (2,2), but only via the co-adjacent cells, in this case (2,3) and (3,2). In other words, it 
b) Hexagonal grid 
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is not possible to 'move' from cell (2,2) to (3,3) in one time step, no matter how long the 
time step, or how fast the motion in that direction. 
A better method would be to also consider the diagonal cells as adjacent, this would 
mean including cells (3,3), and either (1,3) or (3,1). This has the downside of doubling the 
complexity, since each cell is regridded based on the boundaries in all of its adjacent cells. 
Momentum, mass and energy may now be transferred, and it is fairly easy to divide the 
momentum/energy/mass transfers based on the relative x-y velocity profile. However, since 
these cells do not share a finite 'wall', it is conceptually difficult to accurately represent the 
effects of acceleration and work due to the pressure gradients across these diagonals. 
The hexagonal grid, while having problems of its own, intrinsically avoids these 
problems. 
(2.3) 
(3,2) (1.3), 
(2.2) 
(1.2) (3.1) 
(2.1) 
Figure 4.12b 
A sample hexagonal grid, centered on cell (2,2), showing the surrounding cells. 
The same arguments still apply from euler_x_fine, in that we only need to consider 
those adjacent cells on one side. The cells selected in this case are (2,3),(3,2) and (1,3). 
Notice that this reduces the complexity to three neighbouring cells, and still covers every 
possible direction. There are no 'diagonal' cells to contend with, since each cell vertex 
adjoins a boundary, rather than another cell vertex. The big problem in this case, however, 
is the loss of an orthogonal co-ordinate system. The cells are numbered based on 2 
arbitrarily chosen directions. In figure 4.12b, direction (a) is taken to be 'up and right', and 
direction (b) is 'up'. These two values take the place of x and y, defining the location of the 
cells, as can be seen in figure 4.12b. There is now, however, a third direction, direction (c), 
taken as 'up and to the left'. This convention is used throughout the routine. For clarity, in 
this document, diagrams involving the z-direction will be drawn as rectangular grid cells, 
with only two adjacent columns. 
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The division of cells into a fine grid is carried out in much the same way as in 
euler_x_fine, although this time there are obviously three adjacent columns to consider 
instead of one. Figure 4.13 shows how the division would be carried out with two adjacent 
columns. 
4 4 
12 
11 
10 4 
3 -3 9 
— S— 3 
7 2 
2 6 
_ J 1 
i 4 
1 3 
1 0 
1 / 
0 
0 0 
Figure 4.13 
The division of the home column by two adjacent columns. Italicized numbers 
represent the fine grid. 
The code begins in much the same way as euler_x_fine — the variable MOMB is 
initialized to zero, as are the rates of change of energy, momentum and mass . A do-loop 
established to go through the columns one at a time. 
do 1= 1,4 
do m= 1,3 
momb(l,m)=0.0 
enddo 
enddo 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
do k= I ,nz 
deddtx(i,j,k)=0.0 
duddtx(i,j.k)=0.0 
drodtx(i,j,k)=0.0 
do 1=1,4 
dmddtx(l,i ,j, k) =0.0 
enddo 
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enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
do 499 i=l,nx 
do 498 j=l,ny 
The next step is to find the starting point - the lowest point of the combined home and 
three adjacent columns. There is no flow within the boundary cell, although the boundary 
cell under any one column can flow in and out of the grid cells in adjacent columns. 
) flow from boundary to two adjacent cells 
^How from boundary to one adjacent cell 
" start at this level 
Figure 4.14 
The structure of the lower boundary 
ICOL designates in which column the lowest boundary is found, and can take 
one of the following values (based on figure 4.13) 
• 0 home column 
• 1 'up' 
•2 'up and right' 
• 3 'up and left' 
ztest=zbot(i,j, 1) 
icol=0 
if (zbot(i,jplus( l.j), lj.lt.ztest) then 
ztest=zbot(i,jplus( 1 J), 1) 
icol= 1 
endif 
18 if (zbot(iplus(l,i),j,l).lt.ztest) then 
ztest=zbot(iplus( 1 ,i) ,j, 1) 
icol=2 
endif 
19 if (zbot(iplus(-l,i),jplus(l,j),lj.lt.ztest) then 
ztest=zbot(iplus(-l,i),jplus(l,j),l).le.ztest 
icol=3 
endif 
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Now NZCOL is assigned. NZCOL keeps track of the original grid cell number in each 
column. It is a 4-vector, such that NZCOL(O) gives the number in the home column 
(ICC)L=0), NZCOL(l) gives the value in column ICOL=l, etc. 
At the moment, all the columns except the lowest column are still in the boundary zone, 
and have NZCOL=0. 
do 1=0,4 
nzcol(l)=0 
enddo 
nzcol(icol)=l 
Set the original value of K, and search for the next highest boundary in either the home, 
or adjacent columns. Record in which column the boundary is eventually found. If the level 
of the next highest boundary (ZTEST) is the same as the current level (ZBFIN), the cell 
would have a zero thickness. In this case, the lengthy hydrodynamics calculations are 
skipped - not only are they pointless in a zero thickness cell with no mass, momentum or 
energy, but the zero thickness would also cause fatal errors later in the code. 
k=nzcol(0) 
21 zbfin=ztest 
ztest=zbot(i,j,nzcol(0)+1) 
icol=0 
25 if (zbot(i,jplus(l,j),nzcol(l]+l).lt.ztest) then 
ztest=zbot(i,jplus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol( 1)+1) 
icol= 1 
endif 
26 if (zbot(iplus(l,i),j,nzcol(2)+l).lt.ztest) then 
zt.est=zbot(iplus( 1 ,i) ,j,nzcol(2)+1) 
icol=2 
endif 
27 if(zbot(ipIus(-I,i),jplus(l,j),nzcol(3)+l).lt.ztest) then 
ztest=zbot(iplus(-1 ,i) ,j plus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol(3)+1) 
icol=3 
endif 
if (ztest.eq.zbfin) go to 300 
Now define the thickness of the partial cell (DZFIN) and assign parameters to this cell. 
At the moment, these are assigned equal to the values within the parent cell, but this can be 
modified (using, for example poly_solve.f) to allow for the original parameters to change 
across the cell. 
The momentum in all three horizontal directions and the vertical direction is stored; so, 
for example, MOMDF(2,3) would be the momentum density in the a-direction ('up and 
right', ICOL=2) within the 'up and left' adjacent cell (ICOL=3). 
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Looking back at figure 4.12b, it can be seen that the a-direction (ICOL=2) has the a-
value increasing, the b-direction (ICOL=l) has the b—value increasing, and the third 
direction (c-direction, ICOL=3) has the b-value increasing and a-value decreasing. IPLUS 
and JPLUS are used again here to feed back into the same wrap around boundary conditions 
used in euler_x_fine. 
100 dzfin=ztest-zbfin 
110 do m=0,l 
rhofn(m)=rho(i,jplus(m,j),nzcol(m)) 
engdfh(m)=etotdn(i,jplus(m,j),nzcol(m)) 
eudfn(m)=epotdn(i,jplus(m,j),nzcol(m)) 
pgfn(m)=pg(i,j plus (m.j ), nzcol(m) ) 
do 1=1,4 
velfll,m)=vel(l,i,jplus(m,j),rizcol(m)) 
momdfïl,m)=rho£h(m)*velf[l,m) 
enddo 
enddo 
rhofn(2)=rho(iplus( 1 ,i),j,nzcoI(2)) 
engdfh(2)=etotdn(iplus( 1 ,i) ,j,nzcol(2)) 
eudfn(2)=epotdn(iplus( 1 ,i),j,nzcol(2)) 
pgfn(2)=pg(iplus( 1 ,i),j,nzcol(2)) 
do 1=1,4 
velf[l,2)=vel(l,iplus(l,i),j,nzcol(2)) 
momdf[l,2)=rhofn(2]*velf[li2) 
enddo 
rho£n(3)=rho(iplus(-l,i),jplus(l,j),nzcol(3)) 
engdfn(3)=etotdn(iplus(-l.i) j plus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol(3)) 
eudfn(3)=epotdn(iplus(-1 ,i) ,jplus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol(3)) 
pgfn(3)=pg(iplus(-l,i),jplus(l,j),nzcol(3)) 
do 1=1,4 
velftl,3)=vel(l,iplus(-1 ,i) ,jplus( 1 j) ,nzcol(3)) 
momdfll,3)=rho£n(3)*veIf[l,3) 
enddo 
In the 2 dimensional plane, the wrap around conditions can have unusual effects, which 
are more noticeable when NX and NY are significantly different. In particular, restricting 
either NX or NY to one, without the other produces effects that are quite difficult to follow. 
This should not be done, Euler_x_fine can handle this situation more easily. Indeed, if it is 
possible, NX and NY should be equal. 
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the effects of altering the NX/NY ratio. In figure 4.15, a 
3x3 grid is shown, along with the locations of the periodic repetitions of that grid (numbered 
in italics). Notice that in directions 1 and 2, the wrap around boundary conditions will return 
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to the same 'row'. In direction 3, however, the 'rows' are divided - (1,1) forms a 'row' with 
(2,3) and (3,2), while cells (1,2) and (2,1) form a 'row' with (3,3). Notice also that in this 
case, all 3 directions wrap back onto their original 'row'. 
In figure ehex.6, a 3x2 grid is shown. Notice now that while directions 1 and 2 are 
unchanged in their wrap around effects, direction 3 is significantly different. It no longer 
wraps around back into its original 'row', indeed there is no well defined 'row' at all in this 
direction. This is analogous to the diagonal flow field on a rectangular grid. 
This additional complication can make it difficult to follow a regular hydrodynamics 
test (such as a shock tube, or an explosion), if the grid is not 'square' (with NX=NY). 
The code then continues in much the same way as Euler_x_fine, determining the 
upwind cells, and the change in momentum and energy due to pressure gradients. Notice 
that the velocity on the boundary, VELB, is only a 3-vector, it represents the velocity in 
direction m, across boundary m (perpendicular to the boundary). VELOB covers the 
velocity in the other directions on each boundary. These do not need to be stored, so can be 
overwritten for each boundary. 
170 do m=l,3 
rhob(m)=(rhofn(0)+rhofn(m))/2 
momb(m,m)=(momdfIm.0)+momdiIm,m))/2 
velob( l]=(momdfI 1,0)+momdfl 1 ,m))/(2*rhob(m)) 
velob(2)=(momdf(2,0)+momdfI2,m))/(2*rhob(m)) 
velob(3)=(momdf(3,0)+momdfl3,m))/(2*rhob(m)) 
velob(4)=(momdf{4,0)+morndfI4,m))/(2*rhob(m)) 
The different geometry will eventually play a role in determining the effects of pressure 
gradients and fluid transfer, however at this time, the goal is to find the velocity of the 
boundary. We are not at all concerned with how material moves between cells, which cells 
material moves into, or any peculiarity brought about by the geometry of the cell structure. 
Therefore, we can use the same method outlined in the euler_x_fine description, although 
this time it will be for all three directions (this is still contained within the 3-direction DO 
loop). Specifically, we can use equations 4.5.1.1-3 on the geometry shown in figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.15 
A 3x3 grid with periodic repetitions 
(2 .2 )  
( l . l )  
(2.1) 
(3.2) 
(2.2) 
(1.2) 
(3.11 
(2.1) 
(1.1) 
f l.D (1.2) 
( ID  
(2.1) 
( U )  
Figure 4.16 
A 3x2 grid with periodic repetitions. 
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—E+-^-{v E+v p)=p vf 
dt dx 
The geometry is set up such that AX represents the distance between two 
opposite faces. The 'boundary area' is shown by dotted lines 
velb(m)=momb(m,m)/rhob(m) 
dmomb(m)=2*((pgfh(0)-pgfh(m))+momdflm,0)*velf[m,0)-
momb(m,m)=momb(m,m)+dmomb(m)*time 
rhob(m)=rhob(m)+(rhofn(0)*velfîm,0)-rhofn(m)*velfIm,m))*time/dx 
velb(m) =momb(m,m) / rhob(m) 
dmomb(m]=(pgfn(0)-pgfn(m))/dx 
deb(m)=(velflm,0)*pgfri(0)-velflm,m)*pgfn(m))/dx 
Now assign the upwind cell, and re-evaluate the parameters on the boundary as 
described in euler_x_fine. 
if (momb(m,m).gt.O) then 
idir=l 
denom= I+2*Ume*(velb(m)-velfi[m,0))/dx 
do 1=1,4 
momb(l,m)=momdf[1.0) /denom 
enddo 
momb(m,m)=(momdflm,0)+dmomb(m)*time)/denom 
rhob(m)=rhofn(0) /denom 
eb(m)=(engdfn(0)+deb(m)*time)/denom 
Figure 4.17 
Geometry of the hexagonal cell. 
momdflm,m)*velf{m,m))/(3*dx) 
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eub(m)=eudfh(0) 
elseif (momb(m,m).lt.O) then 
idir=-l 
denom= 1 +2*time*(velf(m,m) -velb(m)) /dx 
do 1=1,4 
momb(l,m)=momdf[l,m)/denom 
enddo 
momb(m,mj=(momdf[m.m)+dmomb(m) 'time) /denom 
rhob(m) =rhofn(m)/denom 
eb(m)=(engdfn(m)+deb(m) "time) / denom 
eub(m)=eudfri(m) 
else 
idir=0 
velb(m)=0 
eb(m)=(engdfn(0)+engdfn(m))/2 
eub(m)=(eudfn(0)+eudfn(m))/2 
endif 
With the new boundary velocity calculated, the next step is to replace the old velocities 
and re-evaluate the pressure at the boundary. The method used here to appropriately treat 
the geometry is not at all obvious, and requires some explanation. 
Actually creating a co-ordinate system can be confusing. We have already seen the 
standard 'counting' system used to identify each cell. A point P is identified as having an 
(a,b) co-ordinate as shown in figure 4.18 
Using this system allows us to add vectors in the normal sense 
but it is not a complete representation of the point P, there is an alternative viewpoint, shown 
in figures 4.18 and 4.19. 
Consider if point P represented a velocity vector. If we wish to define the magnitude 
of the velocity in the B-direction, we should not use the b—component of the velocity as 
defined in figure 4.18. Instead, the co-ordinate system must be based on perpendiculars 
dropped to the two axes. 
Unfortunately, in this representation, it is no longer possible to construct a vector by 
simply adding the components. Adding a vector in direction A for example, would 
unavoidably affect the values in directions B (and also the third direction). This 
representation is also less useful than the previous representation when identifying a 
particular cell. 
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Figure 4.18 
The co-ordinate system for identification of location using two directions on the hex-
grid. 
Figure 4.19 
The co-ordinate system used for determining the velocities in each direction CO 
Although not at all obvious, and sometimes challenging to interpret, the most useful 
system is to use both representations. Velocities and accelerations will be handled in the 
representation in figure 4.19, while positions will be handled by figure 4.18. The 
interpretation between these representations becomes a challenge because of the deeply 
entrenched idea that velocity is given by distance/time. This is no longer true in this grid. 
Appendix 2.1 shows some more calculations and differences between these two 
representations. 
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As an illustrative example, take a vector between two cells, with a relative position of 
(2,1), as shown in the figure below. The vector drawn on, if considered in the position 
representation, is clearly (2,1) - 2 cells in the A direction and one in the B direction. Now 
consider a fluid parcel moving between those cells in one (arbitrary) time unit. The velocity 
of the parcel leaving the lower left cell through the upper boundary (B-direction) is clearly 
not the one cell per unit time that the position vector suggests it would be. It is in fact, 2 
cells per unit time (they can easily be counted). Similarly, the velocity through the boundary 
in the A-direction is 2.5 cells per unit time. The velocity representation of this vector would 
be (2.5,2). 
Figure 4.20 
A position vector of (2,1), or a velocity vector of (2.5,2) 
The calculations performed in this routine result in either the determination or use of 
accelerations and velocities. For this reason, the velocity representation is predominant. So 
far, we have not considered how the third direction (c) is encompassed in the co-ordinate 
system. 
In a plane, there are only 2 independent directions. In this geometry, there are 3 
directions specified. One must therefore be a combination of the other two. It would be 
easier to work if we could transfer the co-ordinates back and forth into either an x-y 
(cartesian) or r-0 (polar) plane. However, while a triad of values for position will map 
uniquely into the cartesian or polar plane for these easier calculations, it is impossible, 
without the vital information that converts a pair of co-ordinates to a triplet, to uniquely 
map it back into the hexagonal plane. 
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It would be desirable to declare there to be 110 preferred direction. The idea that one 
direction must be a combination of the other two can then be applied in any direction 
without loss of generality. The conclusion that is drawn is that all directions depend 
intrinsically on the other two directions, and two of the three directions can be stored, while 
the third can be derived from those two. 
A solution that solves the problems associated with the velocity representation is 
outlined below - allowing for a mapping back and forth from an orthogonal plane into the 
hex-plane, and allowing for the addition of vectors. 
Consider the ordinate system. For clarity here, I will use a,b,c to represent the co­
ordinates on the hex plane, x,y for the cartesian plane and r,0 for the polar plane. A point P 
has been drawn on to represent a velocity, and the projection onto each hex-axis of this 
velocity vector is shown. With the aid of this diagram, it is clear to see how adding the 
components, a,b and c, as individual vectors will not result in a location at point P. It is also 
easy to see, for example, that adding a vector in the direction of B will affect the values of a 
and c. 
À B,Y 
P 
A 
X 
Figure 4.21 
Showing the three different co-ordinate systems - cartesian, polar and hex. 
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Converting from polar co-ordinates to hex co-ordinates yields 
la U \ a=v cos I 9- |= 
b= v sin 9-
;^ ^^J=-j(V3cos9+sin9) 
:= vcos^-^^—9^=-^(sin9—Vscos^) 
=>c=a—b 
and back from hex to polar yields 
(4.4.2) 
b 
•
w h e r e  
i 2sJnS_ m #=tan-|^_|  f4J3l 
a v3 cos9+sin9 
- i /  W 3  \  
\2a-b) 
We can also convert to and from cartesian co-ordinates, 
_y=v sin 9=b 
a b a b 2a-b (4.4.4) x=vcos&= cos 9 = =—j=— 
sin 9 tan 9 V3 
a=Z±£V3 
2 
b=y (4.4.5) 
c=yzx£ 
2 
With this one-to-one correspondence between the hex co-ordinates and an orthogonal 
co-ordinate system, we can now proceed, albeit carefully, with regular vector addition. It 
can easily be verified that summing two vectors, originally in either cartesian or polar co­
ordinates, by converting them to hex notation, adding each of the three components and 
converting back to the original co-ordinate system, yields the same result as carrying out the 
sum while remaining in the original co-ordinate system. 
There appears to be a potential problem here though, we have forcibly incorporated a 
restriction on our three values, that c=a-b (or any permutation of that result). How, for 
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example, can a=2,b=3,c=4 accommodate this restriction. Surely a situation could occur 
where an initially stationary cell is accelerated in all three directions. With our restriction, if 
a=2 and b=3, c cannot be 4, it must be -1. 
Remember that the three directions are intrinsically dependent on each other. Suppose 
that the fluid parcel is accelerated such that it begins to move with a velocity of 2 in the a— 
direction. Every time the fluid moves an infinitesimal length in the a-direction, that will 
also carry it in both the b and c directions. Similarly, a velocity in the b (or c) direction will 
also carry it in the a and c (or b) directions. Consider, as an example, the change in the In­
direction resulting from a combination of a, b and c motion. 
nZ6. 
Figure 4.22 
Showing the change in the b-value as a result of motion in the a,b and c directions 
A little trigonometry shows that 
b ' = a + - + -
2 2 
Similarly, 
, _ b c 
CL — CL H 
2 2 
' (4.4.6) 
C = c + * - £  
2 2 
Now, that initial motion of (b=2, a=3, c=4) is actually a motion of (b=5.5 , a=2 , c=3.5), 
and c does indeed equal a-b. 
The only situation where this could cause a problem is in the initial conditions. If 
initial relative velocities are required, they must be consistent with this scheme. The 
safest method would be to use relative polar or cartesian velocities and convert them 
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according to the method above. 
With that out of the way, we can proceed with the explanation of the next step. In 
changing the velocity at the boundary in the direction perpendicular to that boundary, we 
have also effected a change in the other two directions. The changes in the other directions 
are as follows (see equation 4.4.6 for reasoning) 
M— l M=2 M=3 
A v, A v_ 
a —* ^ a 
v —> v 4 v —> v +A v v —> v — 
A vL A v 
1 
A v A v 
v„^v b  +  A v b  v b^v b +— 
v —> v 4 v —> v v —> v +A v 
Notice that there is no change in the velocity in the z direction, this result is purely 
horizontal in nature. Rather than place an IF... statement to check for the values of M, the 
calculations can be handled more efficiently by straightforward algebra, with one redundant 
calculation. Recall that the code is still within the do-loop cycling through the three 
boundaries for each cell. Temporary variable TEMPI denotes the change made in the 
velocity perpendicular to the boundary (VELB is the new velocity, VELOB the old 
velocity). DVELOB(N) denotes the resulting change in the velocity in the N- direction 
from the change perpendicular to the boundary. DVELOB( 1) originally receives a value 
equal to one half of the value TEMPI, while DVELOB(2) receives a value of one half of 
TEMPI for M=l, zero for M=2 and negative one half of TEMPI for M=3. If M has the 
value one or two, one of these statements becomes redundant as DVELOB(M) is 
(re)assigned in the next line to be the value TEMPI. This provides the correct form for the a 
and b directions, whether M has the value one, two or three. Finally, the change in the c 
direction is equal to the change in the a direction minus the change in the b direction, and the 
boundary velocities can be updated. The change in the velocity in the c direction is not 
required at this time, and is commented out. 
temp l=velb(m)-velob(m) 
dvelob( l)=temp 1 /2. 
dvelob(2)=(2-m)*temp 1 /2. 
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dvelob(m)=temp 1 
c dvelob(3)=dvelob( l)-dvelob(2) 
velob(l)=velob( l)+dvelob( 1) 
velob(2)=velob(2)+dvelob(2) 
c velob(3)=velob(3)+dveiob(3) 
The purpose behind determining the boundary velocities in all directions at each 
boundary is to obtain an estimate for the kinetic energy, and hence, along with the 
gravitational potential energy already calculated, a value for the internal energy or pressure 
at the boundary. Using equations 4.4.4, we can write 
E  = — m  v2=—1~ v2 +v2 +v2]=— 
i  9  0  I  X y : J  2 
(4.4.7) 
'
£Jr=7"[4(V« + V»~V« VJ+3V;2] 
This can be verified by comparing to equation A2.1.5 in Appendix 2.1 
pb(m)=(gamma-l)*(eb(m)-eub(m) 
1 (rhob(m)*(4*(velob( l)**2+velob(2)**2 
2 -velob( l)*velob(2))+3*velob(4)**2)/6)) 
The next stage is to calculate the transfer of parameters between cells. Here, the 
geometry does play a crucial role, and is significantly different to a standard rectangular 
grid. As an illustrative example, consider the momentum transfer. First, recall that while 
pressure gradients affect the rate of change of momentum, this code deals with momentum 
density. Refer back to figure 4.17 to see that a hexagon can easily be split into 6 equilateral 
triangles, 
each with side , making the area of the hexagon ' 
Suppose there exists a pressure difference between the two cells in figure 4.17. 
Ignoring body forces, equation 4.5.1.2 can be re-written as 
~p v2)i~(p vVv.} 
where A is the cross sectional area over which the momentum transfer and pressure gradient 
act, and V is the volume of the cells. Notice that in rectangular geometry, in the limit as A 
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and V go to zero, this reduces to the original equation. However, using the values above for 
hexagonal area and the length of side of a hexagon yields 
ô 
d t P V  
' ( ^ ) { ( p v 2 ) t - ( p v 2 ) ° + / \ - / > ° }  ( 4 . 4 . 8 )  
The actual formulation of the equations coded below follows the same methods 
described in euler x fine. 
The trailing edge test uses M instead of simply to 
account for the 3 directions. 
if (pgfn(m*(( 1+idir)/2)) .gt.pgfn(m*(( 1 —idir) /2))) then 
iq=l 
else 
iq=0 
endif 
The code then continues to proceed with the determination of the depth ratios, and the 
addition of the various rates of change for each cell. 
(appendix 4.71 
Finally, check for the top of the column, and repeat. If the top of the column is reached, 
or the upper boundary zone is insufficient, move on to the next column. Note that we only 
need to check NZCOL(l) for the upper boundary zone problem, since that is the column that 
will first detect the problem (see lines 21-27). This is an error, so the fact that this occurred 
is recorded in the ERROR file (unit 13). 
300 nzcol(icol)=nzcol(icol)+1 
if (icol.eq.O) then 
k=nzcol(0) 
if (k.gt.nz+l) go to 498 
else 
if (nzcol( 1 ) .gt. nz+1 ) then 
write (13,*) 'upper boundary cell too thin' 
write (13,*) 'column (\i,jY) pushed through upper boundary' 
go to 498 
endif 
endif 
go to 21 
498 continue 
499 continue 
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At this point, the routine is almost finished. Every column has been checked and the 
rates of change calculated for every cell. The final step is to re—assign the momentum 
values, based on equations 4.4.6, They are temporarily stored as ATEMP, BTEMP and 
CTEMP. 
do i=l,nx 
do j=L,ny 
do k=l,nz 
atemp=dmddtx( 1 ,i,j,k) 
btemp=dmddLx(2 ,i,j, k) 
ctemp=dmddtx(3,i,j, k) 
dmddtx(l,i,j,k)=atemp+0.5*(btemp+ctemp) 
dmddtx(2,i,j,k)=btemp+0.5*(atemp-ctemp) 
dmddtx(3, i,j,k)=ctemp+0. 5*(atemp-btemp) 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
end 
4.5 Euler-x-fine 
This routine was written for the 2-D version of this code, which was never completed. 
Therefore, this routine is not actually called (at the current stage of development). However, 
the 3-D version relies heavily on the methods developed within this routine, so it is included 
in the description. 
4.5.1 Introduction 
subroutine euler_x_fine(nx,nz,dx,time,iplus,zbot,pg, 
1 vel,rho,etotdn,epotdn,momden,deddtx,duddtx,dmddtx,drodtx, 
2 gamma) 
integer nx.nz.icol 
integer nzcol(-l: 1) 
integer iplus(0: l,nx) 
real ztest,zbfîn,time,dzfîn,dx,dy,denom,gamma,erb,eub 
real rhofn(0:1 ),velfx(0:1 ) ,velfz(Ô: 1 ) ,engdfn(0:1),pgfn(0:1 ), 
I drofdt(0:l), 
1 dedfdt(0: lLxmomdflO: l),zmomdftO:1), 
2 eudfn(0: l),dudfdt(0:1) 
real dmdfdt(2,0:1) 
real zbot(nx,0:nz+2),pg(nx,0:nz+l),rho(nx,0:nz+l), 
1 etotdn(nx,0:nz+l),epotdn(nx,0:nz+l), 
2 deddtx(nx,0:nz+l),drodtx(nx,0:nz+l), 
3 duddLx(nx,0:nz+1) 
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real vel(2,nx,0:nz+l),momden(2,nx,0:nz+l), 
1 dmddtx(2,nx,0:nz+l) 
This is the hydrodynamic routine for calculating accelerations and rates of change in the 
x-direction in a 2-D (x-z) calculation. 1-D calculations can also be made (z direction) by 
restricting the number of cells in the x direction to one. The passed variables are 
NX,NZ # of cells in the x and z direction (passed in) 
DX size of cells in x directions 
TIME duration of partial time step 
IPLUS i value of 'adjacent' columns in x direction 
ZBOT Array giving the physical location of the bottom of each cell 
PG Gas pressure 
VEL 2D velocity array 
RHO density 
ETOTDN energy density 
EPOTDN gravitational potential energy density 
MOMDEN 2D momentum density array 
DEDDTX rate of change of energy density from x-motions 
DUDDTX rate of change of gravitational potential energy from x-motions 
DMDDTX rate of change of momentum density from x-motions 
DRODTX rate of change of mass density from x-motions 
GAMMA equation of state parameter 
The horizontal dimensions are handled in an Eulerian system, that is the cells are fixed 
in space, and the fluid flows through the cells. The equations that describe flow in an 
Eulerian system in one dimension and on a cartesian grid follow. From conservation of 
mass, momentum and energy respectively,we obtain 
(4.5.1.1) 
dt ôx 
—p v-\——(p v2)h—— P — p f  
- E + - ^ — ( v E + v P ) = p v f  
dt ôx 
(4.5.1.2) 
(4.5.1.3) 
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In this notation, P represents pressure, v velocity, E energy density (per unit volume), p 
mass density and/a body force. 
One of the important aspects of this routine is its ability to conduct an Eulerian 
calculation on cells that do not share common horizontal edges. This subroutine is actually a 
blend of two routines, the first (section B) determines how the grid will be handled, and the 
second (part C) handles the actual hydrodynamics. For greater computational efficiency, and 
a reduction in data storage, the two were put together. 
The method used here is to consider one column at a time, and break that column into 
smaller cells that do share common horizontal edges with their neighbours. The calculations 
are carried out on this finer grid, and the subsequent effects translated onto the original grid.. 
Alternatively, the model would have to be rezoned back to an Eulerian (fixed) grid before 
any calculations could be made in the horizontal direction. This would intermix the structure 
in the vertical direction between cells, and cancel the effectiveness of the Lagrangian 
hydrodynamics in the vertical direction. Throughout this explanation, the phrases 'fine grid' 
or 'partial cell' refer to the smaller cells temporarily created by this method. Each cell may 
be divided into two or more partial cells, and these partial cells form a finer grid. The 
phrases 'original grid' and 'original cell' refer to the grid as it appeared before (and will 
appear after) this routine. The phrase 'home cell' or 'home column' refers to the column 
currently under consideration, while 'adjacent cell' or 'adjacent column' is the cell or 
column immediately adjacent to the home cell/column. 
4.5.2 Determination of Nearest Neighbours 
As mentioned above, this section is not actually part of the Eulerian code, more a 
description of how to redefine the grid to where it can be handled by the Eulerian code. This 
section could form its own subroutine, but in the interest of efficiency and reduced data 
storage, it was decided to leave it here. 
When the grid is divided, each partial cell (fine grid) is assigned state parameters, and 
several new variables are created. These will be detailed later. Initially, the fine grid 
parameters are given the same values as the original grid parameters. Then they are changed 
in the hydrodynamics section, before the model is returned from the fine grid to the original 
grid. 
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First though, we will examine how the grid is divided. The process operates with one 
column at a time (each column will be divided differently). The column is divided by the 
location of the original grid boundaries within that column, and the column immediately to 
the right of that column. The reason that only the right hand column is needed is explained 
in more detail in section C. Figure 4.23 shows the breakdown of a sample home column 
Start by initialising the rates of change for the original cells to zero. 
do i= 1 ,nx 
do k=l,nz 
deddtx(i,k)=0.0 
drodtx(i,k)=0.0 
duddtx(i,k)=0.0 
do 1= 1,3 
dmddtx(l,i,k)=0.0 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
Now work through all columns, one at a time 
do 499 i=l.nx 
For demonstration purposes, we will consider a simple example of 3 cells to a grid in 
the vertical direction as shown in figure 4.23. There are also the upper and lower boundary 
cells, these are very large, although in this figure these have been truncated for clarity. Note 
that the boundary cells stop at the same levels for all columns. 
Two new variables are introduced to keep track of where we are: 
• ICOL The right adjacent column has ICOL=l, and the home column ICOL=0. 
• NZCOL This variable keeps track of where the partial cell exists on the 
original grid. It's value is equal to the number of the corresponding 
original cell. 
e.g., in partial cell #5 in figure 4.23, NZCOL(0)=3,NZCOL( 1)=2 
First, since there is no reason to perform calculations across the lower boundary zone 
(since parameters there do not change), find the lower of the two columns and start the 
calculations there. Test if the bottom edge of cell 1 in the adjacent column is below the 
bottom edge of cell I in the home column. Define ICOL according to which column is 
lower, and initialise the values for NZCOL accordingly. A new variable ZTEST is defined. 
This is a temporary value used to test the proposition that the adjacent column is lower. 
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Figure 4.23 
This representation shows the home column on the left in solid lines. The dot-dash 
lines are from the boundaries to the right (adjacent column). The italicised numbers count 
the fine gridding into which this column will be broken. 
ztest=zbot(i, 1) 
18 if (zbot(iplus(l,i),l).le.ztest) then 
ztest=zbot(iplus( 1 ,i), 1) 
icoI= 1 
endif 
nzcol(0)=0 
nzcol(I]=0 
nzcol(icol)= I 
21 zbfin=ztest 
ztest=zbot(i,nzcol(0)+1) 
icol=0 
26 if(zbot(iplus(l,i),nzcol(l)+l).lt.ztest) then 
ztest=zbot(iplus( 1 ,i) ,nzcol( 1)+1) 
icol= 1 
endif 
ZBFIN stores the location of the bottom edge of the current fine cell. It is given the 
value of the previously calculated upper bound (or in the case of the first cell of a column, 
the lower bound of the bottom cell) 
ZTEST is a temporary variable, used in the search for the next higher boundary. It is 
initially set to be the height of the next highest boundary in the home column. Then the right 
column is checked, to test if the next highest boundary in that column is lower than ZTEST. 
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If it is, set ZTEST to this value, and ICOL is set to 1 to show that ZTEST is located in the 
adjacent column. There is little significance to assigning ZTEST based on the home column 
first, but it does allow for an easier check later in the code. 
It is highly probable, especially before the code has really started moving, that both 
columns may have horizontal cell-boundaries at the same height. In this case, we would 
create a fine cell of zero thickness, which is not only irrelevant, but has the potential to cause 
a fatal error in the hydrodynamics section. Check here that this has not happened. If it has, 
ignore the hydra section for this cell. It may be advantageous, in a later version, to define a minimum 
cell thickness before the hydra section is initiated. If so, it would replace this line. 
if (ztest.eq.zbûn) go to 300 
Now the code moves into the hydrodynamics section, detailed in section C. 
4.5.3 Hydrodynamics 
Once the adjacent cell is known, we can assign values to the pair of cells, both of which 
are the same size. The 'home' cell in this context may only be a partial model cell, this is 
given the label 0, and the (partial) cell to the right is labeled +1. The boundary between the 
two cells is labeled 'r'. The idea is to determine the rates of change of parameters in each 
partial cell, then combine those rates to obtain a rate of change in the full cell. 
Start by determining the height of the partial cell, DZFIN and the state parameters in 
each partial cell. Each partial cell adopts the mass, momentum and energy densities of the 
full cell, and we use these values to obtain estimates for the parameters at the inter-cellular 
boundary walls. In particular, the velocity of the boundary wall will be used to determine 
the rate of advection (transfer) of quantities from one cell to the adjacent cell. 
100 dzfin=ztest-zbfin 
110 do m=0,1 
rhofn(m)=rho(iplus(m,i),nzcol(m)) 
vetfx(m)=vel( 1 ,iplus(m,i) ,nzcol(m)) 
velfz(m)=vel(2,iplus(m,i),nzcol(m)) 
engdfn(m)=etotdn(iplus (m, i), nzcol(m) ) 
eudfn==epotdn(iplus(m,i) ,nzcol(m)) 
pgfh(m)=pg(iplus(m,i),nzcol(m)) 
xmomdflm)=rhofn(m) *velfx(m) 
zmomdf[m)=rhofn(m)*velfz(m) 
enddo 
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In the equations that follow, confusion may arise between pressure and momentum, p 
represents momentum density (per unit volume), and usually has a directional subscript for 
further clarity. P represents pressure. In the code, the horizontal and vertical velocities are 
distinguished by an x and z respectively. 
For the initial estimate at the start of the time step, use conservation of mass (equation 
4.5.1.1): mass flux = 0, so mass flux passing through the boundary from the left hand side 
must emerge on the right hand side (or vice—versa). 
V y P0 + Pi Po + Pi 
170 xmomrb=(momxdf(0) +momxdfIl))/2 
rhorb=(rhofn(0)+rhofn( l))/2 
velrb=xmomrb / rhorb 
Now modify this, to obtain an estimate half way through the time step. We use equation 
(4.5.1.2) to determine the x-momentum density and equation 4.5.1.1 to determine a mass-
density. Then the boundary velocity can be more accurately estimated. First the 
momentum, the body force is zero, and (4.5.1.2) can be written as 
à p x  Ô P  ô  {p ,  v) 
dmomrb=(pgfn(0)-pgfn( l)+momxdfl0)*vellx(0)-momxdfl l)*velfx( l))/dx 
xmomrb=xmomrb+dmomrb*time 
For the mass density, equation 4.5.1.1 can be written as 
dp ô 
Then (by the definition of momentum density), use 
p  ( t + A t )  
v  ( z + A f ) =  (4.5.3.4) 
p r { t + A t )  
rhorb=rhorb+(rhofri(0)*velix(0)-rhofn( l)*velfx( l])*time/dx 
velrb=xmomrb / rhorb 
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Initially, the correction to the boundary density seems potentially hazardous, as there is 
no check included in the code to ensure that it cannot go to zero, or even negative. Although 
the boundary density is recalculated a few lines further into the code, the boundary velocity 
requires a sensible value for this density in order to avoid blowing up or artificially changing 
direction. However, a simple mathematical check has been made to prove that this cannot 
happen, the proof is found in Appendix 2.2. 
With this velocity (or momentum), the determination of which cell is the upwind cell 
(i.e. from which cell the fluid is flowing) is now obvious. If the velocity is negative, the 
right hand cell is the upwind cell; if it is positive, the home cell is upwind. For now, I will 
assume that the home cell is upwind, although similar reasoning to what follows can be 
applied if the adjacent cell is upwind. 
In order to determine the average rate of advection of the state parameters, we need to 
find the volumetric densities of those parameters on the boundary, half way through the time 
step. We start by assigning the parameters the values they have in the upwind cell, however, 
as the boundary region expands/compresses, these densities will change. At this point, we 
could use the equations (4.5.1.1-3) to determine the new values, but they include flow into 
and out of the cell. We are only concerned with the expansion and compression of the area 
around the boundary. The x-momentum and energy will be affected by net pressure forces 
accelerating the fluid, and providing energy to the fluid, and these effects will be included in 
the description below. 
For an example, consider the following cell (with the right hand boundary moving to the 
right). 
X„ X, X, 
Figure 4.24 
Showing a typical cell. Cell center, right hand boundary and extent to which fluid can 
communicate in one time interval are all shown 
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The boundary can really only be affected by material that can communicate with it 
within the current half-time-step. X, represents the left hand limit of that material. Now 
consider the material in the box between Xc and Xr. It originally has a volume (or length, we 
are only considering one dimension here) given by 
dx**(vc-rc—vr)At 
where c is the local speed of sound and vc is the velocity at point c. 
Note that this is not simply cAt, because the actual speed of 'communication ' is the local gas 
velocity plus the local sound speed. 
After a time At, this section will have expanded by a volume (vr-vc)At. Since the mass 
in this section is the same, the new density is determined by the ratio of old and new 
volumes 
We must now obtain an expression for vc. Make a simplifying assumption here that the 
velocity gradient across the right hand side of the cell is constant, then 
p ( t + A t ) ( d x + A d x ) = p { t ) ( d x )  
AX 12 
——-\dx = v -2 
) 
[ v - v 0 ) A t  
AX 
let 
and p ( t + A t ) — p ( t ) l  
\ 1+cx 
then 
(4.5.3.6) 
Other quantities which are simply advected with the flow (not changed, just carried, 
such as the y and z momentum densities) are handled in the same manner. The boundary 
energy and x-momentum are handled a little differently, since they are affected by the flow 
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profile. First, the effect of the flow profile on these parameters is calculated, to obtain a new 
density. Then, this new density is handled in the same manner as the mass density. 
For the x-momentum density, we start with the upwind density, apply equation 4.5.3.2, 
with the momentum outflow terms neglected, and then equation 4.5.3.6, to obtain 
P„,,+.o=(pjo+^^^)(i+2(v^(0)4f) <«.,7, 
The energy density is handled similarly. We start with equation 4.5.1.3, the 
conservation of energy, neglect the outflow terms and noting that there are no body forces 
acting, rewrite it as 
— = ~ — ( v P )  ( 4 . 5 . 3 . 8 )  
ôt ôx 
Usine this and (4.5.3.6) again gives 
In the code, this is handled by first setting the corrections to the momentum and energy. 
Then the sign of the momentum on the boundary determines the path. DENOM takes the 
value given by l/(right hand parentheses in equation 4.5.3.6). If the boundary velocity is 
zero, then keep the existing values. The variable EDIR keeps track of whether the wave is 
left, or right traveling, or not traveling at all (-1,1,0 respectively). 
dmomrb=(pgfn(0) -pgfn( 1 ) ) / dx 
derb=(velfx(0)*pgfn(0)-vel&( l)*pgfn( l))/dx 
if (xmomrb.gt.O) then 
idir=l 
denom= l+2*time*(velrb-velfx(0))/dx 
xmomrb=(xmomdf[0)+dmomrb*time) / denom 
zmomrb=zmomdflO) /denom 
rhorb=rhofn(0) / denom 
erb=(engdfn(0)+derb*time)/denom 
eub=eudfn(0)/denom 
elseif (xmomrb.lt.0) then 
idir=-l 
denom= l+2*time*(velfx( l)-velrb)/dx 
xmomrb=(xmomdfI l)+dmomrb*time)/denom 
zmomrb=zmomxdflO/denom 
rhorb=rhofn( l)/denom 
erb=(engdfn( 1 )+derb*time) /denom 
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eub=eudfn( l)/denom 
else 
idir=0 
velrb=0 
zmomrb=(zmomdf[0)+zmomdf{ L))/2. 
erb=(engdfn(0)+engdfh( l))/2. 
eub=(eudfh(0)+eudfn( 1 )) /2. 
endif 
It may seem that the next logical step would be to use these values to obtain a better 
estimate for the boundary velocity again. However, this produces instabilities (and a never 
ending loop of calculating the boundary velocity, updating the boundary momentum and 
mass densities,....). The instabilities arise from the fact that the new boundary momentum 
and mass densities are actually the modified upwind densities that are being carried into the 
adjoining cell. In reality, the velocity of the fluid at the boundary must determine both the 
advecting momentum and the rate of that advection. But in reality, the flow is not broken 
down into cells, and the value at the 'boundary' is a function of both the upwind and 
downwind parameters. When the equations are broken down into a difference method such 
as this one, and boundary values imposed based on the parameters in the upwind cell, the 
values for momentum being transferred across the boundary and velocity with which the 
transfer takes place are no longer as closely tied as they are in the real world. Imposing that 
they are the same artificially accelerates the boundary away from cells with high momentum 
density, and into cells with low momentum density. 
With the boundary energy, mass-density and velocity, we can obtain an estimate for the 
pressure. Here, use a gamma law equation of state 
f = ( y - U c  
where E is the internal energy density, given by 
e—E—p v2 
prb=(gamma-l)*(erb-eub-(xmomrb**2+zmomrb**2)/(2*rhorb)) 
When all the parameters are known on the boundary after a half time-step, we can go 
back to equation (4.5.1.1-3) to determine the rates of changes of parameters in each (partial) 
cell. Here, I introduce the subscript I to represent the boundary between the home cell and 
the column immediately to its left. The subscript '-/ ' represents the adjacent cell in the 
column immediately to the left. Although we do not have any details about this cell, or even 
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this boundary, the mathematics is a little easier to follow by including it here. It will 
eventually be discarded. 
d p Q  P t v - P r v r  
d t  A X  
(4.5.3.9) 
a .p,v,-p.»,+jV£, 
d t  "  A X  2 A X  
± E  v ' E r \ E , ,  V - V ,  
ar ° A X  A X  A X  
Now notice that equations 4.5.3.9,11 can be broken down into a component from the 
right hand boundary, and a component from the left hand boundary. Equation 4.5.3.10 can 
be broken down into a combination of boundaries and left adjacent, home and right adjacent 
cells. The left boundary of the home cell is exactly the same as the right boundary of the left 
adjacent cell. Replacing the subscripts I and r with lr, — V and ~r,0' for right boundary of left 
cell, and right boundary of home cell respectively, we obtain. 
^ f ± = P r - ~ l  V " - - 1  P r - ° V r - °  (4.5.3.12) 
d t  A X  
a  ,  \ - X E r ^  +  P.J-",ÂErO +  P,o) l 4 5 -1I4> 
Tt "= 1x 
These equations are now in a form in which we can clearly see the effect of the two 
boundaries as being completely seperable. The two boundaries could be calculated 
individually and summed to provide the total effect. Instead of writing the effect on one cell 
of two boundaries, consider writing the effect of one boundary on two cells. Revert to 
subscript r representing the right boundary of the home cell, or the left boundary of the right 
adjacent cell. Notice that the left adjacent cell to the right adjacent cell is actually the home 
cell again (with subscript 0 instead of -1). Similarly, the home cell to the right adjacent cell 
will have subscript 1. This switches some subscripts from -1 to 0 and 0 to 1. 
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d p 0 _ - p r v r  
d t  A X  
d P l _ P r V r  
d t  A X  
ôPq 
d t  
(4.5.3.15) 
d  _ - P „ v r  P i  
d t  1 0  A X  2 A X  
d t  x I  A X  2  A X  
-
s
-p^ 
d t  1 0  2 A X  
(4.5.3.16) 
d_E  _~Vr{Er+ Pr) (4 .1.3.17) 
d t  0  A X  
±E Y>(E'+P-I) =-±E 
d t  1  A X  d t  0  
Thus far, we have not considered the effects of viscosity on the propagating waves. 
Consider a wave, propagating to the right, as shown in figure 4.5.3.1. This example has the 
original wave (solid line) as a square wave. Dissipation effects will tend to smooth out this 
square wave, producing a curve represented by the dotted line. In reality, in the absence of 
pressure gradients, it is usually this type of wave which will propagate. These effects are 
included intrinsically in the coding detailed above, they also include some viscosity, which 
has the effect of diminishing the wave over time. 
y 
Figure 4.25 
A square wave traveling through a medium is smoothed by the computer calculations. 
When viscosity is added, the trailing edge becomes smoother than the leading edge. 
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A second effect of viscosity is to remove the leading/trailing edge symmetries. As the 
wave passes through the medium, viscous effects dump energy from the wave into the local 
area. That energy is then not fully recoverable when the wave moves on. This results in a 
longer trailing edge than leading edge, as the pressure takes longer to fall following the 
passage of the wave. Indeed, the pressure never falls back to its original value from purely 
hydrodynamics considerations. Another consequence of this effect is that the wave is 
damped out more quickly, as energy is lost to the medium, and the wave consequently 
moves more slowly. In most applications, this effect is negligible (in fact it may be less than 
that which is intrinsically coded in the numerical methods). The actual calculations that 
would be required to simulate this are far beyond the capabilities of both this code, and the 
computers it is currently running on. However, it is easy to insert a 'fudge factor' to 
reproduce this result. This factor is applied to the combined thermal and kinetic energies, 
but not to the gravitational potential energy, the advection of which will be unchanged by 
viscosity (except on the large scale as the velocities decrease) 
On the trailing edge of a pressure peak (leading edge of a pressure trough), the energy 
transfer is altered. Equation 4.5.3.17 becomes 
with increased viscosity. At values larger than 1 the method creates potential instabilities. 
At values less than 0, it cancels out some of the intrinsic numerical viscosity. From limited 
testing of negative values, the method appears to be stable for v3=—0.5 , for 
v€ (—1,-0.5) the stability is dependent on the model, but is usually stable. At -1, the 
viscosity appears to virtually disappear completely, as the wave propagates indefinitely. For 
v<—1 , the amplitude of the wave becomes unstable, and interference patterns can 
produce both very large and negative pressure values. The resulting pressure gradients 
where 
on trailing edge 
elsewhere 
v e [0,1 ] is a viscous coefficient, increasing 
I l l  
eventually cause the model to fail. 
The first step in coding this section, is to determine whether or not the current boundary 
is in the trailing edge of a pressure peak 
if (pgfh((l+idir)/2).gt.pgfh((l-idir)/2)) then 
iq=l 
else 
iq=0 
endif 
The values * and -——— are handled usine integer algebra. Recall that 
2 2 
ID DR = -1,0,1 for left traveling, stationary and right traveling fluid respectively 
Table 4.1 
Indication of whether artificial viscosity is needed - or whether the cell is in the trailing 
IDIR 1 + IDIR 1 -IDIR 
2  2  
- 1  0  I  
0  0  0  
1  1  0  
For a left traveling wave, cell 1 will be 'trailing' cell 0, for a right traveling wave, cell 0 
will be 'trailing' cell 1. Using these values, it is easy to compare the pressure of the trailing 
cell to the leading cell ( I + IDIR^ If the pressure is higher in the leading 
V 2 
cell, then the boundary is located on the trailing edge of a pressure peak. In this case, set 
IQ=1, denoting that the correction will be made to the energy transfer equation. Note that if 
the fluid is not moving (IDIR=0), the two pressure values being tested in the IF statement are 
identical, and the correction will not be made. The term DMECHE allows for the 
calculation of the reduced energy flow, without affecting the flow of gravitational potential 
energy. 
drofdt(0)=-(rhorb*velrb)/dx 
drofdt( l)=-drofdt(0) 
dmdfdt( 1,0)=(-(xmomrb*velrb)-pgfn( l)/2)/dx 
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dmdfdt( 1, l)=-dmdfdt( 1,0)+(pgfn(0)-pgfh(l))/(2*dx) 
dmdfdt(2,0)=-zmomrb*velrb/dx 
dmdfdt(2, l)=-dmdfdt(2,0) 
dmeche=(-velrb*(erb-eub+prb) / dx)*( 1 -iq*xnu) 
dudfdt(0)=-velrb*eub/dx 
dudfdt( 1 )=-dudfdt(0) 
dedfdt(O)=dmeche+dudfdt(0) 
dedfdt( L)=-dedfdt(0] 
Finally, the rates of change for these partial cells from this boundary are combined with 
the rates from the other partial home cells and other boundary, to get the rates of change for 
the full home cell. Because this is a process of adding densities, the rates of change must 
first be scaled by the size of partial cell in which they were calculated. For example, take the 
mass transfer into a cell which was broken down into 3 finer cells, a, b and c. V represents 
volume, m represents mass. 
d p  i  d m _  1  
dt V dt V 
c m  d m ,  d m .  
-+ -4- -
dt dt dt 
_l_ 
V 
V,—+v,—+v,— 
dt ' dt dt 
= I 
i = l.2.3 V et 
_  g p  _  y  A Z .  d p .  
dt ,=i.2.3 A Z dt 
The sum is carried out simply by adding the new term to the pre-existing value (recall 
all values were set to zero at the start of this routine). DZRAT is the ratio of fine cell 
thickness to full cell thickness in the 0 and 1 columns. 
dzratO=dzfln / (zbo t(i, k+1 )-zbo t(i, k) ) 
dzratl=dzfin/ 
1 (zbot(iplus(l,i),nzcol(l)+l)-zbot(iplus(l,i),nzcol(l))] 
print Vdzrat'.dzratO.dzratl 
drodtx(i,k)=drodtx(i,k)+drofdt(0)*dzrat0 
do 1=1,2 
dmddtx(l,i,k)=dmddLx(l,i,k)+dmdfdt(l,0)*dzrat0 
enddo 
deddtx(i, k)=deddtx(i, k)+dedfdt(0) *dzratO 
duddtx(i,k)=duddtx(i,k)+dudfdt(0)*dzrat0 
drodtx(iplus( I ,i) ,nzcol( l))=drodLx(iplus( 1 ,i) ,nzcol( I ))+ 
1 drofdt(l)*dzratl 
do 1= 1,2 
dmddtx( I ,iplus( 1 ,i),nzcol( l))=dmddtx( 1 ,iplus( 1 ,i],nzcol( 1))+ 
1 dmdfdtf l)*dzratl 
enddo 
deddtx(iplus( l,i),nzcol( l))=deddtx(iplus( 1 ,i),nzcol( 1))+ 
1 dedfdt( 1 ]*dzrat 1 
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duddtx(iplus( 1 ,i),nzcol( l))=duddtx(iplus( l,i),nzcol( 1))+ 
1 dudfdt( 1 ) *dzrat 1 
The next step is to increment NZCOL in the column in which the last horizontal 
boundary was found, to show that this column is now one cell higher. If the home column is 
incremented, change the value of K and check that we have not read all the way to the top of 
the column. If we have, move onto the next column. 
Although the upper boundary cell is designed to be sufficiently deep that columns 
cannot penetrate it, it is theoretically possible that they could. In this case, the value of 
NZCOL in the home column would be less than NZ+1, but the value in the adjacent column 
would eventually become NZ+2. If this was allowed to happen, it would produce a fatal 
error, since cell NZ+2 does not exist. To avoid this, check that NZCOL in the adjacent 
column is not greater than NZ+1. If it is, print a note to that effect and move onto the next 
column. 
If both columns are still in the regular grid cells (or upper boundary cell) return to line 
21 and find the next partial cell. The code will calculate interaction between cells NZ+1 and 
NZ+1 in the home and adjacent columns. Although unnecessary, it was determined that this 
was more efficient than checking for this scenario at every partial cell, particularly for grids 
where NZ is large and NX small. 
300 nzcol(icol)=nzcol(icol]+1 
if (icol.eq.O) then 
k=nzcol(0) 
if (k.gt.nz+1) go to 499 
else 
if (nzcol(l).gt.nz+l) then 
print '.'upper boundary cell too thin' 
print '.'column (W) pushed through upper boundary' 
go to 499 
endif 
endif 
go to 21 
499 continue 
When all cells have been considered, the routine returns all of the full-cell rates to the 
main program. 
return 
end 
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4.6 Hvdro3d 
This subroutine handles the three dimensional hydrodynamics calculations. 
subroutine hydro3d (tstp,told,cphase,zdrve2) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/hydwri" 
include "common/inphyd" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/stathyd" 
logical seek,tstflg 
integer iper.it 1 ,it2 ,iz,iz 1 .ntosc 
integer iyesno(nx.ny) 
real cx,cxt4,cium,clumd,dzl,dzu, 
1 ftl,mastmp,ptstp,pslum,qt, 
2 tl,t2,taubd, 
4 temp, temp 1 ,temp2, 
5 teql ,teqsq,teqtgt,tmpmas,told,tps,tsplit,tsq, 
6 tstp,tstrem,xsq,xt 1 vxt2,xtc,xx,xz,xz 1 ,zbtgt 
real cphase(ndrive) 
double precision dekdtx, 
a deudtx,tdot,tdot2,tdotcl,tdotmo, 
a tdotdy.tdotio.tdotrd 
double precision tmpmom(4) 
double precision rps(nx.ny) ,zdrve2(nx,ny) 
double precision arm(nx,ny,0:nz), 
1 deddtx(nx,ny,0:nz+1), 
2 diddtx( nx, ny, nz) ,drodtx(nx,ny,0: nz+1), 
3 dtdif[nx,ny,nz) ,dteqdt(nx,ny,nz) ,dvdt(nx,ny,nz), 
4 dx(nx,ny,0:nz+l),dzbdt(nx,ny,nz+l). 
5 eidn(nx,ny,nz), 
6 ekdn(nx,ny,nz),eudn(nx,ny,0:nz+l), 
7 etotdn(nx,ny,0:nz+1), 
8 pg 1 (nx,ny,0:nz+1) ,q(nx,ny,nz), 
8 rbot(nx, ny, nz+1 ) ,tau(nx, ny, nz+1 ), 
9 vol(nx,ny,nz),xk(nx,ny,nz), 
a z(nx,ny,nz) ,zbot 1 (nx,ny,nz+ l),zold(nx,ny,nz) 
double precision dmddtx(4,nx,ny,0:nz+ l)",vel(4,nx,ny,0:nz+1) 
The routine handles calculations across one time step at a time. The time step 
commences at 0, and ends at 1. As detailed in subroutine Main, the variable TSTP denotes 
the length of time, in seconds, of the current time step. 
Within the equations in this description, a superscript will denote the time within the 
time step (0, Vi or 1), a subscript the cell number. A subscript b(nl,n2) refers to the 
b o u n d a r y  b e t w e e n  c e l l s  n l  a n d  n 2  .  
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Some variables are evaluated at half-time steps, while others are evaluated at integer 
time steps and others are evaluated many times during a time step. Figure 4.26 shows some 
of the complexities of the inter-relating parameters and where they are calculated. 
The real problems begin when we consider the time scale over which some parameters 
change. Some change only slowly, the bulk parameters such as momentum. Others can 
change on a much smaller time scale, such as the radiation field, molecular cooling rates, etc. 
It is entirely unreasonable to either make the time step so short as to capture all the short 
time scale events, and then have to re-calculate the bulk properties every time step, or to 
make the time step long and assume the fast changing properties are constant. 
The original Bowen code, from which this subroutine is derived, uses a method of sub­
dividing each time step, allowing for the short time-scale variables to be handled more 
effectively. This code also relies on this method, to make it easier to follow, the following 
description is divided into three parts, part A covers calculations of bulk properties, part B 
covers the integration on the sub-divided time scale, and part C wraps things up at the end 
of the time step. 
4.6.1 Bulk Properties 
The variable TSPLIT covers the time from half-way through the previous time step, to 
half-way through the current time step. 
tsplit=(tstp+told)/2 
For greater efficiency, the number of do—loops is kept to a minimum. The columns are 
cycled through one at a time, then within each column, the cells are handled several times. 
Ideally, there would be only one do-loop to pass through each column; unfortunately, that is 
not possible and we try to minimize the number of loops instead, the first loop is just to 
calculate the mass at the half-time step, this must be evaluated for all cells in a column 
before handling the momentum. 
100 do 199 i=l,nx 
do 198j=l,ny 
110 do k=l,nz 
xmass(ij,k)=xmass(i,j,k)+dmasdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2. 
enddo 
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Figure 4.26 
Row chart showing the order of the most important calculations 
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The next sequence deals with updating the boundary velocities to their values at 
t=0.5. The boundaries between cells (1,2),(2,3),...,(NZ-1,NZ) are handled within a single 
do-loop, while the boundaries between cells (NZ,NZ+1) and (0,1) are handled separately 
In this model, we have both fluid moving between cells in the horizontal direction, and cells 
moving with the fluid in the vertical direction. These motions are determined by multiple 
forces - gas pressure, gravity, radiation pressure etc. The handling of this material correctly 
is a challenge. For now, we are concerned only with finding the velocity in the vertical 
direction. This is changed by the advection of z-momentum in the horizontal direction 
(DMMDTX(4,I,J,K) and by forces acting directly on each cell in the z direction. Some of 
these forces, such as pressure, are assumed constant for t G (-0.5,0.5) - This type of force 
will produce a constant rate of change of momentum on the cell. 
Other forces, such as radiation pressure and gravity, will produce a constant acceleration 
on whatever mass is within the cell over the same time span. That value is unaffected by the 
mass flow in and out of the cell, but can vary from cell to cell. This latter type of forces are 
combined at the end of this routine into the variable D2ZBDT(I,J,K), which produces a 
constant change to die velocity of the fluid within a cell. I will consider these forces first. 
Since the euler routines handle the transfer of the existing momentum, and constant 
forces are handled separately to constant accelerations, we can work on the constant 
accelerations section by considering a reference frame in which the fluid is initially 
stationary. Any modifications made to the z—velocity (and hence z-momentum) now will be 
in addition to those from the euler routines and the constant force terms. 
In considering how to handle these forces, I will deal only with gravity, although this 
can easily be substituted for gravity plus other forces. 
During the time step, the fluid that was initially in the cell will be accelerated until it is 
all moving at some velocity that is easily determined. However, the manner in which the 
fluid that is flowing into the cell over the time step should be handled is not so obvious. Our 
first approach was to bring in 'stationary' mass from outside during the time step, so the 
mass increases in time. At the end of the time step, the first element of mass that was 
brought in will be moving at the same speed as the fluid that was initially in the cell, the last 
element will still be stationary. 
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Figure 4.27 
Showing the velocity of the fluid within a cell. The fluid to the right was introduced to 
the cell later than fluid to the left. 
The momentum after a (split) time step is given by 
While this argument seems reasonable, it is incorrect. Consider gradually removing 
mass from the same cell instead of adding it. In this case, all the fluid remaining at the end 
of the time step was there at the start, and is consequently moving at the same speed 
These two equations are quite different and severely violate momentum 'conservation'. 
Although total momentum within a cell is not actually conserved, (an external force acts and 
mass flows in and out of the cell), the momentum transferred out of one cell due to 
horizontal mass flow should be transferred entirely into the neighbouring cell. 
Consider two adjacent cells, both initially stationary and with the same gravitational 
acceleration. After one (split) time step, the combined momentum of those two cells will be 
p = ( m n  +  A t )  . However, if the above equations are used with a flow between 
cells, then after a (split) time step 
( A t  
P:=P,o+Pu=' mol'2+^rhAt + mlU2+{-m)At UAf^(mu+m1)(^Ar) 
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What is really happening is a blend of these two equations, when the fluid enters one 
cell, it is not necessarily stationary, it already had a velocity given by the initial relative 
velocity of the neighbouring cell plus the effects of any acceleration caused by the external 
forces in the neighbouring cell during the preceding part of the current (partial) time step. 
The initial relative velocity is dealt with as a momentum advection in the euler subroutine 
and should not be considered here, but the acceleration caused by gravitational forces leaves 
a problem. In order to treat this properly, we would have to keep track of not only the 
gravitational field strength in the neighbouring cells, but also which cells are neighbours 
with which cells. The accelerations in all neighbouring cells would then have to be 
integrated over the (split) time step as the fluid moves across the boundary. This is a 
daunting prospect. 
A simplification can be made here, that the gravitational field strength is not going to 
vary greatly across neighbouring cells. Then we can assume that the mass moving into a cell 
at the end of the (split) time step has received the same acceleration as a mass element that 
was there throughout the time step. Hence all die fluid is moving at the same velocity, 
whether the mass is flowing in or out of the cell. 
With die new velocity calculated, we can obtain a change in momentum by multiplying 
by the mass at t=0.5. 
A further complication arises in considering the motion of the cell boundaries, and that 
of the cell itself. While the horizontal code calculates the change in momentum of a given 
cell, Lagrangian codes are better suited to calculating velocities on the boundaries. Since 
this routine is Lagrangian, it is therefore more efficient to deal predominantly with effects on 
the boundary. In a perfect world, with no numerical error, it would be possible to handle the 
velocity of a cell (actually the velocity of the center of mass of a cell) and that of the 
boundaries to that cell completely independently. However, it is easy to see that unless these 
are linked somehow, eventually numerical error will cause the center of mass of a cell to be 
in one location and the boundaries in another, completely detached from the center of mass. 
To avoid the uncoupling of center of mass and boundary, the only reliable method is to 
make the velocity of the center of mass the average of the values on its upper and lower 
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boundaries. This ensures that the velocity changes monotonically across any one cell, that is 
to say that if the lower boundary has a higher velocity than the center of mass, then the upper 
boundary should have a lower velocity. This is true in most applications, except where the 
fluid is compressing on one side of the cell and expanding on another. Keeping with the 
standard assumption that fluid within a cell moves as one piece, this scenario never exists in 
the code. 
Note that this monotonicity constraint need not apply across adjacent cells, and the 
velocity of a boundary need not be the average of the velocities of the centers of mass above 
and below. A boundary should be able to relocate without requiring either cell to move (see 
figure 4.28) 
It is possible in more simples codes to guarantee that the acceleration is monotonie 
within a cell. In a plane-parallel grid in which the horizontal cross sectional area of a cell 
does not change with height, it can be shown that the pressure term only (including viscous 
pressure) will produce a monotonie acceleration (see Appendix 2.3). However, in the case 
of a radial grid, where the cross-sectional area increases with height, this can break down 
where the pressure gradient is inverted (increasing with height) and is relatively steep at the 
lower boundary. To further compound the problem, the acceleration in this code is a 
combination of the pressure forces, gravity, momentum advection and other terms. Even if 
each individual term were shown to be monotonie, the sum of these terms need not be 
(consider the sum of monotonie series (1,3,4) + (4,3,1) = (5,6,5)). Furthermore, the gravity 
term itself need not be monotonie, it may fluctuate up and down depending on the mass 
structure within the model. 
Figure 4.28 
The boundary between these cells has moved, while the lower cell is compressed and the 
upper cell expands. The center of mass of each cell has not moved, those velocities are zero. 
The series of velocity values center-boundary-center is not monotonie. 
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Realistically, the only option is to use an averaging process and assume that the location 
of the center of mass is midway between the upper and lower boundaries. It is then a small 
step to assume that the values for the velocity and acceleration of the center of mass are 
midway between the respective values on the upper and lower boundaries. Utilizing this 
method brings up the need to examine the z-momentum advection into the cell more 
thoroughly. The advection is only considered in an Eulerian sense i.e. into the cell. There is 
absolutely no information carried about how this advection affects the boundary. 
The solution allowing us to work with the boundary is to split the cells in half, with the 
top half of one cell coupling with the bottom half of the cell above to form a 'boundary cell'. 
The momentum transfer into each of these halves is calculated by the Euler routine and 
combined to give the momentum transfer into each 'boundary cell'. 
Note: at the moment, an assumption is made that the momentum transfer into each half-cell is 
exactly one half of the momentum transfer calculated into each full cell. Advances in computer 
technology will make it feasible to divide the cells before calling the Euler routine, effectively 
doubling the number of cells the Euler routine handles. Then the momentum transfer into each half 
cell can be calculated separately. 
With the details complete, we can now think about the mathematics required to 
complete the analysis. Start by re-writing equation 4.5.1.2 as two components. The second 
term in equation 4.5.1.2 represents the advection of momentum, which is only present in the 
x-direction and is calculated in the euler routines. This can be treated as a separate rate of 
change of z-momentum, 
The remainder of equation 4.5.1.2 can be written to deal with the change in z-
momentum due to z-motion 
motion 
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where V represents the volume, and f the applied body force (gravity, radiation 
pressure). P includes the viscous pressure, which produces a constant force over the time 
step. The total rate of change of z-momentum is then the sum of these two independent 
parts, and can be re-written as 
Here, A is the cross sectional area over which the pressure difference acts. We can now 
evaluate the z-momentum at each horizontal boundary by integrating this equation, to obtain 
This method is first applied to the boundary of cells (NZ,NZ+1). It is handled a little 
differently, because there is no momentum transfer into cell NZ+1. Once the momentum is 
determined at the half time step, we can easily obtain the boundary velocities at the half time 
step, since the mass is already known. Theoretically, we can then use a leapfrog technique, 
to obtain the position of the boundaries at the end of the time step. First though, we use this 
velocity and the position at the start of the time step for an estimate of position half way 
through the time step, and hence the width of the cell at the boundary. This width is easy to 
calculate given the spherical symmetry; we have a constant angle (ANGRES) for each 
column, the distance across the cell is then the product of the radius and angle, s = r  9 
120 k=nz+l 
mastmp=(xmass(i,j ,k)+xmass(i,j ,k-1)) /2. 
pzbot(i,j,k)=pzbot(i,j,k)+(0.866025404*(dxbot(i,j,k)*dxbot(i.j,k)) 
1 *(pg(i j ,k-1 ) -pg(i.j.k) +q(i,j ,k-1 ))+ 
2 (dmmdtx(4,i,j,k-l)/2.)+mastmp*d2zbdt(i,j,k))*tsplit 
dzbdt(i,j,k)=pzbot(i,j ,k) /mastmp 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(i.j,k)+dzbdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2 
dxbot(i,j,k)=angres*(zbase+zbot(i,j,k)) 
dx(i,j,k)=(dxbot(i,j,k)+dxbot(i,j,k+l))/2. 
Next, the characteristics of the other boundaries (not including the lowest boundary) are 
calculated in a do-loop, using the same method. The position and width are not calculated 
at this point, it will become apparent why a little later. 
Pz.b{ 0.1) Pz. 6(0.1) + 
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125 do 129 k=nz,2-1 
mastmp=(xmass(i,j,k)+xmass(i,j,k-l])/2. 
pzbot(i,j,k)=pzbot(i,j,k)+(0.866025404*(dxbot(i,j,k)*dxbot(i,j,k]) 
1 *(pg(i J,k- l)-pg(ij ,k)+q(i J,k- l)-q(i,j,k))+ 
2 (dmmdtx(4,iJ,k)+dmmdtx(4,ij,k-l)/2.)+ 
3 mastmp*d2zbdt(i,j,k))*tsplit 
dzbdt(i,j ,k)=pzbot(i,j,k)/mastmp 
129 continue 
Finally, the velocity of the boundary between cells (0,1 )is calculated. Momentum 
transfer does not play a role here, since this boundary is, by definition, the piston, which 
moves in a pre-determined manner. The average velocity is found by dividing the distance 
the piston moved by the time step. ZBTGT is the desired location of the piston at the end of 
the current time step 
130 zbtgt=zdrve2(i,j) 
dzbdt(i,j, l)=(zbtgt-zbot(i,j, l))/tstp 
pzbot(i,j, l)=xmass(i,j, l)*dzbdt(i,j, 1) 
With the velocities of all the boundaries known, we now set up another do-loop to pass 
through cells (NZ,...,1) within the column, calculating the position and width of the 
boundary, the volume of the cell and hence the density, etc., at t=0.5. 
In order to obtain the volume, we must first calculate the cross—sectional area of the 
column, and multiply it by the height of the cell. The height of the cell is trivial, after we 
have estimated the positions of the top and bottom boundaries. The cross sectional area is 
calculated by assuming the cell to be a right column, with the distance across the cell equal 
to the average of the calculated distances across the cell on the upper and on the lower 
boundaries. Taking the average of the widths on the boundaries forces the do loop to follow 
down the column rather than up the column, since the boundaries are recorded as the bottom, 
rather than the top of a cell. The density follows from the volume 
140 do 174 k=nz, 1,-1 
141 zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(i,j,k)+dzbdt(iJ,k)*tstp/2 
dxbot(i,j,k)=angres*(zbase+zbot(i,j,k)) 
dx(i,j ,k)=(dxbot(i,j,k]+dxbot(i,j,k+1))/2. 
z(i,j,k)=(zbot(iJ,k)+zbot(i,j,k+l))/2. 
vol(ij,k)=(zbot(i,j,k+l)-zbot(ij,k))*0.866025404* 
1 (dx(i,j,k)*dx(i,j,k)) 
rho(i,j ,k)=xmass(i,j ,k]/vol(i,j,k) 
Next, the viscous pressure is calculated. If the cell is not under compression, the viscous 
pressure is zero. Under compression, it is given by a product of the viscous coefficient 
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(CQ), density, and the square of the difference between the velocities of the upper and lower 
boundaries (the rate at which the cell is being compressed). We also define a temperature 
equivalence of the viscous pressure, QT. 
150 if (dzbdt(i,j,k+l).lt.dzbdt(i,j,k).and.k.ne.l) then 
q(i,j,k)=cq*rho(i,j,k)*(dzbdt(i,j,k+l)-dzbdt(i,j,k))**2 
else 
q(i,j,k)=0.0 
endif 
qt=xmu(i,j,k)*q(i,j,k)/(rho(i,j,k)*cgask) 
When we get to the temperature integration section, we will need to know the rate at 
which work is being done to the cell, by a PdV mechanism. The next few lines evaluate 
^ , the 4—momentum and velocity vectors for each cell, and the kinetic and 
dt 
gravitational potential energies, all at the half time step. 
155 dvdt(i,j ,k)=(dzbdt(i,j ,k+ l)-dzbdt(i,j,k))*0.866025404* 
1 (dx(ij,k)*dx(i,j,k)) 
To obtain an expression for kinetic energy, based on the velocities in the hex-co­
ordinate system, we must first transform the velocities into an orthogonal co-ordinate 
system, such as the cartesian system. The transformation equations are found in 
euler_hex_fine, equations ehexf.4. The x and y velocities can then be written as 
2 v b ~ v a  v =-
S 
V = V y <* 
and the z velocity is unchanged. Then the kinetic energy, 
K 2 V ' y ;/ 2 \ 3 zj 
=lm(4(va2-vav6 + v62)+3v;)=^-(4(pa2-papfc+/762)+3/7;) 
(see also equation 4.4.7) 
160 do 1=1,3 
xmom(l,i,j,k)=xmom(l,i,j,k)+dmmdtx(l,i,j,k)*tsplit 
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vel(l,i,j ,k) =xmom(l,i.j ,k) /xmass(i,j ,k) 
enddo 
xmom(4 ,i,j ,k)=(pzbot(i,j,k) +pzbot(i,j ,k+1 ] ) /2. 
vel(4,i,j ,k)=xmom(4,i,j ,k) /xmass(i ,j ,k) 
165 ek(i,j,k)=( 1 /(6*xmass(i,j,k)])* 
1 (4*(xmom( 1 ,i,j ,k) *xmom( 1 ,i,j,k)+xmom(2 ,i,j ,k) *xmom(2 ,i.j ,k) 
2 -xmom( 1 ,i,j ,k) exmom(2 ,i,j ,k) )+ 
3 3*xmom(4,i,j,k)*xmom(4,i,j,k)) 
GM. ,m 
The gravitational potential energy, — (where Mlniernal is the mass 
r 
internal to the current position) is quite a calculation to carry out properly. However, we use 
a simplification that the gravitational potential will not change very much during a run for 
any one location within the atmosphere. A second assumption is that on the local scale, the 
gravitational potential will be approximately linear. Imagine that the cell falls between two 
positions which have the potentials already known, Ri and R2. Let a represent where this 
cell sits in relation to these two known positions. 
GM .. GM 5R U.= , U= , a=-
1  R .  2  R ,  R - R  i 
U = ( l - a ) U l J r a U 2  
At first consideration, this may appear erroneous, because the potential depends 
inversely on radius and a more correct (and not significantly more complicated) method 
would follow along the lines of 
GM GM 1 1 U — —  
R^-t ô R (l-aj^-i-afr, (l-a)/?1 aR, (1 - a )  , a  
GM GM Ux U2 
However, consider also that the mass is increasing with height. Then allow 
GM, GM, 
U =  ,  U =  ,  M = M ± A M  ,  R ^ = R ,  +  A R  
R, R, ' ' 
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Then 
M 2 = M 1  +  4 7 T i ? ( : 1 ) ( i ? 2 - i ? l ) p  = >  A M  =  4 - T T R ^ i ] { R Z - R i) P  
M = M l - r 4 - n R 2 w ( R - R l ) p  =  M l - r A n R ^ l ) { [ l - c x ) R l - r a R ^ - R l ) p  =  M ^ a A M  
Now, 
G ( M l - r t x A M )  G { M ^ a A  M )  I  / \ j ^  
£/= « 1 1-oc— 
^ 1 R 
G M  G a A M  G  M  a  A  R  
=>[/ » f 
But we can also write for U% 
^  _  G { M l J r A M )  G { M ^ A M ) f  A R  
1 (Vd*) *, I Rt 
G M A R  G ( M , + A M )  
Putting these two results together yields 
G O W K ) .   (l.tt)tr,a0 
K. S, I - R, I ' ' 
as originally claimed. 
In subroutine static, the variable GRVPOT was tabulated to give the gravitational 
potential at several equally spaced radii in the star. The value of the gravitational potential at 
any point between those tabulated is then simply extrapolated using a linear fit between the 
tabulated values. XZ gives a real number corresponding to a scaled radius, the integer part 
of this is extracted and reduced to give IZ1, the location in the GRVPOT table. GRAVPT is 
assigned based on the extrapolation between GRVPOT (IZ1) and GRVPOT(IZl-f-l) - since 
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the integer part was extracted, and the value was not rounded, we ensured that IZ1 
corresponds to a location below the current radius, while IZ1+1 corresponds to a location 
above the current radius. GRAVPT is multiplied by the cell mass to yield the energy, as a 
function of radius only. 
170 xz=(zbase+z(i,j,k))/zscale-zbascl+1. 
iz=int(xz) 
if[iz.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt(i,j,k)=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz.le.l) then 
gravpt(i,j,k)=grvpot( 1) 
else 
xzl=xz-iz 
gravpt(i,j,k)=( 1 .-xzl)*grvpot(iz)+xzl*grvpot(iz+1 ) 
endif 
eu(i.j,k)=xmass(i,j,k)*gravpt(i,j,k) 
174 continue 
At this point, we have completed all we can do for now in the first half time step and 
now must calculate values at the end of the time step. Unfortunately, this involves changing 
some of the variables used in the first section, such as ZBOT. If, for example, ZBOT were 
to be changed to its end-of-time-step value, then the calculations of volume and everything 
that depends on the volume at the half-time-step would be affected. Rather than store the 
old ZBOT, we close the do—loop here, and immediately re-open it. 
k=nz+1 
zbotl(i,j,k)=zbot(i,j,k)+dzbdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2 
dxbot(i,j,k)=angres*(zbase+zbotI(i,j,k)) 
dx(i,j,k)=(dxbot(i.j,k)+dxbot(i,j,k+l))/2. 
180 do 189 k=nz, 1,-1 
zbotl(i,j,k)=zbot(i,j,k)+dzbdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2 
dxbot(i,j ,k)=angres*(zbase+zbot 1 (i,j,k)j 
z(i,j,k)=(zbotl(i,j,k)+zbotl(i,j,k+l))/2. 
r(i,j,k)=zbase+z(i,j,k) 
189 continue 
195 dx(i,j,0)=(dxbot(i,j,0)+dxbot(i,j, l))/2. 
To avoid confusion, the entire 3D do-loop is closed here, before immediately reopening 
for section B 
198 continue 
199 continue 
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4.6.2 Temperature Integration 
With the positions of all of the cells and boundaries known at the end of the current time 
step, we can set about determining the optical depth to each cell, hence the effective 
temperature and then integrate through the time step. First, introduce some new variables. 
DZL is the length of the bottom half of a cell and DZU, which is introduced in more 
detail later, is the length of the top half. These are used together, with DZL representing half 
of the cell above a boundary, and DZU half of the cell below the boundary. 
TAU is the optical depth, the optical depth of the top cell is given in the input parameter 
file as TAU 1 
SEEK is a logical variable, held as TRUE and used in seeking the photosphere. The 
do-loop works down through each column, once it passes through the photosphere, SEEK 
becomes FALSE. If the photosphere is not detected during the pass, it will be assigned to be 
in cell 1. This is done now, before the pass is started. 
200 do 299 i=l,nx 
do 298 j=l,ny 
psloc(i,j)=l 
rps(i,j)=r(i,j, 1) 
dzl=0.0 
tau(i,j,nz+l)=taul 
seek=.true. 
Now assign a value to the optical depth at the centre of each cell (end of time step). 
This will be higher than the optical depth in the cell immediately above, by an amount given 
by the product of the opacity and density of the cell above multiplied by half of its height 
(DZL) plus the product of the opacity and density of this cell, multiplied by half of its height 
If the optical depth is greater than two thirds, and the photosphere has not yet been 
located (SEEK is TRUE), then the photosphere has just been located. 
(DZU). 
(4.6.2.1) 
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Note - when comparing to the Bowen code there may appear to be an inconsistency here - the 
Bowen code appears to use an optical depth of one half for the photosphere. However, more careful 
examination shows that the opacity used in the optical depth calculation is actually 3U of the true 
opacity. While the model optical depth may be 'A, the true optical depth is 2/3. 
Determine whether it lies in this cell, or the cell above, by calculating the optical depth 
on the boundary. Then the radius of the photosphere is found by 
At At 
Az — j  r= (4.6.2.2) 
[ d T l d z )  k P 
The last step in this do loop is to reassign DZL. 
do 203 k=nz, 1,-1 
dzu=zbot(i,j,k+ l)-z(i,j,k) 
tau(i j ,k) =tau(i,j, k+ l)+ckappa(i,j,k+ l)*rho(i.j,k+ l)*dzl+ 
1 ckappa(i,j,k)*rho(i,j,k)*dzu 
if (seek.and.tau(i,j,k).gt.0.66667) then 
seek=.false. 
taubd=tau(i,j,k)-ckappa(i,j,k)*dzu 
if (taubd.gt.0.66667) then 
psloc(i,j)=k+1 
rps(i,j)=r(i,j,k+l)-
1 ((0.66667-tau(i,j,k+l))/ckappa(i,j,k+l)) 
else 
psloc(iJ]=k 
rps(i,j)=r(i,j,k)+ 
1 ((tau(i,j,k)-0.666667)/ckappa(i,j,k)) 
endif 
endif 
dzl=z(i,j, k) -zbot{ i,j, k) 
203 continue 
Now move on to calculate the equilibrium temperature at the given optical depth. Then 
assume that the equilibrium temperature changes linearly with time throughout the time step, 
and define the rate of change of equilibrium temperature (throughout the time step, or at the 
half time step). The equilibrium temperature is defined to be a function of effective 
temperature and optical depth, using a formulation derived by Lucy, 1971 (ApJ, 163:95) 
- ( l - V l - X 2 ) + - J  X Z K P d r  2 4 J 
(4.6.2.3) 
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This is the spherical analog to the classical equation for equilibrium temperature. The 
additional term, (i — yjl—X2) , is a geometrical dilution factor, resulting from the 
yg 
spherical symmetry. The value X is defined as X ( r ) =  phc'asph"''! . The effective 
r 
temperature is a modelling parameter, held constant throughout the run. 
The integration is also broken down into the two half time steps. Some more new 
variables are introduced here, TSTREM shows how much time is left to the end of the 
current integration, T1 is a temporary temperature value, TEQ1 a temporary equilibrium 
temperature value. 
do 297 k=nz, 1,-1 
temp 1=0.5 
xsq=rps(i,j)*rps(i,j)/(r(i,j,k)*r(i,j,k)) 
if (xsq.lt. 1.0) temp 1 =( 1.0-sqrt( 1.0-xsq)) /2 
temp2=3*xsq*tau(i,j,k)/4 
teqtgt=teff*((temp l+temp2)**0.25) 
dteqdt(i,j ,k)=(teqtgt-teq(i ,j ,k)] /tstp 
205 tstrem=tstp/2. 
teql=teq(i,j,k) 
tl=t(i,j,k) 
There are six processes by which the temperature can change. Absorption and 
emission of radiation, collisions involving dust grains (this is broken into inelastic and elastic 
components), formation and disintegration of molecules, ionization and purely dynamical 
effects. Each of these is handled independently, allowing for a later investigation of their 
respective importance in any one cell. In the original Bowen code, the collisions between 
dust grains and gas particles, the absorption/emission of photons and the ionization effects 
were all combined under a single 'radiation' term. 
There is currently no demand for comparing these individual terms, but their cumulative 
effects over a half time step are stored in variables DTRAD, 
DTDUST,DTCOL,DTMO,DTIO and DTDYN - for the absorption/emission, dust/gas 
collision, dust-dust collision, molecular formation, ionization and dynamical effects 
respectively. These are initialized to zero 
dtrad=0.0 
dtdust=0.0 
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dtcol=0.0 
dtmo=0.0 
dtio=0.0 
dtdyn=0.0 
The following lines define values which will be used shortly, their exact formulation is 
described in the appendices which appear in the order in which they are used (not the order 
in which they are calculated) 
if (vdust(i,j,k).gt.O.O) then 
xx=û*ard(i,j,k)/vdust(i,j, k) 
else 
xx=0.0 
endif 
c bowen has tscl=10, itscl=599, ntscl= 1100 
xtl=tl/tscl 
itl=int(xtl) 
lt2=lt 1 —itscl 
if (it2.1e.0.0) then 
ftl=0.0 
elseif (it2.ge.ntscl) then 
ftl=ft(ntscl) 
else 
xt2=xtl-itl 
ftl=xt2*ft(it2+l)+(l.-xt2)*ft(it2) 
endif 
tsq=tl*tl 
teqsq=teq(i,j,k)*teq(i,j,k) 
cx=(gamma(i,j ,k)-1 )*stefan*ckappa(i,j ,k)*xmu(i,j ,k) /cgask 
cxt4=cx*(tsq+teqsq)*(tsq-teqsq) /( 1+rhocx/ rho(i,j ,k) ) 
If the density is low, then any changes to the temperature, while potentially significant 
in the cell, are not going to be significant to the model. Also, low densities can cause 
problems with the validity of some of these calculations. Therefore, only calculate the 
temperature changes when the density is above some arbitrary small value. Otherwise, set 
all rates to zero, which will also bring about the end of this half time step. 
All six effects are then summed to get a rate of change of temperature across the partial 
time step. 
if (rho(i,j,k).gt.rhomin) then 
tdotrd=-cxt4 
tdotdu=-xx*(t 1 -teq(i,j ,k)) 
tdotcl=ard(i,j ,k)*vdust(i,j ,k)*xmu(i,j ,k) /(3 .*cgask) 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=-ft 1 *rho(i j ,k) 
tdotdy=(deidtx(i,j,k)-(pg(i,j,k)+q(i,j,k))*dvdt(i,j,k))* 
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1 (gamma(i,j ,k) - l)*xmu(i,j,k) / (xmass(i,j ,k)*cgask) 
tdot=tdotrd+tdotcl+tdotmo+tdotio+tdotdy+tdotdu 
else 
tdot=0.0 
tdotrd=0.0 
tdotdu=0.0 
tdotcl=0.0 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=0.0 
tdotdy=0.0 
endif 
Within a half time step, the only parameter that can affect the rates of change of 
temperature is temperature itself. Therefore, if it is found that the rate of change of 
temperature is zero at any point, it is safe to assume it will remain so until the next half time 
step. 
ifltdot.eq.0.0) then 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 221 
endif 
Otherwise, assign more temporary variables, T2 for temperature, and TDOT2 for rate of 
change of temperature. If the temperature is increasing, increase the FT-tabulated 
temperature by one increment (ITS). This is usually kept at one, but can be altered. This 
defines the target temperature to which the cell will move with the current rate of 
temperature change, hence defining the next partial time step (PTSTP). If the temperature is 
falling, the next target temperature will be given by the current value of IT1 (recall the 
temperature is between IT1 and IT 1+1 at the moment), and the partial time step is still 
defined in the same way. 
t2=tl 
tdot2=tdot 
if (tdot.gt.0.0) itl=itl+its 
ptstp=tscl*(it 1 -xt 1 ) / tdot 
go to 220 
At this point the code breaks and moves to line 220. From there, it will eventually come 
back to line 210. Lines 210-220 are essentially the same as lines 205-210, with the 
exception that they are accessed after one partial time step, when the temperature is at a pre-
tabulated value. This description continues, detailing the differences, before continuing 
with lines 220 and on. 
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With a pre-determined temperature, the evaluation of FT is a little easier since no 
extrapolation is required 
210 it2=it 1 —itscl 
if (it2.1e.0.0) then 
ftl=0.0 
elseif (it2.ge.ntscl) then 
ftl=ft(ntscl) 
else 
ftl=ft(it2) 
endif 
tsq=tl*tl 
teqsq=teql*teql 
cx=(gamma(i,j,k)-l)*stefan*ckappa(i,j,k)^xmu(i,j,k)/cgask 
cxt4=cx*(tsq+teqsq)*(tsq-teqsq)/( l+rhocx/rho(i,j,k)) 
if (rho(i,j,k).gt.rhomin) then 
tdotrd=-cxt4 
tdotdu=-xx*(t 1 -teq(i,j,k)) 
tdotcl=ard(i,j,k)*vdust(iJ,k)*xmu(i,j,k)/(3.*cgask) 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=-ft 1 *rho(i,j,k) 
tdotdy=(deidtx(ij,k)-(pg(i,j,k)+q(i.j,k))*dvdt(i,j,k))* 
1 (gamma(i,j,k)-l)*xmu(i,j,k)/(xmass(i,j,k)*cgask) 
tdot=tdotrd+tdotcl+tdotmo+tdotio+tdotdy+tdotdu 
else 
tdot=0.0 
tdotrd=0.0 
tdotdu=0.0 
tdotcl=0.0 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=0.0 
tdotdy=0.0 
endif 
ifltdot.eq.0.0) then 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 221 
endif 
There is also a check for oscillatory rates of change made at this point. TDOT will tend 
to zero eventually, but the temperature will overshoot its equilibrium and turn around. If this 
occurs within a time step, the partial time steps will become gradually smaller and smaller 
and run large quantities of computation time to determine that the temperature does not 
change very much. If the rate of change of temperature changes sign (so TDOT2 (the old 
TDOT) and the new TDOT give a negative value when multiplied), then stop the integration. 
In this case, evaluate the size of the partial time step, if it is greater than the remaining time, 
set it equal to the remaining time, and wrap up this half time step. 
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ifïtdot*tdot2. It. 0.0) then 
ntosc=ntosc+1 
ptstp=(t2-t 1 ) / (tdot-tdot2) 
iflptstp.ge.tstrem) then 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 221 
endif 
If the partial time step is not greater than the remaining time, then integrate over this 
partial time step, then set TDOT to zero and the next partial time step to the remaining time 
and wrap up the half time step 
tl=tl+ptstp*tdot 
dtrad=dtrad+tdotrd*ptstp 
dtdust=dtdust+tdotdu*ptstp 
dtcol=dtcol+tdotcl*ptstp 
dtmo=dtmo+tdotmo*ptstp 
dtdyn=dtdyn+tdotdy*ptstp 
tdotcl=ard(i,j,k)*vdust(iJ,k)*xmu(i,j,k)/(3.*cgask) 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=-ftl*rho(i,j,k) 
tdotdy=(deidLx(i,j,k)-(pg(i,j,k)+q(i,j,k))*dvdt(iJ,k))* 
1 (gamma(i,j, k) -1 ) *xmu(i,j, k) / (xmass ( i,j, k) *cgas k) 
tdotdu=-xx*(t 1 -teq(i ,j,k)) 
tdotrd=-(tdotcl+tdotmo+tdotio+tdotdy+tdotdu) 
tdot=0.0 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 221 
endif 
If the temperature is not oscillatory, record the temperature T1 as T2, then assign a new 
value to the next target temperature, and evaluate the partial time step required to get there. 
If that time step is greater than the remaining time, make it equal, then wrap up the partial 
time step at line 221. If the partial time step becomes very small ('very small' is better 
defined in the input documentation), because of some dynamic temperature change, the code 
will fail. At this point go to line 2000, which is detailed in Appendix 4.8. Only TDOTDY is 
a problem, because it does not change with temperature. 
t2=tl 
tdot2=tdot 
if[tdot.gt.0.0) then 
itl=itl+its 
ptstp=tscl*its/tdot 
else 
itl=it 1—its 
ptstp=-tscl*its / tdot 
endif 
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if (ptstp.lt.ptstpf*tstp.and.abs(tdotdy).gt.abs(tdot)) go to 2000 
220 if (ptstp.gt.tstrem) ptstp=tstrem 
if (tl+tdot*ptstp.lt. 100.) then 
tdot=0.0 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 230 
endif 
At line 221, the current partial time step is concluded. Keep track of the total 
temperature change due to each effect and update the remaining time. If there is still time 
remaining, update T1 (T2 now holds the old temperature) and TEQ1 and return to line 210. 
221 dtrad=dtrad+tdotrd*ptstp 
dtdust=dtdust+tdotdu*ptstp 
dtcol=dtcol+tdotcl*ptstp 
dtmo=dtmo+tdotmo*ptstp 
dtio=dtio+tdotio*ptstp 
dtdyn=dtdyn+tdotdy* ptstp 
tstrem=tstrem-ptstp 
ifltstrem.gt.0.0) then 
tl=tscl*itl 
teq 1 =teql+dteqdt(i,j,k)*ptstp 
go to 210 
endif 
If no time remains, update the temperature and equilibrium temperature based on the 
last calculated value of TDOT, the value of DTEQDT respectively and the length of the last 
partial time step. Note that T may now be a non-tabulated value. Evaluate the gas pressure 
at the half time step. 
230 t(i,j,k)=tl+ptstp*tdot 
teq(i,j, k)=teq 1+ptstp*dteqdt(i,j, k) 
pg(iJ,k)=rho(iJ,k)*cgask*t(ij,k)/xmu(i,j,k) 
With the gas pressure, the internal energy density can be assessed, at the same time 
evaluate the potential energy density and kinetic energy density. Note that VOL is still 
evaluated at t=0.5. Then close the do-loop 
eidn(i.j, k)=pg(i,j,k) / (gamma(i,j ,k) -1 ) 
energy(ij,k)=ek(iJ,k)+eu(i,j,k)+eidn(i,j,k)*vol(i,j,k) 
297 continue 
298 continue 
299 continue 
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We now have all the parameters known at a half time step, and the positions known at 
the end of the time step. We now call EULER_HEX_FINE to carry out the horizontal 
hydrodynamics and return rates of change due to motion in the horizontal plane. These 
values will be used between t=0.5 and t=1.5, so the positions used in this routine are those at 
t=l. However, we cannot pass the parameters at t=l, since they are not yet known, and the 
horizontal effects need to be known before they can be evaluated. However, there are 
methods contained in this routine and in EULER_HEX_FTNE by which the parameters can 
be estimated at t=l. 
Before the Euler routine is called, the whole model is checked for needing a regrid. 
Ideally, cells should be fairly small to allow greater accuracy, so if cells become too large, 
they need to be divided. More importantly though, if a cell becomes too small, the time 
steps with which the code can advance become prohibitively small, and these cells need to be 
removed. There are several methods for doing this, they are described in the regrid_*** 
routines. 
The variable iyesno is a quirk that I may get around to correcting eventually. It should 
be a logical array, but at the moment is an integer array with values set to either one or zero. 
Initially, all values are set to zero, and if a column has regridding take place at any location, 
then the value is set to one in the regrid subroutine. 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
iyesno(i,j)=0 
enddo 
enddo 
call regrid(cphase,zbotl,iyesno) 
Now go through each column, one at a time. If the column has been regridded, we need 
to do quite a bit of work. The ZBOT array values for this column may have been completely 
re-written. While that is taken care of by the regrid routine, values such as DX and 
consequently volume have not been. The internal energy density may also change as a result 
of regridding. Once those are assigned at the half time step, the ZBOT array values for this 
column can be calculated at the full time step. 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
if (iyesno(i.j).eq. 1) then 
k=nz+l 
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mastmp=(xmass(i,j,k-l)+xmass(i.j,k))/2. 
dzbdt(i,j,k)=pzbot(i,j,k)/mastmp 
dxbot(i,j,k)=angres*(zbase+zbot(i,j,k)) 
dx(iJ,k)=(dxbot(i,j,k)+dxbot(i„j,k+1))/2. 
do k=nz,2,-l 
mastmp=(xmass(i ,j ,k- l)+xmass(i,j,k)] /2. 
dzbdt(i,j ,k)=pzbot(i,j,k) /mastmp 
dxbot(i,j,k)=angres*(zbase+zbot(i,j,k)) 
dx(ij,k)=(dxbot(i,j,k)+dxbot(i,j,k+l))/2. 
vol(i,j,k)=(zbot(i,j,k+l)-zbot(i,j,k))*0.866025404* 
1 (dx(i,j,k)*dx(i,j,k)) 
eidn(i,j ,k)=pg(i,j,k)/(gamma(i,j ,k)-1 ) 
enddo 
k=nz+I 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(i,j,k)+dzbdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2 
dxbot(i,j,k)=angres*(zbase+zbot(i,j,k)) 
do k=nz, 1,-1 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(i,j,k)+dzbdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2 
dxbot(i,j,k)=angres*(zbase+zbot(i,j,k)) 
z(i,j,k)=(zbot(i,j,k)+zbot(i,j,k+l))/2. 
r(i,j ,k)=zbase+z(i,j ,k) 
enddo 
If the column was not regridded, then only the ZBOT array needs to be changed to the 
full-time-step values. DX was calculated at the full-time-step back around line 180. 
else 
do k=l,nz+l 
zbot(i,j, k) =zbot 1 ( i ,j, k) 
enddo 
endif 
Finally, the half-time-step values of energy densities can be calculated, using the same 
method whether or not the column was regridded (with the exception of internal energy, see 
above) 
do k=l,nz 
eudn(i,j ,k)=eu(i j ,k) /vol(i,j, k) 
ekdn(i,j ,k)=ek(i,j, k) /vol(i,j, k) 
etotdn(i ,j ,k)=eidn(i,j ,k)+ekdn(i,j ,k)+eudn(i,j ,k) 
dx(ij,k)=(dxbot(i,j,k)+dxbot(i,j,k+l))/2. 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
Now, the estimation of parameters at the full-time-step begins. This routine handles 
effects caused by vertical forces and horizontal advection, using rates calculated at the last 
call of Euler_hex_fine. 
For each column, a scan is made passing down through cells NZ to 1. Cells NZ+1 and 0 
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are dealt with later. Two variables are introduced DZBOTL and DZBOTU, being the change 
in the values of ZBOT on the lower and upper boundaries respectively between the half-
time and full-time. A change in total energy is calculated from the 
work done on the cell by Work= Force displacement , where the force is the net 
pressure difference across the moving boundary. 
300 do 339 i=l,nx 
do 338 j=l,ny 
dzbotl=dzbdt(i,j,nz+ l)*tstp/2. 
301 do 337 k=nz,l,-l 
voll=(zbot(i,j,k+l)-zbot(i,j,k))*0.866025404* 
1 (dx(i,j,k)*dx(i,j,k)) 
dzbotu=dzbotl 
dzbotl=dzbdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2. 
detot=(pg(i,j,k-l)-pg(i,j,k))*0.866025404* 
1 dxbot(i,j,k)*dxbot(i,j,k)*dzbotl-
2 (pg(i,j,k)-pg(i,j,k+l))*0.866025404* 
3 dxbot(i,j ,k+1 )*dxbot(i,j, k+1) 'dzbotu 
d +detdtx(i,j,k)*tstp/2. 
A full-time estimate of momentum is temporarily set up, including the advection of 
horizontal momentum and pressure-affected vertical momentum. Taking the pressure 
difference across the height of a cell gives the net force acting on the cell, which is equal to 
the rate of change of vertical momentum. 
310 do 1=1,3 
tmpmom(l)=xmom(U,j,k)+dmmdtx(l,i,j,k)*tstp/2. 
enddo 
tmpmom(4)=xmom(4,i,j,k)+(pg(i,j,k-l)-pg(i,j,k+1)1*0.866025404* 
1 (dx(i,j,k)*dx(i,j,k))*tstp/2. 
A full-time estimate of cellular mass is also made temporarily, again using advection 
rates from the previous Euler calculation. Then using these estimates of mass and 
momentum, a full-time estimate can be made for kinetic energy, and hence the change in 
kinetic energy. 
tmpmas=xmass(i,j,k)+dmasdt(iJ,k)*tstp/2. 
tmp l=tmpmas/xmass(i,j,k) 
320 ek 1=( 1 /(6*tmpmas))* 
1 (4*(tmpmom( l)*tmpmom( l)+tmpmom(2)*tmpmom(2) 
2 -tmpmom( 1 ) *tmpmom(2) )+ 
3 3 * tmpmom(4) *tmpmom(4) ) 
dek=ek 1 -tmp 1 *ek(i,j,k) 
Next, a full-time estimate of gravitational potential energy is made, along with a 
corresponding change and a new gravitational potential energy density. 
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325 xz=(zbase+z(i,j ,k)) /zscale-zbascl+1. 
iz=Lnt(xz) 
ifliz.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt(i,j ,k)=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz.le. 1) then 
gravpt(i.j,k)=grvpot( 1) 
else 
xz 1 =xz-iz 
gravpt(i,j,k)=(l.-xzl)*grvpot(iz)+xzl*grvpot(iz+l) 
endif 
eu 1 =tmpmas*gravpt(i,j ,k) 
deu=eul-eu(i,j,k) 
330 eudn(i,j,k)=eu 1/voll 
The full-time total energy density estimate is made by adding the change in total energy 
to the old total energy (old total energy density multiplied by old volume) and dividing by 
the new volume. The pressure is derived from internal energy density in a similar manner -
the new internal energy is equal to the old internal energy plus the change in internal energy 
(the change in total energy minus the change in kinetic and potential energies). 
ekdn(i,j,k)=ekl/voll 
etotdn(i,j,k)=(etotdn(i,j,k)*vol(i,j,k)+detot) / vol 1 
pgl(iJ,k)=(pg(i,j,k)*vol(i,j,k)+(detot-dek-deu]*(gamma(ij,k)-l)) 
1 /voll 
Now the old volume is no longer needed and can be reassigned to the new volume. 
Note, probably do not need this line as the volume is not used again anyway 
vol(i,j,k)=voll 
337 continue 
For cells 0 and NZ+1, the pressure does not change, the gravitational potential energy 
density (and hence total energy density) changes because the heights of the boundaries is 
changing. 
do k=0,nz+l,nz+l 
pgl(i,j,k)=pg(i,j,k) 
xz=(zbase+(zbot(i,j,k)+zbot(i,j,k+l))/2.)/zscale-zbascl+I.5 
iz=int(xz) 
ifliz.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt( i,j, k) =grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz.le. 1) then 
gravpt(i,j,k)=grvpot( 1) 
else 
xzl=xz-iz 
gravpt(i,j,k)=( 1 .-xz l)*givpot(iz)+xz l*grvpot(iz+1) 
endif 
eudn(i,j,k)=rho(i,j,k)*gravpt(i,j ,k) 
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etotdn(i,j,k)=eudn(i,j,k)+pg(i,j,k)/(gamma(i,j,k)-l) 
enddo 
338 continue 
339 continue 
Once these estimates are complete, EULER_HEX_FINE can be called. Note that 
TMPMOM and TMPMAS are discarded at this time, their values can be better calculated 
using the advection rates to be derived in EULER_HEX_FINE. The next time they are 
calculated will be at the beginning of the next time step, for the half—time therein. 
340 call euler_hex_fine(tstp/2,dx,zbot,pgl, 
1 rho,etotdn,eudn,deddtx,dmddtx,drodtx, 
2 gamma, vel,xnu,tstflg) 
EULER_HEX_FINE returns rates of change of parameter densities at t=l, these need to 
be converted into rates of change of parameters by multiplying by the volume. Mass is first, 
followed by a temporary variable representing mass at t=l, then the rate of change of total 
energy is calculated, followed by momentum. Another temporary variable representing 
velocity at t= I is evaluated (note that while this is called TMPMOM, it is divided by the 
mass, this is explained shortly) 
350 do 399 i= L ,nx 
do 398 j=l,ny 
do 397 k=l,nz 
dmasdt(i,j,k)=drodtx(i,j, k) *vol(i,j,k) 
tmpmas=xmass(i,j, k)+dmasdt(i,j ,k)*tstp/2. 
detdtx(ij,k)=deddtx(i,j,k)*vol(i,j,k) 
360 do 1=1,4 
dmmdtx(l,i,j,k)=dmddtx(U,j,k)*vol(i,j,k) 
tmpmom(l)=(xmom(U,j,k)+dmmdtx(l,i,j,k)*tstp/2.)/tmpmas 
enddo 
Next, energy is considered. From the mass flux rate, we obtain a gravitational potential 
energy flux rate, and a kinetic energy flux rate is calculated from equation ehexf.7, which 
can be re-written as. 
Then 
k
= ^ [ 4 { 2 p J * + 2 p y P y - p J y - P * P y )  + 6 p A ] - - ^ ï [ 4 { p l + p 2 y - p * P y )  + 3 P l ]  
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k=- l—pSS—Py-*—Py-*P*—+6—p-m\4^ +4f—) -4—^+sf—) 
m m m m m \ \m / \ m / mm \ m / 
Hence the justification for dividing the temporary momentum by mass earlier. 
370 deudtx=dmasdt(ij ,k)*gravpt(i,j ,k) 
dekdtx=(8*(tmpmom( l)*dmmdtx( 1 ,i,j,k)+ 
1 tmpmom(2) *dmmdtx(2 ,i,j, k) ) -4*(tmpmom( l)*dmmdtx(2,i,j,k]+ 
2 tmpmom(2) *dmmdtx( 1, i ,j, k) )+6*tmpmom(4) *dmmdtx(4, i ,j, k) -
3 (4*(tmpmom( l)*tmpmom( 1 )+tmpmom(2) *tmpmom(2) -
4 tmpmoml l)*tmpmom(2))+3*tmpmom(4)*tmpmom(4))* 
5 dmasdt(i,j,k))/6 
Subtracting the calculated potential energy and kinetic energy fluxes from the known 
total energy flux leaves the internal energy flux. 
deidtx(i,j ,k)=detdtx(i,j ,k)-dekdtx-deudtx 
While in the horizontal plane, material can flow freely between cells, but this is not true 
in the vertical direction. Ideally, nothing should pass between the cell boundaries in the 
vertical direction, but in reality the highest energy particles may either pass through, or pass 
some of their energy through. We include a temperature diffusion term to account for this 
transfer, assuming that the model has settled down (IPER >10), that thermal diffusion is 
switched on (ATD, an input parameter, >0) and the cells are above the photosphere. Given 
these conditions, a temperature correction is calculated here, based on the parameters at 
t=0.5, which will be added to the temperature at the end of the time step. The temperature 
change due to thermal diffusion is given by 
--JMfl ( i  
Pi 
^ -7*1/2 t 1/2 , "-p 1/2 
T i + r 2 l i  + l i - 1 
The variable DZ was not updated at t=l, and retains the value from t=0.5 
390 if[cphase(l).ge.difst.and.atd.gt.O.O.and.k.ge.psloc(i,j)) then 
xtc=atd*sqrt(tstp*sqrt(t(i,j,k))/rho(i,j,k))/ 
1 ((zbot(i,j,k+l)-zbot(i,j,k))*(zbot(ij,k+ l)-zbot(i,j,k))) 
if (xtc.gt.0.1) xtc=0.1 
dtdifli,j,k)=xtc*(t(i,j,k-l)+t(i,j,k+l)-2*t(i,j,k)) 
else 
dtdifli,j,k)=0.0 
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endif 
397 continue 
398 continue 
399 continue 
The next section completes the second half of the temperature integration, and follows 
exactly the same method described above for lines 200-230, with two exceptions; the 
photosphere has already been located and the rate of change of equilibrium temperature 
already calculated. 
[appendix 4.9] 
To finish the temperature integration, evaluate the temperature and equilibrium 
temperature at the end of the time step, Evaluate the radiated power from each cell during 
the time step, and calculate the mass, density and gas pressure at the end of the time step. 
Finally, update the temperature with the addition of the thermal diffusion term. 
430 t(£,j,k]=tl+ptstp*tdot 
teq(i,j ,k)=teq 1+ptstp*dteqdt(i,j ,k) 
439 rdpowr(i,j ,k) =xmass(i,j ,k) *cgask*(dtrad+dtio+dtdust) / 
1 (xmu(i,j,k)*(gamma(i,j ,k) -1 )) 
xmass(i,j,k)=xmass(i,j,k)+dmasdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2. 
rho(i,j,k)=xmass(i,j,k)/vol(i,j,k) 
t(i,j,k)=t(i,j,k)+dtdifli,j,k) 
pg(ij,k)=rho(i,j,k)*cgask*t(i,j,k) /xmu(i,j ,k] 
447 continue 
448 continue 
449 continue 
4.6.3 Completion of the Time-step 
With the temperature integration complete, we now wrap up the time step, making a few 
calculations and storing some values. 
Although not yet written, at this point a subroutine MOLECULES would be called. 
This would calculate formation and destruction rates for important molecules, such as H:0, 
CO etc. Since different molecules are important in different stars, the relative importance 
would have to be input to the code at the beginning. This routine would also handle 
ionization levels. 
As the ionization and molecular fractions change, so will state parameters, such as mean 
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molecular weight Qi), adiabatic constant (y) and opacity (K). These would be re-evaluated 
and returned to hydro3d. 
c evaluate molecular factions, using the smoothed temperature, estimated 
c gas pressure, density & a composition matrix, return gamma, mu & compo 
c 450 call molecules (t, rho, pg,compo .gamma jcmu] 
The luminosity of the 'photosphere' is calculated by L=4Trr2pAato cr 7"^ofo . 
Unfortunately, in this model, the photospheric radius and temperature are not constant, but 
vary between columns. An average is needed of the luminosity as it would appear to be if 
each column were representative of the whole star. Temporary variable TEMP sums 
r2 74 across all columns, before dividing by the number of columns. 
Variable CLUM is used in the acceleration on the cells due to radiation pressure on 
molecules and dust. It is given by CLUM= , where c is the speed of light. 
4 ire 
Now we go through another do-loop, covering every cell. Firstly, the changes in y and 
jn will have changed how the internal energy relates to a pressure. The pressure must be re­
calculated to account for these new values. 
500 temp=0.0 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
temp=temp+(rps(iJ)*rps(ij))*(t(i,j,psloc(i,j))**4) 
enddo 
enddo 
temp=temp/(nx*ny) 
pslum=fourpi*stefan*temp 
clum=pslum/(fourpi*lightv) 
Next (currently not included) the acceleration of the cells due to radiation pressure on 
the molecules is calculated. 
Next, the acceleration of the cells due to radiation pressure on dust grains is calculated, 
assuming that dust is present. If it is not present, the acceleration is zero. 
TA and TB are calculated in input as being the dust-grain condensation temperature 
(TCON) plus/minus a condensation temperature range width parameter (TWID). Above the 
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range, there will be no grains (XK=0), below the range, the grains will be saturated (XK=1). 
In between, the variable XK will have a value 
The acceleration on the cell is then given by the factor XK, multiplied by the value 
CLUM and the value for the dust opacity, an input parameter (assumes the dust will be of 
one type only - opacity is area per unit mass) 
The velocity of the dust is also recorded as being the factor XK multiplied by an input 
'fudge' variable, DUSTV, which represents the ideal velocity of dust gains relative to the 
551 do599i=l,nx 
do 598 j=l,ny 
do 589 k= 1 ,nz 
pg(i,j,k)=rho(iJ,k)<,cgask*t(ij,k)/xmu(i,j,k) 
c insert radiation pressure acceleration on molecules (arm) 
560 arm(i,j,k)=0.0 
c insert radiation pressure acceleration on dust (ard) 
c requires dustk,dustv,ta,tb,tcon,twid. all input, line 7? in bowen * 
570 ard(i,j,k)=0.0 
if (dustk.eq.0.0) go to 580 
if (teq(i,j,k).gt.ta) then 
xk(i,j,k) = 0.0 
else if (teq(i,j,k).lt.tb) then 
xk(i,j,k)=1.0 
else 
xk(ij,k)= 1.0/(1.+ exp((teq(i,j,k)-tcon)/twid)) 
end if 
ard(ij,k)=xk(i,j,k)*clum*dustk/(r(i,j,k)*r(i,j,k)) 
vdust(i,j, k) =xk(i.j, k) *dustv 
We are now in a position to combine the accelerations that are independent of mass — 
those due to gravity and radiation pressure on dust and molecules. The gravitational 
XK= 
gas. 
c 
c' 
acceleration, g— —z has a very similar expression to the gravitational potential, 
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y.__ CrM_ t which has pre—tabulated quantities for certain radii. Again, assume that 
r 
on a local scale, this has a linear relationship. The value for gravitational potential can be 
extrapolated from the tabulated values for the two closest radii, then divided by the radius to 
give the gravitational acceleration. Note that for K=l, ARM(I,J,0) and ARD(I,J,0) are used. 
These are not defined in this routine, but are preset in the main routine to be zero. 
580 xz=(zbase+z(i,j,k)]/zscale-zbascl+1. 
iz=int(xz) 
ifliz.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt(i,j,k)=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz.le. 1) then 
gravpt(i,j, k) =grvpot( 1) 
else 
xzl=xz-iz 
gravpt(i ,j,k)=( 1 .-xzl)*grvpot(iz)+xz l*grvpot(iz+1) 
endif 
585 d2zbdt(i,j,k)=(arm(i ,j,k-1 )+ard( i,j,k-1 )+arm(i,j, k)+ 
1 ard(i,j,k)) /2,+gravpt(i,j,k) / (zbase+zbot(i,j ,k)) 
xmass(i.j,k)=xmass(i,j,k)+dmasdt(i,j,k)*tstp/2. 
589 continue 
The same can be done to find the acceleration of the boundary between cells 
(NZ,NZ+1), at which point the routine is complete 
590 k=nz+1 
xz=(zbase+(zbot(i,j,nz+l)+zbot(i,j,nz+2))/2.)/zscale-zbascl+l. 
iz=int(xz] 
ifTiz.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt(i,j ,k) =grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz.le. 1) then 
gravpt(i,j,k)=grvpot( 1) 
else 
xzl=xz-iz 
gravpt(i,j,k)=( 1 .-xzl)*grvpot(iz)+xzl*grvpot(iz+1) 
endif 
d2zbdt(i,j,nz+l)=(arm(i,j,k-l)+ard(i,j,k-l))/2.+ 
1 gravpt(i,j ,k) / (zbase+zbot(i,j ,k)) 
598 continue 
599 continue 
return 
1000 format (100fl4.4) 
1016 format (fl4.5) 
1020 format (100el3.5) 
The only remaining part of the code deals with a potential error involving an infinite or 
near-infinite loop. This is detailed in Appendix 4.8. 
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4.7 Input 
This routine reads in the input values and schedule changes for this model. These values 
should be stored in the file input. The format of the file input is explained in this document. 
subroutine input(dimnsn,ncycmx.iniprt,iniwrt,prsum.wrsum) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/inpstat" 
include "common/inphyd" 
include "common/inptstp" 
include "common/iplus" 
include "common/jplus" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/prints" 
include "common/regrids" 
include "common/schedule" 
character* 1 chtest 
integer dimnsn,imprt.iniwrt,ncycmx.nerror.prsum.wrsum 
Note: references are made to the principle driver. This is the driver identified with 
value 1 in the case where multiple drivers are used. It need not actually be a driver, it could 
be set with zero amplitude. 
For example, suppose you want I driver with a period of 4 hours 45 minutes, but you want outputs every I 
hour. You could make driver #/ have a period of I hour and zero amplitude, then output once per cycle (then 
driver #2 would be the real driver). Or you could make the real driver the only driver and output every 
0.2105 cycles. 
Initially, some constants are specified, the gravitational constant, gas constant 
(molecular and molar), speed of light, Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 7t (also 2n and 4ju) and 
finally initialize the number of errors to zero. 
g=6.67259e-l 1 
rgas=8.31451 
cgask=1.38066e-23 
lightv=2.99792458e8 
stefan=5.6705 le-8 
pi=3.141592654 
twopi=2.*pi 
fourpi=4.*pi 
nerror=0 
In the actual input file, although not specified in the formats listed here, there is always 
1 space between all numbers on the same line. 
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Line 1: text 
Line 2: 
Variable Units Format 
Effective temperature Kelvin [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
Star mass Solar masses [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
Star radius Solar radii [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
Photospheric pressure Units: Dyne/cm2. (add one to 
exponent to convert from Pascal to 
Dy/cm2) 
[(+)/-] [1 lead] [.] [3 
decimal] [E] [+/-] [2 
exponent] 
Opacity cnr/gram (add one to 
exponent to convert from m2/kg) 
[(+)/-] [1 lead] [.] [3 | 
decimal] [E] [+/-] [2 j 
exponent] [1 space] i 
Mass below 
photosphere 
Fraction (<1) [1 lead] [.] [8 decimal] 
Mean molecular 
weight 
Atomic mass units [4 lead] [.] [5 decimal] 
! 
If the opacity will be variable, the opacity here should be that at photospheric 
equilibrium conditions. The photospheric pressure is an initial estimate only. 
100 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2100) teff,smass,rstar,pps,xkappa,psmass,amu 
Line 3: text 
Line 4: 
Variable Values Format 
ICGS (cgs units) 1-CGS, 0-MKS [9 spaces] [integer] 
KAPP AC (constant opacity) 1-constant, O-variable [9 spaces] [integer] 
ISOTHM (iosthermal atmos.) 1-isothermal, 0—variable [9 spaces] [integer] 
CGAMMA Isotropic parameter [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
• ICGS=0 Use MKS units. MKS are more useful as an instructional tool. 
• ICGS=1 Use CGS units. COS are more useful for research. 
• KAPPAC= 1 Use a constant opacity Note - the code is currently not equipped to use a 
variable opacity. 
• ISOTHM=l Use an initially isothermal atmosphere 
Values are corrected according to the units system. 
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200 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99.2200) icgs,kappac.isothm,cgamma 
if(icgs.eq. 1) then 
g=g*1000. 
rgas=8.31451e7 
cgask=1.38066e-16 
lightv=lightv* 100. 
stefan=5.67051e-5 
smass=smass* 1000. 
rstar=rstar* 100. 
end if 
if (icgs.eq.O) then 
xkappa=xkappa/10. 
pps=pps/10. 
end if 
Line 5: Text 
Line 6: 
Variable Purpose Format 
DIMNSN Number of space dimensions (1,2,3) [9 spaces] [integer] 
ANCRES Angular size of column (in radians) OR 
Physical size across the cell (horizontally) in 
whatever units are being used 
[(+)/-] [1 lead] [.] [3 
decimal] [E] [+/-] [2 
exponent] 
300 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2300) dimnsn.angres 
The number of cells in each direction is specified in the parameter file (startpar). 
Ordinarily, for a 1-D model, NX=1 and NY =1; for a 2-D model NX>I and NY=l; for a 3-
D model, NX>1, NY>1. 
It is possible to confuse NX and NY, or just forget to change them. Rather than wasting 
computational time on a run that has no meaning, the code will stop if these criteria are not 
met, and the corresponding error message will be written. 
[appendix 4.101 
There is a 'back-door' that allows for running the 2-D code in one dimension only, or 
the 3-D code in one or two dimensions. Setting DIMNSN=4 is equivalent to DIMNSN=2 
but avoids the check. Similarly, any other readable value of DIMNSN (i.e. 5 through 9) will 
result in the 3-D code running, again without the checks. 
elseif (dimnsn.eq.4) then 
dimnsn=2 
else 
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dimnsn=3 
endif 
It is usual in hydrodynamics programs to add boundary cells to the regular grid. In this 
program, this is not done: instead, I use variables IPLUS and JPLUS. Since (for now) the 
boundary conditions are 'wrap-around', the cell to the right of the last cell is the first cell. 
IPLUS and JPLUS take care of that identification. Throughout the code, you will frequently 
see IPLUS(1,I) in place of 1+1. 
if (dimnsn.gt.l) then 
do i=l.nx 
iplus(-l,i)=i-l 
iplus(0,i)=i 
iplus(l,i)=i+l 
enddo 
iplus(-l,l)=nx 
iplus(l.nx)=l 
if (dimnsn.eq.3) then 
do j=l,ny 
jplus(—l,j)=j—1 
jplus(0.j)=j 
jplus(l,j)=j+l 
enddo 
jplus(-l.l)=ny 
jplus(l,ny)=l 
endif 
endif 
Instead of specifying an angular resolution, the horizontal size of the cell at the 
photosphere can be specified by using the minus sign. The conversion to angular resolution 
is made in routine static. 
e.g. -5.000E+0I gives a size of 50cm or 50m, depending on ICGS. 
Line 7: text 
Line 8: 
Variable Purpose Format 
NCYCMX The maximum number of cycles of the 
principle driver before the run ends 
[10 characters including 
integer value] 
NSTPMN Minimum number of time steps in each cycle 
of the principle driver. 
[10 characters including 
integer value] 
NTEMP Maximum number of partial time steps per time 
step 
[10 characters including 
integer value] 
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• NCYCMX determines the length of the run in multiples of the period of the 
principle driver 
• NSTPMN determines the minimum time-resolution 
• NTEMP determines the minimum partial time step length (PTSTPF*TSTP) 
400 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2400) ncycmx.nstpmn.ntemp 
ptstpf=l./ntemp 
Line 9: text 
Line 10: optical depth 
Variable Purpose Format 
TAUO Optical depth at the bottom of the model [1 lead] [.] [4 decimal] [E] 
[+/-] [2 exponent] 
TAU1 Optical depth at the top of the model [1 lead] [.] [4 decimal] [E] 
[+/-] [2 exponent] 
TCORNA Temperature of the 'coronal' upper boundary 
zone. 
[1 lead] [.] [4 decimal] [E] 
[+/-] [2 exponent] 
PCORNA Gas pressure of the 'coronal' upper boundary 
zone. Units: Dyne/cm2 (add one to exponent to 
convert from Pascal to Dy/cm2) 
[1 lead] [.] [4 decimal] [E] 
[+/-] [2 exponent] 
If no specific temperature is required for the upper boundary zone, a zero here will 
create a temperature equal to the top cell. The pressure term is an estimate of the pressure at 
the top of the top cell, or the bottom of the boundary zone. It is used to check convergence 
of the static atmosphere. The top cell will actually be at a higher pressure than PCORNA, 
while the boundary zone will be at a lower pressure. 
450 read (99.2000) scrap 
read (99,2450) tauO.tau 1 .tcorna.pcoma 
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Line 11 : text 
Line 12: 
Variable Purpose Format 
RGDMAX The maximum ratio between the sound crossing 
times of two adjacent cells before they are 
regridded 
[5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
TIMMIN The minimum allowed sound crossing time 
across a cell in the vertical direction before it is 
regridded. 
[(+)/-] [1 lead] [.] [3 
decimal] [E] [+/-] [2 
exponent] 
CCT Courant Condition multiplier [4 spaces] [1 lead] [.] [4 
decimal] 
RGDMAX is squared, since it will actually be used to compare the square of the sound 
crossing times. 
rgdmax=rgdmax**2 
The minimum sound crossing time should only be set to a fixed value if there is good 
reason for doing so. It can also be set to a fraction of the first definition of the period of the 
principle driver, or to a default value. To achieve a fraction of the principle period, make the 
value negative, e.g. —0.05 will be 5% of the principle driver period. Setting TIMMIN=0.0 
will assign a default value equal to the first principal period divided by the minimum number 
of timesteps per cycle (NSTPMN). These calculation is carried out later. 
Setting TIMMIN to an absolute value at this point could eventually override variable 
NSTPMN. The timestep is calculated to satisfy several criteria. One of those is that there 
are enough timesteps per cycle, but another is that the timestep must be greater than the 
sound crossing time of any cell. If TIMMIN is small, then the cells can become small, with 
inevitably small sound crossing times and hence small timesteps. 
500 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2500) rgdmax.timmin.cct 
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Line 13: text 
Line 14: Radiative cooling tabulation 
Variable Purpose Format 
ITS The number of values to skip over each partial 
time step (normally 1) 
[10 characters including 
integer value] 
TLOW The lowest temperature for tabulated radiative 
cooling 
[5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] OR 
[-] [4 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
THIGH The highest temperature for tabulated radiative 
cooling 
[5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] OR 
[-] [4 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
TLOW and THIGH can be set to be multiples of the effective temperature by setting 
their values negative. 
550 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99.2550) its,tlow,thigh 
if (tlow.lt.O) tlow=-tlow*teff 
if (thigh.It.O) thigh=-thigh*teff 
tscl=(thigh-tlow) / (ntscl-1.) 
itscl=int(dow/tscl) 
Line 15:text 
Line 16: 
Variable Purpose Format 
DIFST Phase of principle driver when thermal 
diffusion should be switched on 
[5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
ATD Thermal diffusion multiplier and switch (0=off, 
1.0=on, 0.0<DEFST<1.0 partially on) 
[4 spaces] [1 lead] [.] [4 
decimal] 
CQ Pseudo viscosity [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
QMIN Minimum pseudo viscosity [4 spaces] [1 lead] [.] [4 
decimal] 
XNU Horizontal viscosity 
If the viscous pressure is less than some minimum multiple (QMIN) of the gas pressure, 
ignore the viscous pressure completely (speeds up the code without large error). 
600 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2600) difst.atd,cq,qmin,xnu 
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Line 17:text 
Line 18: Dust parameters 
Variable Purpose Format 
DUSTK Dust opacity [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
DUSTV Ideal velocity of dust grains relative to the gas 
(km/s) 
[5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
FI Fraction of collisions with dust grains which 
are inelastic. 
[4 spaces] [1 lead] [.] [4 
decimal] 
TCON Grain condensation temperature [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
TWID Condensation temperature range width 
parameter 
[5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
DUSTV is converted into cm/s or m/s depending on the value of ICGS 
TA and TB are used in calculating condensation. 
620 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2620) dustk.dustv.fi.tcon.twid 
if (icgs.eq.l) then 
dus tv=dustv* 100000. 
else 
dustv=dustv* 1000. 
endif 
if (twid.lt.60.) twid = 60. 
ta=tcon+ 10.*twid 
tb=tcon-lO.'twid 
Line 19:text 
Line 20: critical densities 
Variable Purpose Format 
RHOCX Assumed density where collisional excitation 
rate = radiative de-excitation rate 
(use CGS - if MKS divide by 1000) 
[1 lead] [.] [4 decimal] [E] 
[+/-] [2 exponent] 
RHOMIN Minimum density to warrant temperature 
change calculations (use CGS - if MKS divide 
by 1000) 
[I lead] [.] [4 decimal] [E] 
[+/-] [2 exponent] 
650 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2650) rhocx,rhomin 
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Line 21: text 
Line 22: Ionization parameters 
Variable Purpose Format 
XEO Number of free electrons contributed from 
metals per hydrogen atom 
[1 lead] [.] [4 decimal] [E] 
[+/-] [2 exponent] 
XH Multiplier to allow for cooling/heating from 
hydrogen ionization/recombination 
[4 spaces] [1 lead] [.] [4 
decimal] 
The cooling (explained in hydro3d) is pre-tabulated based on temperature and the 
equilibrium free electron density at that temperature. That tabulation is calculated here. 
670 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2670) xeO,xh 
do i=l,ntscl 
ti=tscl*(i+itscl) 
if (ti.lt.3000) then 
xe=0.0 
else 
xe= 1.0/(1.0+3.241 *exp( 1.5785e5/ti) /ti,e 1.144) 
endif 
ft(i)=xh*(2.641e20)*(xe+xe0)*( 1 ,-xe)*exp(-1.404e5/ti) 
enddo 
Line 23: text 
Line 24: Initialization and summary print and write demands 
Variable Purpose Format 
INTPRT Print initialization values [9 spaces] [integer] 
INIWRT Write initialization values [9 spaces] [integer] 
PRSUM Print summary values [9 spaces] [integer] 
WRSUM Write summary values [9 spaces] [integer] 
These variables all take a value 1 (yes) or 0 (no). 
690 read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2690) iniprt,iniwrt.prsum,wrsum 
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Line 25: text 
Line 26: text 
Line 27: schedule changes 
Variable Purpose Format 
CHPRNT Determines if a change is being made to the print 
and/or write schedules (0-none, 1-print only, 2-
write only, 3-both) 
[integer] 
CHMOD 
W 
Specifies whether the frequency of model writes 
will be changed. 
[integer] 
CHGROW Specifies how many lines of changes refer to how 
the driving amplitude grows. 
[2 character integer] 
CHDRIV Specifies how many lines of changes refer to the 
changing shape and structure of the driving 
amplitude. 
[2 character integer] 
1 
! 
CHWHEN At what time these changes should take place [6 lead] [.] [4 decimal] | 
Note: The first schedule change should take place with CHWHEN-0.0 (Le. At the start of the 
run). Otherwise, no drivers will be established. The primary driver must be started at this time. 
800 i=l 
read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2800) chpmt(l),chmodw( 1),chgrow(l),chdriv( 1),chwhen( 1) 
Before detailing the individual schedule lines, I will describe the overall structure of the 
schedule block. 
There will be zero, one or two lines (depending on the value of CHPRNT) devoted to 
changing the printing and writing schedules. 
The value of CHMODW determines whether there will be a line for changing the model 
writing frequency. The value of CHGROW determines how many lines are devoted to 
changing the growth parameters of the driver, following the model write (or print) lines. 
Similarly, the value of CHDRIV determines how many lines are devoted to changing the 
parameters governing the shape and structure of the driver, following the growth lines. 
Note that for both the growth and driver changes, each driver requires a separate line, 
and if different parameters are being changed on different time scales (even if they are with 
the same driver), they also require different lines. 
On one line you may change as many parameters as you wish, so long as they are all the same driver 
and all change on the same time scale. 
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CHGROW and CHDRIV are both 2 dimensional arrays. They require sizes (ng.ns) and (nd,ns) 
respectively, where ns is the number of schedules, ng is the number of lines dedicated to growth 
changes and nd the number of lines dedicated to driver changes. A problem arises because these 
values must be known before the code starts, in order to compile the correctly sized array. 
Furthermore, in the interests of saving memory, it is beneficial if these values are as small as 
possible, while still allowing for complete storage. Therefore, it is advisable to evaluate the 
maximum values for CHGROW and CHDRIV in the input file and enter these values in the 
parameter file. 
CHWHEN refers to the cumulative phase of the principle driver. 
CHWHEN(l) is actually a redundant value. Change is automatically called the first time 
through; after this, CHWHEN determines when change is next called. 
In the first character of the line, I put a P,W,M,G,or D to remind me what is being 
changed on that line. This is essential and is used to avoid confusion and as a check that the 
program is reading in the line that you think it should be reading in. If these letters are 
wrong, or missing, the code will stop here. All of the actual schedule changes start with this 
character, followed by 12 spaces. 
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Printing schedule 
It may not be necessary to print the output from every single cell, this is where those 
decisions are made. 
Variable Purpose Format 
NPRNTT Number of prints per cycle of the principle 
driver 
[+/-] [3 character integer] 
NPRNTX Number of locations in the x-direction from 
which output will be printed 
[+/-] [3 character integer] 
NPRNTY Number of locations in the y-direction from 
which output will be printed 
[+/-] [3 character integer] 
NPRNTZ Number of locations in the z-direction from 
which output will be printed 
[+/-] [3 character integer] 
1EQSPP Equal spacing flag: 
-l:equal spacing not necessary. 'Wrap around' 
0: equal spacing not necessary. Use end cells 
1: equal spacing required, with at most the 
number values given above 
2:equal spacing required, with at least the 
number values given above 
[integer] 
If CHPRNT = 1, line 28 will be the scheduled change to the print schedule 
If CHPRNT = 2. line 28 will be the scheduled change to the write schedule 
If CHPRNT = 3, line 28 will be the scheduled change to the print schedule and 
line 29 will be the scheduled change to the write schedule 
if (chprntf 1) .eq. 1 .or.chpmt( 1) .eq.3) then 
read (99,2801) chtest,npmtt( 1),npmtx( 1),npmty( 1),nprntz( 1), 
a ieqspp(l) 
if (chtest.ne.'p') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'print'.i,l.chtest.'p' 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
endif 
Rather than specifying how many cells to print in each direction, a negative value in 
NPRNTX (or Y or Z) indicates "print output from one cell for every n cells in this direction". 
The separation between prints is actually calculated in routine Change. If one of these 
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values does not require changing, a zero will leave it unaffected. The default value is to 
print every cell. 
Print can also be scheduled every n cycles, rather than n times per cycle. This is 
accomplished by making NPRNTT negative. A value of zero for NPRNTT means, "print 
now and not again." 
If NPRNTX (or Y,Z) is positive, then ŒQSPP is used. 
For IEQSPP=0, the end cell is also used (for NPRNT*>1). Any other cells are then 
filled in between the two end cells. 
For IEQSPP=-1, there will be the appropriate number of prints, but the end cell will not 
be used. Because cell #1 and the end cell are really adjacent to each other, it makes sense to 
create a 'wrap around' on the print output. The next cell printed would be cell #1 again. 
If the separation is non-integer, the print will be from the cell closest to the real value, 
so a separation value of 4.7 will produce a print from cells (1,6,10,15,19,...). Cell #1 is 
always printed. 
By demanding that the cells are equally spaced, you lose the ability to control how the 
boundaries are printed and exactly how many cells are printed each time. 
e.g. Suppose you have NX=I7and NPRNTX=7. NX/NPRNTX=2(.4285) 
IEQSPP=—1 will produce a print output from 7 unevenly spaced cells ( 1,3,6,8,11,13,16) 
IEQSPP=0 will produce a print output from 7 unevenly spaced cells ( 1,4,6,9,12,14,17) 
IEQSPP=1 will produce a print output from 6 cells spaced three apart ( 1,4,7,10,13,16) 
IEQSPP=2 will produce a print output from 9 cells, spaced two apart ( 1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17). 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 
-1 
0 
1 
2 
Figure 4.29 
Cells outputting data, based on input values. 
There is no option for equally spacing the print output in time, since time is kept as a 
real value and the output will be almost equally spaced anyway. 
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Writing schedule 
This follows logically from the printing schedule. Note that the writing schedule is the 
one that produces the output for data plotting. NWRITX, NWRITY and NWRITZ should not 
be changed after the first initialization. If these values are changed, then the number of 
columns and/or the number of rows per write will change, confusing any plotting routines 
that might be used. NWRTT can be changed; this would result in a change to the time-
resolution in the plot output. 
if (chpmt(l).eq.2.or.chpmt(l).eq.3) then 
read (99,2801) chtest.nwritt(l),nwritx(l).nwrity(l),nwTitz(l), 
a ieqspw(l) 
if (chtest.ne.'w') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'write'.i.l.chtest.'w' 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
endif 
Model output schedule 
This also follows from the print schedule. The only variable here is the time-frequency 
with which complete models should be written. Note that a new complete model will 
overwrite the previous model to prevent data files getting too large. 
if (chmodw( 1) .eq. 1) then 
read (99,2804) chtest.nwritm(l) 
if (chtest.ne.'m1) then 
print 3001 
print 3051. 'model',!,l.chtest.'m' 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
endif 
Growth schedule 
Variable Purpose Format 
IDDRVG The driver ID number (e.g. driver #4) [+/-] [3 character integer] 
AMPHLD A flag for holding the amplitude [integer] 
AMPGRO The target amplitude [(+)/-] [1 lead] [.] [3 
decimal] [E] [+/-] [2 
exponent] 
GROSTP When to complete the growth [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] OR 
[-] [4 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
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EDDRVG>0 Change the parameters on this driver. 
IDDRVGcO Turn this driver off. If this option is used, the rest of this line is 
irrelevant, although it should still be filled appropriately 
AMPHLD=0 allows the amplitude to grow to the value AMPGRO 
AMPHLD=l allows the amplitude to grow to its previous target value (useful 
when wanting to change the shape of the growth curve) 
AMPHLD=2 stops the amplitude growth completely. The amplitude will 
remain at its current value. 
AMPGRO>0 This is the value to which the amplitude will grow 
AMPGRO<0 The amplitude of this driver will grow to (-AMPGRO) multiplied 
by the current target amplitude of the principle driver for 
drivers other than the principal driver. 
For now, this is also true for the principle driver, but this should 
be improved, to produce an oscillatory power equal to an 
AMPGRO multiple of the radiative power in the case when 
AMPGROcO in the principle driver. 
• GROSTP>0 This is the cumulative phase of principle driver when growth 
should be completed 
• GROSTP=0 Complete these changes immediately (not recommended) 
• GROSTPcO The growth should stop when the principle phase has changed by 
this value from now. 
e.g. GROSTP=—2.0. Grow over the time of 2 cycles of the principle driver. 
(note - the required rates of change are calculated with respect to phase, if the period of the principle driver 
is changing, these variables will still reach their target values at the correct phase.) 
Again, these changes are all carried out in routine Change. The only checks here are 
that there is a G at the front of the line and that the driver number does not exceed the 
number of drivers scheduled in startpar. 
do k=l,chgrow(l) 
read (99,2802) chtest,iddrvg(k,l),amphld(k,l),ampgro(k, 1), 
a grostp(k, 1) 
if (chtest.ne.'g') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'grow \i,k.chtest,'g' 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
if (iddrvg(k,l).gt.ndrive) then 
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print 3001 
print 3011, iddrvg(k, 1) 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
enddo 
Driver schedule 
Variable Purpose Format 
IDDRVD The driver ID number (e.g. driver #5) [+/-] [3 character integer] 
IOSCIN Allows for edge out-of-phase oscillations [integer] 
PHMTCH Allows for phase matching between drivers [3 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
CHDRV1 New period [+/-] [7 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
CHDRV2 New XTOP value [3 character integer] 
CHDRV3 New XDROP value [3 character integer] 
CHDRV4 New YTOP value [3 character integer] 
CHDRV5 New XCENT value [3 lead] [.] [2 decimal] 
CHDRV6 New YCENT value [3 lead] [.] [2 decimal] 
CHDRV7 Time to stop changes [5 lead] [.] [4 decimal] OR 
[-] [4 lead] [.] [4 decimal] 
See routine Driverld for a shape of the driver. The edge refers to flat part of the 
contour that is not the central plateau. Setting any of these values to zero indicates that they 
should not be changed. 
IDDRVD 
IOSCIN=0 
IOSCIN=l 
PHMTCH 
(see IDDRVG above) 
The edge will not oscillate 
The edge will oscillate with equal amplitude and out of phase with 
the plateau. It is only possible to set this value when the 
driver is initialized 
This typically has the form X.YYYY. It allows phase matching to 
driver X, offset by a phase O.YYYY (where 1.0=full cycle) 
e.g. Suppose you want this driver to lag driver by 0.25 cycles. This is equivalent to it leading driver by 
0.75 cycles. Then set PHMTCH=3.75. The periods need not match, in this case the phase match will only be 
relevant at the time specified in variable CHDRV7. 
It is not possible (although it will be tried) to phase match to a driver if there is also a 
period change currently scheduled on either driver. However, this fit is independent of the 
principle driver. If that has a changing period, the phases will be matched at a time when 
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the principle driver would have had the correct phase if its period had not changed (see 
routine CHANGE for better details) 
• CHDRV1>0 Sets the period to this many seconds 
• CHDRVlcO Sets the period to this many times the period of the principle 
driver. 
e.g. CHDRVI--2.0 produces a driver with double the period of the principle driver) 
• CHDRV2-6 Self explanatory 
XCENT and YCENT can be set to be at the mid-points by setting 
their values to 0. 
It is possible to change the period and the shape of an already-running driver. It will 
be changed gradually to meet the desired period and shape at the time given by CHDRV7. 
The change can be made 'instantaneously' by setting CHDRV7 to be in the past (i.e. a 
smaller value than CHWHEN). This is not recommended. 
• CHDRV7 See GROSTP above. 
If the driver is being initialized, this value should be set to zero. If it is not set to zero, it 
will be set to zero automatically anyway. The values input when a drive is initialized are 
assumed immediately. To have the driver gradually change to set values requires that an 
entirely new schedule be assigned following the initialization. 
k=t 
read (99,2803) chtest.iddrvd(k, l),ioscin(k.l),phmtch(k. 1), 
a chdrvl(k. I),chdrv2(k, l),chdrv3(k. I),chdrv4(k. 1), 
b chdrv5(k, l).chdrv6(k, l),chdrv7(k, 1) 
The first drive schedule to be read in has slightly different checks than subsequent 
schedules. For all schedules there are checks that there is a D in the first character 
if (chtest.ne.'d') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'drive'.i.k.chtest.'d' 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
and that the driver identification number does not exceed the possible number of drivers. 
if (iddrvd(k, lj.gt.ndrive) then 
print 3001 
print 3012, iddrvd(k.l) 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
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For the first schedule only (which should be the principal driver), there is a check that 
the driver is being initialized immediately (if not, it will be set appropriately), 
if (chdrv7(k,l).ne.O.O) then 
print 3002 
nerror=neiTor+1 
write (13,3060) nerror 
write (13,3021) 
write (13,3022) 
print 3004, nerror 
chdrv7(k,l)=0.0 
endif 
and that the period of the driver is absolutely defined (if not, the program will stop). 
if (chdrvl(k, l).le.0.0) then 
print 3001 
print 3021 
print 3023 
if (chdrvl(k.l).lt.O.O) print 3024 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
On subsequent lines, the first two checks are repeated. 
do k=2,chdriv(l) 
read (99,2803) chtest,iddrvd(k. l),ioscin(k,l),phmtch(k, 1), 
a chdrvl(k. I),chdrv2(k. I),chdrv3(k, l),chdrv4(k, 1), 
b chdrv5(k, l),chdrv6(k, l),chdrv7(k. 1) 
if (chtestne.'d') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'drive',i.k,chtest.'d' 
stop 
endif 
if (iddrvd(k.l).gt.ndrive) then 
print 3001 
print 3012, iddrvd(k.l) 
stop 
endif 
enddo 
Finally, if the variable TIMMIN was defined to be a relative value (some multiple of 
the principle period) or to take the default value, it will now be defined absolutely 
if (timmin.lt.0.0) timmin=-timrmn*chdrv 1(1,1) 
if (timmin.eq.0.0) timmin=chdrvl(l,l)/nstpmn 
Additional notes 
• The very first line (first time through only) must contain the period of the principle driver. 
• A driver will only work if it has been initialized on the growth and on the driver lines. 
Consequently, a driver may be turned off on either line. If it is restarted, it will start at 
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PHASE=0.0, CPHASE=0.0 again. 
A driver should NEVER be turned off while it has an an amplitude, the amplitude 
should be set to zero and given sufficient time to get there first. 
The remaining schedules are now read in, one at a time. There is one additional check, 
that there are not more schedules than permitted by parameter NSCHED (set in startpar) 
900 i=i+l 
if (i.gt.nsched) then 
print 3001 
print 3015 
stop 
endif 
Next Line: blank 
Next Line: read in the second schedule control line - CHPRNT, 
CHGROW,CHDRIV, CHWHEN 
read (99,2000) scrap 
read (99,2800) chprnt(i),chmodw(i),chgrow(i),chdriv(i),chwhen(i) 
At the moment, we are in a loop from line 900 to line 990. This loop is exited when one 
of the following criteria is met. 
• CHWHEN is less than or equal to the previous value of CHWHEN 
• CHPRNT, CHMODW,CHGROW, and CHDRIV are all set to zero. 
When either of these is met, the scheduling is complete {so be careful not to enter one of 
these erroneously). 
if (chwhen(i).le.chwhen(i-l)) then 
print 3031, i 
print 3030 
go to 995 
endif 
if (chgrow(i).eq.0.and.chmodw(i).eq.0.and.chpmt(i).eq.0.and. 
a chdriv(i) .eq.O) then 
print 3032, i 
print 3030 
go to 995 
endif 
Next Line(s): read in the individual schedule lines (almost identical to the details 
above) 
[appendix 4.11] 
This loop is exited to line 995, here the variable CHWHEN is set to be such that it is 
never reached, the number of schedules is corrected and printed and the code returns to 
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Main. 
995 chwhen(i)=ncycmx+2. 
i=i—l 
997 nscht=i 
print *,'there are \nscht,' schedules detected" 
numsch=0 
return 
Format and error statements are found in Appendix 4.12. 
4.8 Print 
This routine is actually a misnomer, it writes to file output rather than printing to the 
screen. Similarly, the other print files - print_ini, prt_c_summary and prt_r_summary — 
also write to output. The only thing written to standard out (screen) are one line summaries 
of the phase and messages that may be immediately useful, for monitoring purposes. Output 
contains messages and vaguely useful data that will not be plotted. This, and other print 
routines are rarely used. The other print routines appear in Appendix 4.13. 
subroutine print(pnext) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/drivers" 
include "common/iplus" 
include "common/jplus" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/prints" 
include "common/regrids" 
include "common/schedule" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/stathyd" 
real pnext 
It is not always necessary to print output from every cell in the model. Which cells will 
be printed is determined by PRTINC. This variables designates the spacing between the 
cells in each of three directions. It need not be an integer value. 
Cell #1 is always printed, then the subsequent values are rounded to the nearest integer. 
Rounding is performed by taking the integer component of (value+0.5). 
e.g PRTlNC(l) = 3.3., NX=20 
This means that in the x-direction, print will occur every 3.2 cells. The print sequence will be 
(1,4.3,7.6,10.9,14.2,17.5), this is rounded to (1,4,8,11,14,18). 
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do xk=0.,(nz+l)*l.,prtinc(3) 
k=int(xk+0.5) 
do x}= 1 .,ny* 1 „prtinc(2) 
j=int(xj+0.5) 
Following this can be any variables desired - in this case I have temperature and the 
internal energy advection rate as a fraction of total internal energy. 
write (98,1001) k.j,(t(int(xi+0.5),j,k),xi= 1 .,nx* 1 .,prtinc( 1)) 
write (98,1001) k,j,(((deidtx(int(xi+0.5) ,j,k)*(gamma(int(xi+ 
a 0.5),j,k)-l)*xmu(int(xi+0.5),j,k))/(rho(int(xi+0.5), 
b j ,k)*cgask*t(int(xi+0.5) ,j,k))) ,xi= l.,nx* l.,prtinc( 1)) 
enddo 
enddo 
The principle phase for the next scheduled print is updated and the code returns. 
pnext=pnext+prtinc(4) 
return 
1001 format (2i3,100fl0.4) 
end 
4.9 Read Model 
This routine works in conjunction with Write_m.od.el to read back in a complete model 
following a restart. It also reads in the new schedules from file input jrestart. 
[appendix 4.14) 
Unit 97 is the file written by write_model. Lines with format statements numbered 
1000-1099 contain variables located in the common blocks, while statements numbered 
1100-1199 contain variables passed directly to/from main. The exception is the first line, 
which effectively skips a line of text that is not required. 
open (unit=97,file='model_output',status='unknown') 
read (97,1200) scrap 
10 read (97,1001) nxl ,ny 1 ,nz 1 .izmaxl .ntscl 1 .nschd 1 .ndrve 1 .ngrop 1, 
a ndrvpl 
The routine is compiled with parameters located in the startpar file. However, these 
may be different than those with which the previous run was saved. Some of these - NX, 
NY, NZ, IZMAX, NTSCL - must be identical to their previous values. Others -
NSCHED,NDRIVE,NGROP,NDRVP - must be at least as large to allow for storage of the 
previous values. This is checked now. 
if (nxl.ne.nx.or.ny 1 .ne.ny.or.nz 1 .ne.nz.or.izmax 1 .ne.izmax.or. 
a ntscl 1 .ne.ntscl.or.nschd 1 .gtnsched.or.ndrve 1 .gt.ndrive.or. 
b ngrop 1 ,gt.ngrop.or.ndrvp 1 .gtndrvp) go to 9000 
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20 do 1= 1 .ndrve 1 
read (97,1002) lgdrvd(l) .lgdrvg(l) ,iosc(l), 
a amp(l) .ampini(l) .amptgt(l) ,growst(l) ,xtop(l), 
a ytop(l) ,xdrop(l) ,xcent(l) ,ycent(l) .phased) .cphase(l), 
b phzero(l) .period(l) 
enddo 
If new drivers are being used (so the new value of NDRIVE is larger than the old value 
(NDRVE1), these new drivers must be initialized with the 'off flag. 
do l=ndrve 1+1 .ndrive 
lgdrvd(l)=.false. 
lgdrvg(l)=.false. 
enddo 
The next section just reads in the data written in routine write_model 
[appendix 4.151 
This routine also reads the new input file and schedule. Most variables cannot be 
changed, but a few can. These are found in file inputjrestart. 
Line 1: text 
Line 2: 
Variable Purpose Format 
NCYCMX The maximum number of cycles of the 
principle driver before the run ends 
[10 characters including 
integer value] 
NSTPMN Minimum number of time steps in each cycle 
of the principle driver. 
[10 characters including 
integer value] 
NTEMP Maximum number of partial time steps per time 
step 
[10 characters including 
integer value] 
• NCYCMX determines the length of the run in multiples of the period of the 
principle driver 
• NSTPMN determines the minimum time-resolution 
• NTEMP determines the minimum partial time step length (PTSTPF*TSTP) 
values of 0 for NSTPM or NTEMP result in leaving these variables unchanged from 
their previous values. 
400 read (99,1200) scrap 
read (99,1201) ncycmx,nstpm 1 .ntemp 
if (ncycle(l).gt.ncycmx) then 
print V'stop at cycle'.ncycmx,'?', 
a 'the code has already reached',ncycle(l), 
b 'stopping now!!!!!!' 
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stop 
endif 
if (nstpml.ne.O) nstpmn=nstpm 1 
if (ntemp.ne.O) ptstpf=l./ntemp 
Line 3: text 
Line 4: Initialization and summary print and write demands 
Variable Purpose Format 
INIPRT Print initialization values [9 spaces] [integer] 
INIWRT Write initialization values [9 spaces] [integer] 
PRSUM Print summary values [9 spaces] [integer] 
WRSUM Write summary values [9 spaces] [integer] 
These variables all take a value 1 (yes) or 0 (no). 
500 read (99.1200) scrap 
read (99,1202) iniprt.iniwrt,prsum.wrsum 
Next, the new schedule is read in. There is no requirement for new schedules here -
zeros across the first line will result in no new schedules. If new schedules are included, 
remember to change NSCHED in the parameter file accordingly. Note that any previously 
input schedules that the code did not reach are lost and must be read in again here. Also, if 
schedules are out of order, the code will read one schedule as being before the previous 
schedule and will consequently stop reading in schedules. The principal phase at which the 
model was written can be found on the first line of the MODELjOUTPUT file. 
e.g. Suppose schedules were written for principal phase = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0, and that the model was 
written at 3.5. Then NSCHDI (the old value of NSCHED) = 5 and NUMSCH (the number of schedules read) 
= 3. To continue with the same schedules, put those schedules at 4.0 and 5.0 into file input_restarL 
NSCHED does not require changing, because there are still 5 schedules. If another schedule was introduced 
at 6.0, NSCHED would have to be changed Note that, conversely, if the schedule at 5.0 were removed, 
NSCHED should not be changed. Even though there are now only 4 schedules, NSCHED must be at least as 
large as its previous value. Finally, if the new input schedules started with the schedule at 3.0, the code will 
read this as a command to stop reading, since the previous schedule was also at 3.0. 
The format for these (secondary) schedules is exactly the same as that found for the 
original input (routine input). Although NWRITX, NWRITY and NWRITZ are included here, 
these variables should not be changed for the same reasons outlined in input. 
[appendix 4.161 
The format and error statements are found in Appendix 4.17. 
The final block contains the output for a failure due to incorrect parameters. 
[appendix 4.18] 
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4.10 Regrid 
This routine handles the regridding process, a requirement only if individual cells 
become too small or start to move above the physical realm of the model. 
subroutine regrid(cphase,zbot,iyesno) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/regrids" 
include "common/state" 
integer i,j,k.kl,km,ks,nrs,nrm,itemp 
integer krm(nz+l),krmsiz(nz+l),krs(nz+l),krspos(nz) 
integer iyesno(nx.ny) 
double precision dt(nz) ,dt 1 (nz) ,dz(nz) .xtime(nz) 
double precision zbot 1 (nx.ny,nz+1 ) 
logical regd 
The code works through each column, one at a time. Two files are written, one gives a 
brief outline of what has been done (unit 15), the other gives more details (unit 16). 
4.10.1 Initial Calculations 
Start by declaring that this column has not been regridded, and set the regrid identifiers 
KRM (merge cells) and KRS (split cells) to zero. Also set the number of cells that have to 
be merged, and the number of cells to be split (NRM, NRS respectively) to zero. Also a flag 
for mass removal (MASREM) and two more flags that will be described later in the code are 
set to zero. Throughout this description, the term 'large' or 'small' refers to the sound 
crossing time of a cell, rather than to the physical size. 
xmasrm=0.0 
do 399 i=l,nx 
do 398 j=l,ny 
nthrou=0 
100 regd=. false. 
do k-l.nz 
krm(k)=0 
enddo 
nrr=0 
nrm=0 
masrem=0 
iflagm=0 
iflags=0 
The first check that is made is for whether mass needs to be removed. The top of the 
model (ZBOT(I,J,NZ+2)) is held constant, but the top of the top cell (ZBOT(I,J,NZ+l)) is 
free to move vertically. If the top of the top cell moves above the top of the model, at least a 
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part of the top cell must be removed from the model. In that case set the flag MASREM to 
one. Note there are two checks here — for the top of the cell at the half time step (ZBOT) 
and at the full time step (ZBOT1). Because the z-positions are updated after this routine, it 
is essential that both are checked here. This is the only time that ZBOT1 is used in this 
routine (it will be updated later, but only to allow another check on this line) 
if (zbot 1 (i,j,nz+1 ) .gt.zbot(i ,j,nz+2).or. 
a zbot(i,j,nz+l).gt.zbot(i,j,nz+2)] masrem=l 
For each cell in the column, the speed of sound could be calculated, along with the 
vertical extent of the cell and hence obtain the sound crossing time. However, this is 
computationally expensive, since the calculation of the sound speed involves a square root 
function. Instead, the square of the sound speed is calculated and used to divide the square 
of the cell size to obtain the square of the sound crossing time. If the sound crossing time is 
smaller than some minimum time TIMMIN (or DT<TIMMIN*TIMMIN), the code could 
become unstable. In this case, this cell can no longer be left in the model as it is, but must be 
merged with either the cell immediately above or immediately below, using one of several 
possible methods outlined later. There is a further restriction on the bottom cell based on 
how the driver is behaving. This is explained in routine Main. 
The number of cells to be merged is incremented, and the location of this cell stored in 
vector KRM. For reasons that are explained later, if this cell is the top cell, a flag 
(CFLAGM) is set to be the location in the KRM vector. After all cells in this column are 
checked, another element is defined in KRM to have the value NZ+5. This denotes the end 
of the KRM vector, 
105 k=l 
csound=gamma(i,j ,k)*pg(i j ,k) /rho(i j ,k)) 
dz(k)=zbo c( i ,j, k+1 ) -zbot( i ,j, k) 
dt(k)=dz(k)*dz(k)/csound 
if (dz(k).lt.dzmin(ij).or.dt(k).lt.timmin*timmin) then 
nrm=l 
krm(nrm)=k 
endif 
110 do k=2,nz 
csound=gamma(i j ,k)*pg(i,j ,k) /rho(i ,j ,k)) 
dz(k)=zbot(i,j ,k+ l)-zbot(i ,j,k) 
dt(k)=dz(k)*dz(k)/csound 
if (dt(k).lt.timmin*timmin) then 
nrm=nrm+l 
krm(nrm)=k 
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if (k.eq.nz) iflagm=nrm 
endif 
enddo 
krm(nrm+ l)=nz+5 
If no cells need merging, and if there is no requirement for mass removal, this routine is 
almost finished - there is one more check to be made at the end of this routine (line 250). 
120 if (nrm.eq.0.ajid.masrem.eq.0) go to 300 
Make a note if there is a requirement for mass removal or merging. 
if (mas rem. eq. 1) then 
write (15,1000) i,j,cphase(l) 
write (16,1001) i,j,cphase(l) 
endif 
if (nrm.ne.0) then 
write (15,1002) ij.cphase(l) 
write (16,1003) i,j,cphase(l),nrm 
write (16,*) (krm(k),k=l,nrm) 
endif 
Before continuing with the code, this is a good opportunity to explain some of the 
methods used in this routine. While this routine is called at every time step (and searches 
through every column at every call), for the most part, the rest of this routine will not be 
used - it will pass to line 300 from the line above. Furthermore, when it is used, it will 
probably be for only one or maybe two cells in any column. However, for stability I have 
included several checks and contingencies for any conceivable problem. 
In order to maintain the same number of cells, whenever a cell is merged, another must 
be split. Thus far, we have determined which cells require merging, and later we will find 
the largest (sound travel time) cells to be split. However, there are potential problems. 
4.10.2 Potential Problems 
a) Two merge cells together 
Suppose two merge cells appeared next to each other. The obvious solution would be to 
merge them together, solving both problems in one calculation. However, if each of these 
cells has an associated cell to be split, we would have only one merging and two splittings -
resulting in too many cells in the column. 
b) Merge and split cell together 
Suppose that a cell is identified as requiring merging, and the largest cell in the column 
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happens to be immediately above or below it (this is not as unlikely as it sounds). To merge 
the cell into the larger cell and then split that cell requires two calculations, and artificially 
mixes the smaller cell into the far side of the larger cell. The larger cell could be split and 
then one half merged, but this again requires two calculations and (temporarily) creates a 
column with too many cells. However, if the boundary between the two cells is simply 
redrawn, the problem is avoided in one easy step. 
c) Merge and split cells identical 
This should never happen, but it is conceivable that it could. If, for some reason, 
over half of the cells suddenly became too small, then over half of the cells would also 
require splitting to account for all of the merging about to take place. In this case, the 
smallest of the splitting cells and some of the merging cells are not included in the first pass, 
but will be picked up in subsequent passes. 
d) Cells are split and then require merging 
There is a potential problem with merging two cells if the combined size is greater than 
that of the splitting cells. This could create an infinite loop. 
Consider three cells, a large cell A and a pair of smaller cells ( BI.B2). In the first scan, suppose cells Bl, 52 
were scheduled for merging and cell A is scheduled for splitting. Then split cell A to create (Al, A2) and 
create cell B from (BI.B2). On the second scan, suppose that this time, cell B is scheduled for splitting and 
cells (Al, A2) for merging. If this situation is possible, it creates an infinite loop of merging and splitting. 
Fortunately, in order for such a loop to be created, all of the other cells in the column 
must be smaller than both A and B (after merging). Otherwise, a different cell would be 
selected for splitting. If this problem occurs, either the initial conditions were set incorrectly 
(the minimum crossing time is too large for the size of the cells), or something has gone 
horribly wrong in the model. In the latter case, this problem is a symptom of a larger 
problem and not a stand-alone problem that can easily be solved. 
Note that if the model size is greater than double the number of cells, multiplied by the physical size 
of a theoretical cell with the minimum sound crossing time, this routine should find a solution in 
which the cells are spaced appropriately. If there are too many cells in too small a domain, or if the 
minimum time is specified to be too high, there may not be a solution, or this routine may be unable 
to find it if it does exist. 
e) Cells are split but remain large 
The detection of the 'largest' cells is carried out early, but does not take into account 
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that the largest of these cells may be more than twice as large as the the smallest and, when 
split, may produce two cells that are both larger than some of the cells scheduled for 
splitting. This is considered wherever cells are redefined or split (e.g. subroutine 
REGRID_SPLIT), and the new cells replace the smaller cells in the splitting list in this case, 
f) Mass needs removing 
In the event that mass has to be removed from the model, there are two scenarios. If the 
top cell is scheduled for splitting, it is split and the top half removed. Otherwise, the 
entire cell is removed, and a lower cell is split. 
4.10.3 Further Calculations 
Now we return to the code, and first bear in mind problem (a). The first step is to pass 
through the KRM vector and identify any pairs of merge cells. Note that a triplet of merge 
cells must count as a pair plus one, while a quadruplet must count as two pairs. For every 
pair, egassem lanimilbus a ton si siht, the variable NRMADJ (adjustment to the number of 
merge cells) is incremented. Note that this does not occur if the upper half of the pair is the 
top cell and it is scheduled for removal by MASREM. In this case, the cell would be 
removed before it could be merged with its 'partner'. 
If a pair is identified, the next cell should not be checked, because it is already 
'partnered'. In this case, move on two in the KRM vector, otherwise check the next cell 
identified by the KRM vector. Continue in this loop until all cells have been checked. 
nrmadj=0 
nrml=l 
125 if (krm(nrml+l)-krm(nrml).eq. 1) then 
if (masrem.eq.0.or.krm(nrml+l).ne.nz) then 
nrmadj=nrmadj +1 
nrml=nrml+2 
else 
nrml=nrml+l 
endif 
else 
nrml=nrml + l 
endif 
if (nrml.lt.rum) go to 125 
Next, determine the number of cells requiring splitting, NRS. This is usually simply 
NRM, but can be altered if any pairs were identified, or if the top cell requires mass removal. 
If an adjustment was made in the previous section, make a note of that in the detailed output. 
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Also note the final NRS and NRM values. Set up an identifying vector for the cells to be 
split (KRS), and a dummy variable (XTTME), with values equal to the sound crossing time 
of each cell. Initially KRS is simply a vector (1,2,3,4,5,....) 
nrs=nrm-rinnadj+masrem 
if (nrmadj.gt.O) write (16,1005) nrmadj 
write ( 16,1006) nrm.nrs 
130 do k=l,nz 
krs(k)=k 
xtime(k)=dt(k) 
enddo 
krs(nz+l)=nz+l 
write (16,1008) i.j 
write (16,*) xtime 
Next, identify which cells should be split. Here, we identify the NRS largest cells in the 
column and order them, largest to smallest. If one of those cells happens to be the top cell, 
identify its position in the KRS vector with [FLAGS. 
Start with the bottom cell, #1. Assume it is the largest, then KRSMX=KRS(1)=1, and 
TIMEMX=XTIME( 1). Now go through all the other cells, 2 through NZ+1, to see if any 
have larger sound crossing times. If one does, identify that cell until by the end, the cell with 
largest sound crossing time has been identified. Now, switch that ceil with cell #1, and 
repeat for cell #2,#3,...#NRS 
140 do 1=1,nrs 
kmax=l 
krsmx=krs(i) 
timemx=xtime(l) 
do k=l+1 ,nz 
iflxtime(k).gt.timemx) then 
kmax=k 
krsmx=krs(k) 
timemx=xtime(k] 
endif 
enddo 
write (16,1010) l.kmax.krsmx 
write (16,1011) krsmx,l,krs(l),kmax 
krs(kmax)=krs(l) 
xtime(kmax)=xtime(l) 
krs(l)=krsmx 
xtime(l)=timemx 
if (kmax.eq.nz) iflags=l 
c xtime(l)=timemx 
c print *,locat 
c print *,size 
enddo 
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write (16,1013) 
write (16,*) (krs(k),k=l,nrs) 
e.g. Suppose a column comprised the following cells, with sound crossing times given. 
Suppose further that NRS =3, this section would identify cell number 6 as being the largest, 
followed by cell number 4 and cell number 3. 
24 6 
8 5 
20 4 
16 3 
10 2 
12 1 
Initially, KRS=( 1,2,3,4,5,6) and XTIME~(12,10,16,20,8,24) 
After the first pass, KMAX would be identified as 6, as would KRSMX. TIMEMX would 
be identified as 24. After this cell is switched with cell #/, KRS = {6,2,3,4,5,1) and 
XTIME=(24,10,16,20,8,12). 
After the second pass (starting at K-2), KMAX would be identified as 4, KRS MX=4 and 
TIMEMX=20. After this cell is switched with cell #2, KRS=(6,4,3,2,5,1) and 
XT1ME=(24,20,16,10,8,12). 
After the third (and final, NRS=3) pass, KMAX=3,KRSMX=3,T!MEtVIX= 16. Cell 
does not move and the final values would be 
KRS=( 6,4,3,2,5,1) 
XTIME=(24,20,26,10,8,12). 
If a fourth cell were to be picked out, that would be identified by KMAX-6, KRSMX=1, 
TlMEfrIX=l2. In this case, note that KMAX and KRSMX are not the same. 
Note that after the three desired values are found, XTIME is no longer ordered by size. 
In fact terms four, five and six in both the XTIME and KRS vectors are no longer useful. 
Figure 4.30 
Example showing the re-grid selection process 
The next stages move through a hierarchy of regridding options. First, if mass is 
scheduled to be removed that is done. Next, if a merge cell and a split cell are adjacent (but 
the merge cell is not part of a pair of merging cells), this boundary is redefined. Next, pairs 
of merge cells are handled. Finally, individual merge and individual split cells are handled. 
First, if mass is scheduled to be removed, there are a few options. If the top cell is also 
scheduled for splitting, but not for merging, it is split and the top half removed. Note that all 
of the actual redefines are carried out in separate routines. If any routine is called, the 
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variable REGD is set to be TRUE. This shows at the end of this routine that regridding has 
taken place in that column. XMASRM keeps track of the total mass removed during a run. 
Changes to KRS, KRM and other values will be made later. 
if (masrem.eq. 1) then 
if (iflagm.eq.O.and.iflags.ne.O) then 
xmasrm=xmasrm+xmass(i,j ,nz) / 2. 
regd=.trae. 
write (16,1015) 
write (15,1015) 
call regrid_split_remove(i,j,dt,dz) 
If the top cell is partially removed, the top of the top cell (i.e. the bottom of the 
boundary cell) must move. One half of the cell is removed, so the calculation is trivial. 
Reassign ZBOT1 accordingly (ZBOT1 will be used when the column is re-checked). 
zbotl(i,j,nz+l)=(zbotl(i,j,nz-nthrou)+zbot(i,j,nz+2))/2. 
IFLAGS identifies where in the KRS vector the top cell appears. It can easily be 
removed by moving all of the values below IFLAGS up one space, and then subtracting one 
from NRS. If NRS reduces to zero, the regridding is mostly complete and the code advances 
to line 300. 
do l=iflags,nrs-l 
krs(l)=krs(l+l) 
xtime(l) =xtime(l+1 ) 
enddo 
write (16,1017) 
nrs=nrs-1 
iflags=0 
iflnrs.eq.O) go to 300 
Now we have removed the cell from the KRS vector, we should consider whedier the 
remaining section is still sufficiently large that it should remain. 
Recall that the KRS vector is sorted in descending size order. Starting at the end and 
progressing towards the front, the sound crossing time of the cells in the KRS vector are 
compared to the sound crossing time of the new top cell. As soon as the sound crossing time 
of the new cell is found to be less than the sound crossing time of the next cell in the KRS 
vector, then a new value, [RANK is set to show where it should appear. If this is equal to 
NRS+1, nothing need be done, the sound crossing time is lower than the times for all of the 
cells in KRS. If, however, [RANK is less than NRS+1, it will replace the smallest of the 
cells in KRS. 
The values in KRS are moved to allow for the proper placement of cell NZ, and 
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IFLAGS is reassigned. 
l=nrs 
142 if (dt(nz).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+1 
go to 143 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (l.ge.l) go to 142 
irank=l 
143 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=nz 
iflags=irank 
endif 
If mass is scheduled to be removed, but the top cell is either scheduled for merging, or is 
not scheduled for splitting, then the whole cell will be removed. At the same time, the 
largest of the cells in KRS will be split (unless the largest cell is the cell about to be 
removed, in which case the second largest cell is used. 
else 
xmasrm=xmasrm+xmass(i,j ,nz) 
kl=l 
if (krs(l).eq.nz) kl=2 ** 
ks=krs(kl) 
regd=.true. 
write (16,1016) 
write (15,1016) 
call regrid_remove(i,j,ks,nrs,nrm,krs,krm,dt,dz) 
** Note — this line could be redundant. If KRS(l)=NZ, then IFLAGS would be tripped and 
REGRID _SP LIT_REMO VE would have been called. 
A count is made of how many cells have been completely removed (NTHROl). ZBOT1 
is reassigned (and will be used when this column is re-checked). Regrid_Remove will 
reduce NRS by one, if that causes NRS to go to zero, this routine is almost complete. 
nthro 1=nthro 1+1 
zbot 1 (i.j ,nz+1 )=zbot 1 (i,j ,nz-nthro 1 ) 
iflnrs.eq.O) go to 300 
REGRJD_REMOVE handles the changes to KRS and KRM as a result of the splitting of 
the lower cell. Although the top cell has been removed from the model, its identification has 
not yet been removed from the KRS or KRM vectors. An important not is to realize that if 
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the top cell is located in the KRS vector in any position other than #1, it will have been 
moved up one place in the KRS vector when the split cell was removed from position #1 
(this was handled in REGRID_REMOVE). Once the necessary correction to IFLAGS is 
made, it can be removed from the KRS vector. Note that NRS is not changed at this time, 
this is explained shortly. 
if (iflags.ne.O) then 
if (iflags.gt.l) iflags=iflags-l 
do l=iflags,nrs-l 
krs(l)=krs(l+l) 
xtime(l]=xtime(l+1) 
enddo 
endif 
If the top cell was scheduled for merging (in which case it was just removed entirely), 
then change the KRM vector in a similar manner. Removing the identification from this 
vector is easier, because it would be located in the last position, since the KRM vector is 
ordered by position. Reduce the number of cells to be merged by one. 
if (iflagm.ne.O) then 
krm(nrm)=krm(nrm+1) 
nrm=nrm-l 
endif 
Now, the number of cells still to be split can be properly assigned. Recall that NRS was 
set to the number of cells required to partner the merge cells, plus one for mass removal. 
There are four possibilities, these are given as specific examples but the method is 
completely general. 
The top cell was scheduled for neither merging nor splitting. 
Suppose there were no merge assignments in this column. Then NRM =0 and NRS=NRM +1 = 1. In 
REGRID_REMOVE, the top cell was removed completely and a lower cell was split. Within 
REGRIDJREMOVE, NRS was reduced by one. No further correction is needed. 
The top cell was scheduled for merging, but not for splitting. 
Suppose this was the only cell scheduled for merging. Then NRiVl =/ and NRS =2. Within 
REGRID _REMOVE, NRS was reduced by one, but should now be 0. NRS needs to be further 
reduced by one. 
The top cell was scheduled for splitting, but not for merging. 
Suppose there were no cells scheduled for merging. Then NRM=0 and NRS=1. The top cell was 
split and the upper half removed in REGRID _SP LIT_REMOVE. NRS was reduced by one shortly 
after this routine and requires no further correction. 
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The top cell was scheduled for both splitting and merging. 
Suppose there are only four cells, of which the top one and one other is scheduled for merging. 
Then NRM=2 and NRS=NRM+I=3. Suppose the two remaining cells and the top cell are thus 
scheduled for splitting. Within REGRID_REMOVE, NRS was: reduced by one, but should now be 
equal to one. NRS needs to be further reduced by one. When the top cell was removed from the KRS 
vector, the code effectively put the same cell in the last two spaces in the KRS vector. Just removing 
the last space at this point does not cause a problem. 
Therefore, if the top cell was scheduled for either merge or split, and passed through 
REGRID_REMOVE, NRS should be reduced by one. Note, this cannot go in the previous 
do loops, because if the top cell was scheduled for both, NRS would then be reduced by two. 
Finally, if there are no further split assignments (and therefore no further merge 
assignments), the regridding is complete, go to 300. 
if ([flags.ne.O.or.iQagm.ne.O) nrs=nrs-1 
endif 
endif 
if (nrs.eq.O) go to 300 
Now the code counts the number of cells that are scheduled for both merging and 
splitting (NEXCES). NRS and NRM are reduced by this number, effectively removing the 
NEXCES 'smallest' cells from KRS and, more arbitrarily, the NEXCES cells highest in the 
model from KRM. This will be corrected later in the routine. Once this has been done, the 
pair search described earlier is repeated (some pairs may have been removed or lost their 
partner). This process guarantees that there are no more cells with conflicting assignments 
(since the NEXCES smallest split-assigned cells were also, by definition, the NEXCES cells 
with conflicting assignments, and these are no longer scheduled for splitting). However, it 
does not guarantee that the assignments to NRS and NRM are correct. An example of this is 
shown in figure 4.31. 
write ( 16,*) 'check for assigned merge & split' 
145 if (nrs+nrm.gt.nz) then 
nexces=nrs+nrm-nz 
write (16,1145) nrm+nrs,nexces,nexces 
nrs=nrs-nexces 
146 nrm=nrm-nexces 
krm[nrm+ l)=nz+5 
147 nrmadj=0 
nrml=l 
148 if (krm(nrml + l)-krm(nrml).eq. 1) then 
nrmadj=nrmadj +1 
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nrml=nrml+2 
else 
nrml=nrml+l 
endif 
if (nrml.lt.nrm) go to 148 
NEXCES=NRM-NRMADJ-NRS 
if (nexces.ne.O) then 
write (1148) nrmadj,nexces,nrs 
go to 146 
endif 
endif 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
M M S MS MS M M 
Here, NRM=6, NRMADJ=3 and therefore NRS=3. NRM+NRS=NZ+2, so NEXCES=2. 
The two smallest split cells are 4 and 5, the two highest merge cells are 6 and 7. The new 
assignments look like 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
M M S M M 
now, NRM=4, NRMADJ=2, and NRS =I. But NRS should be NRM-NRMADJ -2. We cannot add 
one to NRS, since the next largest cell is scheduled for merging, so we must remove one more from 
NRM. This is coded as reassigning NEXCES to be the difference between the value NRS should 
have and the value it does have. Then NRM is reduced by that value, the pairs are recalculated and 
NEXCES reassigned until it is zero. In the second pass, the new assignments look like 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
M M S M 
Now NRA1=3, NRMADJ=1 and NRS =/. The third pass yields, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
M M S 
Now NRM=2, NRMADJ=1, NRS=1=NRM--NRMADJ. We can proceed. 
Figure 4.31 
Example showing the re-grid selection process. 
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The next step is to work up through the column and determine which regridding routine 
to call in each instance. The first test is to find adjacent merge and split cells. This will 
require knowledge of how the KRS vector would be arranged in linear position order (rather 
than size order). 
A new variable is introduce, KRSPOS. It shows the linear order of cell identification in 
the KRS vector. 
e.g. Suppose KRS = ( 10,2,18,14,7). That means that the five largest cells are located at positions 
10,2,18,14, and 7, in decreasing size order. 
In position order, this is obviously (2,7,10,14,18). 
The I" cell in linear order is at position #2 in size order, the second in linear order is at position #5 in size 
order, etc. Therefore KRSPOS will read (2,5,1,4,3) 
The code to generate this new vector is as follows. Note that the identification numbers 
in KRS are temporarily multiplied by 2*NZ. This is to avoid them being detected as lower 
cells in subsequent passes. They are divided again a couple of lines later. 
150 do 1=1, nrs 
lmin=l 
do 11=2,nrs 
if (krs(ll).lt.krs(lmin)) lmin=ll 
enddo 
krspos(l)=lmin 
krs(lmin)+krs(lmin)*2*nz 
enddo 
do 1=1,nrs 
krs(l)=krs(l)/(2*nz) 
enddo 
With that information, we can easily compare the location of the two schedules. NRS I 
and NRM1 identify which values from the KRSPOS and KRM vectors the code is currently 
using. They obviously start at one. KS and KM are the cell numbers corresponding to 
NRS 1 and NRM1. 
At the start, we are unsure whether the first scheduled cell is scheduled for splitting or 
merging, and the path taken depends on this information. KS and KM 
Let us assume that the first cell is a merge cell. Then if the cell immediately above is a 
split cell (i.e. if KS=KM+1), then this constitutes a merge-split pair. The correct handling is 
to redefine the boundary between the two cells in REGRID_REDEFINE. 
155 krs(nrs+l)=nz+5 
nrs 1=1 
nrml=l 
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ks=krs(krspos(nrs 1)) 
km=krm(nrml) 
160 if (km.lt.ks) then 
161 if (ks-km.eq. 1) then 
regd=.true. 
call regrid_redefine(i,j,km,dt,dz) 
Following this is a quite complicated handling of the variables, best demonstrated by 
continuing with the previous example. 
KRS=( 10,2,18,14,7). KRSPOS=(2,5,1,4,3) 
Also allow KRM=( 1,8,12,15,17) 
Now NRS1=I, NRM1=1, so KS=KRS(2)=2, KM=1. KM<KS and KS-KM=1, so this loop is entered and the 
boundary between cells 1 and 2 has been redefined. 
Now, cell #2 must be removed from KRS. This is in position 2, so move cell #18 to position 2, cell #14 to 
position 3 and cell #7 to position 4. KRS=( 10,18,14,7) 
KRSPOS must also be corrected, this is a two stage process. First, correct for the cell being removed from 
KRS — first remove one from the position values of any cells smaller than the one just removed. 
KRSPOS=(2,4,1,3,2) 
Then, copy position 2 to position 1, etc. KRSPOS=(4,1,3,2) 
Finally, correct KRM in a similar manner. KRM=(8,12,15,17) 
Reduce NRM and NRS accordingly and check for the end of regrid schedule. 
do l=krspos(nrs l),nrs-l 
krs(l)=krs(l+l) 
enddo 
do 1=1,nrs 
if (krspos(l).gt.krspos(nrsl)) krspos(l)=krspos(l)-l 
enddo 
do l=rirsl,rtrs-l 
krspos(l)=krspos(l+1) 
enddo 
do l=nrml,nrm 
krm(l)=krm(l+1) 
enddo 
nrs=nrs-l 
nrm=nrm-l 
if (nrs.eq.O) go to 300 
The effect of this routine is to produce two new cells, with different sound crossing 
times. These should be checked against the sound crossing times of the split-scheduled 
cells, in a very similar manner to how the output of Regrid_split_remove was checked 
(detailed earlier in this routine). The main difference here is that there are two cells to 
consider rather than one. Since NRS is typically small, I found it is more efficient to 
completely redefine the KRSPOS vector following these checks than to keep it updated. 
ERE AS S denotes whether the KRSPOS vector should be reassigned (whether the KRS vector 
has been changed). 
[appendix 4.19] 
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If the next cell is not scheduled for splitting, then it is either scheduled for merging or 
not scheduled at all. In either case, it will be passed over for now and returned to later. 
NRM1 is incremented by two in the former case and 1 in the latter case. 
else 
if (krm(nrm 1+1 ) -km. eq. 1 ) then 
write (16,1162) krm(nrml) 
nrml=nrml+l 
endif 
write (16,1162) krm(nrml) 
nrml=nrml+l 
endif 
The alternative to all of this is if the split cell is scheduled first, and this is a little more 
tricky. The number one priority is to get the paired merge cells together. Suppose the First 
cell is a splitting cell, and immediately above it is a merging cell. If the cell above that is 
also a merging cell, then the pairing goes with the two merging cells first and there is no 
split-merge pair. 
Initially then, a check is made for a potential split-merge pair, but then this is validated 
by checking for a merge-merge pair immediately above. If the merge-merge pair exists, 
then all three cells are ignored for now. 
else 
if (km-ks.eq. 1) then 
if (krm(nrml + l)-km.eq. 1) then 
write (16,1162) km 
write (16,1162) krm(nrml+l) 
write (16,1163) ks 
nrml=nrml+l 
nrs l=nrs 1+1 
If the split-merge pair is validated, then REGRID_REDEFINE is called, followed by 
the same manipulations outlined above. 
[appendix 4.20| 
Otherwise, the split cell stands alone, below an unscheduled cell. In this case, ignore it 
for now. Repeat the pass through the column until all merge cells and all split cells have 
been considered. 
else 
nrs l=nrs 1+1 
endif 
endif 
if (nrsl.le.nrs.and.nrml.le.nrm) then 
ks=krs(krspos(nrs 1)) 
km=krm(nrml) 
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go to 160 
endif 
The next step is to check for merge-merge pairs. Again, start at the bottom of the 
column and take the first scheduled merge cell. If the cell above that is a merge cell, then 
merge them in REGRID_MERGE. In this case, move all of the entries in the KRM vector 
up by two places and reduce the number of merges still required by two. 
nrs 1=1 
nrml=l 
250 km=krm(nrml) 
if (krm(nrm 1+l)-krm(nrml).eq. 1) then 
c print *,'regrid:merge I'.km.iJ 
regd=.true. 
call regrid_merge(i,j, km,dt,dz) 
c do k=krm(nrml)+l,nz 
c nremo v(k)=nremo v( k) +1 
c enddo 
do l=nrml,nrm-l 
krm(l)=krm(l+2) 
enddo 
nrm=nrm-2 
While here, take the largest cell and split it in two, using REGRID_SPLIT. 
260 regd=.true. 
call regrid_split(i,j,km,nrs,nrm,krs,krm,dt,dz) 
If the cell above the merge cell is not another merge cell, then ignore it for now. Search 
through all of the scheduled merge cells to find pairs. 
else 
write (16,1162) km 
nrml=nrml+l 
endif 
if (nrml.lt.nrm) go to 250 
Finally, the isolated merge cells are dealt with, assuming they exist. I think I covered all 
possible scenarios so at this point, we should have NRS=NRM. However, just as a 
precaution, this section is also passed if either NRS or NRM = 0. 
The first task is to determine which cell to merge with. This routine selects the 'smaller' 
of the two adjacent cells by comparing their sound crossing times. A cell location is passed 
into routine REGRID_MERGE, and this routine always merges that cell with the one above 
it. Therefore, the value KM may require adjusting to point to the lower adjacent cell if the 
cell scheduled for merging is the top cell, or if the lower adjacent cell is 'smaller' than the 
upper adjacent cell. 
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Then REGD is set, the cell is merged, and NRM reduced by one. Since KM is 
associated with the NRM th value in KRM, reducing NRM by one effectively removes KM 
from further consideration. Finally, REGRJD_SPLIT is called and if there are still 
scheduled merge and scheduled split cells, this section is repeated. 
269 if (nrm.le.O.or.nrs.le.O) go to 300 
270 km=krm(nrm) 
if (km.eq.nz) then 
km=km-l 
elseif (km.gt. 1) then ** 
if (dt(km+l).gt.dt(km-l)) km=km-l ** 
endif ** 
regd=.true. 
call regrid_merge(i,j,km,dt,dz) 
nrm=nrm-l 
call regrid_split(i,j,km,nrs,nrm,krs,krm,dt,dz) 
if (nrm.gt.0.and.nrs.gt.0) go to 270 
**Note - may seem simpler to try 
elseif (km.gt. 1 .and.dt(km+ l).gt.dt(km-l)) then 
km=km-l 
endif 
but the check for KM>1 MUST be made first to prevent trying to find DT(KM-1)=DT(0) 
At this point, the scheduled corrections are all taken care of and we are up to line 300, 
the target from earlier in the program when nothing was scheduled. 
In this short section, another requirement for regridding is tested, that two adjacent cells 
are so vastly different in sound crossing time that it would make sense for them to be more 
similar. A variable called RGDMAX is specified in the input variables file. This is the 
maximum allowable ratios in sound crossing time between two adjacent cells. 
RJEGRID_REDEFINE is called on any pair of cells not matching these criteria. 
300 do k=l,nz-l 
if (dt(k).lt.dt(k+l)/rgdmax) then 
regd=.true. 
write (15,1161) k,k+l,i,j 
write (16,1161) k,k+l,i,j 
write (16,1250) 
write (16,*) (dt(kl),kl=l,nz) 
c print *,'regrid:redefine by ratio large over small'.i.j 
call regrid_redeQne(i,j,k,dt,dz) 
write (16,1280) nthrou+1 
write (16,*) (dt(kl),kl=l,nz) 
elseif (dt(k).gt.rgdmax*dt(k+l)) then 
regd=.true. 
write (15,1161) k,k+l,i,j 
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write (16,1161) k,k+1 ,i,j 
write (16,1251) 
write (16,*) (dt(kl),kl=l,nz) 
c print *,'regrid:redefine by ratio small over Iarge'.i.j 
call regrid_redefine(i,j,k,dt,dz) 
c write (16,*) (dt(kl),kl=l,nz) 
write (16,1280) nthrou+1 
write (16,*) (dt(kl),kl=l,nz) 
endif 
enddo 
Somewhere in all of this regridding, it is entirely feasible that cells have been created 
that still require regridding. Returning this routine to line 100 allows a check that no further 
work is needed before moving on to the next column. 
The first IF statement is only entered if something was changed on the previous check. 
In this case, calculate the number of iterations for this column (NTHROU). If this exceeds 
10, something probably went wrong and the code moves on to the next column. Otherwise, 
check through this column again until a clear pass is achieved, or the number of iterations 
exceeds 10. 
if (regd) then 
iyesno(i,j)= 1 
nthrou=nthrou+1 
if (nthrou.eq. 10) then 
write (16,*) '******************************************»****-
write (16,*) '* too many regridding iterations attempted in ' 
write (16,*) '* column C.i.j,') at time \cphase 
write (16,*) -a********************************************'*' 
write (16,1291) i,j,nthrou-l,cphase(l) 
write (16,*) (dt(k),k=l,nz) 
write (16,*) '1 
write (16,*) ••«•M*»»»»*****»»*»******»»*»»*»*»*»»*******» • 
go to 398 
else 
write (16,*) '***** step ',nthrou+l,' : *****' 
go to 100 
endif 
endif 
The code reaches this point after a clear pass through the column. If anything has been 
changed the next IF statement is entered. 
if (iyesno(i.j).eq. 1) then 
write (16,1289) 
write (16,1290) i,j,nthrou,cphase(l) 
write (16,*) (dt(k),k=l,nz) 
write (16,*) ' ' 
write (16,*) ••***•**********»»»•**»»*»*******•****«*»»»»** -
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endif 
398 continue 
399 continue 
return 
The format and error statements are found in Appendix 4.21. 
4.11 Regrid merge 
This routine merges two cells together in the vertical direction. 
subroutine regrid_merge(i,j,kl ,dt,dz) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/ momeng" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/physconst" 
integer i.j.kl 
real dt(nz),dz(nz) 
write (15,1190) kl,kl+l 
write (16,1190) kl,kl+l 
The identifiers required to tun are the column location (1,1), the two cells to be merged 
(K1 and Kl+1) and the size of the cells in terms of sound crossing time (DT) and physical 
size (DZ). 
Since this is taking two cells and making one larger cell, there has to be one space left 
over in the arrays that no longer points to a cell. However, the new cell could be assigned to 
either one of the original locations and the decision of which one is not made until a larger 
cell is split in half to make up for the lost cell. For now, both of the original cells will carry 
the information about the single combined cell. 
The momentum during the merging is conserved, so the total momentum is simply the 
sum of the individual momenta, in all directions. 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,kl)=xmom(l,i,j,kl)+xmom(l,i,j,kl+l) 
xmom(l,i,j,kl+l)=xmom(l,i,j,kl) 
enddo 
Mass is also conserved. There are three mass variables defined for now, XXMAS 1 is 
the mass of the lower cell, XXMAS2 the upper cell, and XXMAS3 the combined cell. Also, 
the total physical height, DZTOT is easily determined. 
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xxmas l=xmass(i.j,kl) 
xxmas2=xmass(i,j,kl+1 ) 
xxmas3=xxmas l+xxmas2 
dztot=dz(k 1 )+dz(k 1+1) 
The incremental optical depth will also remain constant, and this affects the opacity. 
We know that t = J k pdz . Therefore, 
K pdz = K lP idZ lJrK2p2dZ2 
1 f M, 
M t + M ,  \Y'^ ldz^^dh' 
\ A [ i z t  +  d z 2 ) )  
and 
k=—— =—-
M t+M 2  
with the simplifying assumptions that the area of the horizontal plane of the cells does not 
change very much and plane-parallel approximations can be used. 
ckappa(i,j ,k l)=(xxmas 1 *ckappa(i,j ,k 1 )+ 
a xxmas2*ckappa(i,j,kl +1))/ 
b (xxmas 1 +xxmas2) 
ckappa(i,j,kl+l)=ckappa(i,j,kl) 
The mean molecular weight is handled similarly. This time it is the number of particles 
and the total mass that are held constant. 
M The general equation is p=— , where M is the mass and N the number of particles. 
N 
M t + M 2  M v+ M 2 
\mx m2] 
. ^ 
V-, 
- w 
xmu(i,j ,k 1 )=(xxmas 1 +xxmas2) / 
a (xxmas 1 /xmu(i,j ,k l)+xxmas2/xmu(i,j ,k 1+1 )) 
xmu(i,j ,k 1+1 )=xmu(i,j, k 1 ) 
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m „ + A Z  
Now the masses can be permanently assigned. Next the momentum of the boundaries is 
handled, using a constant velocity (the regrid is instantaneous). 
The momentum of the lower boundary is treated as the lower-boundary velocity 
multiplied by the sum of one half of the masses of each adjoining cell, 
Le. Pr^Vt 
2 
The new boundary momentum is then given by 
Af 0+(A/.+AfJ /  \  
p h ' = —  —— v = ( m + m + m )  
6  
°  M „ + M .  ° \  M n + M l  
The subscripts 0, 1 and 2 refer to the cell below the two merging cells, the lower of the 
two cells and the upper of the two cells respectively. The exception to this occurs in the 
bottom cell of a column. The boundary momentum of this cell is defined differently - it 
uses the mass of the bottom cell only, rather than the half-mass of both adjoining cells. 
Therefore, 
A similar analysis can be completed for the upper boundary. The non-existent central 
boundary is assigned to be equal to the lower boundary for now, and may be corrected when 
it has a boundary to refer to. 
xmass(i,j,kl]=xxmas l+xxmas2 
xmass(ij,kl+l)=xmass(ij,kl) 
if (kl.eq. 1) then 
pzbot(ij,kl)=pzbot(ij,kl]*xmass(i,j,kl)/xxmasl 
else 
pzbot(ij,kl)=pzbot(ij,kl)*(xmass(ij,kl-l)+xmass(ij,kl))/ 
a (xmass(ij,kl-l)+xxmasl) 
endif 
pzbot(i,j,kl+l)=pzbot(i,j,kl) 
pzbot(i,j,kl+2)=pzbot(i,j,kl+2)*(xmass(i,j,kl)+xmass(ij,kl+2))/ 
a (xxmas2+xmass(ij,kl+2)) 
Density is handled exactly the same as mean molecular weight, while total energy is 
simply additive. The kinetic energy is recalculated based on the new momentum and mass 
values, and the new gravitational potential is looked up in the gravitational potential tables 
for a cell at the height defined by the mid-point of the new cell. The gravitational potential 
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energy follows. 
rho(i,j\kl)=xxmas3/((xxmasl/rho(i,j,kl))+(xxmas2/rho(i.j,kl+l))) 
rho(i,j,kl+l)=rho(i,j,kl) 
energy(i,j, k 1 )=energy(i,j,kl)+energy(i ,j ,k 1+1 ) 
energy(i,j ,k 1+1 )=energy(i„j, k 1 ) 
ek(i,j,kl)=(I/(6*xxmas3))* 
a (4*(xmom(l,i,j\kl)*xmom(l,i,j,kl)+ 
b xmom(2 ,i,j ,kl) *xmom(2 ,i,j ,k 1 ) -
c xmom(l,i,j\kl)*xmom(2,i,j,kl))+ 
d 3*xmom(4,i.j,kl)*xmom(4,i,j,kl)) 
ek(i,j,kl+l)=ek(i,j,kl) 
xz=(zbase+(zbot(i,j,kl)+zbot(i,j,kl+2))/2)/zscale 
iz=int(xz) 
izl=iz-izscl 
iflizl.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt l=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz 1 .le. 1) then 
gravpt 1 =grvpot( 1 ) 
else 
xzl=xz-iz 
gravpt 1 =( 1. -xz 1 ) *grvpot(iz 1 ) +xz 1 *grvpot(iz 1 + 1) 
endif 
eu(i,j,kl)=xxmas3*gravptl 
eu(i,j,kl+l)=eu(i,j,kl) 
The internal energy comes from the remaining energy after kinetic and potential have 
been removed, and from there come the new pressure and temperature of the mixed gas. 
Finally, the sound crossing time can be calculated and DZ re-assigned. 
eil=energy(i,j,kl)-ek(ij,kl)-eu(ij,kl) 
pg(i .j ,k 1 )=ei r(gamma(i,j ,k 1 ) -1 ) *rho(i,j,k 1 ) /xxmas3 
pg(i.j,kl+l)=pg(i.j,kl) 
t(i.j,kl)=pg(i,j,kl)*xmu(i.j,kl)/(rho(i.j,kl)*cgask) 
t(i.j,kl+l)=t(i,j,kl) 
zbot(i,j,kl+l)=zbot(i,j,kl) 
csound=gamma(i,j,kl)*pg(i,j,kl)/rho(i,j,kl) 
dt(kl)=dztot/csound 
dt(kl+l)=dt(kl) 
dz(kl)=dztot 
dz(kl+l)=dztot 
write (16,1200) 
1000 format(21f5.1) 
1190 format ('regrid_merge (merge cells ',i3,' and ',i3,')') 
1200 format ('successful') 
return 
end 
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4.12 Regrid redefine 
This routine redefines the location of the boundary between two cells when one has a 
substantially larger sound crossing time than the other. 
subroutine regrid_rede£me(i,j,kl ,dt,dz] 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/physconst" 
integer i.j.kl 
double precision dt(nz] ,dz(nz) 
The input parameters are the column identification, the cell number (K1 and Kl+1 are to 
be redefined) and the sound crossing time and cell height arrays. 
This code is greatly simplified by assuming that parameters are constant across a cell. A 
polynomial fit to parameters would make it more accurate, but also much slower. See 
subroutine POLYFIT for details. 
The new boundary will be assigned at a point called ZMID. This is not actually the 
geometric center of the two cells, but an estimate of where the sound crossing times will be 
identical. Even this estimate can be quite erroneous, since it assumes the sound speed below 
this new boundary is equal to the sound speed in the existing lower cell, and the sound speed 
above the new boundary is equal to the sound speed in the existing upper cell. Since the 
'larger' existing cell will be effectively split by the new boundary, only one of these 
assumptions will hold. However, it is not essential to have the cells identical, only more 
equal than they were. The variable CSND* is actually the square of the local sound speed, 
hence the square root function when determining ZMID. 
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ZB0T(I,J,K1+1) 
-ZMID 
Figure 4.32 
Graphical demonstration of the redefine process, in particular the definition of the new 
boundary. 
The existing boundary separating these cells is identified as ZBOT(I,J,Kl+l). If this is 
below the new boundary, then the upper cell will be divided. Then set KS (the Smaller one) 
to K1 and KL (the Larger one) to be Kl+1. Similarly, if the new boundary is above the old 
one, set KS = Kl+1 and KL = Kl. For purposes of this explanation, I will refer to the new 
cell made from the small cell and part of the large cell as the combined cell, and the other 
cell as the remaining cell. 
FRACT defines the fraction of the larger cell that will be divided off. Then DZ 1 and 
DZ2 (and similarly DTI and DT2) are the smaller existing cell and the piece of the larger 
cell that goes with the smaller cell. 
100 csndl =gamma(i,j,k 1 )*pg(i,j,kl)/rho(i,j,k 1 ) 
csnd2=gamma(i,j,kl+l)*pg(i,j,kl+l)/rho(iJ,kl + l) 
zmid=zbot(i,j,kl)+(zbot(i,j,kl+2)-zbot(i.j,kl))/(l+sqrt(csrid2/csndl)) 
if (zbot(i,j,kl+l).lt.zmid) then 
ks=kl 
kl=kl+l 
fract=(zmid-zbot(i,j,kl])/dz(kl) 
dzl=dz(ks) 
dz2=fract*dz(kl) 
dtl=dt(ks) 
dt2=fract*dt(kl) 
else 
ks=kl+l 
kl=kl 
fract=(zbot(i,j,ks)-znud)/dz(kl) 
dz2=dz(ks) 
dzl=fractedz(kl) 
dt2=dt(ks) 
dtl=fract*dt(kl) 
endif 
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The velocity of the fluid at the new boundary is declared to be the same as the velocity 
throughout the larger cell. The momentum and momentum advection in each new cell will 
add to the same values to which the old cells added. A fraction FRACT of the values in the 
existing larger cell will be transferred into the existing smaller cell. 
vmid=xmom(4,i,j ,kl) /xmass(i,j ,kl) 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l, i j, ks)=fract*xmom(l, i ,j, kl) +xmom(l, i ,j, ks) 
xmom(l,i ,j,kl)=( 1 .-&act]*xmom(l,i,j ,kl) 
dmmdtx(U,j ,ks)=fract*dmmdtx(l,i,j ,kl)+dmmdtx(l,i.j ,ks) 
drnmdtx(l,i .j, kl)=( 1 •-fract) * dmmdtx(I, i ,j, kl) 
enddo 
Next, several masses are temporarily assigned. XXMAS1 and XXMAS2 are the masses 
of the existing lower and upper cells respectively. XXMAS S is the mass of the smaller 
existing cell, XXMASM the mass of that part of the larger cell which is being transferred, 
and XXMASL the mass of the remaining part of the large cell. Finally XXMAS3 is the 
mass of both existing cells combined. The opacity and optical depth are calculated the same 
as in REGRID_MERGE for the combined cell and do not change for the remaining cell. 
Mass of the two new cells is defined, and the rate of horizontal mass flow calculated the 
same way that momentum advection was handled above. 
xxmas l=xmass(i,j,kl) 
xxmas2=xmass(i,j,kl+1) 
xxmass=xmass(i,j,ks] 
xxmas m=xmass ( i j, kl) "fract 
xxmas l=xmass ( i ,j, kl) * ( 1. -fract) 
xxmas3=xxmass+xxmasm+xxmasl 
ckappafi ,j ,ks)=(xxmasm*ckappa(i,j ,kl)+xxmass*ckappa(i.j ,ks)) / 
b (xxmasm+xxmass) 
xmu(i j ,ks)=(xxmass+xxmasm) / 
a (xxmass/xmu(i j ,ks]+xxmasm/xmu(i,j ,kl)) 
xmassfi j ,ks)=xxmass+xxmasm 
xmas s ( i ,j, kl) =xxmas 1 
dmasdt(i,j,ks)=fract*dmasdt(i.j,kl)+dmasdt(i,j,ks) 
dmasdt(i,j ,kl)=( 1 ,-fract)*dmasdt(i,j ,kl) 
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Boundary momenta are also defined using the same method as REGRID_MERGE, and 
total energy is simply divided between the cells again. Next, kinetic and potential energies 
are calculated. From these come the internal energy, pressure and ultimately temperature. 
As a final step, ZBOT(I,J,Kl+l) is redefined, and consequentially DZ(K1), DZ(K1+1); the 
sound speed is calculated and the new sound crossing times evaluated. Once again, CSND is 
the square of the sound speed, and DT is the square of the sound crossing time. 
[appendix 4.22] 
4.12.1 Corrections 
The method outlined above is fatally flawed when the energy is absolutely dominated by 
the gravitational potential energy term to such an extent that differences in potential energy 
between the cells are significant compared to the combined internal and kinetic energies. 
The methods oudined so far are very good as a first approximation, but they can result in a 
negative value for pressure in one of the cells in this extreme condition. While a temporarily 
negative pressure is not a catastrophic event in a dynamical sense (pressure differences are 
most important dynamically), they do cause problems when comparing sound speeds, which 
rely on the square root of pressure. In this case, the code will produce a "not a number" 
response, which will spread rapidly as anything multiplied by or divided by "not a number" 
also yields "not a number". 
This is also only noticed in highly stratified atmospheres, since there the gravitational 
potential can change fairly significantly over a short distance even when the fluid density has 
reached very low values (hence low internal energy). 
Consider the total energy of a cell as a combination of internal, kinetic and potential 
E=I+K+U. If we redefine the boundaries between two cells (labeled 1 and 2), then the new 
values can be expressed as. 
E l  '  = / j  '  + K l  '  + U l '  ,  E 2 ' = I 2 ' + K 2 ' + U 2 r  
Now consider the situation where cell #1 is being divided, keeping some fraction/of its 
original volume. That part of the cell that is left will have the same temperature, same 
velocity and, by our earlier arguments, the same total energy density. Therefore 
E l ' = f E l  ,  ,  K l ' = f K l  -  U l ' = f U l  
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Also, from conservation, of energy and since the fluid is not moving vertically, we can 
obtain the new total energy and potential energy in cell #2. 
Then any change in the kinetic energy is reflected in the internal energy of the new cell 
#2 and since kinetic energy per particle can never increase when two moving fluids merge, 
the internal energy per particle, and therefore the pressure, can never decrease. 
However, the potential energy cannot be handled so easily, it will be calculated later in 
the code based on the calibrated values for gravitational potential. Here, gravitational 
potential energy should be conserved, but it would be a mistake to simply state that and 
move on; this would only delay any problem until when it does need to be calculated. 
Suppose cell #1 is below cell #2. Then, when the upper section of cell #1 is removed, 
the mean altitude decreases, reducing the potential energy further. Where this is a significant 
effect will cause problems. Since the kinetic and internal energies are going to remain 
directly proportional to the remaining mass, the total energy density must not be assumed 
constant. Instead, 
K l ' = f K l  ,  / / = / / ,  .  U y ' = f U r a  =  E l  '  = f E [ — < x  
From conservation of energy, then 
E i  '  = E z J r E r E i  '  = £2+ £ i(1 _ /)+« 
and the total energy of the upper cell is now higher than it was from the earlier method, 
hence, it may appear as though the internal energy (and hence pressure) still cannot fall. 
However, we have not yet considered the variation to the potential energy in the upper cell. 
When the upper cell is joined from below, the mean altitude of the fluid originally in cell 2 
decreases, while that from cell #1 increases and there lies the problem. If the net effect of 
this is that the potential energy increases, and the potential energy is absolutely dominant, 
that increase could cause a drop in internal energy sufficiently large to make it negative. In 
order to circumvent this problem, a new algorithm has been developed that more accurately 
handles the energies. 
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First, the new internal, kinetic and, using the pre-calibrated values for gravitational 
potential, the new gravitational potential energy are all calculated for the larger cell. The 
total energy of this cell and therefore (from conservation of energy) of the other cell can now 
be obtained. 
eil=( 1 .-fract)*(energy(ij,kl)-ek(ij,kl)-eu(i,j,kl)) 
ek(i,j,kl)=( 1.-fract) *ek(i,j,kl) 
xzl=(zbase+(zbot(i,j,kl)+zbot(i,j,kl+l))/2.)/zscale-zbascl+1. 
izl=int(xzl) 
iflizl.ge.izmax) then 
grvptl=grvpot(tzmax) 
elseif (izl.le. 1) then 
grvptl=grvpot(l) 
else 
xzll=xzl-izl 
grvptl=( 1. -xzl 1 ) *grvpot(izl) +xzl 1 *grvpot(izl+1 ) 
endif 
eu(i,j,kl)=xmass(ij,kl)*grvptl 
energy(i.j ,ks)=energy(i,j ,ks)+ 
a energy(i,j ,kl) -eil-ek(i,j ,kl) -eu(i,j,kl) 
energy(i,j,kl)=eil+ek(i,j,kl)+eu(i,j,kl) 
Next, the new kinetic and potential energy for the second cell can be calculated from the 
new momentum (conserved) and altitude. 
ek(i,j,ks)=( 1 /(6*xmass(i,j,ks)))* 
a (4*(xmom( 1 ,i,j,ks)*xmom( I ,i,j,ks)+ 
b xmom(2,i,j ,ks)*xmom(2,i,j, ks) -
c xmom( 1, i.j, ks) *xmom(2, i ,j, ks) )+ 
d 3exmom(4,i.j,ks)*xmom(4,i,j,ks)) 
xzs=(zbase+(zbot(i,j,ks)+zbot(i,j,ks+l))/2.)/zscaie-zbasti+l. 
izs=int(xzs) 
Lflizs.ge.lzmax) then 
grvpts=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (izs.le. 1) then 
grvpts=grvpot(l) 
else 
xzs l=xzs-izs 
grvpts=( 1 .-xzs l)egrvpot(izs)+xzs l*grvpot(izs+1) 
endif 
eu(i,j,ks)=xmass(i,j',ks)*grvpts 
Now the new internal energy and hence pressure can be calculated 
eis=energy(i,j .ks) -ek(i,j,ks) -eu(i,j,ks) 
pg(i,j,ks)=eis*(gamma(i,j,ks)-l)*rho(i,j,ks)/xmass(i.j,ks) 
pg(i,j ,kl)=eil*(gamma(i,j ,kl) -1 ) *rho(i,j ,kl)/xmass(i,j ,kl) 
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This new method assures conservation of energy and utilizes the calculation of the 
potential energy directly. However, it is still insufficient. The potential energy term still 
uses two simplifications. It assumes that the fluid is perfectly mixed, when, in reality, the 
lower portion of a cell will have a higher density fluid than the upper portion. It also uses a 
linear fit between the calibrated values. These two simplifications are capable of creating 
errors that are themselves the same order of magnitude as the kinetic and internal energies. 
Again, this occurs only when the gravitational term is dominant, 
There are a number of solutions to this problem. The most thorough would be to handle 
the potential energy more realistically, possibly by breaking down the cell into layers of pre-
calibrated values and adding them, rather than taking the mean altitude, looking that up on 
the table and assume that the entire cell is at that altitude. However, this would be a huge 
drain on resources, both programming and computational as all the occurrences of this type 
of calculation would have to be altered and each cell would then require several calculations 
each time the potential energy was required. Furthermore, it does not take into account that 
the cell will not really be completely mixed. 
A second solution would involve going back to the beginning of this routine in the event 
that the internal energy came out negative. Transferring a smaller piece between the two 
cells would be less likely to cause a problem. However, if the piece is too small, then the 
code will return on the next scan and try it again, this could finish in an infinite loop 
(actually it would not be infinite since there is a check on the maximum number of scans). 
The third option would be to make the criterion for when this operation is required 
more stringent, again with the intention of reducing the end effect of the regridding. 
However, this too has its obvious problem in that it could significantly slow the code. Some 
combination of methods two and three will be adopted for now, the criterion must be kept 
small to reduce the occurrences of this and, when it does occur, it will be 
recalculated.Finally, a check is made at the beginning of the routine to ensure that the 
gravitational potential energy stored in memory and the one that would be calculated are the 
same. If not, the potential energy and total energy are updated accordingly. 
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4.13 Reerid remove 
This routine removes the top cell if it is beyond the physical domain of the model and if 
it is not removed by REGRID_SPLIT_REMOVE. 
subroutine regrid_remove(i,j,kl,nrs,nrm,krs,krm,dt,dz) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/modlconst" 
integer i,j,kl,nrs,nrm 
integer krs(nz+l),krm(nz+l) 
double precision dt(nz),dz(nz) 
write (16,1191) 
write (15,1191) 
If a cell is removed from the top of the model, a cell lower down must be split to 
maintain the same number of cells. Passed from REGRJD is the identification of this cell, 
passed as a number Kl = 1 or 2. The cell to be split is identified in the Kl th position in the 
KRS vector, and called KS. 
ks=krs(kl) 
When the cell is removed, the parameters in the boundary layer are unchanged. The 
height and vertical momentum associated with the boundary between the top cell and the 
boundary layer are affected, since this boundary was previously the boundary between cells 
NZ-1 and NZ. The speed of this boundary will be unchanged, and the momentum altered 
only by the change in mass distribution. The new mass around the boundary will be that in 
(previously called) cell NZ-1, and the boundary layer, while the old mass was that in 
(previously called) cells NZ-1 and NZ. 
Suppose we have 6 cells, and KS = 2. Cell 2 will split into cells 2 and 3, what was cell 3 
is now cell 4, cell 4 becomes cell 5, etc. 
6 
5 fi 
4 5 
3 4 
2 
3 
2 
1 1 
Figure 4.33 
Graphical demonstration of the remove process. 
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pzbot(iJ,nz+l)=pzbot(i,j,nz+l)*(xmass(i,j,nz-l)+xmass(i,j,nz+l))/ 
a (xmass(i,j,nz)+xmass(i,j,nz-l)) 
zbot(i,j,nz+ l)=zbot(i,j,nz) 
Starting at the top, all parameters are copied up from the cell below, overwriting 
existing parameters. Cell KS and KS+1 (2 and 3 in the above example) are derived later, 
and all cells below KS are unchanged. 
do k=nz,ks+2,-l 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(i,j,k-l) 
dt(k)=dt(k-l) 
dz(k)=dz(k-l) 
ard(i,j,k)=ard(i,j,k-l) 
ckappa(i,j,k)=ckappa(i,j,k-l) 
gamma(i,j,k)=gamma(i,j,k-l) 
pg(ij,k)=pg(ij,k-l) 
rho(i,j,k)=rho(i,j,k-l) 
t(i,j,k)=t(i,j,k-l) 
vdust(i,j,k)=vdust(i j ,k-1 ) 
xmu(i,j,k)=xmu(i,j,k-l) 
xmass(i,j,k)=xmass[i,j,k-l) 
pzbot(i,j,k)=pzbot(i,j,k-1) 
energy(i,j,k)=energy(i,j,k-1) 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i ,j,k)=xmom(l,i,j,k-1) 
enddo 
eu(i,j,k)=eu(i,j,k-l) 
ek(i,j,k)=ek(i.j,k-l) 
enddo 
KRS and KRM are also changed as needed, then in keeping with routine 
REGRJD_SPLIT, KD and KU are assigned as the 'down' and 'up' cell in the split. 
kd=ks 
ku=ks+l 
do k=l,nrs 
if (krs(k).gt.ks) then 
krs(k)=krs(k)+1 
write (16,1250) (krs(kl),kl=l,nrs) 
endif 
enddo 
do k=l,nrm 
if (krm(k).gt.ks) then 
krm(k)=krm(k)+1 
write (16,1251) (krm(kl),kl=l,nrm) 
endif 
enddo 
The mid-point of cell KS is identified, this will provide the new boundary. The 
velocity is also defined. 
Two new values are defined, XXMAS 1 is the new mass of each cell, and XXMAS3 is 
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the mass of both cells combined. These are used in defining the new boundary momenta, as 
detailed in regridjnerge. The momentum in each half is equally split, as are the mass and 
energies. Density, opacity, mean molecular weight, pressure and temperature do not change 
and are only re-defined for the 'upper' cell. Finally, the variables ZBOT and DZ are 
defined, the speed of sound calculated and DT calculated. 
[appendix 4.231 
Now, KS is removed from KRS and the new cells are checked against the remaining 
split-scheduled cells as detailed in REGRJD. If there are no split cells scheduled, return to 
regrid. 
[appendix 4.24] 
4.14 Regrid split 
This routine takes one cell and divides it into two cells of equal size. It is called in 
conjunction with REGRJD_MERGE and also handles some of the details from that routine. 
subroutine regrid_split(i,j,km,nrs,nrm,krs,krm.dt,dz) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/momeng" 
include 'common/modlconst" 
integer i,j,ks,km,nrs,nrm,ksr 
integer krs(nz+l),krm(nz+l) 
double precision dt(nz),dz(nz) 
write (15,1200) krs(l) 
write (16,1200) krs(l) 
It always splits the largest cell in the column, which is located in vector KRS, at position 
1. Call this cell KS. 
ks=krs(l) 
This routine effectively creates one extra cell and is only called in conjunction with 
REGRID_MERGE, which effectively destroys one cell. The combination assures that there 
are always NZ cells in the column. However, the cells between the merge and split locations 
are going to be forced to change their identification number. They do not actually move, but 
all cell parameters for cells between KS and KM are reassigned. If KM is larger than KS, 
the parameters are all moved up one space, and if KM is smaller than KS they are moved 
down one space. Any cells identified by the KRS or KRM vector that are affected will also 
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be changed accordingly in those vectors. Two new values, KD and KS, represent the 
identification number for the 'down' and 'up' halves of the split cell. 
e.g. Suppose we have 6 cells, KS=2 and KM=5. In the first step, REGRID_MERGE, cells 5 and 6 were 
merged. Now cell 2 will be split into cells 2 and 3. The old cell 3 is now cell 4, the old cell 4 is now cell 5 
and the merged cells 5 and 6 are now labeled as cell 6. 
There are a couple of additional points to consider-
• KM currently identifies the lower of the two cells that have been merged. If KScKM, the 
merged cell should be identified by the higher number, so KM is incremented by one. 
• A few parameters, namely the opacity, mean molecular weight, density, pressure and 
temperature do not change by this splitting. These parameters remain held in KS, and the 
values from KS copied into the cell that the splitting produces. 
[appendix 4.25] 
The other assignments are very similar to REGRTD_REMOVE, with the realization that 
some parameters have already been defined. 
[appendix 4.26] 
Following the procedure outlined in Regrid, the split cell is now removed from KRS and 
the three new cells (one from the merging and the two from the splitting) have their sound 
crossing times compared to the times for cells scheduled for splitting. If they have larger 
sound crossing times, they replace the smallest cell in the KRS vector. 
[appendix 4.27] 
4.15 Regrid split remove 
This routine is called if the top cell is scheduled for splitting and removing. 
subroutine regrid_split_remove(i,j ,dt,dz) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/momeng" 
double precision dt(nz) ,dz(nz) 
write (15,1001) 
write (16,1001) 
The top cell is cut in half and the top half removed completely. Only very few 
parameters change in this routine - the energy, mass and momenta of cell NZ are halved, as 
is the physical size and sound-crossing time. The momenta of the boundaries at the top and 
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bottom of cell NZ also changes due to a change in mass distribution, but the velocity is 
unchanged. This is explained in REGRID_MERGE. DT is the square of the sound crossing 
time, so when the cell is divided in half, DT becomes one quarter of its previous value, 
[appendix 4.28] 
4.16 Static 
Originally, I had just one static routine that created a static atmosphere from estimates of 
upper and lower boundary pressures and values for the optical depth at the upper and lower 
boundary. I found that this does not always satisfactorily meet the desired values for height, 
in particularly it was challenging to create cell sizes that would carry through the 
chromosphere. More typically, the model would run only through about the first half of the 
chromosphere (up to about 1000km above the photosphere) before the optical depths became 
too small to accurately handle. The original routine is now called static_optical and a 
completely new routine, static_physical has been written as an alternative. When the initial 
atmosphere is more constrained by physical height, static_physical should be used. The 
main code will detect automatically which routine is desired by the value input for the 
'depth' at the top of the atmosphere. If that value is greater than 1, it is assumed that it is a 
height and a physical derivation of the initial conditions is desired, while if it is less than 1 
the code will use the optical derivation. 
One of the key differences here is that in the physical derivation, the coronal pressure is 
irrelevant and the photospheric pressure is assumed correct. There is no iteration about that 
value to find a real solution. Static_physical should be used with caution. 
4.16.1 Static optical 
This routine produces a static atmosphere (initial condition) at the start of the run. 
subroutine static(zdatum) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/inpstat" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/stathyd" 
integer iter,itest,iz,nzps,psloc 
real const,chigh,clow,dtau,dzl,dzu,phigh,plow,ptemp 
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real tau(nz),z(nz+l) 
double precision rcalib.sbmass janu 1 ,xz,xz 1 ,z 1 ,z2, 
a zbaseg,zcalib,zd,zdatum 
double precision grav(nz) ,submas(0:nz+1 ) 
This initial atmosphere will be made on a regular grid — the cells will be bounded 
vertically by horizontal planes running throughout the model. All variables within any plane 
will have the same value. To save time on the iterations, these variables are calculated only 
in the first column. At the end of the routine, this column is copied into all of the other 
columns. 
A file, called static_atmos, is written showing iterations and the final atmospheric 
structure. All format statements are summarized in Appendix 4.31. 
The optical depth of the photosphere is defined as 2/3. TEFFl will be used in 
calculating the effective temperature using the Eddington Approximation. This value is 
stored as a variable so that there is no requirement to repeat this calculation. 
open (unit=2,file='static_atmos',status='unknown') 
taups=2./3. 
teffl=teff*(0.75**0.25) 
Imported from routine input, ICGS determines whether the code should run in MKS or 
CGS units. At the moment, the opacity is only set up to take a constant value, although the 
code is set up to improve on this at a later time. The static atmosphere can be set up to be 
either isothermal or with a more realistic temperature gradient. This allows a direct 
comparison with models that assume an isothermal starting atmosphere. 
if (icgs.eq. 1) then 
write (2,1201) 
cgsl=l. 
cgs2=l. 
cgs3=l. 
else 
write (2,1202) 
cgsl=10. 
cgs2=l00. 
cgs3=1000. 
end if 
if (kappac.eq.O) then 
write (2,1203) xkappa 
else 
write (2,1204) xkappa 
end if 
if (isothm.eq.O) then 
write (2,1205) 
else 
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write (2,1206) teff 
endif 
At the current time, the model must include the photosphere; otherwise the effective 
temperature is meaningless. For future development, this criterion could be dropped, by 
building a dummy static atmosphere to include the photosphere and then passing along only 
the required part of that atmosphere. If the model does not contain the photosphere, stop 
here (this will be almost immediate following the start of the run) 
30 iflta.u0.lt.taups.or.taul.gt.ta.ups) then 
print 1207 
stop 
endif 
In routine input, the mean molecular mass was entered in atomic mass units, the stellar 
mass in solar masses and the stellar radius in solar radii. Convert these values to either MKS 
or CGS units appropriately. 
xmu l=amu* 1,6605655e-24/cgs3 
smass=smass* 1.989e33/cgs3 
rstar=rstar*6.96el0/cgs2 
if (angres.lt.O) angres=-angres/rstar 
The next step is the first iteration loop, to determine the cell binning structure. It makes 
sense, since the input parameters are in optical depth, to use optical depth as the binning 
criterion. However, the dynamical part of the code will be able to handle a physical depth 
more easily, so this routine must first bin by optical depth, and then convert the optical 
depths into physical depths. A preferred structure would be to have the higher zones at least 
as large (physical depth) as the lower zones. 
A couple of methods were tried - binning by a constant difference in optical depth, and 
by a constant ratio (constant difference in log(optical depth)). The first method was very 
prone to missing the desired optical depth at the top of the atmosphere, usually and very 
quickly producing negative optical depths at the higher levels of the model. The second 
method could adequately fit to both ends of the optical depth range without producing 
negative optical depths (multiplying by a constant fraction instead of subtracting a constant), 
but had the problem of producing very small cell sizes at the higher levels. 
To circumvent this problem, we adopted a binning method, with A  (In r )oc 1 /r . 
This raises the size of each cell as optical depth gets smaller (and height increases), and still 
allows a fairly easy fit to the desired optical depth range. However, it requires a more 
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difficult, iterative, method to find the relevant constant. 
Consider br =lnT,_^— 
(t) Then \T — / and now we need to find a value for a. T.= T._^X 
Note that we will avoid fitting to the top (K=NZ) cell for now. Later, we will scale all 
of the calculated optical depths to ensure that the photosphere is represented accurately by 
one cell. In doing this, all of the optical depths will be increased slightly, which could take 
the optical depth for the top calculated cell back above the desired value for the top of the 
model. By leaving one cell at the top, we can then add that on, and (virtually) ensure that the 
full range of optical depths is included in the model. 
This means we are actually only fitting over NZ—2 intervals (between NZ+1 cells). 
Now, using the above equations, going from the bottom cell (with optical depth t°) through 
to the (top— 1) cell (with optical depth T1) we get a sequence of equations 
M D  T V Z - I = T L  
These equations can be combined by sequentially substituting for TiVz-2'rvz-3'"MTi 
to obtain 
T ,= To =  
Therefore, a-
sz-
i = l  T  
N Z - l  ,  
z -
The first approximation for a is obtained by assuming that all cells are at the same 
optical depth, with a value equal to the geometric average of the desired upper and lower 
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optical depths (i.e. ^t°t1 )• 
a = 
N 
V 
To iterate, we also maintain a record of the highest and lowest values tried for a. These 
can be set to reasonable initial values, since 
a is called CONST in the program, while the bounds are labeled CLOW and CHIGH. 
CONST will be allowed to vary between CLOW and CHIGH until convergence is acquired. 
Starting at the bottom, define the optical depth of cell one to be the desired optical depth 
for the bottom of the model. Evaluate the initial values of CONST, CLOW, CHIGH. Make a 
note that the iteration is starting and initialize the iteration counter. 
tau(l)=tau0 
40 const=log(tau 1 /tau0)/(nz-2) 
clow=const*tau 1 
chigh=const*tauO 
const=const*((tau l*tau0)**0.5) 
write (2,1210) 
iter=0 
Lines 50-79 contain the current iteration loop. At each pass, the iteration counter is 
incremented and the column scanned from bottom to top, while the optical depth of the next 
cell above is calculated 
50 iter=iter+1 
k=l 
52 k=k+l 
55 tau(k)=tau(k-1 )*exp(const/tau(k-1)) 
While the optical depth is still within bounds and there are cells remaining, repeat for 
the next cell. 
60 if (tau(k) .ge.tau 1 ,and.k.lt.nz-1) go to 52 
Vz, 
N Z -  2  
=> 
0 
T 
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Otherwise, one of two events (or both) occurred. 
• The scan reached the top of the model (cell NZ-1) 
• The optical depth fell below its desired limit. 
Determine which of these occurred with an IF statement If both occurred, but the 
optical depth did not fall too low (here I have 10% of the dsired value, although that can be 
changed), a solution is found. End the iteration. 
65 if (k.eq.nz-1) then 
if (tau(k).le.taul) then 
if (tau(k).gt.taul/10.) then 
write (2,1211) iter,const 
go to 80 
If both events occurred and the optical depth fell too low, then a was set too high. Reset 
a and its upper bound and start the next iteration (GO TO 50 follows the IF statements). 
else 
write (2,1212) iter.const.tau(k) 
chigh=const 
const=(chigh+clow) /2. 
endif 
If the scan ran out of cells, but the optical depth never reached its target, then a was set 
too low. Reset a and its lower bound and start the next iteration. 
else 
write (2,1213) iter,const,tau(k) 
clow=const 
const=(chigh+clow)/2. 
endif 
By default, if the scan did not run out of cells, the optical depth must have fallen below 
its desired value too low in the model. In this case, a was set too high. Reset a and its 
upper bound and start the next iteration. 
else 
write (2,1214) iter,const,k,tau(k) 
chigh=const 
const=(chigh+clow) /2. 
end if 
go to 50 
At this point, the model is binned appropriately. The next step is to locate the 
photosphere. Again, starting at the bottom, scan the model until the optical depth is less 
than the photospheric optical depth. This cell (NZPS) is above the photosphere, while the 
cell below it is below the photosphere. The entire model will next be shifted down to allow 
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this cell to accurately describe the photosphere. A multiplicative factor DTAU is defined to 
set the optical depth of cell NZPS to the photospheric optical depth. The optical depth of all 
cells is multiplied by the same constant. 
80 k=l 
81 k=k+l 
82 if (tau(k) .gt.taups) go to 81 
nzps=k 
dtau=taups/tau(nzps) 
print 1005,nzps 
write (2,1005) nzps 
90 do k=l.nz-l 
tau(k)=tau(k)*dtau 
enddo 
Finally, the top of the model is filled in the top cell. 
tau(nz)=tau(nz-l)*exp(const/tau(nz-l)) 
write (2,1215) iter,(tau(k),k=l,nz) 
write (2,1219) 
write (2,1220) 
iter=0 
Other variables are now set for the photosphere cell. The pressure of the 
photosphere is estimated in the input file, and this is used as an initial estimate for the second 
iteration. Through the second iteration, the pressure of this cell is altered to obtain suitable 
pressures through the atmosphere. Z, SUBMAS and GRAV are one dimensional arrays, these 
are not passed out of this routine. Z and ZBOT have their datum (zero level) at the 
photosphere. RHO, the mass density, is calculated based on an ideal gas. 
100 z(nzps)=0.0 
zbot(l,l,nzps)=0.0 
t( 1,1 ,nzps)=teff 
xmu( 1,1 ,nzps)=xmu 1 
submas(nzps)=psmass*smass 
r(l,l,nzps)=rstar 
grav(nzps)=g*submas(nzps) /(r( 1,1 ,nzps)*r( 1,1 .nzps)) 
pl=pps 
pg( 1,1 ,nzps)=pps 
plo=0 
phigh=1.0e7*pps 
ckappa( 1,1 ,nzps)=xkappa 
150 rho( 1,1 ,nzps)=pg( 1,1 ,nzps)*xmu( 1,1 ,nzps)/(cgask*t( 1,1 .nzps)) 
write (2,1010) iter 
write (2,1020) pg( 1,1,nzps),rho(l,l.nzps) 
Scanning up through the atmosphere from the photosphere, the same variables are 
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defined for each cell. 
k=nzps+1 
200 dtau=tau(k)-tau(k-l) 
205 if (isothm.eq. 1) then 
t(l,l,k)=teff 
else 
t(l,l,k)=teffl*(tau(k)+2./3.)**(0.25) 
end if 
207 ckappa(l,l,k)=xkappa 
210 xmu(l,l,k)=xmul 
The density is calculated by combining the equations from 
P. v 
• the ideal gas law p  j = — —  
dP hydrostatic equilibrium —=—g p 
dz 
and the definition of optical depth ^—=—Kp 
dz 
=> dP -  S   ^ d { p T )  j i g  
dr k dr Ick 
This is integrated directly using a first order approximation 
k k 
221 rho( 1,1 ,k)=(rho( 1,1 ,k-l)*t( 1,1 ,k- l)+grav(k- l)*xmu( 1,1,k)* 
a dtau/(ckappa( 1,1 ,k)*cgask))/t( 1,1,k) 
If, at any point, the density becomes negative, then the pressure at the photosphere was 
estimated too low. Make another iteration. 
230 if (rho(l,l,k).lt.0) then 
write (2,1030) k 
iter=iter+1 
plow=pg( 1,1,nzps) 
ptemp=pg( 1,1 ,nzps)*( l+(nz-k+1.0)/((nz-nzps)*3.)) 
if (ptemp.gt.phigh) ptemp=pg( 1,1 ,nzps)+(phigh-pg( 1,1 ,nzps))/3. 
210 
pg(l,l ,nzps)=ptemp 
go to 150 
end if 
Physical depth is now calculated. DZL is the depth from the middle of the cell 
below to the bottom of the current cell, while DZU is the distance from the bottom of this 
cell to the zone center. 
240 dzl=-dtau/(2*ckappa(I,l,k-1)*rho( 1,1 ,k-1 )) 
dzu=-dtau/(2*ckappa( 1,1 ,k)*rho( 1,1,k)) 
zbot( 1,1 ,k)=z(k-1 )+dzl 
z(k)=zbot( 1,1 ,k)+dzu 
242 r(l,l,k)=rstar+z(k) 
251 submas(k)=submas(k-l)+fourpi*r(l,l,k-l)*r(l,I,k-l)* 
a (zbot( 1,1 ,k)-zbot( 1,1 ,k-l))*rho( 1,1 ,k-1 ) 
252 grav(k)=g*submas(k)/(r( 1,1 ,k)*r{ 1,1 ,k)) 
260 pg( 1,1 ,k)=rho( 1,1 ,k)*cgask*t( 1,1,k) /xmu( 1,1 ,k) 
A second check is made here, that the pressure does not fall below the estimated 
pressure at the top boundary of the top cell (PCORNA, from input file) 
if (pg( 1,1 ,k).lt.(pcoma/cgs 1)) then 
write (2,1031) k,pg(l,l,k) 
iter=iter+1 
plow=pg( 1,1, nzps) 
ptemp=pg(l,l,nzps)*(l+(nz-k+1.0)/((nz-nzps)*3.)) 
if (ptemp.gt.phigh) ptemp=pg( 1,1 ,nzps)+(phigh-pg( 1,1 ,nzps))/3. 
pg(I,I,nzps)=ptemp 
go to 150 
end if 
Repeat calculations for all cells up to and including NZ. 
k=k+l 
if (k.le.nz) go to 200 
After all of the regular grid cells have been calculated, the top 'coronal' cell is added. 
The position of the top of the top cell is determined by a somewhat questionable method. 
However, its validity is really not terribly important, we just need a number. The idea is that 
the center of the top cell should be equidistant from its upper and lower boundaries. The 
lower boundary of the top cell is calculated as being midway between the center of the top 
cell and the center of the cell below the top cell. 
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=  î  ( N Z  ) .3^(^)-Z-(NZ-1) 
,op 2 
The boundary cell is simply defined to have a depth equal to one-fourth of the total 
model height, hence the top of the boundary cell is defined. The mid-point of the boundary 
cell, the mass below, local gravitational acceleration of the base, mean molecular mass are all 
calculated as before. The temperature comes directiy from the input file. If a coronal 
temperature is desired, that will be specified, otherwise this variable will have zero value 
(see routine input). In the latter case, the temperature of the upper boundary is set to be 
equal to the temperature of the top cell. 
ckappa( 1,1 ,nz+l)=xkappa 
zbot( 1,1 ,nz+ l)=(3*z(nz)-z(nz-l))/2. 
zbot( 1.1 ,nz+2)=zbot( 1,1 ,nz+l)+(zbot( 1,1 ,nz+l)-zbot( 1,1, l))/4. 
z(nz+ l)=(zbot( 1,1 ,nz+l)+zbot( 1,1 ,nz+2))/2. 
submas(nz+ l)=submas(nz)+fourpi*r( 1,1 ,nz)*r( 1, l,nz)* 
a (zbot( 1,1 ,nz+l)-zbot( 1,1 ,nz))*rho( 1,1 ,nz) 
d2zbdt( 1,1 ,nz+ l)=-g*submas(nz+ l)/(rstar+zbot( 1, l,nz+l))"2 
xmu( 1,1 ,nz+l)=xmu 1 
if (tcorna.eq.O) tcorna=t( 1,1 ,nz) 
t(l, l,nz+l)=tcorna 
The pressure of this cell can now be calculated and compared to the desired 'coronal' 
pressure as declared in the input file. This calculation is slightly different to previous 
calculations because optical depth is not known. Using the equation of hydrostatic 
equilibrium again I — — = — g  p  j , it is possible to integrate over the two half-cells (the top 
\ d z  J  
half of the top cell and the lower half of the boundary cell), using the local gravity at the 
boundary (boundary values have a subscript b). 
P  - P  
*=-gP.vzM 
'.vz-rt Z b  
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Adding these gives 
P N Z - l ~  P N Z ~ ~ &  i ^ P S Z ^  1  ^  Z N Z ^  l  P s Z ^  Z y z )  
and substituting for density 
Psz,i| l + S^ kT \ = P nz- S P szA z xz 
n 
PSZ S Psz^ Z.VZ 
> P N Z , i  =  
t , & » A z s z - i  
^VZW 
pg( 1,1 ,nz+ l)=(pg( 1,1 ,nz)+d2zbdt( 1,1 ,nz+l)*rho( 1,1 ,nz)* 
a (zbot( 1,1 ,nz+ l)-z(nz))) / 
b ( 1 -d2zbdt( 1, l,nz+ l)*xmu( 1,1 ,nz+ l)*(z(nz+ l)-zbot( 1,1 ,nz+1))/ 
c (cgask*t(l,l,nz+l))) 
We already know that the pressure in the top cell was greater than the target pressure. 
For a complete model, we want this pressure to be less than the target pressure - this ensures 
that the pressure is equal to the target pressure somewhere around the top of the top cell. If 
this pressure is too large, so was the pressure at the photosphere: the solution requires 
another iteration. 
290 if (pg( 1,1 ,nz+ l).gt.(pcorna/cgs 1)) then 
write (2,1040) pg(l,l,nz+l),nz+l 
iter=iter+1 
phigh=pg( 1,1,nzps) 
ptemp = pg( 1,1,nzps) - pg(l,l,nz)/2. 
if (ptemp.lt.plow) ptemp = (pg(l,l,nzps)+plow)/2. 
pg( 1,1 ,nzps)=ptemp 
go to 150 
end if 
At this point, the solution is complete. The remaining parameters are calculated for the 
upper boundary cell and then all parameters for cells below the photosphere, in much the 
same way as for above the photosphere. 
[appendix 4.29] 
The next step is to generate the array for looking up gravitational field strengths at 
various heights. The calibration runs from half way through the lower boundary all the way 
through to the top of the upper boundary. ZBASE is the radius where Z=0, ZSCALE is the 
height of each calibration, ZBASEG is the radius at the bottom of the calibrated atmosphere 
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and ZBASCL is the number of zones it would take to get to ZBASEG from the center of the 
star, in increments of size ZSCALE. Then some position z will be in zone 
z+ZBASE 
ZSCALE 
-ZBASCL 
400 zl=(zbot( 1,1,0)+zbot( 1,1,1)1/2. 
z2=zbot(l,l,nz+2) 
zd=z2-zl 
zbase=rstar 
zscale=zd/(izmax-1.) 
zbaseg=z1+rstar 
zbascl=zbaseg/zscale 
Suppose we have a model broken into zones as shown in figure 4.34. The location of 
the gravity calibration is shown in dotted lines. 
Figure 4.34 
Example location of zones relative to calibrated gravity locations. 
In order to calculate the field strength, we must know the mass below each level. 
However, we know the mass below each cell, and we know the density of each cell. 
Identifying in which cell each level lies makes this an easy task. 
410 itest=0 
write (14,*) 'gravity calibration: \izmax,' values' 
write (14,*) '# cell radius submass g' 
do i= 1 .izmax 
zcalib=(i-l)*zscale+zl 
430 if(zcalib.gt.zbot(l,l,itest+l).and.itest.lt.nz+l) then 
itest=itest+1 
go to 430 
endif 
rcalib=rstar+zcalib 
sbmass=submas(itest)+fourpi*rcalib*rcalib* 
a (zcalib-zbot{ 1,1 ,itest))*rho( 1,1 .itest) 
grvpot(i)=-g*sbmass/(zscale*(i+zbascl-l)) 
write (14,1000) i,itest,rcalib,sbmass,grvpot(i) 
enddo 
Although each cell already has a field strength calculated, it is re-calculated here in a 
manner consistent with the method used later in the code, using a linear interpolation 
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between the values at the two closest calibrated heights. 
do k=0,nz+l 
xz=(rstar+z(k))/zscale-zbascl+1. 
iz=int(xz) 
ifliz.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt( 1,1 ,k)=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz.lt. 1) then 
gravpt( 1,1 ,k)=grvpot( 1) 
else 
xzl=xz-iz 
gravpt( 1,1 ,k)=( 1. —xz 1 ) *grvpot(iz)+xz 1 *grvpot(iz+1 ) 
endif 
enddo 
To wrap up the routine, a variable ZDATUM is defined to be the bottom of the bottom 
cell. This is the location of the driver, the height of which is defined as a distance above or 
below ZDATUM. A summary of the static atmosphere is written to file static_atmos, then 
the values from column (1,1) are copied into all of the other columns. 
[appendix 4.30] 
The format statements are found in Appendix 4.31. 
4.16.2 Static physical 
This routine works in much the same way as Static_optical, with the exception of the 
complex iterations. This is a much simpler code to follow and is listed in its entirety for 
reference in Appendix 4.32. 
Initially, the desired levels, TAUO and TAU 1 are assigned to be the bottom of cell 2 and 
the top of cell nz. The rest of the cells are divided so that they all have the same height. 
Then, at line 80, a search is carried out to identify the cell containing z=0. It is desirable to 
have this level at a cell boundary, so the location of that cell's base is found and that value 
subtracted from all of the calculated boundaries. Note that since this value is negative, 
subtracting it effectively raises the value of all the boundaries. Then the desired upper limit 
is contained within cell NZ, and the desired lower boundary is below cell 2. However, 
adding another cell underneath cell 2 of the same size is guaranteed to contain that desired 
value. 
At line 100, the variables for the photo spheric cell (that cell with a base at z=0) are 
calculated, then the cell above (and consequently all cells above that) at line 200. The 
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pressure involoves a little manipulation, but is relatively straightforward. Take two cells, 
subscript 1 sitting on top of subscript 0. The cell pressures should be defined at the 
midpoints of the cells. Using hydrostatic equilibrium, 
dP 
— = ~ P S  
dz 
and realizing that both cells have the same height, we can write that 
n Az Az 
P a = P i  + P l S — + P 0 S 0 —  ' 
although this is not yet solve-able without the density of both cells. However, we can 
link the pressure and density from the ideal gas law and write 
u p 
1 
_L , with T known from the temperature distribution. P r - kT l  
Now we can write the pressure in the upper cell as 
Az 
P  o S 0  —  
P i = P o  = 
k T l  2 
At line 300, the cells below the photosphere are calculated. There is a new problem 
associated with going downwards, namely in order to obtain the temperature, the optical 
depth must be known, which implies knowledge of the mass density. In this situation, the 
pressure term is formed less accurately by using the density and gravity for the cell above all 
the way from the midpoint of the cell above to the midpoint of the cell in question. The 
density is obtained from the ideal gas law, using the temperature of the cell above. Line 400 
sets up the gravity calibration, line 700 writes out the static atmosphere and line 800 copies 
the one calculated cell into all of the other cells in the same level. 
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4.17 Tstep 
This routine calculates the largest safe timestep for progression of the code. 
subroutine tstep (pl,tstp,vdrve2) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/inptstp" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/stathyd" 
include "common/tstpsum" 
integer loctst(4) 
real p 1 ,tstp 
double precision vdrve2(nx,ny) 
There are several criteria that must be satisfied for the code to run smoothly. The first is 
input by the user, the desired number of steps per cycle, or minimum time resolution. Other 
criteria (detailed later) determine the value of the variable DT, which has units of [Time 2] 
and represents the square of the timestep. 
While the first minimum time step can easily be calculated, it will be easier to compare 
it to the other criteria if it is also squared. 
Variables LOCTST(l-3) designate the x-position, y-position and z-position 
respectively of the cell responsible for the limiting timestep. LOCST(4) designated which 
criteria was used. These are summarized at the end of the run. 
For this first criterion, LOCTST(l-3) are given values of zero, since no one cell is 
responsible. 
tstp=(p l/nstpmn)**2 
loctst(l)=0 
loctst(2)=0 
loctst(3)=0 
loctst(4)= 1 
The well known Courant Condition states that the timestep cannot be so large that a 
signal could travel all of the way through a cell within one timestep. This ensures that each 
cell 'feels' and responds to all dynamic events and does not allow these events to either 
decay or explode unnaturally. The courant number (CCT, entered in file input) determines 
how stringently this condition should be applied. A value of 0.5, for example, ensures that 
the timestep must be less than one half of the sound crossing time. CCT must be less than 
one. 
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The next two criteria check the Courant Condition in the horizontal and in the vertical 
direction. Start by creating a loop to pass through each column. VU is used in the 4th 
criterion. 
Now, scan each column in the vertical direction. For each cell, determine the speed of 
sound (squared) with respect to the fluid, the horizontal extent of the cell (this changes with 
radius in spherical symmetry) and the vertical extent of the cell. The sound crossing time is 
simply the cell dimension divided by the speed of sound, but the local speed of sound will be 
a sum of the local sound speed relative to the fluid and the local fluid speed. Obviously, this 
will be a maximum in whatever direction the fluid is traveling the fastest. Therefore, we set 
up a variable velmax (which at the moment is actually a momentum-squared) and test the 
three horizontal directions to find the maximum value. Note that since velmax is equal to the 
square of the momentum, it is independent of the +/- sign associated with direction. 
do k=l,nz 
csound=gamma(i,j1k)*pg(i,j,k)/rho(i,j,k) 
dx=(dxbot(ij,k)+dxbot(i,j,k+l))/2. 
dz=zbot(i,j,k+ l)-zbot(i,j,k) 
velmax=xmom( 1 ,i,j,k)**2 
if (xmom(2,i,j,k)**2.gt. velmax) velmax=xmom(2,i,j,k)**2 
if (xmom(3,i,j,k)**2.gt.velmax) velmax=xmom(3,i,j,k)**2 
Once the fastest direction has been determined, change velmax into a velocity-squared. 
The next step involves a trick, the timestep must be less than some multiple a of the the 
sound crossing time, so can be written as 
but we are searching for the square of the sound crossing time. However, we can compare 
the two speeds, i.e. the maximum fluid speed and the sound speed and write 
This latter restriction on the timestep is actually more constraining than the real courant 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
vu=vdrve2(i,j) 
Hv.J) 
Ax 
. , , Ax , Ax 
At'<cC-. Z 2  .  - t  I  I  .  2  \  /  > , , 2  ( C 2+2C \ V  l+v2  ) (4V2 ) 
\ | mac | m a x /  \  m a x )  
where V ^ = m a x { c ,  vmJ . 
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condition and will therefore guarantee stability. 
velmax=velmax/ (xmass (i,j ,k)**2) 
if (velmax.lt.csound) ve!max=csound 
dt=(dx*cct) "2/ (4*velmax) 
If this condition produces a more stringent requirement on the time step, change the 
value of the time step and assign values to show how and where it was calculated. 
if (dt.lt.tstp) then 
tstp=dt 
loctst(l)=i 
loctst(2)=j 
loctst(3)=k 
loctst(4)=2 
endif 
In the vertical direction, since the boundaries are free to move, the time taken to 
propagate a signal from the lower boundary to the upper boundary is more complicated. The 
time will still be given by distance divided by speed, but since the upper boundary is 
moving, that distance depends on how long it takes to propagate the signal. 
= d 
c + v " c + v — v : c « 
where vz is the fluid velocity, and vu is the velocity of the upper boundary. Of course, if 
the upper boundary is moving with velocity greater than c with respect to the fluid, then this 
answer becomes negative. In this case, any value for the time step will satisfy the Courant 
condition as there is an infinite transmission time; the lower boundary will never be able to 
communicate with the upper boundary. If this time is negative, therefore, this criterion will 
not be important in the courant-constraint on the timestep. 
Similarly, the time taken for a signal to propagate from the upper boundary to the lower 
boundary would be given by 
Az 
c -v ;  + v ,  
Then the Courant condition (assuming that both times are positive) stipulates that 
At«xmin(Atlu,Atul)=(x — -=<x-
max ( c  +  v  —v , c—v +  v . )  c + maxiv -v  ,v , -vJ  \  *  u  Z  I '  x  C  u  I  Z '  
First then, we must define the velocities of the upper and lower boundaries. These will 
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be denoted, respectively, VU and VD. Since we are scanning upwards through the column, 
VD takes the previously calculated value for VU and a new value is calculated for VU. The 
fluid velocity is also easily obtained from the momentum and mass. 
vd=vu 
vu=2*pzbot(i,j,k+ l)/(xmass(i,j,k)+xmass(i,j,k+1)) 
vz=(xmom(4,i,j,k)/xmass(i,j,k)) 
The next step is to determine which of the two velocity differences is larger. 
300 velmax=vz-vu 
if (velmax.lt.vd-vz) velmax=vd-vz 
If both of the velocity differences are negative, I will move on to the next criterion 
(which will almost certainly determine the timestep in this case). Otherwise, I will use the 
same trick that I used in the horizontal case and compare the maximum of those two velocity 
differences to the sound speed, then assign whichever is the greater to the variable velmax. 
First, remember to convert velmax into a velocity-squared. The new maximum allowable 
timestep is compared to the current time step as before. 
if (velmax.lt.O) go to 400 
velmax=velmax**2 
if (velmax.lt.csound] velmax=csound 
dt=(dz*cct)**2/(4*velmax) 
if (dt.lt.tstp) then 
tstp=dt 
loctst(l)=i 
loctst(2)=j 
loctst(3)=k 
loctst(4)=3 
endif 
The fourth criterion is that the cell volume not be permitted to change by more than a 
factor of 25% in compression, or 33% in expansion within one time step. 
The time required to compress a cell by 25% can easily be calculated. 
vrv^'=\v . 
v
= ( z u - z d ) A  , •~~=(vii—vrf) A 
dt 
A < = -
Similarly, for an expansion by 33% if the upper boundary has a higher velocity than the 
lower boundary, 
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A t = -
3(vu-vJ 
400 dv=4*(vd-vu) 
if (vu.gt.vd) dv=3*(vu-vd) 
dt=(dz/dv)**2 
if (dt.It.tstp) then 
tstp=dt 
loctst(l]=i 
loctst(2)=j 
loctst(3)=k 
loctst(4)=4 
endif 
The fifth criterion is based on acceleration of the fluid in the horizontal plane. 
Classically, the limit is that At^, where 1 is some characteristic length and a is the 
acceleration. However, in this code, it makes more sense to use a rate of change of 
momentum in place of acceleration, so that we can constrain the timestep when large mass 
movements are underway as well. In this case, I will use 
I m A x  .  - ,  m  A x  
r¥~ = T 
This must be satisfied for all three horizontal directions, so first compare those 
directions, then use the above equation and compare the new restriction to the old value for 
the timestep as before. 
500 dmmmax=abs(dmmdtx( 1 ,i ,j,k)) 
if[abs(dmmdtx(2, i.j, k)). lt.dmmmax) 
a dmmmax=abs(dmmdtx(2 ,i,j, k)) 
iflabs (dmmdtx(3 ,i,j,k]).lt. dmmmax) 
a dmmmax=abs(dmmdtx(3 ,i,j ,k)) 
dt=dx*xmass (i,j, k)/dmmmax 
if (dt.It.tstp) then 
tstp=dt 
loctst(l)=i 
loctst(2)=j 
loctst(3)=k 
loctst(4)=5 
endif 
Doing the same in the vertical direction is a little more difficult, because there are more 
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terms when considering the acceleration. One of those is the pressure gradient that will 
accelerate the entire cell. While the gas pressure is well defined, the viscous pressure is not 
defined in cells 0 or nz+1. 
iftk.eq. 1) then 
q0=0. 
else 
qO=q(i,j,k-l) 
endif 
iflk.eq.nz) then 
ql=0. 
else 
ql=q(i,j,k+l) 
endif 
Now the timestep is calculated by considering all possible influences - the pressure 
differences, the acceleration (calculated at the upper and lower boundaries) due to gravity 
and other forces not depending on the fluid, and the z—momentum advected in the horizontal 
direction. The absolute value of this combination is taken so that the square of the timestep 
does not become negative. This value is also compared to the most stringent value for the 
timestep. 
„  m A z  
A { A P ± A Q ) + m y a u b * a , b j + p  
dt=dz*xmass(i,j ,k) / 
a abs((.8660254*dx*dx*(pg(i,j,k-l)-pg(i,j,k+ l)+qO-ql))+ 
b (xmass(ij,k)/2.)*(d2zbdt{i,j,k)+d2zbdt(ij,k+l))+ 
c dmmdtx(4,i,j,k)) 
if (dt.It.tstp) then 
tstp=dt 
loctst(l)=i 
loctst(2)=j 
loctst(3)=k 
loctst(4)=6 
endif 
The seventh requirement is based on the advection of internal energy. Throughout the 
code, internal energy is the remnant after kinetic and potential are accounted for. When 
large fluid motions are present, it is easy to finish with an artificial large (or small) remnant 
if too much fluid is permitted to move in one timesep. Therefore, this value is also kept in 
check. A limit of 20% of the internal energy of a cell can be advected in any time step 
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• (,2ssi) 
700 dt=(0.2*(pg(i,j,k)*xmass(i,j,k)/ 
a (rho(i,j,k)*(gamma(i,j,k)-l)))/deidtx(i,j,k))"2 
if (dt.It.tstp) then 
tstp=dt 
loctst(l)=i 
loctst(2)=j 
loctst(3)=k 
loctst(4)=7 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
enddo 
Now take the square root of TSTP to obtain the actual time step. 
tstp=sqrt(tstp) 
A running total is kept of which cells have forced the time step and why. Also, a 
minimum and a maximum time step for the run is kept. 
n umts t=n umts t+1 
numlcx(loctst( l))=numlcx(loctst( 1))+1 
numlcy(loctst(2))=numlcy(loctst(2))+l 
numlcz(loctst(3))=numlcz(loctst(3))+1 
numtyp(loctst(4))=numtyp(loctst(4))+1 
if (tstp.lt.tstpsm) tstpsm=tstp 
if (tstp.gt.tstplg) tstplg=tstp 
return 
end 
4.18 Write 
This routine creates all of the data files. It is called as scheduled in file input. 
[appendix 4.331 
NNWRIT counts the number of times that routine Write has been called. It is used in 
Write_model to trim the plot data files to the correct length. 
There are several different files that all show different variables, or different views. 
IYCENT identifies the y-coordinate of the center of the principal driver. This is used for 
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viewing in the x—z plane. Whenever output is for the x—z plane, it is for that plane with this 
y—value. Output in the x-y plane is usually the plane designated by z=l. 
nnwrit=nnwrit+1 
iycent=ycent( 1) 
The following lines identify unit numbers and make it a little easier to read the code. 
zpl=I8 
timepl=l9 
plpl=20 
pxypl=21 
pxzpl=22 
ppsxy=25 
txzpl=32 
txypl=31 
tpspl=33 
vxxypl=41 
vzxypl=43 
vxxzpl=46 
vzxzpl=48 
pslopl=55 
ZPL Outputs the heights of cells in the x-z plane 
TIMEPL Output of principal phase 
PI PL Pressure of rows one and two only in the x-z plane (useful for 
viewing the wave propagation in time) 
PXYPL Pressure in the x-y plane 
PXZPL Pressure in the x-z plane 
PPSXY Photospheric pressure in the x-y plane 
TXZPL Temperature in the x-z plane 
TXYPL Temperature in the x-y plane 
TPSPL Photospheric temperature in the x-y plane 
VXXYPL X-velocity in the x-y plane 
VZXYPL Z-velocity in the x-y plane 
VXXZPL X-velocity in the x-z plane 
VZXZPL Z-velocity in the x-z plane 
PSLOPL Photosphere z-location in the x-z plane 
The structure of the do loops that follow is described in routine Print, although the 
incremental spacing is given by WRTINC instead of PRTTNC. With that information, it is 
fairly straightforward to see how variables are written 
[appendix 4.34] 
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4.19 Write cvcle summary 
This routine writes a summary of a principle cycle, as scheduled by file input. It is not 
currently used and undeveloped. 
subroutine wrt_c_s ummary 
print Vwrite cycle-summary called' 
return 
end 
4.20 Write ini 
This routine writes important information about the initialization of the run. It is 
undeveloped as I have found almost no use for it yet. 
subroutine write_lni 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/state" 
open (unit=81 ,file='initialization',status='unknown') 
do i= 1 ,nx 
doj= 1 ,ny 
write (81,*) (t(i,j,k),k=l,nz) 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
end 
4.21 Write model 
This routine writes a complete summary of the model, suitable for restarting at some 
later time (by issuing the restart command). All subsequent data generation, following the 
restart, will be appended to the current data files. Format statements are located in the 
common file Common/model Jbrmat. 
[appendix 4.35] 
In other routines, the next-call value is calculated at the end. Here though, it must be at 
the front of the program, as it will be written with the model. 
wmnext=wmnext+wmdinc 
With the exception of a few lines towards the end, everything is written to file 
MODEL_OUTPUT. This file is opened, written and then closed within this routine. There 
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follows the list of all variables that will be written to this file. Statements formatted with 
lines 1000-1099 contain variables from the common routines, in alphabetical order. 
Statements formatted with lines 1100-1199 contain variables that are passed directly from 
main. 
[appendix 4.361 
A second, much smaller, file is also written. This contains the names of all of the plot 
output files, along with the number of lines that have been written to each file at this time. 
Suppose that a model output is written at some time tt and then the code generates an error at 
some later time t2. The data files will contain data all the way up to point t2, so when the 
code is restarted (from time tt), the data between times t[ and t2 will be repeated. To avoid 
this, there is a command in the restart script that reads 
awk '{systemf "head -" 52 " " $ I "> Temp/" $1 ";mv Temp/" $1 " " SI)}' plodinenum 
This command basically reads file plodinenum (unit 95 below). The first column in this 
file is a list of filenames, the second is the number of lines that that file should have (at time 
ti). A basic synopsis of this command is: 
awk '{ sysiemf 
Use awk to look at each line in turn, giving a system command for each. 
"head-" S2 "" SI "> 
Take the top [value from column 2] lines from the data file and make a new file in a 
Temp/" SI mv 
temporary directory (with the same name) containing these lines. Then move 
Temp/" SI "" SI )}' plodinenum 
this new file back to its original position. Do this on all records in plodinenum 
[appendix 4.37] 
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4.22 Write run summary 
This routine writes a summary of events during the entire run 
subroutine wrt_r_s ummary 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/tstpsum" 
print '."writing run-summary as scheduled.' 
open (unit=91 ,file='summary_run',status='unknown') 
At the moment, it writes out -
• the number of time steps 
• the smallest and largest time steps 
• how often the time step has been determined by -
the number of steps (time resolution) criterion, 
the Courant Condition in the horizontal direction, 
the Courant Condition in the vertical direction, 
the minimum volume change criterion, 
the horizontal acceleration criterion, 
the vertical acceleration criterion, 
the rate of flow of energy in the horizontal direction criterion. 
• the location and frequency with which particular cells determined the time step 
x-values 
y-values 
z-values 
[appendix 4.38] 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
RESULTS 
This chapter describes the results of a series of tests of the code. The code itself 
incorporates two innovative features: (a) it combines a horizontal Eulerian formulation with a 
vertical Lagrangian formulation, and (b) it uses hexagonal cells in the horizontal plane. 
Since the intent is to use this to track the development of shock waves in stellar and solar 
models, tests were run both for low-amplitude acoustic waves and for highly nonlinear shock 
waves, and for both single event "explosions' and periodically driven boundary conditions. 
Great care has been taken in the handling of the co-ordinate system; this is non-orthogonal in 
the horizontal plane as the x- and y- axes represent directions 60 degrees apart. Although 
this does not cause a conflict in any of the figures presented here, it is a point with which the 
reader should be familiar. For more detailed information on this axis system, see the code 
details, section 4.4. The two axes are shown graphically in figure 5.4b, with the x-axis 
labeled "2" and the y-axis labeled "1". 
Section 5.1 briefly describes some of the initial qualitative tests that were used as 
building blocks for the following sections. Section 5.2 reviews the tests used to demonstrate 
isotropy of the propagation of single waves through the model. Section 5.3 covers the tests 
of shock-wave propagation. For the tests in sections 5.1-5.3, an atmosphere based on 
parameters typical of the terrestrial atmosphere was used. For most of the tests in sections 
5.2 and 5.3, the horizontal and vertical effects are isolated from each other as much as 
possible by creating suitable boundary and initial conditions. This allows a study of how the 
Eulerian horizontal code and Lagrangian vertical code work independently. 
The purpose of the tests in sections 5.1-5.3 is to check whether (a) waves propagate in 
all directions with equal ease and proper speeds; and (b) whether the cell sizes or boundary 
conditions produce undesirable artifacts. Both small amplitude sound waves and large 
amplitude shock waves will be tested because the code needs to be able to handle both kinds 
of waves appropriately in its intended use. The results in sections 5.1, 5.2 are mainly 
qualitative, while more quantitative analysis appears in sections 5.3 (and 5.4). 
Section 5.4 examines the response of a solar-type atmosphere to a barrage of periodic 
drivers of various shapes, magnitudes and, most importantly, periods. Section 5.5 contains a 
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miscellaneous collection of potentially interesting, preliminary results that may require 
further study. 
The individual tests are labeled with a T or S for Terrestrial or Solar -type atmosphere, 
followed by P[period, in seconds], D [physical extent of periodic driver] and any special 
features. Alternatively, if the model is triggered with an explosion, the label would be T/S, 
X[physical extent of the 'explosion'] and any special features. If the explosion is not 
symmetric, the major characteristics will all be given. For example, a name TP10D5_nograv 
would refer to a model of a terrestrial-type atmosphere driven with a period of 10 seconds 
and a driver covering 5 cells in the x- and y-directions. The special feature of this run is that 
gravity has been turned off. SX(x8z3) would be a solar run triggered by an explosion that 
covered 8 cells in the x- and y-directions and 3 cells in the vertical direction. 
Throughout these tests, drivers are usually circular on the horizontal plane, and all 
drivers and explosions are usually centered at the center of the horizontal plane. Exceptions 
are noted. 
Neither the terrestrial nor solar type atmosphere are intended to simulate their respective 
real atmospheres; they simply provide parameters on which the atmosphere is built. These 
parameters are described in the table below, as they appear in the input file; exceptions to 
these are detailed for each individual test. The assumption of an ideal gas is used throughout. 
The adiabatic constant is a parameter that can be set at the start of the code. A truly 
isothermal variation would have y=l. Incorporation of time dependent cooling into the code 
is an important goal. 
Table 5.1 
Initial Model Parameters 
Parameter Terrestrial Solar 
Effective temperature (temperature at zero altitude) (K) 300 5800 
Mass (Solar Masses) 3.8x10-6 1 
Radius of zero altitude (photosphere) (Solar radii) l.OxlO- 1 
Pressure at zero altitude (Photospheric pressure) (dyn cm'2) 1.013xl06 8.9x10* 
Molecular Weight 30.11 1.99 
Adiabatic constant 1.4 1.67 
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5.1 Initial Tests 
The initial tests of the code were run during development to ensure that the code was not 
doing something totally unexpected. These tests were typically run on a terrestrial-type 
atmosphere (see table 5.1 above), although the parameters were changed occasionally to test 
for other situations. Detailed quantitative results were not important at this time, these are 
presented in later sections. Data from two runs representative of these tests are presented 
pictorially in figures 5.1 and 5.2. Both figures comprise a sequence of frames (or 
"snapshots'), showing the model response at known times. 
Some quantitative tests were included in this barrage, including tests for conservation of 
momentum, mass and energy during propagation, and during regridding operations. The 
initial tests also included checks that low-amplitude pressure waves were propagating at the 
parameters were tested (with the terrestrial-type atmosphere and solar-type atmosphere at the 
extreme ends), and plots similar to figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5 used to determine the wave 
speeds. To within the small uncertainties associated with identification of the actual location 
of a pressure wave, all of the tests returned expected results. 
For the two runs presented in figure 5.1 and 5.2, the horizontal extent of each cell is 
250m and the model extends to a height of 10km over 20 cells. The acoustic cutoff 
frequency for this model (discussed in section 5.4 and exclusively in Appendix 1.7) has a 
value of 0(102)s. For propagation of linear acoustic waves, the wave period must be less 
than this value. Hence a period of 10 seconds was selected. A period of 10s on a terrestrial 
atmosphere is also easy to visualize, an important quality in initial testing. The driving 
amplitude for both runs was set to 0.3km; this gives a maximum velocity of the driving 
boundary of a little more than one half of the local sound speed. 
5.1.1 Horizontal Motions (Figure 5.1) 
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the horizontal propagation and the effect of the periodic, or 
wrap-around, boundary conditions. The lower boundary is driven with a sinusoidal variation 
in time at a location just off the center -towards the origin - of the 30x30 horizontal grid. The 
local sound speed, given analytically by A wide variety of atmospheric 
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driver typically takes the shape of a vertically-truncated ellipsoid. For this test, the 
truncation was minimal and the footprint circular; the footprint was tightly constrained to 
cover approximately 2-3 cells in any horizontal direction. More details on the structure of 
this driver can be found in the code description, section 4.3. 
Up to frame 47, the effects of the periodic driver can be seen propagating towards the 
edges of the computational domain, maintaining their circular appearance. Because of the 
shape of the domain (see figure 4.15), the wave reaches the left and right corners in these 
images (top left, bottom right in figure 4.15) before it reaches the top and bottom comers 
(bottom left, top right in figure 4.15). Furthermore, because the driver is slightly off-
centered, the waves reach the lower corner before the upper corner. 
Starting with frame 41, the effects of the periodic boundary condition are evident. As 
the wave propagates through the "South-East" and "South-West" edges, it re-appears at the 
"North-West" and "North-East" edges respectively. By frame 53, the entire domain has been 
covered by the first waves and the 'incoming' waves from the boundaries start to interfere 
with the original 'outgoing' waves, still propagating towards the upper corner. 
By frame 65, the interference patterns are very noticeable and by frame 77 become the 
dominant feature and clearly shows the hexagonal structure of the model. This is not a 
numerical artifact, but is caused by the wrap-around or periodic boundary conditions. See 
also sections 4.4 and 5.2.1 for more discussion on boundaries. These conditions effectively 
simulate the effect of having identical oscillations at six equidistant points surrounding the 
central oscillation and located outside the computational domain. It is the interference of 
these six waves with the wave produced by the "central' oscillation that produces the 
complex interference patterns seen in frames 77,83 and 89. 
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Figure 5.1 (page 1 of 3) 
Pressure vs. position in the horizontal (x,y) plane for model TP10D3_offcent, for frames 
32,41,47. The horizontal plane is located immediately above the driving boundary (cells 
with z=l). The frame numbers indicate the relative time between each image; each 
increment in frame number corresponds to roughly one second. The driver is off-centered 
slightly towards the origin and has a period of 10 seconds (approximately 10 frames). 
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Figure 5.1 (continued -page 2 of 3) 
Pressure vs. position in the horizontal (x,y) plane for model TP10D3_offcent, for frames 
53,59,65. 
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Figure 5.1 (continued -page 3 of 3) 
Pressure vs. position in the horizontal (x,y) plane for model TP10D3_offcent, for frames 
77,83,89. 
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5.1.2 Vertical Motions (Figure 5.2) 
Figure 5.2 demonstrates the vertical propagation and the effect of regridding the model. 
Due to the Eulerian-Lagrangian combination, it is common to find cells that cover very small 
vertical distances, while others cover very large distances. In a simple Lagrangian system, 
this is often associated with high pressures and low pressures respectively and the cells can 
usually be expected to re-size themselves automatically. However, because fluid can flow 
out of the sides of the cells in this model, these height variations may go uncorrected without 
direct intervention. An additional problem arises when strong waves push up the outer layers 
of the model to heights beyond the numerical bounds. At this point, the extended cell must 
be trimmed to keep it within those bounds. Either one of these situations will result in the 
boundaries in one or more columns being redefined, usually two cells at a time. More 
information on the regridding operations can be found in the code details, sections 4.10-4.15. 
The driver for this run (TP10D17) is very much broader than that seen in figure 5.1; it 
covers a circular footprint approximately 17 cell widths in diameter, with a circular plateau 
approximately 5 cell widths in diameter truncating the ellipsoid. The horizontal grid is 
reduced to 20x20 cells, still 250m across. 
The first image shows the initial condition, with high pressure at the bottom falling off 
through the atmosphere. By frame 6, the driver is underway; it has reached the peak and the 
high pressure wave it created is starting to separate from the boundary. In frame 13 the first 
wave is already almost half way through the atmosphere and the driving boundary has 
reached its lowest point. In frame 18, the second wave is forming; by frame 30 the first wave 
has reached the top of the atmosphere. 
Subsequent waves propagating to the top of the atmosphere gradually start to lift the 
upper cells. By frame 69, these upper cells are getting close to the upper limit of the 
computational domain. In frames 77 and 95, the effect of the regridding can be seen; the 
upper cells were lifted above the domain of the model and were split or discarded 
completely, resulting in a new upper boundary layer being created. 
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Figure 5.2 (page 1 of 2) 
Pressure vs. position in a vertical plane (x-z) for model TP10D17, for frames 1,6,13,18. 
The plane is taken from the center of the model (y=10). Pressure is shown in color 
(blue=low, red=high). The abscissa represents height in the atmosphere, while the ordinate 
axis represents horizontal position. The frame numbers give an indication of the relative 
time between each image; each frame corresponds to roughly one second. The driver is 
centered at the center of the x-y plane and has a period of 10 seconds (approximately 10 
frames). 
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5.2 Detailed Testing of Isotropy 
The purpose of this section is to specifically test whether waves propagate in all 
directions with equal ease. Section 5.2.1 tests the propagation in a horizontal plane and 5.2.2 
the propagation in a vertical plane 
5.2.1 Isotropic Propagation in the Horizontal Plane 
The purpose of this analysis is to test whether a spherical wave will propagate 
isotropically in the horizontal directions, or if there is a preferred direction. Given the novel 
hexagonal grid and non-orthogonal co-ordinate system used in the horizontal plane, it is vital 
to establish that the propagation of waves is not dependent upon direction. 
Since only the horizontal direction is being studied, the background gradients - which 
are prevalent in the vertical direction - will have minimal effects. It should be remembered 
that this does not model a planar shock, which is studied more in section 5.3.1. The shock in 
this section is permitted to expand in all direction, producing a hemispherical shock. 
For this model (TX(x4zl)), a terrestrial-type atmosphere was used (see parameters in 
table 5.1, page 227). This has an ambient temperature of 300K and pressure similar to that at 
sea level of 1.0xl05Pa. Ideal gas relations are assumed, with an adiabatic constant of 1.4. 
The horizontal extent of each cell is 250m and the model extends to a height of 10km over 20 
cells. The overall grid dimensions are 40x40x20. 
Rather than use an oscillating driver, this test was excited by a simulated explosion. The 
explosion increases the pressure and temperature in a cylindrical region approximately 4 cell 
widths in diameter and restricted to the bottom layer of the model. This produces a single 
pulse (with small subsequent ripples) and allows the propagation of the wave to be studied 
without the interference of previous oscillations. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the propagation pattern. These show that the propagation is 
isotropic in the horizontal plane. Figure 5.3 demonstrates that the features remain isotropic 
over time in a sequence of four frames. Figure 5.4 confirms the isotropy apparent in figure 
5.3 by plotting the pressure variation in each of six directions for the second frame from 
figure 5.3. 
Note that the latter 2 frames of figure 5.3 show waves propagating in from the edges, a 
consequence of the "wrap-around" or "periodic" boundary condition. More details on the 
boundary condition can be found in section 4.4, figures 4.15 and 4.16. 
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Figure 5.3 
Pressure (left side) and temperature (right side) plotted in relief (abscissa) on the 
horizontal (x-y) plane characterized by z=l (lowest cells in the model) as a shock wave 
(Mach 2.2) propagates out through the medium. Data is from run TX(x4zl ) 
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Figure 5.4a 
A linear plot of Pressure against position in the six directions shown in figure 5.4b. The 
first three plots are the three principal direction through adjoining cells. The last two plots 
represent two of the secondary directions along the cell boundaries. The fourth plot 
represents an arbitrarily chosen tertiary direction. The time of this plot corresponds to the 
second frame of figure 5.3, approximately 5 seconds. Data is from run TX(x4zl). 
Figure 5.4b 
The six directions represented in figure 5.4a. The principal directions are shown as solid 
lines, the secondary directions as dashed lines. From a reference cell (0), the target cells are 
shown (1-6) for each direction. 
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In figure 5.5, the propagation of the shock is displayed on a time-distance plane. 
Constant speed is characterized by a straight leading edge; a straight leading edge with a 
straight ridge-line demonstrates constant speed and constant amplitude. Clearly, once 
established, both are roughly constant over the duration of the test. 
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Figure 5.5 
Pressure plotted in relief as a function of time and position. The model contains 40 cells 
in the horizontal direction, each 250m across. Cell numbers 1-40 represent these 40 cells in 
the layer z=l, cell numbers 41-80 represents the 40 cells in the layer z=2. The horizontal 
extent of each cell is significantly smaller than the vertical extent. It can be seen that there is 
no propagation into the layer z=2. Data is from run TX(x4zl). 
In figure 5.6, the velocity, pressure, density and temperature fluctuations are plotted for 
a cut through the model for one instant of time (about 2 seconds into the run). This figure 
shows that all variables respond simultaneously to the passing shock wave. Additional 
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testing can be carried out from this figure; the amplitudes of the post-shock to pre-shock 
ratios can be compared with those expected from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations (see 
Appendix 1.8). 
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Velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. position at 
time t=10s. Density, pressure and temperature values are ratios to the initial, pre-shock, 
values taken at the start of the run. The velocity ratio is the pre-shock value divided by the 
post-shock value measured in the inertial frame moving with the shock. Data is collected 
along the x-axis (number "2" in figure 5.4) for run TX(x4zl). There are two shocks, one is 
located around cells 11-12 and is left traveling, the other is located around cells 28-29 and is 
right traveling. The time corresponds to approximately 2.5 seconds, roughly half way 
between the first two frames in figure 5.3. 
The shock speed can be obtained from figure 5.5. The displacement in 10 seconds is 29 
cells, or approximately 7.3km, giving a shock speed of approximately 730 m/s. The 
background sound speed is 330m/s, so this corresponds to Mach 2.2. 
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The shock equations in Appendix 1.8 then yield estimates for the ratios of post-shock to 
pre-shock values of pressure, density and temperature, along with post-shock values for 
velocity. These are 
Pi _ "i 
Pi  »2  
U is the velocity relative to the shock front, this corresponds to a post-shock velocity of 
400-500 m/s relative to the grid. 
These values do not match the observed values in figure 5.6. This may be an effect of 
low resolution; more detailed study on shock propagation is found in section 5.3. 
5.2.2 Test of Isotropic Propagation (Vertical Plane) 
Since a unique feature of this new code is the use of Lagrangian hydrodynamics in the 
vertical direction with Eulerian hydrodynamics in the horizontal direction, a particularly 
important test is whether waves propagate isotropically in all three dimensions. In section 
5.2.1, it was shown that the propagation is isotropic in the horizontal plane; therefore for 
three dimensional isotropy we need show only that an arbitrary horizontal direction matches 
the vertical direction for a three-dimensional propagation pattern. The data for these tests is 
taken from a vertical slice oriented in the x-z plane passing through the center of the model. 
The results from this comparison should not be expected to show perfectly spherical 
waves. The differences in the calculation of the hydrodynamics in the horizontal and vertical 
directions are profound and include different levels of intrinsic numerical dissipation, 
coupled with different values of, and different methods of calculating, the artificial viscosity. 
However, significant departures from isotropic propagation could indicate problems. 
The model used for these tests (TX(x8z4)_nograv) is again based on a terrestrial 
atmosphere (see Table 5.1, page 277) running on a 60x60x30 grid. Ideal gas is assumed, 
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with an adiabatic constant of 1.4. It is additionally necessary to produce a homogeneous 
medium through which the shock can propagate to prevent additional effects associated with 
propagation through pressure or density gradients. For this test, an approximation to the 
homogeneous medium was obtained by setting the central mass to 10'20 earth masses (10'-* 
solar masses) and the radius of the base of the atmosphere to 1.00 solar radii. This produces 
an isothermal scale height of lO^m, which is 1019 times the extent of this model. Note that 
this is not a good approximation to a real low gravity star, because in a star, the most 
important phenomena will evolve over several scale heights. 
Figure 5.7 shows a direct comparison between the vertical and horizontal propagations 
across a sequence of frames. Frame 1 shows the first relaxation from the initial condition. 
The numerical differences already appear, as the pressure drop at the edges is already more 
noticeable in the horizontal direction. In frame 2, the relaxation continues. The pressure 
falls more rapidly in the horizontal direction and the effect of the explosion is already being 
noticed ahead of the shock. This is expected: in Eulerian systems, while the bulk signal 
tends to propagate at one speed, there is a leading signal that propagatesat one cell per time 
step. The result is a smoothing of the leading signal; this smoothing propagates at one cell 
per time step. In a Lagrangian system, that is more difficult. The high pressure fluid is 
constrained to a cell; while that cell can compress the cells in front of it, the fluid itself does 
not enter those cells. This reduces the smooting of the front edge. 
Frames 5-9 depict the separation of the shock front. These frames are extremely 
important; they demonstrate the production of the shock fronts in both directions. In the 
vertical direction, the shock appears to be very well defined by a cell boundary. In the 
horizontal direction, the shock is more rounded (for reasons described above). These 
differences are an effect of the numerical handling of the relaxation from the initial 
condition. It should be expected that whatever is generated at this point will continue to 
propagate. The fluctuations in the strength of the vertical shock are a consequence of its 
definition; the difference between the energy being spread over one cell or two similar cells 
is very noticeable. While the shock is isolated to one cell, it will appear very strong, then 
weaken as it broadens to two (shock spans the cell boundary), then strengthen againas it 
narrows to one cell. In the horizontal direction, where more cells are involved, the shock 
continually weakens. 
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Figure 5.7 (Page 1 of 3) 
Pressure plotted versus position in the horizontal ("O") and vertical ("X") directions for 
run TX(x8z4)_nograv. This data run used a terrestrial-based atmosphere with a rectangular 
explosion based at the bottom center of the model. The test ran with at higher resolution 
(60x60x30) and with a large timestep which tends to leave instability "wiggles" behind the 
shock. The most important data is located in the shock region characterized by high 
pressure. 
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Figure 5.7 (Page 2 of 3) 
Pressure vs distance for the horizontal direction ("0") and vertical direction ("X") 
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Pressure vs distance for the horizontal direction ("O") and vertical direction ("X") 
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Throughout the middle part of the run, frames 12-60, the shock forms are independent 
and propagating through the medium. The post-shock cells return to close-to-ambient levels, 
following a period of below ambient pressure, as expected. Some instability is observed, 
particularly in the vertical direction, although the general shape is similar for both directions. 
Also, particularly noticeable towards the end of this section, the horizontal propagation runs 
a little ahead of the vertical propagation. 
Towards the end of the run, it becomes increasingly hard to compare the two directions 
as the wrap-around in the horizontal direction becomes increasingly significant. Frame 70 is 
the last frame for a good comparison, by frame 80, the horizontal wave is riding up over its 
left-traveling counterpart (not shown) as it wraps around to the right-edge. Towards the 
origin in frame 80, the two lines are beginning to settle towards a common final value. This 
is particularly noticeable in the final frame (99); now the pressure has returned to ambient 
levels and oscillations almost ceased. The two lines run almost identically over the lower 
range of the graph. 
Figure 5.8 shows a similar propagation but through a weak gravitational field, this time 
plotting the pressure in color on the vertical plane. This allows a visualization of the 
complete hemispherical shock. As expected, the shock is slightly stronger in the vertical 
direction as it steepens in the gravitational gradient. 
The issue of artificial viscosity is very profound in a homogeneous atmosphere, but 
probably plays a secondary role to the effect of background gradients where they exist. The 
degree to which the peaks and troughs form, and the rate at which the shock wave dissipates 
is directly related to the viscosity of the fluid, which is handled using significantly different 
methods and numbers for each of the fundamental directions. The viscosity can be changed 
by use of a "fudge-factor' in the input file; there are different factors for the horizontal and 
vertical calculations. The numerical techniques also include some intrinsic viscosity, making 
it extremely challenging to simply "remove' viscous effects entirely. Obviously, these 
intrinsic values will also be direction dependent. The resulting differences in viscosity will 
then inevitably result in differing shock speeds in the horizontal and vertical directions after 
the wave has propagated over some distance. This is the source of the slightly different 
propagation speeds seen in figure 5.7. 
For an accurate three-dimensional simulation, the dissipation rates for the two directions 
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would have to be matched by altering the viscosity parameters. However, these values are 
typically uncertain and obtaining equally erroneous (but matching) viscosities is probably not 
worth the additional effort required. To further complicate matters, in a real atmosphere 
there will always be background gradients and matching the viscosities at one level would 
not guarantee that they would be matched at all levels. Instead, it should be borne in mind 
that, while the two directions do indeed show compatibility and self-consistency, care must 
be taken when comparing them directly. 
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Figure 5.8 
Pressure (color) plotted in the x-z plane. The shock front should form a semi circle in 
this diagram, a semi-circle has been added to allow a direct comparison. It is clear that the 
shock is stronger at the top than at the sides. 
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5.3 Quantitative Tests of Shock-Wave Propagation 
The purpose of the tests in this section is to verify that the physical variables assume the 
correct values in situations where the correct values are predictable by analytical methods. 
One test of this is to drive planar shock waves through the atmosphere in each direction and 
observe the discontinuities in velocity, density, pressure and temperature at the shock-jump. 
These results can be compared to the predicted values from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations 
(or a modification thereof where complications arise - see section 5.3.1). 
The Rankine-Hugoniot equations formulate conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy across a shock front. A derivation of these is included in Appendix 1.8; standard 
references for shocks include work by Shu. For the applications that this code is intended to 
study, rather detailed equations of state, rate equations, and interaction with the radiation 
field will ultimately be required. To allow for comparison with analytic results, however, we 
adopt an ideal gas equation with an adiabatic constant of 1.4. With this simplification, the 
energy equation can be incorporated into a reduced set of conditions that apply across the 
shock. Standard cases presented in texts include the expansion of a supersonic shock 
following an explosion, and propagation of a plane shock front in a homogeneous medium. 
The latter study has been adopted for this section. 
In an adiabatic atmosphere, the density jump is restricted to a maximum value of 
(y + l)/(y — l) for very strong shocks. This has a value of 4 for a monatomic gas typical 
of a stellar atmosphere and 3.5 for a low temperature diatomic gas typical of a terrestrial-type 
atmosphere. The temperature and pressure ratios are unboundced. In an isothermal 
atmosphere (y= 1), the density ratio is unbounded but the temperature ratio is held to 
unity. The pressure ratio continues to be unbounded. 
The adiabatic values and isothermal values represent extreme cases of real atmospheres, 
which also involve radiative processes not previously considered. Physically, the gas is 
coupled to the radiation field and the strength of that coupling will determine how efficiently 
it can cool when raised above its equilibrium value. The dynamical process on a shock front 
is very rapid and may be considered adiabatic (adiabatic assumes no heat, including radiative 
transfer). The dynamical processes after the shock are slower and depending on the strength 
of the coupling to the radiation field, may be dominated either by adiabatic processes or 
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radiative processes. In the case where the coupling is weak, the radiative cooling will be 
negligible, the cooling will be slow and the adiabatic limit is most appropriate. In the case 
where the coupling to the radiation field is strong, the gas can cool extremely efficiently 
following shock-heating and return to its equilibrium value very quickly. For this scenario, 
the isothermal limit is more appropriate because within a very short distance of the shock, the 
temperature should have returned to its pre-shock value. 
In the situations this code was designed to study, it is rare to find pure planar shocks 
propagating through a uniform fluid. The effects of non-planar shocks, background 
gradients, and thermal processes including the radiation field will ultimately complicate the 
analytic solutions to which these calculations are compared and are thus removed where 
possible and necessary. Consequently, the radiative coupling is weak and we should expect 
to see post-shock values approximating the adiabatic limit for planar shocks. 
One method that can be used to keep the post-shock temperatures cool (and reduce 
radiative cooling) is to keep the pre-shock temperatures cool. This is not an obvious 
statement: from the Rankine- Hugoniot equations, it can be seen that the ratio of post-shock 
temperature to pre-shock temperature depends on the square of the Mach number. However, 
the square of the Mach number depends inversely on the pre-shock temperature, which 
cancels the pre-shock temperature from the expression. This dépendance results in similar 
post shock temperatures for all strong adiabatic shocks' of a given speed, independent of the 
pre-shock temperature. However, to test the shock jump equations we simply require a 
shock, which can be at a lower speed in an atmosphere with lower pre-shock temperature. 
Hence, a low temperature atmosphere can have a lower temperature jump and consequently 
avoid some of the problems associated with excessive radiative cooling. For this reason, the 
atmosphere used for these models is based on the terrestrial-atmosphere parameters listed in 
table 5.1 (page 227), with a temperature of 300K and an ambient pressure of l.OxlO5 Pa. 
Ideal gas is assumed, with an adiabatic constant of 1.4. 
The terrestrial atmosphere was necessarily altered to produce a homogeneous medium 
through which the shock can propagate; this prevents additional effects associated with 
propagation through pressure or density gradients. For this test, an approximation to the 
homogeneous medium was obtained by setting the central mass to 10'-° earth masses (10'-* 
1 It should be noted that the temperature ratio also depends on the adiabatic constant. That is assumed fixed 
in this argument. 
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solar masses) and the radius of the base of the atmosphere to 1.00 solar radii. This produces 
an isothermal scale height of lO^m, which is 1019 times the extent of this model. Note that 
this is not a good approximation to a real low gravity star, because in a star, the most 
important phenomena will evolve over several scale heights. 
5.3.1 Shock-Jump Investigations in the Horizontal Direction 
The purpose of the model described here is to test the horizontal propagation of a plane 
parallel shock for comparison with analytic 1-dimensional shocks. This is not a case that is 
easily set up in this code, because the upper boundary conditions (free expansion into a 
reservoir of gas with the initial equilibrium parameters) necessarily allows energy to 
propagate vertically, reducing the shock amplitude. However, the effect on shock velocity 
should be small, and the effect on other shock parameters can be incorporated into the 
analytic solution. 
In section 5.2.1, it was shown that the shock wave propagates uniformly in all horizontal 
directions. For this more detailed investigation into the shock jump equations (see 
Appendix 1.8), an arbitrary direction was chosen. A planar shock was driven from left to 
right, at ninety degrees to the y-axis in the horizontal direction (note: this is not the x-axis, 
see section 4.4 for a discussion of the non-orthogonal axis system). The initial conditions 
placed shocked values for the state variables, as predicted by the shock jump equations, in 
the plane described by x G[ 1,3 ] and including all y and z values. The initial shock values 
were calculated using a shock of Mach 10. The shock was then tracked as it progressed 
through the model. In order to minimize other effects, the viscosity for this run was kept 
very low. 
The atmosphere used for this test (TS(x3)M10_nograv) was a cool homogeneous 
atmosphere with an ambient pressure of 1.0x10s Pa and temperature of 300K, described in 
more detail in the introduction to section 5.3. The model was run on a 40x40x20 grid, with a 
horizontal resolution of 1km per cell and vertical extent of 25km over the 20 cells. 
In figure 5.9, the shock wave appears as a pressure ridge, propagating towards larger cell 
numbers as a function of time. The ridge-line is not straight and its amplitude diminishes 
with time, consistent with the energy leakage previously discussed. 
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Figure 5.9 
Pressure (shading) plotted against position (ordinate) and time (abscissa) for run 
TS(x3)M10_nograv. Light shading corresponds to high pressure. The model contains 40 
cells in the horizontal direction. Cell numbers 1-40 on the graph represent these 40 cells in 
the layer z=l, cell numbers 41-80 represents the 40 cells in the layer z=2. Thus, the two 
features are actually the same wave. The left hand feature is located in the model layer 
characterized by z=l and the right hand feature is located in the model layer characterized by 
z=2. The structure of this test should produce almost identical features at each level. Lines a 
and b show the times associated with figures 5.10, 5.11 respectively. 
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Figure 5.10 shows the velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. position very 
shortly after the start of the run (t< 0.5 second). The predicted values from analytic theory, 
based on the initial conditions, are shown as dotted lines. Clearly, at this early time, the 
values are consistent with expectations. 
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Figure 5.10 Horizontal distance (km) 
Velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. 
position near the start (t<0.5s) of run TS(x3)M10_nograv . Density, pressure and 
temperature values are ratios to the initial, pre-shock, values taken at the start of the run. 
Velocity is given in m/s relative to the fixed Eulerian grid. The dotted line shows the 
analytic solution for a Mach 10 shock, corresponding to the initial conditions. 
Figure 5.11 shows the velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. position at time 
t=10 seconds. Note the change in scale from figure 5.10; the pressure and density ratios are 
now well below those expected for an adiabatic strong shock, while the velocity values 
remain similar to expectation. The expansion in the vertical direction has allowed the 
pressure and density ratios to fall, while the shock continues to weaken. The magnitude of 
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this effect can be estimated from the vertical expansion of the post-shock layers. 
Using analysis from plots similar to figure 5.9, it was determined that the shock speed at 
this time was M = 4.5 ± 0.3 . The predicted effects from the upper and lower bounds of 
this value are included as dotted lines in figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 Horizontal distance (multiples of cell width) 
Velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. 
position at time t=10s for run TS(x3)MI0_nograv. Density, pressure and temperature values 
are ratios to the initial, pre-shock, values taken at the start of the run. Velocity is given in 
m/s relative to the fixed Eulerian grid. The dotted lines show the analytic solution, obtained 
from the shock-jump equations using M = 4.5 ± 0.3 
Because of the complication of this expansion into the vertical dimension, the plane 
parallel assumption breaks down and the predictions of the analytic case no longer apply. 
The vertical expansion of post-shock cells (figure 5.12) is approximately 150% ±10% , 
leading to a decrease in post-shock density to 67 % ± 5 % relative to the true plane-
parallel case. In an adiabatic expansion, Pce py , leaving the pressure at 57 % ± 6 % of 
its plane parallel equivalent. 
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Figure 5.12 
Cell boundaries of the bottom five layers as a function of position for run 
TS(x3)M10_nograv. Regridding has produced jagged lines, the post-shock expansion can be 
followed for the bottom two cells only with the dashed lines connecting the appropriate cell 
boundaries. 
Making these corrections to the predicted values in figure 5.11 yields figure 5.13; the 
state variables now fall within the the corrected predicted values. 
5.3.2 Shock-Jump Investigations in the Vertical Direction 
This section studies a shock wave propagating vertically through the model and 
compares the changes to the state variables to the predicted values from the standard shock-
jump equations (see Appendix 1.8 for complete details on these equations). This test is a 
more natural case for the code, as it is easy to specify and maintain homogeneous conditions 
in the horizontal direction. This is no accident as the code was designed for the case of 
waves whose dominant direction of propagation is vertical. 
The atmosphere used for this test (TS(z3)M5_nograv) was a cool homogeneous 
atmosphere with an ambient pressure of l.OxlO5 Pa and temperature of 300K, described in 
more detail in the introduction to section 5.3. The model was run on a 20x20x20 grid, with a 
horizontal resolution of 1km per cell and vertical extent of 25km over the 20 cells. 
The initial conditions are generated by applying the shock jump equations for a shock of 
Mach 5.0 and inserting the post-shock values in layers z=2 and z=3. The mean of the post 
shock values and the ambient values are used as the initial conditions for layer z=l. 
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Figure 5.13 
Velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. position at time t=10s for run 
TS(x3)M10_nograv. Density, pressure and temperature values are ratios to the initial, pre-
shock, values taken at the start of the run. Velocity is given in m/s relative to the fixed 
Eulerian grid. The dotted lines show the analytic solution, obtained from the shock-jump 
equations using ^ = 4.5 ± 0.3 > including the effects of a 50% post-shock expansion. 
Figure 5.14 shows height for a representative column of cells as a function of time. The 
position of the leading edge of the shock as a function of time is evident. 
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Cell heights as a function of time for run TS(z3)M5_nograv. Each line 
represents the boundary between adjacent layers (so the bottom line represents the boundary 
between cells z=l and z=2 for all time). 
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. position 
for shortly after the run (t < 0.5s) and at time tapproxll seconds, just before the shock reaches 
the top of the atmosphere. The predicted values from analytic theory are shown as dotted 
lines. 
The shock speed for figure 5.15 is taken from the initial conditions, while that for figure 
5.16 is calculated from the slope of the shock front on figure 5.14. For tapproxll seconds, the 
derived Mach number is M = 4.0 ± 0.2 
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Figure 5.15 
Velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. position at the start of run 
TS(z3)M5_nograv ( time approx 0 sec . Density, pressure and temperature values are ratios 
to the initial, pre-shock, values taken at the start of the run. Velocity is given in m/s relative 
to the fixed Eulerian grid. The dotted line shows the analytic solution, obtained from the 
shock-jump equations using initial conditions (M=5.0). 
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Figure 5.16 
Velocity, density, pressure and temperature vs. position at time « [2 seconds of run 
TS(z3)M5_nograv. Density, pressure and temperature values are ratios to the initial, pre-
shock, values taken at the start of the run. Velocity is given in m/s relative to the fixed 
Eulerian grid. The dotted lines show the analytic solution, obtained from the shock-jump 
equations using M=3.8, M=4.2. 
Figure 5.16 does show an unexpected slight rise in the velocity at a height of around 
1.2xl04m. As can be seen in figure 5.14, this corresponds to the boundary between cells 
three and four at the end of the run. This boundary is also the location of the initial shock 
front and the feature is most probably an artifact caused by the initial conditions. Excepting 
this anomaly, the variables otherwise behave appropriately. For more obvious examples of 
artifacts resulting from initial conditions, see section 5.5.3. 
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5.4 Testing of Responses to Periodic Drivers 
The code is intended for use modeling stars with continuing input of waves, whether 
from acoustic waves or noise or periodic pulsation. It was therefore set up to allow for a 
variety of variable lower boundary conditions, or "drivers", including multiple drivers with 
different shapes and periods. For the tests described in this section, a single sinusoidal 
variation was assumed, and the period and amplitude were varied to test the response of the 
model. Low amplitude (linear) waves are not expected to propagate where the frequency is 
lower than the acoustic cutoff frequency, and nonlinear models also show different behavior 
above and below the acoustic cutoff (Bowen 1988), so tests were run for several periods 
spanning Pac. Also, Hill and Willson (1979) pointed out that the velocity amplitude of 
periodic shocks is limited by the condition that, in the absence of net outflow, gravity must 
be able to return material to its initial position in one cycle. Their formulation predicts that 
maximum shock amplitudes will be proportional to P for very short periods. 
5.4.1 Optional Derivations of Static Atmospheres 
The atmospheric parameters used for the models in this section are intended to 
approximate the mean solar atmosphere — see Table 5.2. The values given in this table 
generate a static atmosphere which is very similar to the hydrostatic gray atmosphere 
presented in Novotny (1973). 
Table 5.2 
Parameters used to generate the Solar Atmosphere 
Equation of state Ideal gas with mu =1.99 
Transfer Gray 
Effective temperature 5800K 
Photosphere pressure 8.9000E+04 dyn cm 2 
Rosseland mean opacity 0.23 
Gravity Solar 
Two methods were used for zoning the initial static model. One method was to specify 
the optical depth of each cell initially, and derive its height from the model. These are 
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"optical depth scaled" models. The other was to specify the height of each cell boundary, 
and derive the optical depth as a secondary quantity. These are "height scaled" models. 
While these should be equivalent, in practice it was easier to produce a model covering the 
desired range of depths by specifying the height. 
The static atmosphere used as an initial condition is usually not precisely balanced, and 
therefore it is generally necessary to let the code run for a while to allow it to relax towards a 
static equilibrium. For the tests presented below, the code was run for 30 seconds (model 
time) before any periodic driving was applied. By the end of this initial relaxation time, the 
atmosphere generally appeared to have achieved a stable structure, at least in the deeper 
layers. 
Unless otherwise specified, the models in this section were run on a 20x20 horizontal 
grid with 40 cells vertically. The oscillations were driven locally on a 7x7 central area. 
After an initial 30 seconds of settling, the oscillations were allowed to build over 100 
seconds. The driving amplitude was then set to 190 m/s at a distance 30km below the 
photosphere. 
5.4.2 Response of the atmosphere to periodic driving 
In figure 5.17 the response of an "optical depth scale" model to driving with a period of 
10 seconds is displayed. Since this model extends only to about 200km vertically, this is 
most useful for studying the detailed response of the lower atmosphere. In response to the 
driving, the atmosphere develops waves that propagate to higher altitudes with time, as we 
expect since P<Pac. The slow wave seen near the top of the model will be shown later to be a 
residual oscillation created as the atmosphere settles into HSE. 
In figure 5.18 a much deeper, "height-scaled" model is shown. The upper levels (above 
height = 2xl05m) are oscillating very much more noticeably than the lower levels seen in 
figure 5.17 in response to the settling and rebound of the not-quite-hydrostatic initial model. 
This is not a response to the onset of oscillations around t=40. Study of the effects of 
pulsation on material at these heights and higher will require a longer settling time and a 
more gradual buildup of pulsations than was used for these test cases. 
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Altitude (xljym) 
Figure 5.17 
Cell altitudes in the central column as a function of time. Each line represents one cell 
(so the bottom line represents the height of the bottom cell for all time). Time is shown in 
cycle numbers, which represent multiples of 10 seconds. 
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Figure 5.18 
Cell altitude vs. time. Time is measured in oscillation cycles (10s). The features around 
cycle 22 are an artifact of the regridding process. 
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Figure 5.19 
Scaled pressure vs. height The pressure is scaled (divided) by its initial value for each 
cell independently to produce a flat line under normal static conditions (dotted lines). Any 
diversion from the straight line indicates that the pressure has moved from its ambient value. 
Each solid line represents a plot of scaled pressure against height at some particular 
time and lines are separated by 6 second intervals. The abscissa is used for both time 
(increasing upwards) and pressure variation. The values on the abscissa count the number of 
lines (multiply by 6 seconds for time). This figure also includes a dotted line showing the 
ambient (quasistatic) pressure at all levels. 
This plot is useful in obtaining qualitative information on the strength and shape of the 
shock throughout the simulation and, by measuring the slope of the leading edge of the 
shock, the speed of the shock. However, it is not at all useful for obtaining quantitative data 
for the strength of the shock because the actual numerical values for the pressure variations 
cannot easily be obtained. 
In response to the initial departure from hydrostatic equilibrium, and perhaps also later 
in response to transients due to the driving, the atmosphere shows a pronounced preference 
to oscillate with a period of about 3 minutes. (Figure 5.18). This effect shows up also in the 
next model(s) in Figures 5.20 and 5.22. This value is very close to the acoustic cutoff 
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frequency at that altitude in the Sun, and has been identified by Carlsson and Stein (1997) 
and von Uexkiill and Kneer (1995) as one of the fundamental periods for bright grain 
formation. 
In response to purely periodic driving at modest amplitude, these longer-period natural 
variations dissipate and decrease in amplitude. In contrast, in models with multi-frequency 
or highly non-linear driving (next section), the transients are repeatedly stimulated and the 
amplitude of the 3-minute oscillations, while variable, does not show a systematically 
decreasing trend. 
5.4.3 Response of the lower chromosphere to 90-sec driving at moderate 
and high amplitude 
For stars like the Sun, the signal propagating into the atmosphere is not a simple single-
frequency acoustic wave but rather, a mixed-frequency spectrum of acoustic noise generated 
by motions near the top of the convection zone. As we noted in the previous section, the 
upper atmosphere (in the parameter range appropriate for the chromosphere) is sensitive to 
small stimuli, responding with nonlinear waves at a frequency close to that of observed 
transient phenomena. This is suspected to play a key role in the appearance of hot 
chromospheric grains. 
For the two cases described here, the "solar" gray model atmosphere described in section 
5.4.1 is used again. After the initial model had settled down to a nearly steady state for all 
but the highest layers (around 7x150 seconds) an oscillation with a period of 90 seconds was 
introduced. The time taken for settling to hydrostatic equilibrium increases with altitude; it 
was determined that by 900 seconds, the region of most interest had settled into hydrostatic 
equlibrium. (See figure 5.31 for an illustration showing the model finally settling at the upper 
levels, this occurs between cycles 10-15, depending on how stringently the term "static" is 
applied). For the model shown in figure 5.20, the amplitude of the driver grew over 900 
seconds to a final value of 700 m/s for just the central 7x7 cells (the central 5x5 cells are 
driven at the maximum velocity, with a one cell annulus at lower amplitude). In this model, 
substantial horizontal flows developed, forcing the time step to very small values. To avoid 
this problem, the second model (Figure 5.22) was driven by a "platform" or uniform 
boundary condition, where all the boundary cells move up and down in unison - this is in 
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principle equivalent to a one-dimensional model. In the second model, the amplitude of the 
boundary layer was allowed to grow larger, increasing over 1800 seconds to a final value of 
1.4 km/s. 
While the second model should be easier to compare with the results of 1-D 
calculations, the first model allows us to look for the effects of differences between the 
central (driven) columns and the surrounding cells that are not directly stimulated from 
below. The results of this calculation showed that horizontal flows will play an important 
role when the lower boundary is spatially inhomogeneous. These flows reached sufficiently 
high velocities that they drove the timestep to very small values near the end of the run. 
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Cell altitudes in the central column as a function of time 
(multiples of the natural frequency of 150 seconds) 
In both figures 5.20 and 5.22 the initial oscillations seen in figure 5.18 are seen. It has 
died out at lower altitudes well before the 90-second oscillation begins to grow around t=900 
seconds. Again, in both figures, the relatively regular wave propagation seen in the lower 
atmosphere degenerates into a noisy variation with a dominant time scale of about twice the 
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driving frequency, or slightly more than the natural frequency of 3 minutes seen in the 
original adjustment to hydrostatic equilibrium. Figure 5.23 shows an expanded picture of the 
variation once it has become well-established. 
The temperature structure towards the end of the run shows short-lived temperature 
spikes as the shock waves pass through, followed by a fairly rapid cooling in the upper 
atmosphere. In this model, these hot spots were found to occur at times when the fluid's 
downwards motion (caused by gravitational acceleration dominating over pressure support) 
is abruptly halted by an upward propagating acoustic wave. These are the points at which 
the gas is most compressed. 
As a wave propagates through a medium, the pressure, density and temperature of that 
medium may change. Figure 5.21, referred to as an adiabat plot, plots pressure against 
inverse density (or specific volume) throughout time for one particular cell. In this type of 
plot, a cell through which a regular acoustic wave passes should "move' on a line from top 
left to bottom right, bowed slightly toward the origin (looking similar to a y=l/x curve). 
Under normal circumstances, when a simple acoustic wave propagates through a cell, the 
pressure and density both increase and the line would move up and to the left. As the wave 
passes, the fluid expands, moving down and to the right, before returning to its equilibrium 
point. 
The path taken on these axes would be the same up and down, and describes an adiabat -
a situation in which no energy is deposited or removed from the cell. However, when a cell 
is hit by a shock wave, the entropy of the fluid increases, thermal energy is added to the fluid 
and the pressure increase is enhanced by purely thermal effects. The line moves off its 
current adiabat in this case to a new, higher, adiabat. 
This is most likely accomplished along the following lines. Viscosity (or pseudo-
viscosity in the computational code) has the effect of removing energy from a passing wave. 
This tends to occur when the affected cell is in its expanding phase - i.e. as the wave is 
cresting and shortly thereafter. As the gas expands, density falls (so inverse density 
increases). This should also result in a falling pressure, but the energy deposited into the gas 
at least partially offsets this pressure drop. On the adiabat plot, the path moves off to the 
right, but does not fall as much as should be expected. Towards the end of the expanding 
phase, the pressure and density are relatively low - a point located towards the lower right 
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corner in figure 5.21, but above the expected location based on the original adiabat. 
Following the expansion phase, the gas is compressed again and heats up. This process 
will again be most closely approximated as an adiabatic process and the parcel consequently 
"moves' into the upper left of the graph on its new adiabat. But the upper left of the graph 
represents high pressure, resulting in high temperature (the temperature is actually 
proportional to pressure divided by density, but as temperature increases, the pressure 
increases more rapidly than density - P a pr, y>l). With an increased temperature comes 
increased radiative cooling and the fluid parcel is able to release its extra energy and start 
moving back towards the equilibrium adiabat on which it resided before the expansion phase. 
The timescale for radiative cooling is crucial to how close to equilibrium the gas is able to 
come between shocks'. 
We should therefore expect to see a counter-clockwise rotation in figure 5.21. The gas 
is allowed to expand and cool, gradually moving away from its lower adiabat before being 
hit with a shock wave. It is compressed (moves back to the upper left) on an upper adiabat, 
gradually returning to its original adiabat. This can also be demonstrated from basic physics: 
the (mechanical) work done on a gas during a cyclic process is the area enclosed by a 
counterclockwise rotation on a pressure-volume graph. Assuming that mass changes within 
the packet are negligible, the graph shown in figure 5.21 is equivalent to a pressure-volume 
graph. This mechanical work done has to be positive if the net radiation budget is negative 
(as it is in the discussion above) and the total energy of the packet is to remain reasonably 
constant. 
We should also expect different graphs at different levels. At the lower levels of the 
model where shock waves have not formed, the adiabats should be close together and 
transitions smooth. A more complex plot is expected in the upper levels as the shock waves 
become more intense, producing multiple adiabats and rapid switching from one to another. 
The cells may also not show perfect adiabats, because of the horizontal mass flow into and 
out of the cells, particularly during compression and expansion. 
1 Rapid shocks and slow cooling will cause the adiabats to move up and to the right until the cell is able to 
cool back to its expansion adiabat. 
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Figure 5.21 
Graphs showing pressure plotted against inverse density or specific volume. The four 
frames are for cells z=2 (top left), z=4 (top right), z=8 (bottom left) and z=14 (bottom right), 
all from the central column. Each point represents a point in time and these are joined in 
chronological order. Data is taken between times 10xl50s-19xl50s 
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Figure 5.22 
Cell altitude against time (multiples of the natural frequency, 150 seconds). The initial 
transients are small in most of the region of interest when the driver is started at time 6x150s. 
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Figure 5.23 
Cell height (meters) plotted against time (cycles, multiples of 150 seconds). 
Another point of interest is the periodicity of the latter parts of this run when compared 
to the aperiodic nature of the previous run (figure 5.20). However, looking at figure 5.22, it 
is clear to see that the periodic behavior does not really commence until after cycle 18, when 
the growth of the driver stopped. It is therefore quite conceivable that the beating observed 
is not simply a response to the difference between the driver and natural frequencies, but also 
a response to the increasing driver amplitude. This has to be considered more deeply. 
In figure 5.24, a plot of temperature versus time shows the locations of the temperature 
spikes observed for this model. Notice, particularly towards the end of the run, that the 
multiple temperature spikes in the lower atmosphere converge as the wave propagates into 
the upper atmosphere. This is in agreement with, and also helps to explain, the features in 
figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.24 
Qualitative demonstration of the location of the temperature spikes typically associated 
with shock propagation. Each line represents the temperature history for one particular cell, 
fluctuations for each cell are shown as departures from the horizontal line. Lines are spaced 
by their initial relative altitudes. The abscissa is used for the initial altitude and not for the 
temperature fluctuations. Accurate quantitative data for temperature fluctuations is not 
available from this plot, although large departures signify large temperature fluctuations. 
The scale for fluctuations is identical for all lines. 
5.4.4 Response of the lower chromosphere to 150-second driving (resonant 
driving) 
This section details the atmospheric response to an oscillation with a frequency that 
matches the natural frequency. Driving at a resonant frequency is expected to fully test the 
stability of the code by pushing the code to its absolute limits. 
The model is based on a solar-type atmosphere using parameters found in table 5.1. It 
runs at a resolution of 20 cells by 20 cells in the horizontal plane, and 40 cells in the vertical 
direction. The horizontal angular extent of the cells was fixed to produce a size of 250km 
per cell at the photosphere. The driver was relatively small in spatial extent, covering a total 
of 7x7 cells. (The central 5x5 cells were driven at maximum amplitude, surrounded by a 1 
cell annulus at reduced amplitude) The growth of this oscillation started at 2x150 seconds, 
and continued through to the end of the simulation. 
The results were somewhat expected, the resonant driver did indeed push the code to its 
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limits and eventually beyond its limits. Around the peak of cycle six at the top of the 
atmosphere, the values for the rate of change of temperature became non-physically large 
and the code automatically stopped. A similar run, using smaller timesteps was able to 
integrate through that error and ran into cycle 7. The results from the two runs (excepting 
the error) were identical, demonstrating that while timestep can affect stability, it cannot 
affect the overall structure, as expected. 
It is expected that the largest variation in pressure, density and temperature should occur 
during periods of highest compression - when downward moving fluid is hit from beneath 
and turned around. Figure 5.25 plots the temperature and altitude fluctuations for every cell 
and verifies this theory. The temperature peaks occur at the same time as the cells' motions 
are reversed. 
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Figure 5.25 Time (x!50s) 
Temperature (solid line) and altitude (dashed line) fluctuations in the 
central column as a function of time (cycle number). The temperature and height 
fluctuations use a constant linear scale for all cells, each line represents one particular cell for 
all time. Temperature fluctuations are seen as a departure from a horizontal line. This graph 
gives qualitative information on the size of the peaks, and quantitative information on when 
the peaks occur. 
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In figure 5.26, a time sequence of cell boundary positions is shown. The first frame 
shows the initial condition; the second through to the end show details towards the end of the 
run and are equally spaced at five frames per cycle. They show the characteristic shape of 
the wave after it has propagated through the atmosphere, with the wings trailing the peak by 
about half of a cycle. This is used as a demonstration that the three dimensional aspect of the 
code does work - the wave clearly spreads out towards the top of the atmosphere. However, 
refer to section 5.2.2 for a discussion of the differences in horizontal and vertical 
propagations. 
5.4.5 Response of the Lower Chromosphere to Low Frequency Driving 
A period of 200 seconds was chosen to stay near the acoustic cut-off frequency. A 
global driver was used, with the entire bottom layer moving in unison. The growth of this 
oscillation started at 6x150s to allow time for the initial transients to decay and grew to 
18x150s. From cycles 18 to 40, the driver was held constant, before being abruptly stopped 
at cycle 40. This final experiment was a test of how the atmosphere would adapt to having a 
driver abruptly turned off and showed that the oscillations simply decay and the atmosphere 
returns to an equilibrium state. 
The model is based on a solar-type atmosphere using parameters found in table 5.1. It 
runs at a resolution of 20 cells by 20 cells in the horizontal plane, and 20 cells in the vertical 
direction. The horizontal angular extent of the cells was fixed to produce a size of 250km 
per cell at the photosphere. 
Some of the sharper features seen in figure 5.28 are actually due to regridding. This can 
be seen, for example, whenever a smooth curve turns a sharp corner, but the line appears to 
continue on with another cell. 
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Figure 5.26 
Time sequence of frames showing the locations of the horizontal boundaries. Frame #1 
shows the initial condition; frames 2-10 show details from a sequence of times spaced 30 
seconds (one-fifth of a cycle) apart near the end of the run. 
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Figure 5.27 
Cell height (meters) plotted against time (multiples of the natural period, 150 seconds). 
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Figure 5.28 
Cell height (meters) plotted against time (multiples of the natural 
period, 150 seconds). This plot shows a small section from figure 5.27. 
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To test the compression locations, the temperature variations are plotted in figure 5.29. 
The temperature peaks occur as the gas is hit by the pulse from below and its motion 
reversed. Each peak corresponds to one wave impacting one cell. After the driver is 
established, the temperature fluctuations remain constant for any given cell. This is 
expected, as the whole atmosphere should respond identically every cycle. This figure 
should be compared with figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.27/5.28. Figures 5.27 and 5.28 include the 
altitudes of the cells to give a physical location for the temperature peaks. The cell altitudes 
have been removed from this plot for clarity, but it showed similar structure. Figure 5.24 
showed double peaks in the high frequency oscillations (section 5.4.3) as the shock strengths 
alternated between relatively weak and relatively strong. 
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Figure 5.29 r.mecxisosj 
Qualitative demonstration of the location of the temperature spikes 
typically associated with shock propagation. Each line represents the temperature history for 
one particular cell; fluctuations for each cell are shown as departures from the horizontal 
line. Lines are spaced by their initial relative altitudes. The abscissa is used for the initial 
altitude and not for the temperature fluctuations. Accurate quantitative data for temperature 
fluctuations is not available from this plot, although large departures signify large 
temperature fluctuations. The scale for fluctuations is identical for all lines. 
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As these waves propagate through the atmosphere, the pressure, density and temperature 
change. Figure 5.30, referred to as an adiabat plot, plots pressure against inverse density (or 
specific volume) throughout time for one particular cell. In this type of plot, a cell through 
which a regular acoustic wave passes should "move' on a line from top left to bottom right, 
bowed slightly toward the origin (looking similar to a y=l/x curve). 
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Figure 5.30 
Pressure (Pa) plotted versus inverse density or specific volume (m3/kg) for cells z=l 
&5 
Inverse density (xIO7 mVkgf 
(upper left), z=6 (upper right), z=12 (lower left), z=16 (lower right) from the central column. 
Each point represents a point in time and these are joined in chronological order. The data is 
taken from principal cycles 31.5 to 35, the same time interval as figure 5.28. That 
corresponds to a little over 2.5 oscillations. The path taken around each loop is counter­
clockwise. 
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Under normal circumstances, when a simple acoustic wave propagates through a cell, the 
pressure and density both increase and the line would move up and to the left. As the wave 
passes, the fluid expands, moving down and to the right, before returning to its equilibrium 
point. A detailed account of the processes involved can be found in section 5.4.3. To 
summarize: following the establishment of a slow, regular cyclic process, a 
counterclockwise rotation (with some resemblance of a banana) should be observed on the 
plots as the cells move from one adiabat to another. Higher in the atmosphere, as the shock 
waves become more intense, the separation of adiabats should become greater and the shift 
from one to another sharper. 
5.4.6 Response of the Lower Chromosphere to Very Low Frequency 
Driving 
This section details the atmospheric response to an oscillation with a frequency that is 
very low, well below the natural frequency. The model is based on a solar-type atmosphere 
using parameters found in table 5.2. The horizontal angular extent of the cells was fixed to 
produce a size of 250km per cell at the photosphere. 
A global driver is used, which pushes the entire bottom layer in unison. To investigate a 
strange feature that was discovered (see section 5.5.5), a higher resolution calculation 
(20x20x40) was made over an extended period (70 cycles). 
A driving period of 983 seconds is used for the extended run, primarily to leave enough 
time for a signal to propagate to the top of the model and back within one cycle. This should 
be expected to yield results showing the whole atmosphere 'breathing', i.e. moving as a single 
unit. The strange value of 983 seconds (as opposed to 900 or 1000 seconds, for example) is 
a somewhat arbitrary selection; the rationale for this selection is to ensure that data outputs, 
which are based on the 150-second principal cycle, would not be periodic with the oscillator. 
A very low frequency oscillation, significantly below the cut off frequency (see Appendix 
1.7), should also remove the possibility of low-amplitude acoustic wave propagation, 
allowing only the possibility of gravity waves or nonlinear features. 
The code was started at 6x150s, using previously saved data. The oscillator was grown 
very slowly from 10x150s over 30x150s (4.6 oscillations) and then permitted to oscillate at 
constant amplitude for the same amount of time. 
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Figure 5.31 
Cell height (meters) against time (cycles, multiples of 150s). The initial transients die 
out before the driver is started at cycle 10. The driver grows in amplitude until cycle 40 and 
then holds constant. 
The height variations of the cells is shown in figure 5.31. As expected, the whole 
atmosphere moves as a single unit. This is confirmed in figure 5.32 which plots the vertical 
velocity as a function of height. From this plot, it can be seen that the sign of the velocity is 
constant for all height at any given time. Over time it varies from positive to negative, but 
the whole atmosphere responds at the same time. 
The velocity peaks at 650km and 750 km are examined in more detail in section 5.5.4. 
The duration over which data was collected for this plot shows these features to be extremely 
stable. 
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Figyre 5.32 
Vertical velocity (m/s) as a function of height (m). Each line represents one particular 
snapshot in time of the oscillation, selected from the final 70% of the run. 
5.5 Miscellaneous Results (and more questions!) 
This section contains results that are mostly interesting or surprising and raise questions 
of their own. They have not been as exhaustibly studied as sections 5.1-5.4 and are 
presented here as a prelude to Chapter Six - Future Projects. 
5.5.1 Graphical Steepening and Mushroom Clouds 
In studies of the high-timestep instability, a movie showing the horizontal velocity field 
through a vertical slice was generated. The driver for this model was the N drum-head' again, 
covering the central third of the model in both x and y directions. The model was based on a 
solar-type atmosphere (see Table 5.1) on a 20x20x20 grid. 
Although the test was to study the horizontal velocity field towards the top of the 
atmosphere (the location of the instability), the most interesting features came from the 
middle atmosphere and should have been expected. In the lower levels of the atmosphere, 
the oscillating driver acts directly on the fluid, producing equally visible outward and inward 
motion. However, by the upper atmosphere, the outward moving fluid completely 
dominates. In the middle atmosphere, as can be seen quite beautifully in figure 5.33, the 
wave fronts (characterized by outward moving fluid) appear to catch and overwhelm the 
wave backs (characterized by inward moving fluid)2. 
2 Note: The wave is propagating away from the driver, but the local direction of fluid motion changes from 
the front of the wave to the back of the wave - just as an ocean wave moves water forward and back while 
the wave propagates in one direction, only this includes one extra dimension above an ocean wave. 
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This should be expected. The outward moving fluid is characterized by being outside 
the highest pressures that are pushing the fluid out (the wave front) while the inward moving 
fluid is characterized by being outside the lowest pressures (the back of the wave). Since the 
local speed of sound is pressure dependent, pressure waves tend to steepen at the front as the 
wave crest (high pressure) is able to move faster than the front of the wave. The wave trough 
moves slower than the trailing edge of the wave and this profile is flattened out. Therefore, 
the front "edge' of the wave (characterized by outward moving fluid) steepens, grows, and 
moves faster. The trailing "edge' of the wave (characterized by inward moving fluid) flattens 
out, loses distinction and speed and eventually is completely absorbed by the faster wave 
front approaching from behind. Also, as expected, the strength of these outward moving 
parcels increase with altitude. 
A secondary feature of interest, probably directly related, appears in figure 5.34. This 
shows a temperature distribution in the x-z plane of two waves as they propagate to the top 
of the model. One feature that appears to be exhibited here is the "mushroom cloud' The 
disturbance remains mostly planar through about half of the model (as seen in the lower 
disturbance). However, above half way, the disturbance spreads out spherically, producing a 
hemispherical 'surface' on top of a long "stalk', characteristic of a mushroom cloud. The 
exact nature of this formation deserves more study, but the ability of the temperature peaks to 
spread across a significant horizontal distance seems to start at about the same altitude as the 
total domination of outward moving over inward moving fluid. 
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Figure 5.33 
The horizontal velocity field. Green represents zero velocity, red a velocity to the right 
and blue to the left. Deep reds and blues represent speeds in excess of 2500 m/s. The series 
of images reads left to right, then top to bottom. 
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Figure 5.34 
The "Mushroom Cloud'. Temperatures range from deep blue at 4000K. up to 7000K as 
deep red. The snapshot appears between frames 3 and 4 of figure 5.33. 
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5.5.2 Isothermal Atmosphere and Convection Zones 
This section details the production of a convection zone within an isothermal 
atmosphere. During the testing of the Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump equations (section 5.3, 
also see Appendix 1.8 for details of the equations), both adiabatic and isothermal 
atmospheres were studied. The more interesting , and rigorous, adiabatic results are 
presented in section 5.3. One of those tests involved an atmosphere based on terrestrial-like 
parameters but with an adiabatic constant of 1 (actually to 1.01, as 1 can produce 
singularities) instead of 1.4. The effect of this change is to make the pressure and density 
proportional, and therefore minimize the temperature change when an acoustic wave passes. 
This approximation is often referred to as the isothermal approximation for this reason. To 
prevent the shock from steepening, the atmosphere was also constructed with an almost 
homogeneous pressure and density by creating very low gravity. The combination of these 
two factors, along with a deposition of thermal energy in the lower atmosphere, had 
inadvertently created the potential for a convectively unstable atmosphere (for more details 
on convection, see section 1.4.2). 
The velocity profile for most simulations resembled that seen in figure 5.33 (discussed 
in section 5.5.1). The profile for this run was different. Instead of the outward moving fluid 
catching and dominating over the inward moving fluid, a semi-regular pattern was 
established with predominantly inward moving fluid in the lower atmosphere and outward 
moving fluid in the upper atmosphere. This pattern extended two to three columns away 
from the driven cells. In the same columns, there was also a definite trend in the vertical 
velocities: in the lower atmosphere, the vertical velocities tended to be negative, while in the 
upper atmosphere they were varied. 
The two most important factors in determining the speed of a convection cell are: local 
gravity (the force for convection is the buoyancy force, which is directly related to weight) 
which enhances convection, competing against density (the acceleration will depend on the 
density, by Newton's second law) which slows down convection. Both of these were low for 
this run; without further analysis, the conclusion of a convection cell is far from compelling, 
but definitely worth mentioning here for future work. 
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5.5.3 Entropy Effects Associated with Incorrect Initial Conditions 
This section continues a discussion of surprising or interesting results. In this case, the 
initial conditions were incorrectly imposed. The simulation was testing the shock 
propagation in the vertical direction (see section 5.3.2 for the successful tests), although a 
code error set the initial velocity to about 50% of its intended value (characteristic of a 
M=2.7 shock instead of M=5.0). The result was that the density, pressure and temperature 
were all too high for the velocity, resulting in an unusually high deposition of entropy (or, 
alternatively, thermal energy) in the lowest few zones. The increased pressure profile 
accelerated the shock to close to M=4.0; initially, this was incorrectly interpreted as a drop 
from the expected initial value of 5.0 
This test demonstrates very well how difficult it is to eliminate an area of high 
temperature when radiative processes are minimized. The fact that the code was able to 
appropriately handle this problem demonstrates some of the versatility that will be necessary 
when molecular effects are included and regions of low temperature are studies in more 
detail. 
This simulation is run on a low temperature terrestrial-like atmosphere to prevent 
significant radiative cooling in the post shock areas. However, this has the effect of 
removing the only mechanism (radiation) by which an excess of thermal energy could be 
removed. The pressure, which drives the dynamics, quickly relaxes to a smooth curve as 
expected. The temperature, though, holds very high in the lower levels of the atmosphere. 
By the end of the simulation, a correctly structured shock is seen propagating upwards, 
trailed by a temperature jump (see figure 5.35) which also propagates, but more slowly. 
From the movie (through time) of plots similar to figure 5.35, it was noticed first that the 
shock propagated for a short distance before the temperature jump became a step function. 
The lower step then seemed to slide out from underneath the upper step, as it was moving at 
a higher velocity. The velocity profile followed in a similar manner shortly thereafter, 
although the pressure and density maintained their single jump profiles. This can be seen in 
the second and third frames of figure 5.36. When the dotted lines representing the theoretical 
jumps were superimposed over this step function, it was noticed that there were clearly two 
distinct features. 
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Figure 5.35 
From the top: velocity, density, pressure and temperature profiles plotted versus vertical 
position at time t=25 seconds. The dotted line shows the predicted values (from the shock-
jump equations) for M = 3.9 ±0.3 . The solid line shows the recorded values. Density, 
pressure and temperature are in multiples of ambient levels, taken at the start of the run. 
Velocity is measured in m/s relative to the fixed background. 
The lower steps of the velocity and temperature profiles and the single steps of the pressure 
and density profiles satisfy one set of jump conditions. The upper step of the temperature 
and velocity profiles are mutually compatible with a second theoretical profile, although 
there is no pressure and density jump to match. 
Although it is unreasonable to display every frame in the movie, four are shown in 
figure 5.36 and the general trend described. The pressure and density both fell immediately, 
while the velocity rose to significantly higher values than the M=5 shock should have 
created. By around 0.2 seconds, the density had fallen to levels associated with M=2.5, and 
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Figure 5.36 
Four sets of graphs taken from different times. Each frame comprises, from the top: 
velocity, density, pressure and temperature profiles plotted versus vertical position. The 
dotted line shows the predicted values (from the shock-jump equations) for two different 
Mach-numbers. The solid line shows the recorded values. Density, pressure and 
temperature are in multiples of ambient levels, taken at the start of the run. Velocity is 
measured in m/s relative to the fixed background. 
Top Left: Time » 0 seconds (first data output). M= 2.7, 5.0 are shown. 
Top Right: Time » 5 seconds . M= 3.0, 3.9 are shown. The theoretical values are 
offset to the right for better clarity at the jump. 
Lower Left: Time » 6 seconds . M= 3.0, 3.7 are shown. 
Lower Right: Time 20 seconds . M= 2.4, 3.2 are shown 
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the velocity started falling again. After this, the shock started propagating into the next 
higher zone. This created an interesting feature: the artificially high density, high pressure 
gas in the lowest level (z=l) has been unable to expand as much as in levels z=2 and z=3. 
Consequently, the density and pressure remain high in level z=l. In levels z=2 and z=3 these 
parameters fall with the expansion, but then in level z=4 they are raised again by the effects 
of the propagating shock. This IT-shape profile can clearly be seen in the second and third 
frames in figure 5.36. By the second frame (approximately 5 seconds), the shock has 
become well established and is seen starting toxslide out' from the temperature profile. The 
secondary velocity step is also established by the third frame (approximately 6 seconds). As 
time progresses, the lower cells are allowed to expand more, reducing their density and 
pressure to equilibrium values. The lack of available cooling mechanisms and the low 
viscosity make it very difficult for the secondary steps in the temperature and velocity 
profiles to diminish, they are both still quite obvious in the final frame. 
5.5.4 Peculiar Velocity Variations 
This section continues a discussion of surprising or interesting results. In this case, the 
results present a problem which is not at all understood. This section is included as a lead to 
further work (see Chapter Six) and continues the discussion of very low frequency drivers 
from section 5.4.6. The simulation in this section uses a solar-type atmosphere (see Table 
5.1) on a 20x20x40 grid, driven by a piston driver with a period of 983 seconds. This period 
is chosen to allow a signal to propagate to the top of the model and back within one cycle. 
This should be expected to yield results showing the whole atmosphere 'breathing', i.e. 
moving as a single unit. The strange value of 983 seconds (as opposed to 900 or 1000 
seconds, for example) is a somewhat arbitrary selection; the rationale for this selection is to 
ensure that data outputs, which are based on the 150-second principal cycle, would not be 
periodic with the oscillator. 
The driver is switched on after 10 principal-cycles, allowed to grow until principal-cycle 
40 and then runs at constant amplitude until principal cycle 70. Figure 5.37 shows the 
atmospheric oscillations that the driver induces in the model. 
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The atmosphere being able to move as one single oscillation ensures that all levels of the 
atmosphere are in the same oscillation phase at the same time. Therefore, the sign of the 
velocity should not change with position. If one part of the atmosphere is moving upwards, 
it should all be moving upwards. This is shown in figure 5.38; the long duration of this 
figure shows the oscillations to be entirely stable. The velocity profile through a vertical 
slice is not constant in this stable oscillation, it does oscillate in time. However, it does not 
oscillate with position. 
Figure 5.38 shows two locations where the velocity peaks. The nature and cause of this 
feature continues to remain evasive and is the problem addressed in this section. The peaks 
initially appear to have similar structure to that expected from a standing wave. However, 
there is no node, the entire atmosphere is moving as one. Without a node, it is very difficult 
to describe this feature as being standing-wave related. The high resolution of this run would 
almost certainly have shown a node if one existed. Additionally, there is no change of sign 
in the velocity profile. For a standing wave to be present, it is not necessary to have a change 
in sign within what amounts to a very thin slice of atmosphere, but it is very difficult to 
ascribe sharp features to a standing wave when no sign change exists. 
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Figure 5.37 
Cell height (meters) against time (cycles, multiples of 150s). The initial transients die 
out before the driver is started at cycle 10. The driver grows in amplitude until cycle 40 and 
then holds constant. 
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There are two narrow bands of cells that appear in figure 5.37, one at an altitude of 
around 650km and one at an altitude of around 750km. These altitudes correspond to the 
velocity peaks seen in figure 5.38. 
Figure 5.39 shows a less congested graph than Figure 5.38, showing just that part of the 
cycle from the equilibrium position moving through the high point of the oscillation and 
descending back to the equilibrium value (scan from top to bottom i.e. from high velocity to 
low velocity). This can be compared with figure 5.40 which shows the second half of the 
oscillation in a solid line and repeats figure 5.39 with a dotted line. The peaks through the 
bottom half of the oscillation are lower in altitude than the upper half. This is particularly 
noticeable at low speeds (v » 0) , when the cells would be at their highest and lowest 
points. This casts further doubts on the theory of standing waves. The velocity peaks appear 
to remain with the fluid package in which they are embedded as those cells moves up and 
down, rather than remaining at a fixed altitude. This is confirmed by the movie of vertical 
velocity in the x-z plane (similar to figure 5.2 or 5.33). If this were a standing wave, the 
feature might reasonably be expected to hold its altitude and change cells as the cells moved 
through that altitude. 
To add to the confusion, a different simulation using a 20x20x20 grid (same physical 
size) and a 900 second driver produced similar results, but the peaks were located at altitudes 
of 570km and 620km. It is not clear whether the difference is due to the changed period or 
the resolution. 
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Figure 5.38 
Vertical velocity (m/s) as a function of height (m). Each line represents one particular 
snapshot of the oscillation, selected from the final 70% of the run. 
Figure 5.39 
Vertical velocity (m/s) as a function of height (m). Each line represents one particular 
snapshot of the oscillation. Together, they cover one half of one oscillation as the cell moves 
upwards from its equilibrium point, passes through the highest point and returns to its 
equilibrium point 
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Figure 5.40 
Vertical velocity (m/s) as a function of height (m). Each line represents one particular 
snapshot of the oscillation. The dotted lines are identical to figure 5.39, the solid lines 
represent the other half of the oscillation. At maximum displacement (minimum speed), the 
peaks from the second half occur at lower altitudes than those during the first half. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
6.1 Conclusions 
The first obvious conclusion is that this project is not yet complete and, with the number 
of improvements listed in section 6.2, will not be complete for quite a while. However, the 
the code has been demonstrated to be in a usable form, using tried, tested and, most 
importantly, suitable algorithms for handling most eventualities. It is producing valuable 
results from a broad range of initial parameters, as detailed extensively in the previous 
chapter. The suggested improvements may significantly improve the quality and value of the 
data obtainable and are almost exclusively relatively simple alterations or additions that can 
be made within the current framework of the code. 
The most pressing projects are a new analysis of the orthogonal interactions between 
horizontal and vertical motions and the inclusion of molecular effects. These are also the 
most time consuming alterations, although either can be tackled first. The new analysis is 
needed to prevent the instability at high resolution discussed in chapter five. Probably more 
important though (since we are currently capable of modeling at observational resolutions 
and better) is the inclusion of molecular effects, particularly Carbon Monoxide. 
6.2 Potential Improvements 
6.2.1 Hydro Routine (TDOTs) 
The rates of change of temperature (TDOTs) contain several potential sources of 
innacuracies. They were developed for Mira-type stars and their implementations have not 
significantly changed. However, because we are dealing with significantly different stars, 
these suggested modifications may need to be made. 
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6.2.1.1 Collision/radiation term 
This term should follow the following guidelines 
(a) T goes down if : 
there is a collision which excites electrons and a photon is radiated away before a 
de-excitation collision can take place. The photon could be released by induced 
emission (depends on radiation field and Einstein B coefficients) or by 
spontaneous emission (does not depend on radiation field, but only Einstein A 
coefficients) 
(b) T goes up if : 
a photon is absorbed and the particle collisionally de-excited before a photon can 
be emitted. The absorption rate depends on density, opacity and the intensity of the 
radiation field. 
The time for a radiative de-excitation, t,, depends weakly on Trad, while the time 
between collisions, depends on Ttin and density. 
if tf«tc, method (a) dominates and the temperature increases, but if t,»^, method (b) 
dominates and the temperature decreases. Calculating the two time scales is quite a 
complicated process since it requires information about the availability of energy level 
transitions and their individual timescales. These are dealt with in the more in-depth codes of 
Carlsson and Stein, but adding calculations inevitably adds to processing time. Within the 
near future with more powerful computers, this should be included, but for now the added 
complexity would probably slow the code too much to be worthwhile. 
6.2.1.2 Ionization term 
In this model (developed from the Bowen model), it is assumed that ionization 
equilibrium is reached instantaneously. Therefore, the rate at which the ionization level 
changes is only a function of temperature. However, in NLTE, this is not necessarily true. 
Ionization occurs on a finite time scale and may not match its equilibrium value in a rapidly 
fluctuating atmosphere. Ionization rates really depend on temperature and current ionization 
levels. The current ionization level should be found by time-integrating the ionization rates. 
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The cooling rate can still be pre-tabulated, as a function of ^ . 
dt 
The significance of this effect is governed by the time-scale over which processes occur. 
If the ionization/recombination timescale is very small when compared to the dynamical 
timescale (as it is in the atmospheres of large stars), then the assumption is valid and 
hydrogen will be in statistical equilibrium. However, Carlsson and Stein (1999) show that 
this is not true in the solar atmosphere, particularly at heights of around 1000km above the 
photosphere. The dynamical timescale is much smaller than the ionization timescale, and 
their ionization levels remain within a factor of 10', while the equilibrium ratio of ionized 
hydrogen to neutral hydrogen can fluctuate by a factor of 106 at this height. 
6.3 Future Pro jects 
6.3.1 Shock identification and adaptive grid refinement 
Shock identification is relatively easy, in fact it is already implemented in the Bowen 
code in the vertical direction and could be added into here with little problem. However, 
without some purpose, there is little reason for doing this. Modern graphical methods can 
identify the formation and propagation of shocks just as well as an identifying flag. 
One of the features of this model is the ability to regrid quite easily in the vertical 
direction. When shocks are detected, the grid should be made to collapse around them for 
greater resolution and accuracy. 
Shock detection in the horizontal direction could also be implemented (although it is not 
as useful as in the vertical direction, since most of the motion is in the vertical direction). 
There are codes available, such as PPM, that use a similar Euler implementation to this 
code's horizontal direction and that can detect shocks. Again, copying from those programs 
should be fairly straightforward. 
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6.3.2 Chemical composition and molecular formation 
At the moment, the mean molecular mass, |i, is a constant, which is really not very 
realistic. It would be reasonably straightforward to implement a tabulated system of 
determining n as a function of temperature (to include ionization effects, molecular 
formation, etc.). However, this would have to be pre-calcuiated for each atmosphere and the 
inherent kludges would not provide significant improvement. 
A better system would be to provide a table, read in from a routine Chemical (probably 
called from routine Input), that would include a breakdown of all of the chemistry that we 
wish to consider. This table would include the necessary elements, with their mass, 
atmospheric mass fraction and ionization levels (and one entry for other, minor elements). It 
would also include molecules that can potentially be formed and studied, along with their 
ionization, formation, and disintegration parameters. 
From this table, a more accurate |i could be calculated. At each timestep, a routine 
Molecules could be called (this is included in the code, although commented out) to re­
evaluate the molecular changes through formation, disintegration and ionization, along with 
the ionization levels of the atoms (the importance of this is also discussed above in the 
corrections). Not only will p. be affected by these calculations, but with molecular 
also be affected, since this has a value of 5/3 for a monatomic gas, and 7/5 for a diatomic gas. 
A detailed model of molecular effects is quite challenging. Ayres and Weidemann 
(1989) explain some of the intricacies in the correct treatment of carbon monoxide. There 
are thousands of observed transitions in the 1900-2200 cm"1 frequency range alone 
(comprising at least 10 vibrational levels, with more than 100 rotational substates for each 
vibrational level) that must all be simulated for an accurate model. 
formation, the polytrope index y constant internal would 
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6.3.3 Opacities 
With knowledge of ionization levels and molecular formation, a more realistic opacity 
can be generated for each cell. In particular, the photosphere location could be determined 
for specific wavelengths, allowing for a model to be produced showing the atmospheric 
behavior at multiple wavelengths. 
6.3.4 Magnetic Fields 
Although quite an undertaking, it may be desirable to add the effects of magnetic fields 
into the general fluid dynamics equations. Obviously, before this is done, the ionization 
problem should be corrected for better accuracy. In the lower atmosphere, it is thought that 
the magnetic fields align themselves mostly in the vertical direction and are locked to the 
moving partially ionized fluid i.e. The fluid moves the magnetic fields around. As a first 
approximation, magnetic fields could be simulated, without directly changing the fluid 
dynamics. Modifying the horizontal flow field by impeding the flow by an amount 
dependent on the local field strength and ionization fraction (i.e. the number of charged 
particles whose motion would be impeded across the field lines) may be able to simulate the 
effect of vertical magnetic fields on a charged fluid. Higher in the atmosphere where the 
fluid moves with the field lines, this would be more problematic because the motion of the 
fluid is constrained to a certain geometry rather than simply impeded (similar to a drag 
force). 
6.4 Future Research 
6.4.1 Short Term 
There are more tests and simulations that can be run using the code as it stands. One 
obvious result would be a direct comparison between the Bowen 1-D code and this 3-D code, 
using similar cell structures and driving conditions. Using a flat piston as the driving 
boundary would eliminate most of the horizontal effect, but would allow for horizontal 
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motion. A second stage test would be to drive a drum-head piston in the three dimensional 
code, to see what differences that would produce. Also, a very narrow range flat driver could 
be used to see how a 1-D simulation would expand into three dimensions. 
With a little tweaking, it would be possible to attempt to duplicate some of the works 
discussed in Chapter 2, starting with those of Carlsson and Stein. Again, we would start with 
a flat piston across the entire model to simulate the 1-D scenario and possibly use the 
analysis of the differences between 1-D and 3-D in the Bowen comparison to obtain a good 
comparison of these results. 
So far, in most of these models, a simple piston has been used with one frequency. With 
the driver in this code, it is possible to maintain several frequencies simultaneously. This 
would allow, for example, a direct comparison between Carlsson and Stein's computational 
work, which used a single oscillator driven at an observed frequency, and the more 
theoretical work of Kalkofen - which suggests that the other 99% of the energy supplied to 
the chromosphere comes from other, higher, frequencies which in effect produce the classical 
chromospheric temperature structure. 
From these tests, we would be able to draw conclusions about whether our initial 
suppositions were correct - would the waves indeed steepen preferentially in the vertical 
direction and hence carry most of the energy supplied by the driver predominantly into the 
upper levels rather than dispersing it around the lower levels. 
6.4.2 Long Term 
The most important project in the longer term is the inclusion of the CO effects. 
Without that, we cannot start to reproduce the work of any of the papers involved in 
molecular cooling. Along with this work, the TDOT terms must be corrected where 
necessary, since the primary effect of molecular formation would be the temperature 
variation. Once these challenges are completed, we can start to compare our results for the 
simple non-molecular case with our new results, putting those into the framework already 
built by the shock - versus - molecular arguments. WTiile this is our number one priority, we 
should bear in mind that the code has to be tested, and those research projects outlined in the 
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short term would serve as a good test bed, giving more intuitive results on which to base later 
observations. 
The work of Ulmschneider et al. (1987) constrained the propagation of acoustic waves to 
magnetic flux tubes. Without the implementation of magnetic field equations, we could 
simulate this by adding a velocity correction to any ionized material trying to flow against 
artificially drawn magnetic field lines. This would obviously be easiest if the field lines were 
drawn vertically, along column edges, but could conceivably use different configurations as 
well. Using a realistic three-dimensional representation of the field-line geometry would be 
an interesting comparison to the previous work which used av kludge' to incorporate 
horizontal geometry into a 1-D code. 
The inclusion of appropriate wavelength dependent opacities and their ability to place 
the photosphere at different heights based on observed wavelength would allow comparison 
to observations across a broad range of wavelengths. This should not directly affect the 
dynamics of the atmosphere, but just act as a tool to be used to better understand formation 
heights of different observed features. However, this would be a huge undertaking and is not 
high on the list of priorities. 
Similarly, the adaptive grid refinement is not a trivial challenge. It would provide better 
resolution of those regions of the atmosphere in which things are rapidly changing. We are 
assuming here that these changes will mostly be in the vertical direction. If they are in the 
horizontal direction, the additional complexity to create an adaptive grid may be 
overwhelming. Adding an adaptive grid refinement would most likely only add credence to 
results obtainable without the adaptive grid, rather than providing astonishing new insights. 
However, it is still a worthwhile project, as history has proven that many such projects with 
similar expectations have actually led to significantly different interpretations and insights. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1 covers the physics concepts that are programmed into the model. 
Appendix 2 covers some of the more troublesome mathematical derivations that are not 
considered sufficiently relevant to include in the main text. 
Appendix 3 lists the support programs that are written to operate the code. 
Appendix 4 lists those sections of the code that are not included in Chapter four for 
reasons of space or continuity. 
Appendix 1.1 Gas Collisions and Radiation 
The first term we consider is the classical absorption/emission of photons coupled with 
interactions between gas particles. These two processes vie for dominance in the 
heating/cooling mechanism and while they are completely independent processes, they work 
together to produce the ultimate result. The arguments presented here are an overview of the 
more detailed analysis, to be found in Bowen (2003, in preparation). 
It is assumed that the dominant opacity in the atmosphere can be parametrized as a grey 
opacity source, with the realization that the density may be sufficiently low for some of the 
lines to be out of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE). 
Let us start by considering radiative transfer in LTE, in which case the source function is 
equal to the Planck function at the local temperature T. If this pocket of gas is placed in a 
radiation field with a radiative equilibrium temperature , then the absorption and 
emission rates will differ. The net rate at which rate at which energy is absorbed by a unit 
mass of the gas is equal to the rate at which energy is absorbed from the radiation field minus 
the rate at which energy is emitted. 
k p b ^ t ^ d v ~ s  K P b a t ) d v = k o - ( T % - T * )  
If this is compared with the energy of an ideal gas, £ = nkT / y — 1 , the rate of change 
of temperature is acquired. The average temperature of the surroundings (effective 
temperature) is estimated by the altitude-dependent tabulations made at the start of the run. 
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dT ( y - 1 )  dE 
dt nk dt I' - ' f e H ' v - 1 " )  
(r-y.-r-) ( A L I A )  
Departures from LTE can profoundly affect the cooling and heating rates. To account 
for this effect, a critical density scaling parameter is introduced. 
The energy exchange with the radiation field must involve both a collisional and 
radiative component. A particle absorbing energy from the radiation field and returning it to 
the radiation field has no effect at all on the temperature, likewise for a collision-collision 
pair. Whether the cell is cooling (collision-radiation) or warming (radiation-collision), the 
rate of collisions compared with the rate of radiative transitions can be vital. At low 
densities, the time between collisions is much larger than the time between radiative 
transitions, and the process rate is determined by the collision rate, which increases linearly 
with density. At high densities, the collision time scale is less than the radiative time scale 
and the process rate is governed by the radiative rate, which is independent of density. 
For a given line, it can be shown that the net transfer of energy is proportional to 
collision + radiative rate p + pc 1 + pj p 
Each line wil have its own critical density (for a given radiation field and temperature). 
Combining multiple lines appears to be a major undertaking; however, for permitted 
that appear near the peak of the spectrum and therefore have about the same critical density, 
with some small temperature dependence. This allows the value of the critical density to be 
estimated ahead of time and entered via the input file. It should be considered that this is not 
a good approximation if forbidden lines are to be considered. For these, the critical density is 
very much lower. 
This effect of non-LTE can now be compared with equation Al.1.1 to give 
collision rate 1 
oc 
transitions the critical density is proportional to A2  .  The most important lines are those 
( A I . 1 . 2 )  
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Appendix 1.2 Gas-Dust Inelastic Interactions 
This must be checked, there could be an error in here. This section is completely 
irrelevant to the solar model but may be required for long period variables. 
The Bowen model uses a series of equations to determine the gas-dust interaction 
effect. Several input values are used here -
Symbol Variable Purpose 
f FI the assumed fraction of interactions between gas particles and dust 
grains that are inelastic. These interactions temporarily adsorb the 
atom and return it as the same temperature as the grains (equilibrium 
temperature). 
vd DUSTV the maximum dust grain velocity relative to the gas atoms. 
Kd 
DUSTK The maximum cross section for radiation pressure in cool regions 
containing dust. 
There are also some calculated values 
Symbol Variable Purpose j 
R R radius j 
L PSLUM Photospheric luminosity 
Lc CLUM 
L , ~  c-speed of light 
4 T T C  
Ld CLUMD L < i ~ K d  L c  
arad ARD y L* 
acceleration caused by radiation pressure on the dust grains 
Vdd VDUST II 
Xx XX 
x , = / ^  
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While not needed here, since it cancels in the determination of X, 
1 
*t = 
where Tcond, and Twidth are both input values for the grain condensation temperature and 
the the condensation temperature range width parameter. 
The problem comes when these are put together to obtain 
~ j P = ~ X x { T ~ T i )  ( A  1 . 2 . 1 )  
The idea here is that the gas particle at temperature T is adsorbed by a dust grain and 
returned at temperature Tcq. To obtain a rate of change of temperature, X, should be the rate 
at which the entire cell would pass through this process. 
For example, if 10% of the gas atoms in the cell are temporarily adsorbed and released every second, then 
However, a dimensional analysis based on the equations above show that Xx actually has 
units of mass per unit time. This error appears to come from confusion over a„d, which is 
labeled as being an acceleration, but actually has units of force. 
Appendix 1.3 Elastic Collisions Involving Dust Grains 
This effect is a little more straightforward. Again it is not used in the solar model and 
may require some work. In particular, the use of a»d has the same problems as in the 
previous term. It is given simply by the equation 
— ( A  1 . 3 . 1 )  
dt 3k 
where |i is the mean molecular weight, a ^  and have the same definitions as in 
appendix 4.6.4, and k is the gas constant. 
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Appendix 1.4 Molecular effects 
Molecular effects are currently not included in the code. 
Appendix 1.5 Ionization effects 
The full calculation to include cooling effects of ionization and heating effects of re­
combination are quite involved and computationally expensive. The cooling due to 
hydrogen rises exponentially around 10,000K as the Balmer lines become significantly 
involved. The exact value of the cooling depends on the optical depth in the Lyman and 
Balmer continuum and lines, as well as the ionization of other species in the gas. The 
inclusion of calculations for the excitation and ionization of hydrogen as a function of the 
radiative and kinetict emperatures, electron and hydrogen densities, and optical depth, for 
every cell at every time step is unrealistic in this code. Thus, an approximation is needed. 
It is expected that at temperatures close to 10,OOOK, the cooling becomes exponential, 
with a rate 
l o g ( À )  =  — +  5  (Al.5.1) 
The simplifying approximations are in the assumptions that ionization equilibrium is 
reached instantaneously and that the number of free electrons contributed by metals does not 
change as temperature changes; the rates can then be approximated as a pre-determined 
function of temperature. These rates are stored as variable FT (function of temperature). 
Storing every possible temperature is a literally impossible task, instead the rates are 
calculated every TSCL degrees, starting at a temperature ITSCL*TSCL and going up to 
(ITSCL+NTSCL-1)*TSCL. NTSCL is the dimension of the FT array. These values are all 
calculated at the beginning of a run. 
For example, calculate the rates every 10 degrees, from 4 000K to 12 000K. Then TSCL=I0, ITSCL=400, 
NTSCL=801. FT(1) is the cooling rate at 4 000K, FT(2) the rate at 4 0I0K. FT(i) is the cooling rate at (4 000 
+ (i-l)*10)K. 
Throughout the current time step, these fixed temperatures are the target for each partial 
time step, the partial time step required to get there is the variable. To start with, we must 
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convert the actual temperature into its position in the FT array. 
XT1 is a real value, IT1 is the integer part of XT1 (the integer part, not XT1 rounded to 
the nearest integer - if XT1 = 803.85, IT 1=803). IT2 is the value used by the FT array. FTl 
is the corresponding value of the FT array to the pseudo-temperature IT2. The first time 
through, the temperature will probably be at a non-tabulated value. In this case, extrapolate a 
value from the closest two tabulated values. 
Continuing with the same example, suppose the temperature is 4507K. Then XT1=450.7, IT I =450, IT2 =50. 
The value of FTl will fall somewhere between FT(50) and FT(51). Let X2 define how far between these 
values, XT2 =XTI -IT1=0.7. FTl will lie 70% between FT(50) and FT(51 ), with a value of 
0.7*FT(51 )+0.3 *FT(50). 
If the temperature falls outside the bounds of the FT array, use either 0.0, or FT(NTSCL) 
for below and above the range respectively. 
The actual effect is given by 
^  =  - p f { T , X e )  ( A 1 . 5 . 2 a )  
where 
(1.401 X 10' \ - T j (A 1.5.2b) 
• X< is the number of free electrons per hydrogen nucleus 
• Xc.h is the number of free electrons per hydrogen nucleus due to hydrogen 
ionization (also the number of hydrogen ions per hydrogen nucleus 
• Xejn is the number of free electrons per hydrogen nucleus due to metals. 
• Xh is a multiplier and has the value X  H  ^[0,1] (usually 1 to include this effect and 0 to 
eliminate this effect) 
This agrees with the expectation that at temperatures close to 10,OOOK, the cooling 
becomes exponential (equation AI.5.1). The last calculation is for X=^. 
1.578 X 10' 
1 + 3.241-
,1.144 
(A 1.5.3)  
This is the equilibrium ionization level of hydrogen at temperature T. The 1.578xl05 
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represents the 13.6eV ionization energy of hydrogen, expressed as a temperature. 
The exact formulation of the constant at the front of the FT equation could probably be 
reconstructed from, for example, Spitzer(1978) or Dalgarno & McCray (1972). By 
dimensional analysis, it can be scaled between MKS and CGS units by a factor of 1000. 
The dynamical effect is a combination of rate of change of internal energy due to 
horizontal motions (DEIDTX) and PdV work done on the cell during the partial time step. 
There are two modes with which an atmosphere can oscillate, called p-modes and g-
modes. In a p-mode (also called acoustic mode), gas pressure provides the restoring force to 
return the atmosphere to its original form following the passage of the wave. With a g-mode, 
gravity provides the restoring force. P-modes are characterized by more rapid changes. 
With a long period, low amplitude oscillation, the atmosphere has time to respond to any 
driving oscillation. The atmosphere simply lifts and relaxes back to its original position 
under the influence of gravity. The result is that the atmosphere xbreathes', gently rising and 
falling with the driver. However, as the period gets shorter (increased frequency) or the 
amplitude gets larger, gravity eventually becomes too small to accelerate the fluid back to its 
starting position before the next wave propagates through. The result can be that a new 
equilibrium is reached or a pressure wave forms. In the case where the amplitude is just too 
large, a new equilibrium is reached and the atmosphere continues to oscillate with the same 
frequency. However, when the frequency becomes too high, the natural oscillation is 
overwhelmed and a sound wave forms; the p-mode is created. The frequency at which this 
occurs is called the acoustic cut-off frequency. For longer period waves, acoustic waves will 
Appendix 1.6 Dynamical Effects 
(A 1.6.1)  
Appendix 1.7 Acoustic Cut-Off Frequency 
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not propagate. 
m
-
= 2 ^  
Note that the oscillation need not be periodic for this to occur. Any situation where the 
atmosphere is compressed before it can respond will result in an acoustic wave. 
In the oscillations we study, the intention is to maintain the acoustic modes, since these 
generate the shocks. It seems prudent therefore to keep the frequency high. However, there 
is another important consideration. 
If the driver velocity exceeds the local sound velocity, shocks will be produced on the 
upstroke of the driving boundary and there will be a separation of the boundary from the 
fluid on the dovvnstroke. Both of these features are undesirable, as the shocks studied here 
are generated by atmospheric variations. It is possible in some circumstances to circumvent 
these problems by allowing the driver to increase in amplitude (and hence maximum 
velocity) gradually. This method is currently employed within the code. Even so, it can take 
many cycles for the atmosphere to build a rhythmic response to harsh driving conditions. 
Harsher conditions (larger amplitudes at higher frequencies) demand longer lead-in times 
and eventually become non-physical. 
The overall effect of this is that very high frequency waves cannot have large 
amplitudes. Since the shock strength is dependent on the amplitude, it follows that the 
shocks produced as a result of a high frequency driver are not going to be very strong. From 
this viewpoint, it is a straightforward deduction that the most powerful shocks should occur 
when the driving frequency is low. Recall though that if the frequency goes below the 
acoustic cut-off frequency, the entire acoustic mode will stop. The acoustic cut-off 
frequency then gives us a good target for generating powerful shock waves. Indeed, 
oscillations more rapid than -100s are extremely difficult to observe as they are relatively 
weak and easily get lost in noise levels. 
For reference, the acoustic cut-off frequency has a value of about three minutes at the 
solar photosphere. Since g remains almost constant (falling slightly) through the atmosphere, 
and T increases with height in the upper atmosphere, the acoustic cut-off frequency falls with 
height. Modes that can propagate through the lower atmosphere will continue to propagate 
through the upper atmosphere. 
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Appendix 1.8 Shock-Jump Equations 
This appendix contains the derivation of the shock jump equations, including the 
assumptions made therein. 
The raw output data gives us values for the velocities in the lab frame (v), but we will 
have to consider the velocities in the frame that is moving with the shock front (u). Define 
the "background" values to be the values of the state variables before the shock hits and give 
these the subscript i. Define the post-shock values to be the values of the state variables in 
fluid that has passed through a shock and give these the subscript Define the x-direction to 
be the direction in which the shock is propagating. Assume that the perpendicular velocities 
are zero. The new velocities will then be 
Uu = vsiwdc-vlx = vslUKi ,  U , .  =  V / :  =  0 
"2r = VW* - - "Zz = V2z 
Consider a planar shock covering an area A. Start with conservation of mass - the mass 
going into the shock must equal the mass coming out of the shock, call this the mass flux. 
p - l u ^ A  =  p x u l x A - m  
( A I . 8 . 1 )  
0 P 2 11 2t = P 1 U fa 
This flow will be accelerated by the pressure gradient across the shock (ignoring viscous 
effects), and 
( P 2 - P l ) A  =  m ( u l x - u 2 x )  
(A 1.8.2) 
= >  P2 + P 2 u i  = Pi + P i U ] x  
Finally, from energy conservation, we know that work done is equal to change in energy 
and, dividing by time, the applied power is equal to the rate of change of energy which is 
identical to the difference in energy flux between the two sides of the shock. Then writing 
the energy flux as the product of energy density and volume flux gives 
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So far, these equations have been restricted to one-dimensional motion (in the x-
direction, the direction of shock propagation). However, in the third equation, we would 
need additional consideration due to the fact that the kinetic energy should include 
perpendicular velocities (y- and z- directions) as well. Behind the shock, the increased 
pressure will cause a perpendicular pressure gradient, accelerating the fluid in those 
directions. The real pressure gradient would be the vector addition of the radial (in x) and 
transverse gradients, although the added complexity of this factor would make any solution 
extremely challenging. For now, this extra term will be neglected, but the reader should be 
aware of its potential significance. 
The most useful solution to these equations is obviously one that relates to known 
values. The Mach number (M) is defined as the ratio of gas speed to local sound speed. In 
this case, we will consider the speed at which the shock is propagating through the 
undisturbed fluid. This is equivalent to the speed at which the undisturbed fluid appears to 
be moving in the reference frame of the shock. 
M = —— = u k \ (AI.8.4) 
a, l y P i  
Define two ratios, 
"
=t: • £=T: 
From equation A 1.8.1, the post-shock velocity can be eliminated 
p x u u  a  
" i  =  = " Z r 0  
p i  
This can be used in equation A 1.8.2 and A 1.8.3 
P \  +  P \ u ) x  =  P i  +  P i U u & 2  ( A l . 8 . 5 )  
y f ,  + i i j =  y r >  (ALS6) 
( y - l ) P i  2  ( y - l ) p 2  2  
Now substitute equation Al.8.4 to remove u k from equation Al.8.5 and manipulate: 
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= > e =  1  + y  M l { \  - f i )  = > f t  =  ^  +  — -  ( A l . 8 . 7 )  
y  M '  
Note that in this expression, we have said nothing about M. If M=0, we clearly have a 
problem. However, this is easily circumvented. When M=0, the pressures must be equal on 
either side of the "boundary" and the expression simply reduces to /?= 1 
Similarly, manipulating equation Al.8.6 gives 
y  ,  y  M -  y p j M 1 ]  y p 2  
Pii - -• + ( y - l ) P i  2 p i  2 p \  J  ( y - l ) p 2  
multiplying by 2 px yields 
then 
e J y z ± ) ( L ] ( 2 L  
2 y 
H 11 y,tf
2 y
~
l
(
2y+(y~1)(yM2)(1-^2) 
y  2  y  ^ \  y - l  
Now equations 1.8.7 and 1.8.8 involve the same two unknowns and can be solved. The 
easier method is to substitute Al.8.8 into Al.8.7 - it eliminates the need to square an entire 
expression. 
1 
y M 2  
Rearranging gives a quadratic expression in 
P ~ { y ~  M ~  +  y M ~ ) - f i ( 2 y ) ( l  +  y M ~ )  +  y M ~ ( y —  l) + 2y = 0 
which can be solved to give 
l + y M " ± ( M "  —  l )  _  ^  2  +  M 2 ( y —  1 )  
~  M 2 ( l  +  y )  ~  '  M : ( y + 1 )  
The two solutions are for the non-shock/shock cases. When M < 1 , there is no shock 
and /? = 1 (otherwise small values of M would produce incredibly large density 
discontinuities, this is just not physical). When 1 , the second term is used indicating 
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that there is a discontinuity, with 0 -* 1 as M-* 1 
This can now be substituted back into equation Al.8.8 for the pressure ratio and Al.8.1 
for the velocity ratio. I include a subscript on the M now to indicate that it is the Mach 
number in the undisturbed fluid). 
p  2  _ u  i x  _  ( y + o ^ i  
P i  u 2 x  ( y — l ) M \  +  2  
P 2  2 y M \ + \ - y  
P i  y + i  
t 2  ( 2 y A f ;  +  l - y ) ( ( y - l ) A f ?  +  2 )  
T l  ( y  +  l ) 2 M f  
For particularly strong shocks, 
p i _  
p i  
» M 
P ,  
( y+0  
( y —  0  
M \  
1 1  - Y  
y * i  
y = i  
A/[ 
I 
y + i /  
2 / -  y ( y - 1 )  
( y + i f  
y ^ i  
y = i  
Interestingly, notice that the temperature term is unbounded when y ^  1 , but 
constrained to unity when y = 1 (isothermal atmosphere). The density follows the reverse 
of this rule and is only constrained in a non-isothermal atmosphere. In the isothermal 
atmosphere, the density ratio is unbounded. The pressure ratio is unbounded in either case. 
p i  
For a typical monatomic gas, y = 5/3 and — = 4 for very strong shocks. 
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Appendix 1.9 Equations of Hydrodynamics 
The basic equations in hydrodynamics are often summarized in any good book on fluid 
dynamics. Three of the most fundamental quantities in nature are mass, momentum and 
energy. Excepting any mechanical influence from outside the fluid and any sources or sinks 
of fluids, these three quantities must be conserved. Where these conditions are not met, the 
difference is often calculable or can be approximated. 
There are also two forms of fluid dynamics, continuum fluid dynamics which is purely 
analytical and discrete fluid dynamics, which better allows computational analysis. While 
fluids are definitely continuous media, it is often easier to think of them as comprising many 
small pieces, much in the same way that calculus integrates a continuous function by 
breaking it into tiny pieces. Since we are handling the computational side, we will deal 
exclusively with this discrete model of fluid dynamics. 
Even within the discrete model, there are two conventions for handling the pieces. One 
convention (Lagrangian) separates the fluid into isolated "blobs' and watches how they move 
and change shape with the fluid. The second convention (Eulerian) stamps an externally 
imposed grid onto the fluid and watches how the fluid flows in and out of that grid. 
Typically, Lagrangian systems are confined to one dimension. 
This code has taken a rather unique approach of maintaining much of the advantages of 
the Lagrangian system in one preferred direction (vertical) and coupling to an Eulerian 
system in the horizontal plane. Both sets of equations are presented along with a discussion 
of how they are tied together. 
Conservation of mass (Eulerian) 
When mass flows out of one region, it does so by flowing into a neighboring region. 
The mass in any one region is not constant, but the rate at which it changes is dependent on 
the velocity field and the density at the boundaries. 
In vector notation, this is written 
^ -  +  V - { p u )  =  0  
o t 
and simplifies in one dimension to equation 4.5.1.1 in section 4.5.1 
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Within the code, each direction is handled separately and a mass flow rate through each 
boundary determined. These are then summed to obtain the total mass flow rate. 
Conservation of Mass (Lagrangian) 
In the Lagrangian system, each fluid parcel is a self-contained blob. There is no mass 
flow in or out of that parcel. Therefore, conservation of mass simply allows us to maintain 
the mass of the parcel. 
Conservation of Momentum (Eulerian) 
Due to the vector nature of momentum (as opposed to the scalar nature of mass), the 
momentum equation is significantly more complicated. Just like mass, momentum will flow 
across each boundary. However, this momentum must be broken into its components. Each 
component is able to flow across each boundary, resulting in a tensor equation. 
Additional complications arise from the external forces. Pressure gradients, 
gravitational forces and viscous forces (direct and shear) can affect momentum locally. 
These factors can be combined to produce a series of momentum equations of the form 
/ represents a body force, typically gravity. It is frequently seen written as a gradient 
of gravitational potential 
TT% is the viscous stress tensor, and the Kronecker delta function. 
In this code, viscosity is handled by artificial means and the viscous stress tensor is 
neglected. Also, the Eulerian system is only implemented in the horizontal direction, 
allowing the body force term to be neglected. The remaining terms are divided into the 
diagonal elements (i=k) and the non-diagonal elements (often referred to as advection). The 
non-diagonal elements are summed over each boundary in a similar manner to the mass 
conservation equation. The diagonal elements yield the one dimensional momentum 
equation (equation 4.5.1.2 with the body force removed) 
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Conservation of Momentum (Lagrangian) 
Once again, this is an easier formulation than the Eulerian system. The parcel of fluid 
can be considered a particle. Momentum cannot flow in or out of the particles, but it can be 
pushed. Once again, the viscous stress terms are ignored. The gravitational term cannot be 
neglected because in this code the Lagrangian implementation is handled in the vertical 
direction. The end result is 
Conservation of Energy (Eulerian) 
Just like mass, energy will flow out of a cell as the fluid flows out of the cell. In 
addition to this term though, outside forces can change the energy content of that fluid. 
Work can be defined as a force multiplied by distance and work affects the energy content. 
If the force is multiplied by velocity, that gives the rate at which energy changes. The energy 
is also broken into components - the kinetic (K), internal (I) and gravitational-potential (U) 
energies (per unit volume). The rate at which the kinetic and internal energies change can be 
expressed as 
Once again, the viscous stress tensor is neglected. Fk is the conductive heat flux, this 
is also neglected. 
Conservation of Energy (Lagrangian) 
In the Lagrangian system, it is typical to deal with absolute values rather than the 
volume-density values typical in the Eulerian system. Therefore, energies should be 
considered absolute. 
This code considers three different effects. The first, moving in a gravitational field, 
does not affect the total energy directly. In fact, it brings up a fourth energy, mechanical 
?fl= - V P - g k  
O t 
This can, of course, be simplified into the one dimension 
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energy, which is actually a sum of gravitational-potential and kinetic energies. The internal 
and mechanical energies are both conserved in this consideration, although the partition of 
the mechanical energy between kinetic and gravitational-potential changes. 
d K =  d U  
dt dt 
The second effect is due to external forces such as pressure gradients, which can 
accelerate the fluid. This effect changes the kinetic energy, but not the gravitational-
potential or internal energies. Since kinetic energy is closely related to momentum 
=  p  •  p i 2 m )  ' change is derived from the change in momentum. 
The third effect is that of the cell changing volume (V). This affects the internal energy, 
but not the mechanical energy. 
aJ- = - P aJL 
d t  d t  
Closure Relation 
By themselves, these equations are insufficient to obtain a solution. The closure is 
provided by the gas law 
P=?rkT 
M 
where is the mean molecular weight. 
Euler/Lagrange combination 
The two systems are calculated at different times, a half-time-step apart. This prevents 
problems associated with a preferential direction being calculated first. The two variations 
are then combined within the code. 
Euler Results 
The derivation of the final equations from these basic equations is listed in section 4.5. 
The end result of these derivations are the following equations, which are calculated across a 
(right hand) boundary. These equations are listed as 4.5.3.15-17. The energy equation is 
then further enhanced by the addition of artificial viscosity, which is discussed immediately 
following the original equations. 
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d P o  _ - p r v r  
d t  A X  
d p  i  _ P r v r  _  d  p Q  
d t  ~  A X  ~  d t  
d  _ - P . v v r  P j  
d t  P x 0  A X  2 A X  
d  _ P  x r V  r  Pq  _  _  Ô  P 0 ~ P l  
d  t  P x J ~  A  X  2  A X  ~  d  t  P x 0  2  A X  
d  „ _ ~ v r ( E r  +  P r )  
F7e' ^ 
S n _ v p ( £ ,  +  P „  „ , )  _  g  
3 7 £ |  J x  ~ d T  °  
3 c a 
a T  ' " " a ?  0  
Each boundary is then added to give a total rate of change for a cell. Where there is 
more than one adjoining cell in any given direction, each adjoining cell is treated as a 
separate boundary covering some height A Z . Then, for example, 
d  p  _  y y ^ Zjfc 5 p, 
4 2  a
'  
where the sum is carried out over all three directions in the horizontal plane and ns 
adjoining cells in each direction. 
Lagrange Results 
The Eulerian results are imported into the Hydro routine (section 4.6) where the 
Lagrangian results are included and the code integrates over small time-steps. In the 
equations that follow, a superscript usually refers to a location in time and a subscript refers 
to a location in space. 
Mass and horizontal momentum components are trivial, they are calculated as a direct 
integration of the Euler results. The vertical momentum calculation is carried out as three 
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parts. The first is that from the pressure gradients, the second from the Euler results and the 
third term is the acceleration caused by external forces (gravity, radiation pressure) 
i / :  —  — i / 2  ,  
Pt. 4(0.1) P z . 4(0.1 ) { { p  + Q  )o ~ { P  +  Q  i )  •  A  V n + T ( " ^ r + " 1 T ' ) +  m  *'(W 
d~ z 4(0.1) 
The energy term is calculated as discussed above, with the components being 
The new kinetic energy is calculated 
K =
- ^ ( 4 ( P ° - P » P >  + P Z > )  + 3 P * )  
The new gravitational-potential energy is calculated from some pre-calibrated values U, 
and Ui. A value a =• 
ÔR 
is defined, where the cell is located a distance <5 R above 
R 2 - R ,  
Ri  and below R2, with RI and R: being the pre-calibrated radii corresponding to U, and U2. 
Then, 
1 U = 
M « 
u ,  u ,  
( 1  - c c ) U y  + a  U z  
This last step is not obvious but is documented in section 4.6. 
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Appendix 2.1 Structure of the Hexagonal Co-ordinate 
System 
• B 
b P 
A 
Figure A2.1.1 
The position (greek) and velocity representations of a point P 
From this diagram, we will derive the correlation between the two representations. A 
little trigonometry shows that the angles a Pa and fiPb are both 30 degrees. This 
immediately yields the first two results 
The length p in the position representation is derived from the cosine rule, with the angle 
0 a P equal to 120 degrees. Then 
With one of a or (3 negative, the layout appears a little differently, but the result can be verified to be the 
same. 
The length v in the velocity representation can also be evaluated from these three results 
and similarly 
(A2.1.2) 
(A2.1.I) 
p 1  =  a 2  +  f i 2  +  a  P  (A2.1.3) 
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(a second derivation is included prior to equation 4.4.7, using the conversion to cartesian co­
ordinates) 
Starting with equation A2.1.3 and realizing that, in fact, p and v are identical yields 
v2 = <x2 + 02 + «0 (A2.I.4) 
Now replacing the squares of a and J3 in this equation with equations A2.1.1 and A2.1.2 
yields 
v~ = ^ a2 — a f$ + j + —oc b ^ + tx f} 
1 3 
= a~ + b~ +—(cc~ + (i~ + a f}) + —cx fi — a (i — cc b 
Substituting from equation A2.1.4 and again from equations A2.1.1 and A2.1.2 yields 
v" — a. + +-^-+oc f —— b 
•  v "  —  a '  +  b ~  -  a b  +  a  y — f $  -  y i  +  —  j  j +  y j y  
'  v 2  =  y j a 2  +  6 2 - a £ + a ^ - j - y  +  y +  j j  
Finally, 
v2 = y(a* + è"-ûè) (A2.I.5) 
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Appendix 2.2 Mathematical Proof 
Hypothesis 
That the formulation 
P r ( t + A t )  =  P r { t )  +  P „ ( ' R ( 0 - P i ( 0
v i ( 0  
AX 
At 
returns a value greater than zero for all possible initial conditions. 
Proof 
Use a proof by contradiction - assume that the hypothesis is false and derive a 
contradictory statement from that assumption. 
In setting the time step, we use the Courant condition and a value cccl, to force the 
relation 
(where At is the half-time step over which the above calculation is made) 
Now, assume that for some state we find that p r ( t  + A t ) ^  0 . Then from equation 
I will drop the (t) notation here, all the remaining equations have variables evaluated at t. 
Rearranging (A2.2.2) gives 
= >  A  x > 2  A t  m a x  
max 
4.5.3, 
(A2.2.2) 
(A2.2.3) 
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We can now use these two conclusions and equation A2.2.1 to obtain a contradiction 
^->Atmax(\v i\) =» At >At max(\Vl\)^^^-
= *  P i V l - p Q v 0 > m a x { \ v $ { P a  +  P i )  
but 
P , V , - P o V 0  <  P l |v l| +  P o | V o |  <  ( P o  +  P t ) " Z ^ ( | V o | > l | )  <  ( P o  +  P l ) m ^ Y ( | V , | )  
• 
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Appendix 2.3 Mathematical Demonstration 
Demonstration that the acceleration values from pressure terms will be monotonie in 
the series lower boundary-cell- upper boundary. 
In this proof, P will represent the pressure, note that this is really an arbitrary 
assignment, it could represent the true gas pressure, or gas plus viscous pressures. The 
subscripts -1,0 1 represent the values from the cell below, this cell and the cell above 
respectively, and m represents the mass in those cells. 
The acceleration of the upper boundary is given by 
Suppose ciu>a t  , it must then be shown that au>aQ> a t  . If au<a t  it must be 
shown that au<aQ<al , and if au = at it must be shown that au = aQ = ai . 
First, assume a u >a l  . Then 
and similarly that of the lower boundary by 
Then the acceleration of the cell is given by 
impl i e s (P Q -P l ) (m. l +m ( j )>{P_ l -P n ) {m ù +m l )  (A2 .3 . I )  
Now show that this implies that aQ>al . Adding a term to both sides yields 
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( P 0  — P .  ) ( " > _ ,  + m 0 )  +  ( P _ ,  —  P „  ) ( m _ ,  - f -  m 0  ) > ( P _ ,  —  P u  ) ( m  „ - f - m  ,  )  +  ( / > _ ,  — P 0 ) ( " » _ ,  + m . )  
= > ( P _ 1 - / > 1 ) ( m _ 1  +  m 0 ) > ( P _ 1 - / , 0 ) ( m _ 1  +  2 m 0  +  m l )  
P
~ ~
P l  
\ > ( P - ~ P °  
m _ , 4 - 2 m 0  +  m [  /  \  m _ t  +  m 0  
Similarly equation 4.6.app 1. 1  c a n  b e  r e w r i t t e n  t o  s h o w  a u >  a Q  
( p 0  —  _ t  - + -  m 0 ) + ( P „  —  P  , ) ( m 0  • + •  m  , ) >  ( P  —  P a ) { m „  +  m  , ) +  ( P „  ~  P  , ) ( " » „  +  m ,  )  
= > ( P o - P i ) ( m _ i  +  2 m 0  +  m i ) > ( P _ [ - P i ) ( m 0  +  m i )  
mQ-t m{ J \ + 2m0 + ml 
By replacing the > with < or =, the other results follow trivially. 
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Appendix 2.4 Mathematical Demonstration 
Demonstration that the net radiation flux will always be upward 
Consider the diagram below 
Upper Atmosphere Lower Atmosphere 
Mechanical Energy source 
Figure A2.4.1 
Radiation incoming to a slice of "upper atmosphere' from the lower atmosphere. A 
mechanical source of heating adds additional energy to the slice of "upper atmosphere'. 
Label the incoming radiation as magnitude F, and the incoming mechanical heat source 
as Ei. For equilibrium, the incoming heat E2 must be removed - either by conduction, 
convection or radiation (there is no means by which to create a wave at this point for 
mechanical dissipation). Convection cannot work in a temperature inversion, leaving 
conduction and radiation. Suppose that some fraction a is radiated away, the remainder 
being conducted. The radiation will be isotropic, so the flux in both directions will be 
oc£. 
Of the incoming radiation Fh suppose that some fraction |3 is absorbed. For equilibrium, 
this must be removed, some by conduction and some by radiation. A new flux (again in each 
direction) is added. 
^3=—;— 
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The remaining part of Fi, F, '  = ( 1  —  (i)F l  continues to propagate through the top of 
the slice of upper atmosphere. 
Now we have three terms: 
Transmitting upwards above the slice 
(  C C B \  O L E - ,  
0 ,  =  F l ' + F 2  +  F 3  =  F l (  +  +  
=f
'V"T"f))+^ 
Transmitting upwards between the two regions 4)i = ^i 
a /? F, a F2 
Transmitting downwards between the two regions cf) 3 = F; + F 3 ' 
Assume that the radiation field was reversed by this slice, then </>3></>2 
implies > F, ^  I - 4^-j f 
A2.4.1) 
Now, 0 <a < 1 0 < — ^— => 0<—^| 1 1^1 
2 2 2  2  \  2 }  
and 1 =» I =» 1 — 0j5s 1 — 011 — — j 
/ a 6 \ a F, 
Therefore, <^,<F1I l + —^-=-
Coupled with equation A2.4.1, this implies that over half of the radiative flux 
transmitting above this slice is a direct result of the mechanical energy deposited into that 
slice. This is a contradiction of observations, since the radiation we detect mostly comes 
from the photosphere. Therefore, we can conclude that our assumption was wrong and 
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0 3 < 0 2  ,  t h e  r a d i a t i o n  f i e l d  i s  n o t  r e v e r s e d .  
Similarly, we can compare the net flux below the slice to the net flux above the slice. 
The net effect depends on the relative values of the radiative opacity (determining (3), the 
conductive efficiency (determines a) and the energy input to the system. Consider the 
difference between the net flux above the slice and the net flux below the slice 
0 i _ ( $ 2 - 0 3 )  =  ^ i | l - 0 + ~ ^ ~ ~ l  +  ~ y - j  +  a £ ' 2 = : a £ 2 - f  i l ( l - a )  
Clearly, when E2=0, the flux drops off with height. This is caused by some of the 
radiation being absorbed and conducted back into the lower atmosphere before it can be 
radiated away. However, (3 is typically small, so it does not take a large energy input to 
enhance the radiative flux. 
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Appendix 3.1 Common Files 
Most of these files have self-explanatory titles. Some refer to passing variables from 
one routine to another (routines that normally would not "talk' to each other), others refer to 
specific types of variables. 
e.g. "chgwrmod" conveys variables from change to write_model 
"drivers" contains information specific to the model drivers. 
chgwrmod 
common /chgwrmod/ nliney.nlinez 
integer nliney.nlinez 
real fldzmn.failnn.flread.flreg 
integer if 1 ,if2,jfl,jf2,kfl ,kf2 
fldzmn=1000. 
failnn=983 
flread=1000. 
flreg=15.1 
if 1=1 
if2=nx 
jfl=l 
jf2=ny 
kfl=l 
kf2=nz 
drivers 
common /drivers/ lgdrvd,lgdrvg,iosc,amp,ampini,amptgt, 
a growst,xtop.ytop,xdrop,xcent,ycent,phase,cphase.phzero. 
a period 
logical lgdrvd(ndrive), Igdrvg(ndrive) 
integer iosc(ndrive) 
real amp(ndrive) .ampini(ndrive) .amptgt(ndrive), 
a growst(ndrive) 
real xtop(ndrive) .ytop(ndrive) .xdrop(ndrive) .xcent(ndrive). 
a ycent(ndrive) 
real phase(ndrive), cphase(ndrive), phzero(ndrive), 
a period(ndrive) 
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gravity 
common /gravity/ grvpot.zbascl„zbase,zscale 
real zbascl.zbase.zscale 
double precision grvpot(izmax) 
hydwri 
common /hydwri/ psloc 
integer psloc(nx,ny) 
inphyd 
common /inphyd/ its,itscl,izscl.atd,cq,difst,dustv.fi. 
a ptstpf,qmin,rhocx.rhomin,ta,tb,tcon.twid,xnu 
integer its.itscl.izscl 
real xnu 
real atd.cq.difst.dustv.fi.ptstpf.qmin, 
a rhocx,rhomin,ta.tb,tcon.twid 
inpstat 
common /inpstat/ kappac.isothm.amu.cgamma.pcorna, 
a pps, psmass ,rstar, smass. tauO, tcoma.xkappa 
integer kappac.isothm 
real amu,cgamma,pcorna,pps,psmass,rstar,smass. 
a tauO,tcorna,xkappa 
inptstp 
iplus 
jplus 
common /inptstp/ nstpmn.cct 
integer nstpmn 
realcct 
common /ipls/iplus 
integer iplus(-1:1.nx) 
common /jpls/jplus 
integer jplus(-1:1 ,ny) 
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model_format 
1001 format (9i5) 
1002 format (11.12.i2,13e32.24) 
1003 format (3e32.24) 
1004 format (e48.40) 
1005 format (3i5,14e32.24) 
1007 format (i5,e32.24) 
1008 format (3i5) 
1009 format (5e32.24) 
1010 format (e48.40) 
1011 format (14e48.40) 
1012 format (2e48.40) 
1013 format (8e32.24) 
1014 format (9e32.24) 
1015 format (2e32.24) 
1016 format (13i5.e32.24) 
1017 format (2i5,2e32.24) 
1018 format (2i5,8e32.24) 
1019 format (7e48.40) 
1020 format (1 le48.40) 
1021 format (7e48.40) 
1022 format (e48.40) 
1023 format (3e48.40) 
1024 format (6e48.40) 
1025 format (4e48.40) 
1026 format (e48.40) 
1027 format (i8) 
1028 format (4i9) 
1029 format (i9) 
1030 format (2e32.24) 
1100 format (i8.2i4,9e32.24) 
1101 format (i5,24e48.40) 
1102 format (e48.40) 
modlconst 
common /modcon/ ft.angres.dustk,tau 1 ,teff.tscl 
real angres,dustk, tau 1, teff, tscl 
double precision ft(ntscl) 
momeng 
common /momeng/ energy,eu,ek,pzbot,xmom,xmass,dmasdt,dmmdtx 
double precision 
1 dmasdt(nx.ny,nz),energy(nx.ny,nz),eu(nx,ny,nz),ek(nx,ny,nz), 
1 pzbo t(nx, ny, nz+1 ), 
1 xmass(nx,ny,nz+l),xmom(4,nx,ny,nz),dmmdtx(4,nx,ny,nz) 
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physconst 
common /physconst/ cgask,pi,twopi,fourpi,lightv,stefan,g,rgas 
real cgask,pi.twopi,fourpi.Iightv,stefan,g,rgas 
prints 
common /prints/ wmdinc.prtinc.wrtinc 
real wmdinc 
real prtinc(4),wrtinc(4) 
regrids 
common /regrds/ rgdmax.timmin.dzmin 
real rgdmax, timmin 
real dzmin(nx.ny) 
schedule 
common /schedule/ chpmt,chmodw,chgrow,chdriv,chwhen,ieqspp, 
a ieqspw,npmtt.nprntx,nprnty,npmtz,nwritm,nwritt,nwritx. 
b nwrity.nwritz,amphld,chdrv2,chdrv3,chdrv4,iddrvd.iddrvg, 
c ioscin.ampgro,chdrvl,chdrv5,chdrv6,chdrv7,grostp,phmtch 
integer chprnt(nsched) .chmodw(nsched) ,chgrow(nsched). 
b chdriv(nsched) .nprntt(nsched) .npmtx(nsched) .npmty(nsched), 
c npmtz(nsched) .ieqspp(nsched) .nwritm(nsched), 
d nwritt(nsched) .nwritx(nsched) .nwrity(nsched) .nwritz(nsched), 
e ieqspw(nsched) 
integer iddrvg(ngrop, nsched), amphld(ngrop, nsched). 
a iddrvd(ndrvp, nsched), ioscin(ndrvp, nsched) 
real chwhen(nsched) 
real ampgro(ngrop.nsched),grostp(ngrop,nsched), 
a phmtch(ndrvp,nsched).chdrvl(ndrvp,nsched), 
b chdrv2 (ndrvp .nsched), chdrv3(ndrvp, nsched), 
c chdrv4(ndrvp, nsched) ,chdrv5(ndrvp, nsched), 
d chdrv6(ndrvp .nsched), chdrv?(ndrvp, nsched) 
startpar 
parameter (nx= 20 ) 
parameter (ny= 20 ) 
parameter (nz= 40 ) 
parameter (izmax= 20 ) 
parameter (ntscl= 800 ) 
parameter (nsched= 5 ) 
parameter (ndrive= 2 ) 
parameter (ngrop= 1 ) 
parameter (ndrvp- 2 ) 
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state 
common /estate/ ard,ckappa,gamma,pg,rdpowr,rho,t,teq. 
1 vdust.xmu.zbot 
double precision ard(nx,ny,0:nz) ,ckappa(nx.ny.nz+1). 
1 gamma(nx.ny.O:nz+l).pg(nx.ny.O:nz+l).rdpowr(nx.ny.nz). 
2 rho(nx.ny,0:nz+L).t(nx.ny,0:nz+l).teq(nx.ny.nz), 
3 vdust(nx.ny.nz) ,xmu(nx,ny,0:nz+1), 
4 zbot(nx. ny.O :nz+2) 
stathyd 
common /stathyd/ d2zbdt,dxbot.gravpt,r,deidtx,detdtx 
double precision d2zbdt(nx,ny,nz+1 ),dxbot(nx.ny,0: nz+2). 
a gravpt(nx.ny.O:nz+l),r(nx.ny.O:nz+l), 
b deidtx(nx. ny, nz). detdtx(nx, ny, nz) 
tstpsum 
common /tstpsum/ numtst,numlcx,numlcy,numlcz,numtyp,tstpsm.tstplg 
integer numtst 
integer numlcx(0:nx), numlcy(0 : ny). numlcz(0 : nz), numtyp(4) 
real tstplg.tstpsm 
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Appendix 3.2 Sample Input File 
E££eccTemp 
5800.0000 
legs 
0 
.Dimension 
5 
.*o£cycles 
4 
bot_optdep 
1.0000E+00 
•max_ratio 
5.0000 
cal_T_skip 
1 
thm_dif_st 
0 . 0 0 0 0  
-dusc_opac 
0 . 0 0 0 0  
•cric_dens 
+1.000E-10 
elec_mecal 
+2.000E-02 
init_print 
0 
SCHEDULES 
P M G D W 
3 0 2 2 000000.0000 
P +001 +005 +005 +020 2 
W +003 +020 +020 +500 2 
G +001 0 +0.0005+02 10.0000 
G -002 0 +3.000E+03 10.0000 
0 ,-001 0 000.0000 -0000010.0000 020.00 005.00 020.00 010.50 010.50 00000.0000 
0 +002 0 000.0000 +0000010.0000 005.00 001.00 005.00 010.50 010.50 00000.0000 
0 10 0 000014.5000 
M -000 
0 0 0 0 000100.0000 
Appendix 3.3 Sample Restart File 
. #o£cycles min#o£step max ftp-step 
16 0 0 
init_print init_write summ_print summ_write 
0 0 0 1 
SCHEDULES 
P M G D W 
0 10 0 000000.2000 
M -000 
0 10 0 000013.8000 
M +000 
•Mass(sms) 'Radius-sr Photopress ...Opacity Photosmass Mol weight 
1.OOOOE+OO 1.OOOOE-OO 8.9000E-04 0.230002-00 1.00000000 1.99000 
Kappaconst Isothermal gamma 
1 0 1.6667 
Angular_resolution 
-2.500E+04 
minffo£step max#p-step 
100 1000 
top_optdep Temp_corna .PG_corona 
1.0000E-04 1.00Q0E+04 1.0000E+04 
. -niin_time cumt_mult 
+0.OOOE-OO 0.4000 
io_T_calib hi_T_calib 
-0.5500 -2.0000 
thm_di£_sw pseudo_vis min_ps_vis x_ps_visc 
0.8500 2.0000 0.0010 -0.0000 
. .dust_vel col_inelat T_grn_cond T_gm_wdth 
4.0000 0.1000 1350.0000 100.0000 
min_densty 
+1.000E-20 
hyd_multper 
0 . 6 0 0 0  
init_write suntm_print summ_jvrite 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 000100.0000 
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Appendix 3.4 Makefile 
A makefile is a series of commands used to compile the code whenever changes have 
been made. Instead of re-compiling all routines, it can check which routines have changed 
and just compile those routines. 
make three will make the three dimensional code for a new run 
make restart will make the restart code 
make or make all will do both. 
# Makefile for generating My Code 
# 
# TYPE 'make' or 'make two' or 'make three' TO RUN 
# 
# to change parameters, edit the startpar file in this directory. The files 
# 2Dparameter and 3Dparameter show which parmaeters were used when 
# these were 
# last compiled. 
# 
# 
# Possible targets: 
# 
# all (default) Checks if anyhting needs to be rebuilt, and builds the 
# entire package. The final result will be 2 files, 
# atmos2D and atmos3D. 
# two: Just builds enough to carry out either a 1 dimensional 
# simulation or a 2 dimensional simulation. 
# three: Just builds enough to carry out a 3 dimensional 
# simulation 
# 
# Create a directory (mkdir) for the code and associated files. Within that 
# directory, make directories for the Fortran code, the compiled objects 
# (*.o), the executable and for the results. 
# 
# Decide on names for the following files 
# *the executable 
# *the input parameter file 
# *the output (screen dump) file 
# *you can also change the name of the file that calls the executable. 
# This is currently called atmos. 
# If you do this, you must also change the name of the atmos.sh file 
# accordingly, and type this new name to tun the code. 
# 
# 
# FINALLY, type 'atmosnD' to run (n= 1,2 or 3) 
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# 
# 
# Define the DIRECTORY structure 
# 
SHELL = /bin/ tcsh 
#For Vincent 
#ATMOS = /afs / iastate.edu/users/11/31 /gwtumer/Atmos 
#ATMOS = /afs/iastate.edu/private/astro/gwturner/Atmos/Linux_Bak/ Code/Test 
#COMP = J77 
if For Linux 
ATMOS = /Work/Code/Test 
COMP = g77 
# 
# The fortran directory 
FORTRAN = $ (ATMOS}/Fortran 
# The compiled object directory (*.o) 
OBJECT = ${ATMOS}/Object 
# The directory containing all of the common files shared by the fortran 
# routines 
COMMON =${FORTRAN}/Common 
# The directory containing the executable 
EXEDIR = $ (ATMOS)/Exec 
# 
# Resdir = final location of results. 
# Resdirl = backup storage (optional). 
RESDIR = $(ATMOS) /Data 
#RESDIR1 = /afs/iastate.edu/private/astro /gwtumer/Atmos/Result 
# 
#Define the FILE names 
# 
#sheil script 
ATMOS 1 = atmos 
RSTART = rs tart 
RESTAR = restart 
#executable 
EXEC = atmos 
#input file 
INPUT = input 
tioutput file 
OUTPUT = output 
#parameter file (found in Common) 
PARAMETR = startpar 
AS = S {ATMOS} / $ (ATMOS 1 }.sh 
A2 = $ (ATMOS}/$ (ATMOS 1} 2D 
A3 = $(ATMOS) / ${ATMOSl)3D 
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CS = ${ATMOS}/${RSTART}.sh 
Cl = ${ATMOS} / ${RESTARj 
E2 = ${EXEDIR}/${EXEC}2 
E3 = ${EXEDIR}/${EXEC}3 
I = $ (ATMOS} / ${INPUT} 
R = $(RESDIR}/$(OUTP[JT} 
P = S (ATMOS} / S {PARAMETR} 
PI = S {COMMON} / $ (PARAMETR) 
P2 = ${ATMOS} / 2Dparameters 
P3 = ${ATMOS}/3Dparameters 
routines = $ {OBJECT}/change.o \ 
${OBJECT}/inputo \ 
$ {OBJECT}/main, o \ 
$ {OBJECT}/ print o \ 
${OBJECT}/print_inLo \ 
${OBJECT}/prt_c_summary.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} /prt_r_summary.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / read_modeLo \ 
$ {OBJECT} /regrisLo \ 
$ {OBJECT} / regrid_merge.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / regrid_redefine.o \ 
${OBJECT}/regrid_remove.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / regrid_split.o \ 
$ {OBJECT}/regrid_split_remove.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / static.o \ 
$ {OBJECT}/tstep.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / write.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / writejnto \ 
$ {OBJECT} / writejmodelo \ 
$ {OBJECT}/wrt_c_summary.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / wrt_r_summary.o 
rout2D = $ {OBJECT}/driverld.o \ 
${OBJECT}/eulerjcjine.o \ 
$ {OBJECT}/hydro2d.o 
rout3D = $ {OBJECT}/driver2d.o \ 
$ {OBJECT} / eulerjxexJîne.o \ 
$ {OBJECT}/hydro3d.o 
#\ 
# ${OBJECT}/test_hydro3d.o 
codecom = ${FORTRAN}/change./\ 
${FORTRAN}/inputj \ 
$ {FORTRAN} / main.f \ 
${FORTRAN} /printj \ 
$ {FORTRAN} /print JnLS\ 
$ {FORTRAN} /prt_c_summaryS \ 
${FORTRAN}/prt_r_summaryS \ 
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${FORTRAN} / read_modeLf \ 
$ {FORTRAN}/regridj\ 
$ {FORTRAN}/regrid_merge.f\ 
${FORTRAN}/regrid_redefine.f\ 
${FORTRAN} / regridjremovef \ 
${FORTRAN} / regrid_splitf\ 
$ {FORTRAN} / regrid_split_remo ve.f \ 
$ {FORTRAN} /static./ \ 
${FORTRAN}/tstep./\ 
${FORTRAN}/write./\ 
$ {FORTRAN} / write JnL/ \ 
S {FORTRAN} / write_modeL/ \ 
$ {FORTRAN} / wrt_c_swnmary/ \ 
$ {FORTRAN} / wrt_r_summary./ 
code2D = S {FORTRAN} / driver 1 cL/ \ 
$ {FORTRAN} /euler_xjùie./ \ 
$ {FORTRAN}/hydro2cL/ 
code3D = $ {FORTRAN} / driver2d./ \ 
$ {FORTRAN}/euler_hexjine./ \ 
$ {FORTRAN} / hydro3d./ 
#\ 
# ${FORTRAN}/test_hydro3d./ 
commons = $ {COMMON}/drivers \ 
${COMMON} /debuggers \ 
$ {COMMON} /gravity \ 
${COMMON}/hydwri \ 
${COMMON}/inphyd \ 
${COMMON}/inpstat \ 
${COMMON}/inptstp \ 
$ {COMMON} /iplus \ 
$ {COMMON} /jplus \ 
$ {COMMON}/model Jormat \ 
$ {COMMON}/modlconst \ 
${COMMON}/momeng \ 
$ {COMMON} /physconst \ 
${COMMON}/prints \ 
$ {COMMON} / regrids \ 
$ {COMMON} / schedule \ 
${COMMON}/state \ 
${COMMON}/stathyd \ 
$ {COMMON} / tstpsum \ 
$ {ATMOS}/${PARAMETR} 
# $ {COMMON}/startpar 
# 
# 
#Start the making 
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# 
all ${C1} ${E2} ${E3} $(A2} $(A3} ${P1} 
two: ${E2} ${A2} ${P2} 
three: ${P3} ${E3} ${A3} 
restart ${C1} ${P3} ${E3} 
# 
# 
${C1}: makefile ${CS} 
sed -e 's?RESDIR?${RESDIR} 7 \ 
-e 's?EXEC?${E3}7 \ 
-e 's?ATMOS?${ATMOS} 7 \ 
${CS}>$(C1} 
chmod u+x ${C1} 
# 
# 
${A2}: makefile ${AS} 
sed -e 's?RESD[R?${RESDIR} 7 \ 
-e 's?RESDIRl?${RESDIR1 }7 \ 
-e 's?OUTPUT?${OUTPUT}?" \ 
-e 's?EXEC?${E2}7 \ 
-e 's?INPUT?${l}7 \ 
-e 's?ATMOS?${ATMOS} 7 \ 
${AS} > ${A2} 
chmod u+x ${A2} 
# 
# 
${A3}: makefile ${AS} 
sed -e 's?RESDIR?${RESDIR} 7 \ 
-e 's?RESDIRl?${RESDIR1}7 \ 
-e ,s?OUTPUT?${OUTPUT}7 \ 
-e 's?EXEC?${E3}7 \ 
-e ,s?INPUT?${I}7 \ 
-e 's?ATMOS?${ATMOS} 7 \ 
${AS} > ${A3} 
chmod u+x ${A3} 
# 
${E2}: ${P} ${routines} ${rout2D} 
${COMP} -o ${E2} ${routines} ${rout2D} 
# 
# 
${E3}: ${P} $ {routines} ${rout3D} 
${COMP} -o ${E3} $ {routines} ${rout3D} 
# 
${P1}: $ {commons} 
echo 'Input parameter file is more recent than compiled \ 
parameter file,RECOMPILING' 
cp ${P} ${P2) 
cp ${P} ${P3} 
awk 'NR=-1 {print" PARAMETER (NX=", $$ 1, "}"} \ 
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NR==2 {print " PARAMETER (NY=", $$ 1. ")"} X 
NR-=3 {print " PARAMETER (NZ=", $$ 1. ")"} \ 
NR==4 {print " PARAMETER (IZMAX=",$$1.")"} X 
NR==5 {print " PARAMETER (NTSCL=", $$ 1. 77 X 
NR==6 {print " PARAMETER (NSCHED=",$$ I, 77 X 
NR== 7 {print " PARAMETER (NDRTVE-", $$ 1, ")"} X 
NR~8 {print " PARAMETER (NGROP=$$ 1,77 X 
NR==9 fprint " PARAMETER (NDRVP=",$$1X 
SfP/ >/ ${COMMON} /${PARAMETR} 
cd. $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${codecom}: ${COMP} -c ${code2D}; ${COMP} 
S{code3D} 
# 
# 
${P2}: ${commons} 
echo 'Input parameterJîle is more recent than compiled X 
parameter JUe. RECOMPILING' 
cp ${P} ${P2f 
awk 'NR== 1 {print " PARAMETER (NX=", $$ 1,77 X 
NR==2 {print " PARAMETER (NY=", $$ 1,77 X 
NR==3 {print " PARAMETER (.NZ=$$ 1. ")"} X 
NR==4 (print " PARAMETER (IZMAX=. $$ 1,77 X 
NR==5 {print " PARAMETER (NTSCL=". $$ 1,77 X 
NR-=6 {print " PARAMETER (NSCHED=",$$ 1, ")"} X 
NR= 7 {print " PARAMETER (NDRIVE= ", $$ 1.77 X 
NR==8 {print " PARAMETER (NGROP=".$$l,")"} X 
NR==9 {print " PARAMETER (NDRVP=", $$ 1, "j'7 ' X 
SfP2^ >/ $ {COMMON}/$ {PARAMETR} 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${codecomf; ${COMP} -c ${code2D} 
# 
# 
# 
${P3}: ${commons} 
echo 'Input parameter file is more recent than compiled X 
parameter fUe.RECOMPIUNG' 
cp ${P} ${P3} 
awk 'NR== 1 (print" PARANIETER (NX=",$$!,")"} X 
NR==2 (print " PARAMETER (NY=",$$1.")"} X 
NR==3 (print " PARAMETER (NZ=$$ 1,77 X 
NR==4 (print " PARAMETER (IZMAX=",$$ 1,77 X 
NR=-5 {print " PARAMETER (NTSCL=".$$1,")"} X 
NR==6 (print " PARAMETER (NSCHED=", $$ 1, ")"} X 
NR==7 fprint " PARAMETER (NDRIVE=",$$ 1,")"} X 
NR==8 (print " PARAMETER (NGROP=",$$l,T} X 
JVR==9 fprint " PARAMETER (NDRVP=",$$1.")"}' X 
SfP3J >.' $fCOMMON}/${PARAMETR} 
cd $ {OBJECT}; $ {COMP} -c ${codecom}; ${COMP} -c ${code3D} 
# 
# 
# 
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# 
# 
#Long list of all the individual Jxles 
# 
# 
Makefile: 
$ {OBJECT}/change.o: $ {FORTRAN}/change.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/change.f 
$ {OBJECT} /driven d.o: $ {FORTRAN} / driver 1 d.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/driverld.f 
$ {OBJECT} /driver2d.o: $ {FORTRAN}/driver2d.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/driver2d.f 
$ {OBJECT} / eulerjxexJine.o: ${FORTRAN}/euler_hex_Jine.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/euler_hexJine.f 
${OBJECT} /euler_xJine.o: $ {FORTRAN} / euler_x_fine.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN}/euler_xjine.f 
$ {OBJECT}/hydro2d.o: $ {FORTRAN}/hydro2d.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/hydro2d.f 
$ {OBJECT} / hydro3d.o: $ {FORTRAN} / hydro3d.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN}/hydro3d.f 
${OBJECT}/input.o: $ {FORTRAN} / inputf 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN}/inputf 
$ {OBJECT}/main.o: $ {FORTRAN} /main.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c S {FORTRAN} /main.f 
$ {OBJECT}/printo: $ {FORTRAN} / printf 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN}/printf 
$ {OBJECT}/print_into: ${FORTRAN}/print_inLf 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN} / printJnLf 
$ {OBJECT} /prt_c_summary. o: $ {FORTRAN} /prt_c_summaryf 
cd ${OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/prt_c_summary.f 
${OBJECT}/prt_r_summary.o: ${FORTRAN}/prt_r_summaryf 
cd ${OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/prt_r_summaryf 
$ {OBJECT} / read_model. o: $ {FORTRAN}/read_modeL f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; $ {COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN} / readjmodeLf 
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$ {OBJECT} / regrid.o: ${FORTRAN}/regrid./ 
cd ${OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FOKTRAN} / regridj 
$ {OBJECT}/regrid_merge.o: ${FORTRAN} / regrid_merge.f 
cd $ (OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN}/regrid_merge.f 
$ (OBJECT} / regrid_redejxne.o: $ {FORTRAN} / regrid_rede/me./ 
cd ${OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/regrid_rede/ine./ 
${OBJECT}/regrid_remove.o: $ {FORTRAN} / regrid_remoue.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/regrid_remove.f 
${OBJECT}/regrid_splito: ${FORTRAN}/regrid_split.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/regrid_split.f 
$ {OBJECT} / regrid_split_remove.o: ${FORTRAN}/regrid_split_remove.f 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/regrid_split_remoue.f 
${OBJECT}/static.o: ${FORTRAN}/static./ 
cd $ {OBJECT}: ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/static./ 
${OBJECT} / tstep.o: $ {FORTRAN}/tstep/ 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/tstep./ 
$ {OBJECT} / write, o: $ {FORTRAN}/write./ 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/write./ 
$ {OBJECT}/write_ini.o: $ {FORTRAN} / writejnt/ 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c $ {FORTRAN} / writejni./ 
$ {OBJECT} / write_modeLo: $ {FORTRAN} / write_model./ 
cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP) -c ${FORTRAN}/write_modeL/ 
$ {OBJECT} / wrt_c_swnmary. o: $ {FORTRAN} / wrt_c_summanj.J 
cd ${OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/wrt_c_swnmary./ 
${OBJECT}/wrt_r_summcuy.o: ${FORTRAN}/wrt_r_summary./ 
cd ${OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/wrt_r_summary./ 
#${OBJECT} / test_hydro3d. o: $ {FORTRAN} / test_hydro3d./ 
# cd $ {OBJECT}; ${COMP} -c ${FORTRAN}/test_hydro3dJ 
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Appendix 3.5 Shell Script (New Run) 
This shell script is modified by the makefile to replace RESDIR (results directory), 
OUTPUT (output file), ATMOS (location of the input file), and EXEC (location and name of 
the executable file) with those determined within the makefile. This file is called atmos.sh, 
the file produced by the makefile is titled atmos ID, atmos2D or atmos 3D depending on how 
the makefile was called (e.g. "make three" will produce file atmos3D) 
cd RESDIR 
echo 'start' » runtime 
date » runtime 
pwd 
mv OUTPUT Old 
rm plot* 
rm reg* 
rm gra* 
rm stat* 
rm sch* 
rm ERR* 
cp ATMOS/input./ 
echo 0 > ident 
EXEC 
rm ident 
date » runtime 
echo 'stop' » runtime 
/home/me/Programs/beep 
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Appendix 3.6 Shell Script (Restart) 
Again, this file is edited by the makefile. It is changed from the file below (rstart.sh) to 
the file restart in exactly the same way that the startup script (Appendix 3.5) is edited. See 
section 4.21 for details on how file restart works. 
date 
cd RESDIR 
echo 'start' » runtime 
date » runtime 
pwd 
cp ATMOS/input_restart ./input 
echo 1 > ident 
mkdir Temp 
awk '(system("head $2 " " $1 "> Temp/" $1 ":mv Temp/" $1 " " $1)}' plotlinenum 
rmdir Temp 
mv output output 1 
EXEC 
cat output 1 output > outputs 
mv output2 output 
rm output 1 
rm ident 
date » runtime 
echo stop' » runtime 
/ home/me/Programs/beep 
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Appendix 4.1 Code from Main 
read (96,1001) modold 
if (modold.eq. 1) then 
open (unit= 12 ,file='schedule_change'. status='unknown', 
a access='append') 
open (unit= 13 ,file= 'error_messages ', s tatus=' unknown ', 
a access='append'} 
open (unit=14,fïle='gravity_calibration',status='unknown', 
a access='append') 
open (unit=15,file='regrid_summary',status='unkno\vn'. 
a access='append') 
open {unit=16,file='regrid_details',status='unknown'. 
a access='append') 
open (unlt=18,file='plotz',status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=19,file='plottime',status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=20,file='plotp r,status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=21 ,fïle='plotpxy',status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=22,file='plotpxz\status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=25,file='plotppsxy',status='unknown', 
a access='append') 
open (unit=31,file='plottxy',status=,unknown,,access='append') 
open (unit=32,file='plottxz',status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=33,file='plottpsxy',status='unknown', 
a access='append') 
open (unit=41,file='plotvxxy',status='unknown',access=,append') 
open (unit=43,file='plotvzxy',status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=46,file='plotvxxz',status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=48,file='pIotvzxz'.status='unknown',access='append') 
open (umt=55,file='plotpslo',status='unknown',access='append') 
open (unit=94,file='plotnxnynz',status='unknown', 
a access='append') 
call read_model(nnwrit,dimnsn,iniprt,iniwrt.numsch,ncycle, 
a ncycmx,prsum.wrsum,chnext,ctime,pnext,tstp,wnext,wmnext. 
b psIum,pslmax,pslmin,phlmax,phlmin,zdatum,vdrve2,grow,dperdt. 
c dxtdt,dxddt,dytdt,dxcdt,dycdt,dphsdt,drive 1 ,drive2) 
write (98,*) 'new_output ***»*»****»»»******•***»»«»********«*• 
write (12,*) 'new output *************************************' 
write (13,*) new output *************************************' 
write (14,*) 'new output *************************************' 
write (15,*) 'new_output *****«*•»***»»»*«»*•*»*******»***»**»• 
write (16,*) new_output ************************************** 
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Appendix 4.2 Code from Main 
open (unit= 12 ,file='schedule_change' ,status='unknown') 
open (unit= 13 ,file='error_messages', status='unknown') 
open (unit= 14,file='gravity_caIibration',status='unknown') 
open (unit= 15Jile=,regrid_summary',status=,unknown') 
open (unit= 16,file='regrid_de tails', s tatus='unknown') 
open (unit=18,file='plotz\status='unknown') 
open (unit= 19 ,file='plottime' ,status=' unknown') 
open (unit=20,fiIe='plotp l',status='unknown') 
open (unit=21 ,fiIe='pIotpxy-,status='unknown') 
open (unit=22,file='plotpxz',status='unknown') 
open (unit=25,file='plotppsxy',status=,unknown') 
open (unit=31 ,file='ploto^',status='unknown') 
open (unit=32,file='plottxz',status=,unknown') 
open (unit=33 ,file='plottpsxy' ,status='unknown') 
open (unit=41 ,file='plotvxxy',status='unknown') 
open (unit=43,fïle='plotvzxy',status='unknown') 
open (unit=46,file='plotvxxz'.status='unknown') 
open (unit=48,file='plotvzxz',status='unknown') 
open (unit=55,file='plotpslo',status='unknown') 
open (unit=94,file='plotnxnynz',status='unknown') 
tstp=0. 
expstr=0.0 
chnext=-1.0 
nnwrit=0 
numsch=0 
pslmax=0.0 
phlmax=0.0 
pslmin=1.0e20 
phlmin=0.0 
do I=l,ndrive 
growst(l)=0.0 
amp (1)=0.0 
ampini(l)=0.0 
phzero(l)=0.0 
amptgt(l)=0.0 
phase(l)=0.0 
cphase(l)=0.0 
ncycle(l)=0 
do 11=1,3 
grow(l,ll)=0.0 
dperdt(l,ll)=0.0 
dphsdt(l,ll)=0.0 
dxtdt(l,ll)=0.0 
dytdt(l,ll)=0.0 
dxddt(l,U)=0.0 
dxcdt(l.ll)=0.0 
dycdt(l,U)=0.0 
enddo 
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enddo 
do 1=1,4 
prtinc(l)=l. 
wrtinc(l)=l. 
enddo 
numtst=0 
do i=0,nx 
numlcx(i)=0 
enddo 
do j=0,ny 
numlcy(j)=0 
enddo 
do k=0,nz 
numlcz(k)=0 
enddo 
do 1=1,4 
numtyp(l)=0 
enddo 
tstplg=0. 
tstpsm=1.0e20 
Appendix 4.3 Code from Change 
100 if (chpmt(numsch).eq.l.or.chprnt(numsch).eq.3) then 
write (12,3003) 'print ' 
if (nprntx(numsch) .gt.0) then 
if (ieqspp(numsch).eq.-1) then 
prtinc(l)=nx* 1. / (npmtx(numsch) * 1.) 
elseif (ieqspp(numsch).eq.O) then 
prtinc( l)=(nx-1.) / (npmtx(numsch) -1.) 
elseif (ieqspp(numsch).eq. 1) then 
prtinc( 1 )=nx/npmtx(numsch)+1. 
else 
prtinc( 1 )=(nx/ nprntx(numsch)) * 1. 
endif 
elseif (nprntx(numsch). It. 0) then 
prtinc( 1 )=-npmtx(numsch) * 1. 
endif 
if (prtinc(l).ltl.) then 
write (12,3100) 'x' 
prtinc(l)=l. 
endif 
if (npmty(numsch).gt.O) then 
if (ieqspp(numsch).eq.-l) then 
prtinc(2)=ny* 1 ./(npmty(numsch)* 1.) 
elseif (ieqspp(numsch).eq.O) then 
prtinc(2)=(ny-1.) / (npmty(numsch) -1.) 
elseif (ieqspp(numsch).eq. 1) then 
prtinc(2)=ny / npmty (numsch) +1. 
else 
prtinc(2)=(ny/nprnty(numsch))* 1. 
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endif 
elseif (npmty(numsch).lt.O) then 
prtinc(2)=-nprnty(numsch)* 1. 
endif 
if (prtinc(2).lt.l.) then 
write (12,3100) y' 
prtinc(2)=l. 
endif 
if (nprntz(numsch).gt.O) then 
if (ieqspp(numsch).eq.-l) then 
prtinc(3)=nz* l./(nprntz(numsch)* 1.) 
elseif (ieqspp(numsch).eq.O) then 
prtinc(3)=(nz-1 .)/(nprntz(numsch)-1.) 
elseif (ieqspp(numsch).eq.l) then 
prtinc(3)=nz/npmtz(numsch)+1. 
else 
prtinc(3)=(nz/npmtz(numsch))* 1. 
endif 
elseif (nprntz(numsch).lt.O) then 
prtinc(3)=-nprntz(numsch)* 1. 
endif 
if (prtinc(3).It.l.) then 
write (12,3100) 'z' 
prtlnc(3)=l. 
endif 
if (npmtt(numsch).gt.O) then 
prtinc(4) - l./npmtt(numsch) 
elseif (npmtt(numsch).lt.O) then 
prtinc(4)=-1 .*npmtt(numsch) 
else 
prtinc(4)=ncycmx+1. 
endif 
pnext=cphase(l) 
write (12,3004) 'print '.(prtinc(i),i=l,4) 
endif 
Appendix 4.4 Code from Change 
400 if (chpmt(numsch).eq.2.or.chpmt(numsch).eq.3) then 
write (12,3003) write ' 
if (nwritx(numsch).gt.O) then 
if (ieqspw(numsch).eq.-l) then 
wrtinc( l)=nx* 1 ./(nwritx(numsch)* 1.) 
elseif (ieqspw(numsch).eq.O) then 
wrtinc( 1 )=(nx-1.) / (nwritx(numsch) -1. ) 
elseif (ieqspw(numsch).eq. 1) then 
wrtinc( l)=nx/nwritx(numsch)+1. 
else 
wrtinc( l)=(nx/nwritx(numsch))* 1. 
endif 
elseif (nwritx(numsch).lt.O) then 
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wrtinc( l)=-nwritx(numsch)* 1. 
endif 
if (wrtinc(l).lt-L) then 
write (12,3101) 'x' 
wrtinc(l)=l. 
endif 
if (nwrity(numsch).gt.O) then 
if (ieqspw(numsch).eq.-l) then 
wrtinc(2)=ny* 1./(nwrity(numsch) * 1.) 
elseif (ieqspw(numsch) .eq.O) then 
wrtinc(2)=(ny-1.) / (nwrity(numsch) -1.) 
elseif (ieqspw(numsch).eq. 1) then 
wrtinc(2)=ny/nwrity(numsch)+1. 
else 
wrtinc(2)=(ny/nwrity(numsch))* 1. 
endif 
elseif (nwrity(numsch) .lt.O) then 
wrtinc(2)=-nwrity(numsch)* 1. 
endif 
if (wrtinc(2).lt. 1.) then 
write (12,3101) y' 
wrtinc(2)= 1. 
endif 
if (nwritz(numsch) .gt.O) then 
if (ieqspw(numsch). eq. -1 ) then 
wrtinc(3)=nz* 1. / (nwritz(numsch) * 1.) 
elseif (ieqspw(numsch).eq.O) then 
wrtinc(3)=(nz-1.) / (nwritz(numsch) -1.) 
elseif (ieqspw(numsch).eq. 1) then 
wrtinc(3)=nz/nwritz(numsch)+1. 
else 
wrtinc(3)=(nz/nwritz(numsch))* 1. 
endif 
elseif (nwritz(numsch).lt.O) then 
wrtinc(3)=-nwritz(numsch) * 1. 
endif 
if (wrtinc(3).lt.l.) then 
write (12,3101) z' 
wrtinc(3)=l. 
endif 
if (nwritt(numsch) .gt.O) then 
wrtinc(4) = 1. /nwritt(numsch) 
elseif (nprntt(numsch).lt.O) then 
wrtinc(4)=-1 .*nwritt(numsch) 
else 
wrtinc(4)=ncycmx+1. 
endif 
wnext=cphase( 1) 
write (12,3004) write \(wrtinc(i),i=l,4) 
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Appendix 4.5 Code from Change ( Format Statements) 
3001 format ('************change # ,i3.' at '.flOA.'***************') 
3003format ('*****"',a6,' schedule changed'} 
3004format (a6,- spacing now'„3f8.3,' cells in x,y,z directions and ', 
a f6.3.' cycles') 
3005format ('*******',alO,' changed on driver .13) 
3006format ( amplitude now growing from',el 1.3,' to '.el 1.3,' over', 
a f9.4,' cycles (scheduled to finish when cphase(l)=',f9.4,')') 
3008format ('turning driver on. iosc set to '.il) 
3010format ('error! you cannot phase-match a driver to itself.', 
a ' leaving this one alone, no phase match. ) 
3012format ( error! you tried to phase-match to driver #',i3, 
a ' but that driver is not switched on. no phase match') 
3014format ( error! tried to initialize driver #',i3. 
a ' with a zero period, setting it equal to the period of, 
b ' the principal driver instead') 
3016format (a6,' is now set to '.fl 1.5) 
3030format ('warning! the period of the '.alO,' driver is changing', 
a ' during a phase-match, phase-match will probably not occur ) 
3032format ('matching phase with driver #',i3,' +',f6.4,' cycles') 
3100 format ( error! the cell increment for the print schedule in the' 
a ,a3,'-direction was less than one.', 
b ' changed to print every cell in this direction') 
3101 format ( error! the cell increment for the write schedule in the' 
a ,a3.'-direction was less than one.', 
b ' changed to write every cell in this direction ) 
end 
Appendix 4.6 Code from Driver2D 
500 ecc2= 1 -(xtop 1 *xtop 1 ) / (ytop 1 *ytop 1 ) 
ecc=sqrt(ecc2) 
print '.'driver called',iosc 1 .l.xtop 1 .ytop 1 .xdrop 1 .xcent 1 .ycent 1, 
a ecc 
dpl=ytopl 
alpha=-(xtop 1 /2.+xdrop 1) 
beta=(xtop l/2.+xdrop l)/0.8660254 
dp2=sqrt(3*beta*beta/4.+(alpha+beta/2.+ap*ecc)**2)+ 
a sqrt(3*beta*beta/4.+(alpha+beta/ 2.-ap*ecc)**2) 
dp3=(dp2-dpl)/2. 
do i=l,nx 
beta=i-xcent 1+0.5 
do j=l,ny 
alpha=j -ycent 1+0.5 
ap=(sqrt((4*(beta*(beta+alpha)+alpha*alpha)-
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a ecc2*(4*alpha*(alpha+beta)+beta*beta))/( 1 -ecc2)))/2. 
dp=sqrt(3*beta*beta/4.+(aIpha+beta/2.+ap'ecc)**2)+ 
a sqrt(3*beta*beta/4.+(alpha+beta/2.-ap*ecc)**2) 
if (dp.le.dpl) then 
drive2(I,i,j)=1.0 
elseif (dp.ge.dp2) then 
drive2(I,i,j)=0.0 
else 
p=(dp2-dp)/2. 
drive2(l.i,j)=(6/(dp3*dp3*dp3))* 
1 (dp3*p*p/2.-p*p*p/3.) 
endif 
enddo 
enddo 
if (ioscl.eq.l) then 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
drive2(l,i,j)=2*drive2(l,i,j)-1. 
enddo 
enddo 
endif 
print 'driver',((drive2(l,i,j),i=l,nx),j=l.ny) 
return 
end 
Appendix 4.7 Code from Euler-hex-fine 
drofdt(m)=2*rhob(m) *velb(m) / (3*dx) 
do 1=1,4 
dmdfdt(l,m)=2*momb(l,m)*velb(m) / (3*dx) 
enddo 
dmdfdt(m.m)=(2*momb(m, m) *velb (m)+pgfn(0)) / (3 *dx) 
dmeche=(2 *velb(m) *(eb(m) -eub(m)+pb(m)) / (3 *dx)) *( 1 -iq*xn u) 
dudfdt(m)=2*velb(m)*eub(m) / (3*dx) 
dedfdt(m)=dmeche+dudfdt(m) 
enddo 
drofdt(O)=-drofdt( 1 ) -drofdt(2) -drofdt(3) 
do 1=1,3 
dmdfdt(l,0)=-dmdfdt(l, 1 )-dmdfdt(l, 2)-dmdfdt(l, 3)+ 
1 (pgfn(0)-pgfn(l))/(3*dx) 
enddo 
dmdfdt(4,0)=-dmdfdt(4, l)-dmdfdt(4,2)-dmdfdt(4,3) 
dedfdt(0)=-dedfdt(l)-dedfdt(2)-dedfdt(3) 
dudfdt(O)=-dudfdt( 1 )-dudfdt(2) -dudfdt(3) 
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dzratO=dzfin/(zbot(i.j,k+1 ) -zbot(i.j.k)) 
dzratl=dzfln/ 
1 (zbot(i,jplus( 1 .j) ,nzcol(l)+l)-zbot(i.jplus( 1 ,j).nzcol( 1))) 
dzrat2=dzfin/ 
1 (zbot(iplus( 1 ,i) ,j,nzcol(2)+l)-zbot(iplus( 1 ,i) ,j.nzcol(2))) 
dzrat3=dzfin/ 
1 (zbot(iplus(-1 ,i) ,jplus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol(3)+1)-
2 zbot(iplus(-1 ,i) ,jplus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol(3))) 
drodtx(i,j,k)=drodtx(i,j,k)+drofdt(0) *dzratO 
do 1=1,4 
dmddtx(l,i,j,k)=dmddtx(l,i.j,k)+dmdfdt(1.0)*dzrat0 
enddo 
deddtx(i,j,k)=deddtx(i,j,k)+dedfdt(0)*dzrat0 
duddtx(i.j.k)=duddtx(i.j. k)+dudfdt(0) *dzratO 
drodtx(i,jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol( l))=drodtx(i.jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol( 1))+ 
1 drofdt(l)*dzratl 
do 1=1,4 
dmddtx(I,i.jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol( l))=dmddtx(l,i,jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol(l)) 
1 +dmdfdt(l, 1 ) *dzrat 1 
enddo 
deddtx(i,jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol(l))=deddtx(i,jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol(l))+ 
1 dedfdt( 1 ) *dzrat 1 
duddtx(i,jplus( 1 ,j) ,nzcoI( l))=duddtx(i,jplus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol( I ))+ 
1 dudfdt(l)*dzratl 
drodtx(iplus( 1 ,i) ,j, nzcol(2) )=drod tx(iplus( 1 ,i) ,j,nzcol(2))+ 
1 drofdt(2)*dzrat2 
do 1=1,4 
dmddtx(l,iplus(l,i),j,nzcol(2))=dmddLx(l,iplus(l,i),j.nzcol(2)) 
1 +dmdfdt(l,2)*dzrat2 
enddo 
deddtx(iplus( 1 ,i),j.nzcol(2))=deddtx(iplus( 1 ,i),j,nzcol(2))+ 
1 dedfdt(2) *dzrat2 
duddtx(iplus(l,i),j,nzcol(2))=duddtx(iplus(l,i),j,nzcol(2))+ 
1 dudfdt(2) *dzrat2 
drodtx(iplus(-1 ,i) ,jplus( 1 ,j),nzcoI(3))= 
1 drodtx(iplus(-1 ,i),jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol(3))+ 
2 drofdt(3)*dzrat3 
do 1=1,4 
dmddtx(l,iplus(-1 ,i),jplus(l,j),nzcol(3))= 
1 dmddtx(l,iplus(-1 ,i) ,j plus( 1 ,j),nzcol(3))+ 
2 dmdfdt(l,3)*dzrat3 
enddo 
deddtx(iplus(-1 ,i) ,jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol(3))= 
1 deddtx(iplus(-1 ,i) ,jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol(3))+ 
2 dedfdt(3) *dzrat3 
duddtx(iplus(-1 ,i),jplus( 1 ,j) ,nzcol(3))= 
1 duddtx(iplus(-1 ,i),jplus( 1 ,j),nzcol(3))+ 
2 dudfdt(3) *dzrat3 
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Appendix 4.8 Code from Hydro3d (Infinite Loop 
Fail-safe Code) 
If the partial time step becomes too small, the code will fail-safe to this point to retain 
data. The first couple of lines show where the code failed, followed by a description of the 
failure. Subroutines WRITE, WRITE_R(un)_SUMMARY are called (when it is completed, 
WRTTE_MODEL will also be called here). 
Following that, all of the variables that could have contributed to this failure are output 
to the ERROR file (unit 13) 
2000 print *,'timing error, partial time step too small in ', 
a 'first half of hydro, unrecoverable, stopping' 
go to 2002 
2001 print *,'timing error, partial time step too small in ', 
a 'second half of hydro, unrecoverable, stopping' 
2002 print *,'failure created in cell (\i.j,k, 
a ') at principle phase'.cphase(l) 
print *,'complete output of current values printed in error file' 
print *,'calling write' 
temp=1.0 
call write(temp) 
call wrt_r_summaiy 
il=i 
jl=j 
kl=k 
write (13,*) failure created in cell C.i.j.k, 
a ') at principle phase'.cphase(l) 
write (13,*) 'failure output - format is j.k, values through i' 
2010 write (13,*) 'temperature' 
do k=l,nz 
do j=l,ny 
write (13,2210) k,j,(t(i,j,k),i=l,nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
2020 write (13,*) pressure' 
do k=l,nz 
do j=l,ny 
write (13,2220) k,j,(pg(i,j,k),i=l,nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
2030 write (13,*) 'density' 
do k=l,nz 
do j=l,ny 
write (13,2230) k.j,(rho(i,j,k),i= 1,nx) 
enddo 
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enddo 
2100 write (13,*) 'tdots (failure cell only)' 
write (13,*) tdotrd,tdotdu,tdotcl,tdotio,tdotdy,tdot 
if (tdotdy*tdot.gt.O.5*tdot*tdot) then 
write (13,*) 'appears as though dynamic tdot is the culprit' 
write (13.*) 'tdotdy=(deidtx(i,j,k)-(pg(i.j,k)+q(i.j,k))', 
a '*dvdt(i.j,k))*(gamma(i.j,k)- l)*xmu(i.j,k)/(xmass(i,j,k)', 
b *cgask)' 
write (13.*) deidtx',deidtx(il.j l.kl) 
do k=l,nz 
do j=l.ny 
write (13.2240) k.j,(deidtx(i.j,k),i=l,nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
write (13.*) 'q'.q(il.jl.kl) 
do k=l.nz 
do j=l.ny 
write (13,2220) k,j,(q(i,j,k).i=l,nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
write (13,*) 'dvdt'.dvdt(il.jl.kl) 
do k= 1 ,nz 
do j=l,ny 
write (13,2220) k,j,(dvdt(i,j,k),i=l,nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
write (13.*) gamma'.gamma(i 1.j 1.k 1 ) 
do k=l,nz 
do j=l.ny 
write (13.2220) k,j,(gamma(i,j,k),i=l,nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
write (13,*) 'xmu'.xmu(il.jl.kl) 
do k=l,nz 
do j=l.ny 
write (13,2240) k.j,(xmu(i,j,k),i=l,nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
write (13,*) 'xmass'.xmass(il.jl.kl) 
do k=l,nz 
do j=l,ny 
write (13,2220) k,j.(xmass(i,j,k),i=l.nx) 
enddo 
enddo 
endif 
stop 
2210 format (2i4,100fl0.2) 
2220 format (2i4,100fl4.2) 
2230 format (2i4. lOOflO.6) 
2240 format (2i4,100el2.4) 
end 
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Appendix 4.9 Code from Hydro3d 
400 do 449 i=l,nx 
do 448 j=l.ny 
do 447 k=l,nz 
405 tstrem=tstp/2. 
teql=teq(i.j,k) 
tl=t(i,j,k) 
dtrad=0.0 
dtdust=0.0 
dtcol=0.0 
dtmo=0.0 
dtio=0.0 
dtdyn=0.0 
if (vdust(i.j.k).gt.O.O) then 
xx=fi*ard(i,j.k) / vdust(i.j.k) 
else 
xx=0.0 
endif 
c bowen has tscl=10, itscl=599, ntscl=l 100 
xtl=tl/tscl 
itl=int(xtl) 
it2=itl-itscl 
if(it2.Ie.0.0) then 
ft 1=0.0 
elseif (it2.ge. ntscl) then 
ftl=ft(ntscl) 
else 
xt2=xtl-itl 
ftl=xt2*ft(it2+1)+(1 .-xt2)*ft(it2) 
endif 
tsq=tl*tl 
teqsq=teq(i,j, k)*teq(i,j,k) 
cx=(gamma(i,j ,k) - l)*stefan*ckappa(i,j,k) *xmu(i,j.k) / cgask 
cxt4=cx*(tsq+teqsq)*(tsq-teqsq)/( l+rhocx/rho(i.j, k)) 
if (rho(i.j.k).gt.rhomin) then 
tdotrd=-cxt4 
tdotdu=-xx*(tl-teq(i,j,k)) 
tdotcl=ard(i.j,k) *vdust(i,j, k) *xmu(i.j,k) / (3. 'cgask) 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=-ft 1 *rho(i,j ,k) 
tdotdy=(deidtx(i,j,k)-(pg(i,j,k)+q(i,j,k))*dvdt(i,j,k))* 
1 (gamma(i.j,k)-l)*xmu(i,j,k)/(xmass(i,j,k)*cgask) 
tdot=tdotrd+tdotcl+tdotmo+tdotio+tdotdy+tdotdu 
else 
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tdot=0.0 
tdotrd=0.0 
tdotdu=0.0 
tdotcl=0.0 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=0.0 
tdotdy=0.0 
endif 
ifïtdot.eq.O.O) then 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 421 
endif 
t2=tl 
tdot2=tdot 
if (tdot.gt.0.0) itl=itl+its 
p tstp=tscl* (it 1 -xt 1 ) / tdot 
go to 420 
410 it2=itl-itscl 
if (it2.1e.0.0) then 
ft 1=0.0 
elseif (it2.ge.ntsd) then 
ftl=ft(ntscl) 
else 
ft 1 =ft(it2) 
endif 
tsq=tl*tl 
teqsq=teql*teql 
cx=(gamma(i.j ,k) - l)*stefan*ckappa(i,j,k) *xmu(i.j, k)/cgask 
cxt4=cx*(tsq+teqsq)*(tsq-teqsq)/(l+rhocx/rho(i.j,k)) 
if (rho(i,j,k).gt.rhomin) then 
tdotrd=-cxt4 
tdotdu=-xx*(t 1 -teq(i,j ,k)) 
tdo tcl=ard(i,j, k) *vdust(i,j, k) *xmu(i,j ,k)/(3. *cgask) 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=-ft 1 *rho(i,j,k) 
tdotdy=(deidtx(i,j,k)-(pg(i,j,k)+q(i,j,k))*dvdt(i,j,k))* 
1 (gamma(i,j,k)-l)*xmu(i,j,k)/(xmass(i.j,k)*cgask) 
tdot=tdotrd+tdotcl+tdotmo+tdotio+tdotdy+tdotdu 
else 
tdot=0.0 
tdotrd=0.0 
tdotdu=0.0 
tdotcl=0.0 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=0.0 
tdotdy=0.0 
endif 
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ifïtdot.eq.O.O) then 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 421 
endif 
if[tdot*tdot2.1t.0.0) then 
ntosc=ntosc+1 
ptstp=(t2-tl)/(tdot-tdot2) 
if(ptstp.ge.tstrem) then 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 421 
endif 
tl=tl+ptstp*tdot 
dtrad=dtxad+tdotrd*ptstp 
dtdust=dtdust+tdotdu*ptstp 
dtcol=dtcol+tdotcl*ptstp 
dtmo=dtmo+tdotmo*ptstp 
dtdyn=dtdyn+tdotdy*ptstp 
tdotcI=ard(iJ,k)*vdust(iJ,k)*xmu(i.j,k)/(3.*cgask) 
tdotmo=0.0 
tdotio=-ftl *rho(i,j .k) 
tdotdy=(deidtx(i.j,k)-(pg(i,j,k)+q(i,j.k))*dvdt(i,j,k))* 
1 (gamma(i.j.k)-1) *xmu(i,j ,k) / (xmass(i,j, k) *cgask) 
tdotdu=-xx*(t 1 -teq(i.j, k)) 
tdotrd=-(tdotcl+tdotmo+tdotio+tdotdy+tdotdu) 
tdot=0.0 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 421 
endif 
t2=tl 
tdot2=tdot 
if(tdot.gt.O.O) then 
itl=itl+its 
ptstp=tscl*its/tdot 
else 
itl=itl-its 
ptstp=-tscl*its/tdot 
endif 
if (ptstp.lt.ptstpf'tstp) go to 2001 
420 if (ptstp.gt.tstxem) ptstp=tstrem 
if (tl+tdot*ptstp.lt. 100.) then 
tdot=0.0 
ptstp=tstrem 
go to 430 
endif 
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421 dtrad=dtrad+tdotrd*ptstp 
dtdust=dtdust+tdotdu*ptstp 
dtcol=dtcol+tdotcl*ptstp 
dtmo=dtmo+tdotmo*ptstp 
dtio=dtio+tdotio*ptstp 
dtdyn=dtdyn+tdotdy*ptstp 
tstrem=tstrem-ptstp 
ifttstrem.gt.O.O) then 
tl=tscl*itl 
teql=teq 1 +dteqdt(i,j,k) *ptstp 
go to 410 
endif 
Appendix 4.10 Code from Input 
if (dimnsn.eq. 1) then 
if (nx.ne. 1 .or.ny.ne. 1) then 
print 3002 
print 3041. 'l-d',nx,ny 
print 3000 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
elseif (dimnsn.eq.2) then 
iffnx.eq. 1) then 
print 3002 
print 3041, '2-d',nx.ny 
ifîny.ne.l) then 
print 3000 
print 3043,' try' 
else 
print 3044, '1-d' 
print 3000 
endif 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
if (ny.ne.l) then 
print 3002 
print 3041, '2-d',nx,ny 
print 3044, '3-d' 
print 3000 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
elseif (dimnsn.eq.3) then 
if (nx.eq.l.or.ny.eq.l) then 
355 
print 3002 
print 3041, '3-d',nx,ny 
if (nx.eq.l.and.ny.eq. 1) then 
print 3044, '1-d' 
else 
print 3044, '2-d' 
if (nx.eq. 1) print 3043. if you do this, also try' 
endif 
print 3000 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
Appendix 4.11 Code from Input 
if (chgrow(i).gt.ngrop) then 
print 3065, 'growth',chgrow(l),'ngrop',ngrop,'growth' 
stop 
endif 
if (chdriv(i).gt.ndrvp) then 
print3065, 'driver',chdriv(l),'ndrvp',ndrvp,'driver' 
stop 
endif 
if (chprnt(i).eq.l.or.chpmt(i).eq.3) then 
read (99,2801) chtest,npmtt(i).nprntx(i),npmty(i),nprntz(i), 
a ieqspp(i) 
if (chtest.ne.'p') then 
print 3001 
print3051, 'print',i.l.chtest.'p' 
stop 
endif 
endif 
if (chpmt(i).eq.2.or.chprnt(i).eq,3) then 
read (99,2801) chtest,nwritt(i).nwritx(i).nwrity(i).nwritz(i). 
a ieqspw(i) 
if (chtest.ne.'w') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'write',i.l.chtest.'w' 
stop 
endif 
endif 
if (chmodw(l).eq.l) then 
read (99,2804) chtest,nwritm(l) 
if (chtest.ne.'m') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'model',i, l.chtest.'m' 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
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endif 
do k=l,chgrow(i) 
read (99,2802) chtest,iddrvg(k,i),amphld(k,i).ampgro(k.i), 
a grostp(k,i) 
if (chtestne.'g') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'grow',i,k.chtest.'g' 
stop 
endif 
if (iddrvg(k.i).gt.ndrive) then 
print 3001 
print 3011, iddrvg(k.i) 
stop 
endif 
enddo 
do k=l,chdriv(i) 
read (99,2803) chtest,iddrvd(k,i),ioscin(k,i),phmtch(k,i), 
a chdrv l(k.i), chdrv2(k,i), chdrvS (k.i), chdrv4(k, i), 
b chdrv5(k,i) ,chdrv6(k,i),chdrv? (k.i) 
if (chtesLne.'d) then 
print 3001 
print 3051, drive ,i.k.chtest.'d' 
stop 
endif 
if (iddrvd(k,i).gt.ndrive) then 
print 3001 
print 3012, iddrvd(k.i) 
stop 
endif 
enddo 
990 go to 900 
Appendix 4.12 Code from Input 
(Format and Error Statements) 
2000format (a 10) 
2100format (fl0.4.4ell.4,fl l.S.fl 1.5) 
2200format (il0,2il l.fl 1.4) 
2300format (i 10,el 1.3) 
2400format (ilO,lx,ilO,lx,ilO) 
2450format (el0.4,lx,el0.4,lx,el0.4,el 1.4) 
2500format (flO.4, Ix.e 10.3.5x.f6.4) 
2550format (il0,lx,fl0.4, lx.flO.4) 
2600format (fl0.4,5x,f6.4, Ix,fl0.4,5x,f6.4.4x,f7.4) 
2620format (flO.4, Ix,fl0.4,5x.f6.4. Ix.fl0.4, lx.flO.4) 
2650format (e 10.4, lx.e 10.4) 
2670format (el0.4,5x,f6.4) 
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2690format (9x.il. 10x.il.10x.il. 10x.il) 
2800format (il, lx,i2,lx.i2,lx,fl 1.4) 
2801 format (al. 12x.i4, lx,i4, lx,i4, lx,i4, lx,i 1) 
2802format (al.12x.i4. lx.il,lx.el0.3,lx.flO.4) 
2803format (al.12x.i4, lx,i 1 ,f8.4, Ix,fl3.4,5f7.2, lx.flO.4) 
3000format ('unsure how to interpret this request stopping') 
3001 format ('critical input error!!!!!!!!!!!! stopping') 
3002format ('non-critical input error ) 
3003format ( see input documentation for more details') 
3004format ( see error_messages file for more details'. 
a (input error #'.i3,")') 
3011 format ('you tried to change the growth on driver #', i3, 
a ' but there are not that many drivers declared ) 
3012format ('you tried to change the parameters on driver #',i3, 
a ' but there are not that many drivers declared ) 
3015format ( more schedules on file than allowed by parameter') 
3021 format ( the first line of the driving schedule must contain the', 
a ' initialization of the primary driver, and ) 
3022format (' this must be done instantaneously. '. 
a ' correcting chdrv? to 0.0 ) 
3023 format (' the primary driver must have a non-zero period ) 
3024format ( since the primary driver period is not yet assigned.', 
a 'you cannot assign a multiple of it. ) 
3030format ( ' assume end of input file') 
3031 format ( schedule #',i3,' precedes previous schedule in time ) 
3032format ( a zero-change line has been input as schedule .i3) 
3041 format (a3,' model called, but (nx,ny)=('.i3.'.'.i3,T) 
3043 format (a24,' switching nx and ny') 
3044format ('this would be better run as a ',a3,' code') 
3051 format ('tried to read in a ',a5,' statement in schedule ,i3, 
a ' (statement # ,i2.' of this type), but it was incorrectly', 
b ' identified with a '.al,' instead of a .al) 
3060 format ( input error #',i3) 
end 
Appendix 4.13 Code from Print 
subroutine print_ini 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/state" 
print Vprintini called' 
print *, density' 
do 1=1.1 
do j= 1.1 
write (98,*) (rho(i,j,k),k=0,nz+l) 
enddo 
enddo 
print *,'pressure' 
do i=l.l 
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do j=l,l 
write (98,*) (pg(i,j,k),k=0,nz+1) 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
end 
subroutine prt_c_summary 
print *,'print cycle-summary called' 
return 
end 
subroutine prt_r_summary 
print *,'print run-summary called' 
return 
end 
Appendix 4.14 Code from Read model 
subroutine read_model (nnwrit,dimnsn,iniprt,iniwrt,numsch,ncycle, 
a ncycmx,prsum,wrsum,chnext.ctime,pnext,tstp,wnext,wmnext, 
b pslum,psImax,pslmin,phlmax,phlmin,zdatum,vdrve2,grow,dperdt, 
c dxtdt,dxddt,dytdt,dxcdt,dycdt.dphsdt,drivel,drive2) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/drivers" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/inphyd" 
include "common/inptstp" 
include "common/iplus" 
include "common/jplus" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/prints" 
include "common/regrids" 
include "common/schedule" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/stathyd" 
include "common/tstpsum" 
include "common/model_format" 
character* 1 chtest 
integer dimnsn,i,iniprt,iniwrt,j,k,l,ncycmx,nnwrit,numsch,prsum, 
a wrsum 
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integer ncycle(ndrive) 
real chnext. ctime, pnext, tstp, wnext,wmnext 
real pslum.pslmax.pslmin, phlmax, phlmin 
double precision zdatum 
double precision grow(ndilve,3),dperdt(ndrive,3),dxtdt(ndrive„3), 
a dxddt(ndrive,3) ,dytdt(ndrive,3) ,dxcdt(ndrive,3), 
b dycdt(ndrive,3),dphsdt(ndrive,3) 
double precision vdrve2(nx,ny),drivel(ndrive,nx) 
double precision drive2(ndrive,nx,ny) 
Appendix 4.15 Code from Read model 
30 read (97,1003) zbascLzbase.zscale 
40 do l=l,izmax 
read (97,1004) grvpot(l) 
enddo 
50 read (97,1005) its,itscl,izscl,atd,cq,difst,dustv„fi, 
a ptstpf, qmin, rhocx, rhomin, ta, tb, tcon, twid ,xnu 
70 read (97,1007) nstpmn,cct 
80 do i=l,nx 
read (97,1008) (iplus(l,i), 1—1.1) 
enddo 
85 do j=l,ny 
read (97,1008) (jplus(l.j).l—1,1) 
enddo 
90 read (97,1009) angres,dustk,taul,teff,tscl 
100 do 1=1,ntscl 
read (97,1010) ft(l) 
enddo 
110 do i=l.nx 
do j=l,ny 
do k=l,nz 
111 read (97,1011) energy(i,j,k).eu(i,j,k),ek(i.j.k), 
a pzbot(i,j ,k) ,(xmom(l,i,j,k) .1= 1,4) ,xmass(i,j ,k). 
b dmasdt(i,j ,k) ,(dmmdtx(l,i,j ,k) ,1= 1,4) 
enddo 
120 read (97,1012) pzbot(i.j,nz+l)rxmass(i,j,nz+l) 
enddo 
enddo 
130 read (97,1013) cgask,pi,twopi,fourpi,lightv,stefan,g,rgas 
140 read (97,1014) wmdinc,(prtinc(l),wrtinc(l),l=l,4) 
150 read (97,1015) rgdmax,timniin 
160 do l=l,nschdl 
read (97,1016) chpmt(l),chgrow(l),chdriv(l), 
b npmtt(l),npmtxd),npmty(l), 
c npmtz(l),ieqspp(l), 
d nwrittfl), nwritx(l) ,nwrity(l), 
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e nwritz(l), ieqspwfl), chwhen(I) 
170 do ll=l,ngropl 
read (97,1017) iddrvg(ll ,1) ,amphld(ll ,1), 
a ampgro(l 1,1) ,grostp(l 1,1) 
enddo 
180 do ll=l,ndrvpl 
read (97,1018) iddrvd(ll,l),ioscin(ll ,1), 
a phmtch(l 1,1) .chdrvl (11,1), 
b chdrv2(ll,l),chdrv3(ll,l), 
c chdrv4(ll ,1) ,chdrv5(ll ,1), 
d chdrv6(ll ,1) ,chdrv7(ll ,1) 
enddo 
enddo 
190 do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
191 read (97,1019) ard(i,j,0),gamma(i,j.0),pg(i,j,0), 
a rho(i,j ,0) ,t(i,j ,0) ^ mu(i.j.O) ,zbot(i,j, 0) 
do k=l,nz 
200 read (97,1020) ard(i,j,k),ckappa(i,j,k), 
a gamma(i,j ,k) ,pg(I,j ,k) ,rdpowr(i.j, k), 
b rho(l,j ,k) ,t(i,j ,k) ,teq(i,j ,k), 
c vdust(i,j ,k) ,xmu(t,j ,k), 
d zbotd.j.k) 
enddo 
210 read (97,1021) ckappa(i,j,nz+l),gamma(i,j,nz+l), 
a pg(i,j,nz+l),rho(i,j,nz+l),t(i,j,nz+l), 
b xmu(i,j,nz+l),zbot(i,j,nz+l) 
220 read (97,1022) zbot(i,j,nz+2) 
enddo 
enddo 
230 do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
read (97,1023) dxbot(i,j,0),gravpt(i.j,0), 
a r(i,j,0) 
do k=l,nz 
240 read (97,1024) d2zbdt(i,j,k),dxbot(i,j,k), 
a gravpt(i,j,k),r(i,j,k), 
b deidtx(i,j,k),detdtx(i,j,k) 
enddo 
250 read (97,1025) d2zbdt(i,j,nz+l),dxbot(i,j,nz+l), 
a gravpt(i,j,nz+l),r(i,j,nz+l) 
260 read (97,1026) dxbot(i,j,nz+2) 
enddo 
enddo 
270 read (97,1027) numtst 
280 read (97,1028) (numtypG), 1=1,4) 
290 do i=0,nxl 
read (97,1029) numlcx(i) 
enddo 
291 doj=0,nyl 
read (97,1029) numlcyQ) 
enddo 
292 do k=0,nzl 
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read (97,1029) numlczfk) 
enddo 
293 read (97,1030) tstpsm,tstplg 
300 read (97,1100) nnwrit,dimnsn,numsch,ctime,pnext, tstp,wnext, 
a wmnext,pslmax,pslmln,phlmax,phlmin 
do l=l,ndrive 
310 read (97,1101) ncyclefl) ,(grow(l,m) ,dperdt(l,m) ,dxtdt(l,m), 
a dxddt(l,m),dytdt(l,m),dxcdt(l,m),dycdt(l,ni),dphsdt(l,m), 
b m=l,3) 
enddo 
320 do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
read (97,1102) vdrve2(i,j) 
do l=l,ndrive 
read (97,1102) drive2(l,i,j) 
enddo 
enddo 
c do l=l,ndrive 
c read (97,1102) drive 1 (l.i) 
c enddo 
enddo 
close (unit=97) 
Appendix 4.16 Code from Read model 
read (99,1200) scrap 
i=numsch 
900 i=i+l 
If (i.gt.nsched) then 
print 3001 
print 3015 
stop 
endif 
read (99,1200) scrap 
read (99,2800) chprnt(i),chmodw(i).chgrow(i),chdriv(i).chwhen(i) 
if (chwhen(i). le. chwhen(i-1) ) then 
print 3031, i 
print 3030 
go to 995 
endif 
if (chgrow(i).eq.0.and.chmodw(i).eq.0.and.chpmt(i).eq.0.and. 
a chdrlv(i).eq.O) then 
print 3032,1 
print 3030 
go to 995 
endif 
if (chpmt(i).eq. l.or.chpmt(i).eq.3) then 
read (99,2801) chtest,nprntt(i),nprntx(i),npmty(i),nprntz(i). 
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a leqspp(i) 
if (chtest. ne.'p") then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'print',!, 1,chtest,'p' 
stop 
endif 
endif 
if (chpmt(i).eq.2.or.chprnt(i).eq.3) then 
read (99,2801) chtest,nwrttt(i),nwritx(i),nwrity(i),nwritz(i), 
a ieqspw(i) 
if (chtest.ne.'w') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'write',i.l,chtest,'w' 
stop 
endif 
endif 
if (chmodw(i).eq.l) then 
read (99,2804) chtest,nwritm(i) 
if (chtest.ne.'m') then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'model',i,l,chtest,'m' 
print 3003 
stop 
endif 
endif 
do k=l,chgrow(i) 
read (99,2802) chtest,iddrvg(k,i),amphld(k,i),ampgro(k,i), 
a grostp(k,i) 
if (chtest.ne.'g) then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'grow ,i,k, chtest. g' 
stop 
endif 
if (iddrvg(k,i).gt.ndrive) then 
print 3001 
print 3011, iddrvg(k,i) 
stop 
endif 
enddo 
do k=l,chdriv(i) 
read (99,2803) chtest,iddrvd(k,i),ioscin(k,i),phmtch(k,i), 
a chdrvl(k,i),chdrv2(k.i),chdrv3(k,i),chdiv4(k.i), 
b chdrv5(k.i),chdrv6(k,i),chdrv7(k,i) 
if (chtest.ne.'d ) then 
print 3001 
print 3051, 'drive',i,k,chtest,'d' 
stop 
endif 
if (iddrvd(k,i).gtndrive) then 
print 3001 
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print 3012, iddrvd(k,i) 
stop 
endif 
enddo 
990 go to 900 
995 chwhen(i)=ncycmx+2. 
i=i-l 
997 nscht=i 
print '.'there are '.nscht.' schedules detected' 
chnext=chwhen(numsch+1) 
return 
Appendix 4.17 Code from Read model 
1200 format (alO) 
1201 format (3il0) 
1202 format (4il0) 
2800 format (il,lx,il,lx,i2,lx,i2,lx,fll.4) 
2801 format (al,12x,i4,lx,i4,lx,i4,lx,i4,lx,il) 
2802 format (al,12x,i4,lx,il,lx,el0.3,lx,fl0.4) 
2803 format (al,12x,i4,lx,il,f8.4,lx,fl3.4,5f7.2,lx,fl0.4) 
2804 format (al.12x.i4) 
3001 format ('critical input error!!!!!!!!!!!! stopping') 
3003 format ( see input documentation for more details') 
3011 format ('you tried to change the growth on driver #'. i3, 
a ' but there are not that many drivers declared") 
3012 format ('you tried to change the parameters on driver #',i3, 
a ' but there are not that many drivers declared') 
3015 format ('more schedules on file than allowed by parameter') 
3030 format ( ' assume end of input file') 
3031 format ('schedule #',i3,' precedes previous schedule in time ) 
3032 format ( a zero-change line has been input as schedule',i3) 
3051 format ( tried to read in a ',a5,' statement in schedule ',i3, 
a ' (statement # ',i2,' of this type), but it was incorrectly', 
b ' identified with a ',al,' instead of a '.al) 
Appendix 4.18 Code from Read model 
9000 print '.'fatal error!!!!!!!!' 
print '.'scheduled to read in from previously recorded run,', 
a ' but model parameters are not compatible.' 
print *, the following values must be equal.' 
print '. 'model parameter : new value : as recorded' 
print ', 'nx'.nxl.nx 
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print *, 'ny'.nyl.ny 
print *, 'nz'.nzl.nz 
print *, 'izmax'.izmaxl.izmax 
print *, 'ntscl'.ntscll.ntscl 
print *. ' ' 
print *, 'the following values must have the new value at ', 
a 'least as large as the old value' 
print*, 'nsched' .nschd 1 .nsched 
print *, ndrive' ,ndrve 1 .ndrive 
print*, ngrop l.ngrop 1 .ngrop 1 
print *, 'ndrvp'.ndrvpl.ndrvp 
end 
Appendix 4.19 Code from Regrid 
ireass=0 
l=nrs 
170 if (dt(ks).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 171 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (l.ge.l) go to 170 
irank=l 
171 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
ireass=l 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=ks 
endif 
l=nrs 
180 if (dt(km).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 181 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (l.ge.l) go to 180 
irank=l 
181 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
ireass=l 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs.irank+l.-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=km 
nrsl=nrsl+l 
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endif 
185 if (ireass.eq. 1) then 
do 1=1,nrs 
lmirt=1 
do 11=2,nrs 
if (krs(ll).lt.krs(lmin)) lmin=ll 
enddo 
krspos(l)=lmin 
krs(lmin)=krs(lmin)*2*nz 
enddo 
do 1=1,nrs 
krs(l)=krs(l)/(2*nz) 
enddo 
endif 
Appendix 4.20 Code from Regrid 
else 
regd=.true. 
call regrid_redefine(i,j,ks,dt.dz) 
210 do l=krspos(nrs 1) ,nrs-1 
krs(l)=krs(l+l) 
enddo 
do 1=1,nrs 
if (krspos(l).gt-krspos(nrsl)) krspos(l)=krspos(l)-l 
enddo 
do l=nrsl,nrs-l 
krspos(l)=krspos(l+l) 
enddo 
do l=nrml,nrm 
krm(l)=krm(l+l) 
enddo 
nrs=nrs-l 
nrm=nrm-l 
if (nrs.eq.O) go to 300 
Lreass=0 
l=nrs 
220 if (dt(ks).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 221 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (l.ge. 1) go to 220 
irank=l 
221 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
ireass=l 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
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do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=ks 
endif 
l=nrs 
230 if (dt(km).le.dt(krs(l)]) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 231 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (l.ge. 1) go to 230 
irank=l 
231 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
ireass=l 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=km 
endif 
235 if (ireass.eq. 1) then 
do 1=1,nrs 
lmin=l 
do ll=2,nrs 
if (krs(ll).lt.krs(lmin)) lmin=ll 
enddo 
krspos(l)=lmin 
krs(lmin)=krs(lmin)*2*nz 
enddo 
do 1=1,nrs 
krs(l)=krs(l) / (2*nz) 
enddo 
endif 
endif 
367 
Appendix 4.21 Code from Regrid 
(Format and Error Statements) 
1000format ('column (',13,14,") went too high and requires regridding' 
a .'(principle phase -.18.4,')') 
1001 format fregrtd based on requirement for top removal of column (', 
a 13,14,") at principle phase \f8.4) 
1002format ( cells requiring merging found in column C,i3,i4, 
a ') when principle phase =',f8.4) 
1003format ('regrid based on merging in column ( .13.14, 
a 1 when principle phase - ,f8.4,'. nrm - ,i2, 
b cells identified:! 
lOOSformat (i2, 
a 'occasions found where merge cells will form adjacent pairs') 
lOOSformat ('number of remove cells - ,i2, 
a '. number of split cells - ,i2) 
lOOSformat ('square of sound crossing time in column C,i3,i4, 
a '), starting at bottom") 
10 lOformat ('finding krs. ranking by size (largest first), rank #', 
a i2,' is in position ',i2,', corresponding to cell # k - ,i3) 
1011 format ( moving cell # k - ,i3, ' to position ,i2,'. '. 
a this displaces cell # k - ,i3,', which goes to position k =',i3) 
1013format ('krs completed:") 
1015format ("regrid_split_remove", 
a '(mass loss required and top cell can be split).') 
1016format ('regrid_remove', 
a '(mass loss required but top ceil cannot be split). ") 
1017format ( top cell was scheduled for split but has just been'. 
a ' removed, removing top cell from krs ) 
1018format ( top cell was scheduled for merge but has just been', 
a ' removed, removing top cell from krm ) 
1145format ('nrm+nrs-,i3," > nz. this means that ,i2, 
a " cells are scheduled for both merging and splitting, removing* 
b ,i2,' cells from both lists') 
1148format ('after allowing for ',i2,'occasions where merge cells', 
a 'form adjacent pairs, there are',i2," too many merge cells', 
b 'assigned to ,12. 
c ' split cells, temporarily adjusting nrm accordingly') 
1150format ('krs is re arranged into position order, the values ', 
a "below show : line 1 - k-value of the scheduled split cells' 
b ,'. line 2 - the sound crossing time of these cells. ', 
c 'line 3 - size order rank (l=largest). ', 
d line 4 - position order by size rank") 
1161 format ('regrid_redefine (boundary between',i3," and ",i3,T) 
1162format ( passing over merge cell',13) 
1163 format ( passing over split cell',13) 
1190format ('regrid_merge (merge cells ',i3,' and ',i3,T) 
1200format ( regrid_split (split cell ,13,')') 
1250format ( by ratio large over small - ') 
1251 format ( by ratio small over large -") 
368 
1290format ('column (',i3,i4,') successfully regrtdded In ', 
a 12,' steps at ',fl0.5, 
b '. square of sound crossing time follows") 
end 
Appendix 4.22 Code from Regrid redefine 
If (kl.eq.l) then 
pzbot(i,j,kl)=pzbot(l,j,kl)*xmass(i,j,kl)/xxmasl 
else 
pzbot(I,j,kl)=pzbot(i,j,kl)*(xmass(i,j,kl-l)+xmass(i,j,kl))/ 
a (xmass(i,j ,kl - l)+xxmas 1) 
endlf 
pzbot(I,j,kl+2)=pzbot(i,j,kl+2)*(xmass(i,j,kl+l)+xmass(i,j,kl+2))/ 
a (xxmas2+xmass(i,j,kl+2)) 
pzbot(i,j,kl+l)=vmid*xxmas3/2 
rho(I,j,ks)=(xmass(i,j,ks))/ 
a ((xxmass/rho(i,j,ks))+(xxmasm/rho(i,j,kl))) 
energy(i,j, ks)=energy (I,j, ks)+fract*energy(i,j, kl) 
energy(i,j,kl)=( 1. -fract)*energy(i,j ,kl) 
ek(i,j,kl)=(l/(6*xmass(i,j,kl)))* 
a (4*(xmom(l,i,j,kl)*xmom( 1 ,i,j ,kl)+ 
b xmom(2,i,j,kl)*xmom(2,i,j,kl)-
c xmom( 1 ,i,j ,kl) *xmom(2,i,j ,kl))+ 
d 3*xmom(4,i,j,kl)*xmom(4,i,j,kl)) 
ek(i,j,kl+l)=(l/(6*xmass(t,j,kl+l)))* 
a (4*(xmom(l,i,j,kl+l)*xmom(l,i,j,kl+l)+ 
b xmom(2,i,j,kl+l)*xmom(2,i,j,kl+l)-
c xmom(l,i,j,kl+l)*xmom(2,l,j,kl+l))+ 
d 3*xmom(4,i,j,kl+l)*xmom(4,i,j,kl-H)) 
xzl=(zbase+(zbot(i,j,kl)+zbot(i,j,kl+l))/2)/zscale 
izl=int(xzl) 
izl l=izl-izscl 
Iflizll.ge.izmax) then 
gravpt 1 =grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (Izl 1.le. 1) then 
gravptl=grvpot(l) 
else 
xzll=xzl-Izl 
gravpt l=(l.-xzl l)*grvpot(izl l)+xzl l*grvpot(izl 1+1) 
endlf 
eu(i,j,kl)=xmass(i,j,kl)*gravptl 
xz2=(zbase+(zbot(i,j ,kl+l) +zbot(i,j ,kl+2)) /2) /zscale 
369 
Iz2=Int(xz2) 
iz21=iz2-izscl 
if(iz21 .ge.izmax) then 
gravpt2=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz21.1e.l) then 
gravpt2=grvpot( 1) 
else 
xz21=xz2-iz2 
gravpt2=( 1. -xz2 l)*grvpot(iz2 l)+xz21 *grvpot(iz21+1) 
endif 
eu(i.j ,kl+1) =xmass(i,j ,kl+1) *gravpt2 
eil=energy(i,j,kl)-ek(i,j,kl)-eu(i,j,kl) 
ei2=energy(i,j,kl+l)-ek(i,j,kl+l)-eu(i.j,kl+l) 
pg(i,j ,kl)=ei 1 *(gamma(i,j,kl) - l)*rho(i,j ,kl)/xmass(i.j.kl) 
pg(i,j,kl+l)=ei2*(gamma(i,j,kl+l)-l)*rho(i,j,kl+l)/xmass(i,j,kl+l) 
t(i,j,kl)=pg(i,j,kl)*xmu(i,j,kl)/(rho(i,j,kl)*cgask) 
t(i,j,kl+l)=pg(i,j,kl+l)*xniu(i,j,kl+l)/(rho(i,j,kl+l)*cgask) 
zbot(i,j ,kl+l)=zmid 
dz(kl)=zmId-zbot(i,j ,kl) 
dz(kl+l)=zbot(i,j,kl+2)-zmid 
csnd l=gamma(i,j,kl)*pg(i,j ,kl) /rho(i,j,kl) 
csnd2=gamma(i,j,kl+l)*pg(i,j,kl+l)/rho(i,j,kl+l) 
dt(kl)=dz(kl)*dz(kl)/csnd 1 
dt(kl+1) =dz(kl+1 )*dz(kl+1)/csnd2 
write (16,1200) 
1000format(2 lf5.1) 
1161format ('regrid_redefine (boundary between'.iS,' and ,i3,T) 
1200format ('successful") 
return 
end 
Appendix 4.23 Code from Regrid remove 
zmid=(zbot(i,j ,ks)+zbot(i,j ,ks+1)) /2 
vmid=xmom(4,i,j ,ks) /xmass(i,j ,ks) 
xxmas l=xmass(i,j,ks)/2. 
xxmas3=xmass(i,j,ks) 
if(kd.eq.l) then 
pzbot(i,j ,kd) =pzbot(i,j ,kd)*xmass(i,j, kd) /xxmas3 
else 
pzbot(i,j,kd)=pzbot(i,j,kd)*(xmass(i,j,kd-l)+xxmasl)/ 
a (xmass(i,j,kd-l)+xxmas3) 
370 
endlf 
pzbot(i,j,ku)=vmid*xxmas 1 
pzbot(i,j.ku+l)=pzbot(i.j,ku+l)*(xxmasl+xmass(i,j,ku+l))/ 
a (xxmas3+xmass(i,j ,ku+1)) 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,kd)=0.5*xmom(I.i.j,ks) 
xmom(l,i,j,ku)=xmom(l,i,j,kd) 
enddo 
xmass(i,j,kd)=xmass(i,j,ks)/2. 
xmass(i,j ,ku)=xmass(i,j ,kd) 
eu(i,j,kd)=eu(i„j ,ks) /2. 
eu(i,j ,ku)=eu(i,j, kd) 
ek(i,j,kd)=ek(i,j ,ks) / 2. 
ek(i,j,ku)=ek(i,j,kd) 
ckappa(i,j ,ku) =ckappa(i,j ,ks) 
xmu(i,j ,ku)=xmu(i,j ,ks) 
rho(i,j,ku)=rho(i,j,kd) 
pg(i,j,ku)=pg(i,j ,kd) 
t(i,j,ku)=t(i,j,kd) 
zbot(i,j,ku)=zmid 
dz(kd)=zmld-zbot(i,j ,kd) 
dz(ku)=zbot(i,j ,ku+1) -zmid 
csndl=gamma(i,j,kd)*pg(i,j,kd)/rho(i,j,kd) 
csnd2=csndl 
dt(kd)=dz(kd) *dz(kd) /csnd 1 
dt(ku] =dz(ku) *dz(ku) / csnd2 
Appendix 4.24 Code from Regrid remove 
do l=kl.nrs-l 
krs(l)=krs(l+l) 
enddo 
krs(nrs)=krs(nrs+1 ) 
rtrs=nrs-l 
l=nrs 
if (nrs.eq.O) return 
write (16,1350) dt(kd),dt(ku),(dt(krs(l)),l=l,nrs) 
900 if (dt(kd).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 920 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (l.ge. 1) go to 900 
irank=l 
920 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
write (16,1300) krs(nrs),kd,irank 
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write (16,*) dt(kd),'>',dt(krs(irank)) 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=kd 
endlf 
l=nrs 
950 if (dt(ku).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 970 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (I.ge.l) go to 950 
irank=l 
970 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
write (16,1300) krs(nrs),ku,irank 
write (16,*) dt(ku),'>',dt(krs(irank)) 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=ku 
endif 
write (16,1200) 
1000format (22f5.1) 
1191format ('regrid_remove removing cell nz completely') 
1192 format ('regrid_remove') 
1200format ('succesful') 
1250format ('krs changes with splitting", 100i3) 
1251 format ('krm changes with splitting', 100i3) 
1300format ('replacing cell \i3,' with cell ',i3,' with rank ,i3) 
1350format ( testing sound crossing times of newly split cells (', 
a 2ell.4J against scheduled split cells C,100ell.4,T) 
return 
end 
Appendix 4.25 Code from Regrid split 
if (km.gt.ks) then 
write (16,1181) km.ks 
do k=km,ks+2,-l 
zbot(i,j ,k)=zbot(i,j ,k-1) 
dt(k)=dt(k-l) 
dz(k)=dz(k-l) 
ard(i,j,k)=ard(i,j,k-1) 
ckappa(i,j ,k)=ckappa(i,j ,k-1) 
gamma(i,j,k)=gamma(i,j,k-1) 
pg(i,j,k)=pg(i,j,k-l) 
rho(i,j,k)=rho(i,j,k-l) 
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t(i,j,k)=t(i,j,k-l) 
vdust(i,j,k)=vdust(i,j,k-1) 
xmu(i,j ,k)=xmu(i,j ,k-1) 
xmass(i,j ,k)=xmass(i,j ,k-1) 
pzbot(i,j,k)=pzbot(i,j,k-l) 
energy(i,j,k)=energyr(i,j,k-1) 
ek(i,j,k)=ek(i,j ,k-1) 
eu(i,j,k)=eu(i,j,k-l) 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,k)=xmom(l,i,j,k-1) 
enddo 
enddo 
kd=ks 
ku=ks+l 
do k=l,nrs 
If (krs(k).gt.ks.and.krs(k).lt.km) then 
krs(k)=krs(k)+l 
write (16,1250) (krs(kl,kl=l,nrs) 
endif 
enddo 
do k=l,nrm 
if (krm(k).gt.ks.and.krm(k).lt.km) then 
krm(k)=krm(k)+1 
write (16,1251) (krm(kl,kl=l,nrm) 
endif 
enddo 
km=km+l 
ckappa(i,j,ku)=ckappa(i,j,ks) 
xmu(i,j ,ku)=xmu(i,j,ks) 
rho(i,j,ku)=rho(i,j,ks) 
pg(i.j,ku)=pg(i,j,ks) 
t(i,j,ku)=t(i,j,ks) 
else 
do k=km+l,ks-2 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(i,j,k+l) 
dt(k)=dt(k+l) 
dz(k)=dz(k+l) 
ard(i,j,k)=ard(i,j ,k+l) 
ckappa(i,j ,k)=ckappa(i,j ,k+l) 
gamma(i,j ,k)=gamma(i,j ,k+1 ) 
pg(i,j,k)=pg(i,j,k+l) 
rho(i,j ,k)=rho(i,j,k+l) 
t(i,j,k)=t(i,j,k+l) 
vdust(i,j,k)=vdust(i,j,k+l) 
xmu(i,j ,k)=xmu(i,j ,k+1) 
xmass(i,j,k)=xmass(i,j,k+l) 
pzbot(i,j ,k) =pzbot(i,j,k+1) 
energy(i,j,k)=energyr(i,j,k+l) 
ek(i,j, k)=ek(i,j ,k+1) 
eu(i,j ,k) =eu(i,j ,k+1) 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,k)=xmom(l,i,j,k+1) 
enddo 
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enddo 
kd=ks-l 
ku=ks 
do k=l,nrs 
if (krs(k).gt.km.and.krs(k).It.ks) then 
krs(k)=krs(k)-l 
write (16,1250) (krs(kl,kl=l,nrs) 
endif 
enddo 
do k=l,nrm 
if (krm(k).gt.km.and.krm(k).lt.ks) then 
krm(k)=krm(k)-1 
write (16,1251) (krm(kl,kl=l,nrm) 
endif 
enddo 
ckappa(i,j.kd)=ckappa(i,j,ks) 
xmu(i,j Jtd) =xmu(i,j ,ks) 
rho(i,j,kd)=rho(i,j,ks) 
pg(i,j,kd)=pg(i,j,ks) 
t(i,j,kd)=t(i,j,ks) 
endif 
Appendix 4.26 Code from Regrid split 
zmid=(zbot(i,j ,ks) +zbot(i,j ,ks+l)) / 2 
vmid=xmom(4,i,j ,ks) /xmass(i,j,ks) 
xxmas l=xmass(i,j,ks)/2. 
xxmas3=xmass(i,j,ks) 
if (kd.eq. 1) then 
pzbot(i,j,kd)=pzbot(i,j,kd)*xmass(i,j,kd)/xxmas3 
else 
pzbot(i,j ,kd)=pzbot(i,j,kd)*(xmass(i,j ,kd- l)+xmass(i,j ,kd)) / 
a (xmass(i,j,kd-l)+xxmas3) 
endif 
pzbot(i,j,ku)=vmid*xxmas 1 
pzbot(i,j,ku+l)=pzbot(i,j,ku+l)*(xxmasl+xmass(i,j,ku+l))/ 
a (xxmas3+xmass(i,j,ku+l)) 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,kd)=0.5*xmom(l,i,j,ks) 
xmom(l,i,j,ku)=xmom(l,i,j,kd) 
enddo 
xmass(i,j,kd)=xmass(i,j,ks)/2. 
xmass(i,j,ku)=xmass(i,j,kd) 
eu(i,j ,kd)=eu(i,j ,ks) /2. 
eu(i,j ,ku)=eu(i,j,kd) 
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ek(i,j,kd)=ek(ij.ks)/2. 
ek(I,j,ku)=ek(i.j,kd) 
zbot(i,j ,kd)=zbot(i,j,ks) 
zbot(i,j ,ku)=zmid 
dz(kd)=zmid-zbot(i,j ,kd) 
dz(ku)=zbot(i ,j,ku+1 ) -zmld 
csnd l=gamma(i,j ,ks)*pg(i,j ,ks)/iho(i,j ,ks) 
dtl=dz(kd)*dz(kd)/csndl 
dt2=dz(ku) * dz(ku) /csnd 1 
Appendix 4.27 Code from Regrid split 
do l=kl,nrs-l 
krs(l)=krs(l+l) 
enddo 
krs(nrs)=krs(nrs+1) 
nrs=nrs-l 
if (nrs.eq.O) return 
write (16,1350) dtl,dt2,dt(km),(dt(krs(l)),l=l,nrs) 
l=nrs 
900 if (dt(kd).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 910 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (l.ge. 1) go to 900 
irank=l 
910 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
write (16,1300) krs(nrs),kd,irank 
write (16,*) dt(kd),'>',dt(krs(irank)) 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=kd 
endif 
dt(kd)=dtl 
l=nrs 
930 if (dt(ku).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank-1+1 
go to 940 
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endif 
1=1-1 
if (I.ge.l) go to 930 
Lrank=l 
940 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
write (16,1300) krs(nrs) .ku.irank 
write (16,*) dt(ku),'>' ,dt(krs(irank)) 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-1) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=ku 
endif 
dt(ku)=dt2 
l=nrs 
960 if (dt(km).le.dt(krs(l))) then 
irank=l+l 
go to 970 
endif 
1=1-1 
if (I.ge.l) go to 960 
irank=l 
970 if (irank.lt.nrs+1) then 
write (16,1300) krs(nrs) .km.irank 
write (16,*) dt(km),">',dt(krs(irank)) 
krsrem=krs(nrs) 
do l=nrs,irank+l,-l 
krs(l)=krs(l-l) 
enddo 
krs(irank)=km 
endif 
write (16,1201) 
1000format(21f5.1) 
llSlformat ('previously merged cell is higher C,i3,'>',i3,T) 
1182format ('previously merged cell is lower f,i3,'<',i3.')") 
1200format fregrid_split (split cell *,i3,')') 
1201 format ('successful") 
1250format ('krs changes with splitting", 100i3) 
1251format fkrm changes with splitting', 100i3) 
1300format ( replacing cell *,i3,' with cell ',i3,' with rank \i3) 
1350format ftesting sound crossing times of newly split cells (', 
a 2el 1.4,*) and new merge cell (,',el 1.4, 
b ") against scheduled split cells (', 100e 11.4,')') 
return 
end 
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Appendix 4.28 Code from Regrid split remove 
zmid=(zbot(i ,j ,nz) +zbot(i.j ,nz+1))/2. 
vmld=xmom(4,i,j,nz)/xmass(i,j,nz) 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,nz)=0.5*xmom(l,i,j,nz) 
enddo 
ek(i.j,nz)=ek(i,j,nz)/2. 
eu(i,j ,nz)=eu(i,j,nz)/2. 
xxmas3=xmass(i,j ,nz) 
xmass(i,j,nz)=xmass(i,j,nz)/2. 
pzbot(i,j ,nz) =pzbot(i,j ,nz) *(xmass(i,j,nz-l)+xmass(i,j ,nz)) / 
a (xmass(i,j ,nz- l)+xxmas3) 
pzbot(i,j ,nz+l)=vmid*(xmass(i,j ,nz)+xmass(i,j ,nz+1))/2. 
zbot(i,j ,nz+ l)=zmid 
dz(nz)=dz(nz)/2. 
dt(nz)=dt(nz)/4. 
return 
end 
Appendix 4.29 Code from Static 
k=nz+l 
rho( 1.1 ,k) =pg( 1,1 ,nz+1 )*xmu( 1,1 ,nz+1) / (cgask*t( 1.1 ,nz+1 )) 
dxbot( 1,1 ,k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,k)) 
r( 1,1 ,k) =rstar+(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot( 1,1 ,k+1 ))/2. 
gamma( 1,1 ,k)=cgamma 
xmassf 1.1 ,k)=rho( 1,1 ,k)*(zbot( 1,1 ,k+1) -zbot( 1,1,k))* 
a 0.866025404* 
b (angres*(rstar+(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot( l,l,k+l))/2.))**2 
k=nz+2 
dxbot( 1,1 ,k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( 1,1,k)) 
300 do 380 k=nzps-l,l,-l 
dtau=tau(k)-tau(k+1) 
305 if (isothm.eq. 1) then 
t(l,l,k)=teff 
else 
377 
t( 1,1 ,k)=teffl *(tau(k)+2. /3.)**(0.25) 
end if 
307 ckappa(l, 1 ,k)=xkappa 
310 xmu(l,l,k)=xmul 
320 rhod.l,k)=(rhod,l.k+l)*td.l.k+l)+grav(k+l)*xmu(l,l,k)* 
a dtau/(ckappa( 1,1 ,k)*cgask)) /t( 1,1 ,k) 
340 dzu=dtau / (2*ckappa( 1,1 ,k+ l)*rho(l, 1 ,k+1)) 
dzl=dtau/(2*ckappa( 1,1 ,k)*rfao( l.l.k)) 
zbot(l. l,k+l)=z(k+l)-dzu 
z(k)=zbot( 1.1 ,k+l)-dzl 
342 r(l,l.k)=rstar+z(k) 
351 submas(k)=submas(k+ l)-fourpi*r(l. l,k)*r(l.l,k)* 
a (zbot( 1,1 ,k+1) -zbot( 1,1 ,k))*rho( l.l.k) 
352 grav(k)=g*submas(k)/(r(l.l,k)*r(l,l,k)) 
360 pg(l,l ,k)=rho(l, 1 ,k)*cgask*t( l.l.k) /xmu( l.l.k) 
380 continue 
zbot(l.l.l)=(3*z(l)-z(2))/2. 
k=0 
zbot( 1,1 ,k)=zbot(l, 1, l)-(zbot( 1,1 ,nz+l)-zbot(l, 1.1)) /4. 
dxbot( 1,1 ,k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,k)) 
r(l.l ,k)=rstar+(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot(l, l,k+l))/2. 
rho( l.l.k) =rho( 1,1,1) 
submas(k)=submas(k+ l)-fourpi*rd, l,k)*rd,l ,k)* 
a (zbot( 1,1 ,k+1) -zbot( 1,1 ,k))*rho( l.l.k) 
ard(l, 1 ,k)=2000.*dustk/(r( 1,1 ,k)**2) 
ganuna( 1,1 ,k)=cgamma 
xmu( 1,1 ,k)=xmu 1 
pg(l, 1 ,k)=pg( 1,1, l)+rho( 1,1, l)*grav(l)* 
a (z(l)-zbot( 1,1,1)) 
t( 1,1 ,k)=pg( 1,1 ,k)*xmu( 1,1 ,k)/(cgask*rho( l.l.k)) 
do k=l,nz 
dxbot( 1,1 ,k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,k)) 
gamma( 1,1 ,k)=cgamma 
d2zbdt(l, l,k)=-grav(k)* 
a ((rstan-z(k)) /(rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,k)))**2 
ard(l,l,k)=2000.*dustk/(r(l,l,k)**2) 
rdpowr(l,l,k)=0.0 
teq( 1,1 ,k)=t(l. 1 ,k) 
vdust(l,l,k)=0.0 
xmass( 1,1 ,k)=rho( 1,1 ,k)*(zbot( 1,1 ,k+ l)-zbot( 1,1,k))* 
a 0.866025404* 
b (angres*(rstar+(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot(l, l,k-t-l))/2.))**2 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l, 1,1 ,k)=0.0 
enddo 
enddo 
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Appendix 430 Code from Static 
zdatum=zbot( 1,1,1) 
710 write (2,1090) nz 
write (2,1095) 
k=0 
write (2,1100) k,zbot( 1,1 ,k) ,0.0 ,zbot( 1,1 ,k+ l)-zbot(l.l.k), 
a pg(l.l ,k) ,rho( l,l,k),t(l,l,k),0.0 
do k=l,nz 
write (2,1100) k,zbot(l,l,k),z(k),zbot(l,l,k+l)-zbot(l,l,k), 
a pg(l, 1 ,k) ,rho( l.l.k).t(l.l.k) ,tau(k) 
790 enddo 
k=nz+l 
write (2,1100) k,zbot(l, 1 ,k),0.0,zbot(l, 1 ,k+l)-zbot(l, 1 ,k), 
a pg(l,l,k),rho(l.l,k),t(l.l,k),0.0 
write (2,1300) iter 
800 do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
k=0 
dxbot(i,j, k)=dxbot( l.l.k) 
gamma(i,j,k)=gamma( l.l.k) 
gravpt(i,j ,k)=gravpt( l.l.k) 
pg(i.j,k)=pg(l,l,k) 
rho(i,j ,k)=rho( 1,1 ,k) 
t(i,j,k)=t( l.l.k) 
xmu(i,j ,k)=xmu( 1,1,k) 
zbot(i,j ,k) =zbot( l.l.k) 
do k=l,nz 
ard(i.j.k)=ard( l.l.k) 
ckappa(i,j ,k)=ckappa(l, 1 ,k) 
d2zbdt(i,j ,k)=d2zbdt(l, 1 .k) 
dxbot(i,j, k)=dxbot( l.l.k) 
gamma(i,j ,k)=gamma( l.l.k) 
gravpt(i,j,k)=gravpt( l.l.k) 
pg(i.j ,k) =pg( l.l.k) 
r(i.J.k)=r( l.l.k) 
rdpowr(i,j,k)=rdpowr( 1, l.k) 
rho(i.j ,k)=rho( l.l.k) 
t(i,j,k)=t(l,l,k) 
teq(i,j,k)=teq(l, l,k) 
vdust(i,j,k)=vdust( l.l.k) 
xmass(i,j,k)=xmass( l.l.k) 
xmu(i,j ,k)=xmu(l, 1 ,k) 
zbot(i,j ,k)=zbot( 1,1 ,k) 
deidtx(i,j,k)=0.0 
detdtx(i,j.k)=0.0 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,k)=xmom(l, l.l.k) 
enddo 
enddo 
k=nz+l 
ckappa(i,j ,k) =ckappa( 1,1,k) 
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d2zbdt(i,j ,k)=d2zbdt( l.l.k) 
dxbot(i,j.k)=dxbot(l. l.k) 
gamma(i,j,k)=gamma( l.l.k) 
gravpt(i,j,k)=gravpt( l.l.k) 
Pg(i.j ,k)=pg( l.l.k) 
rho(i,j ,k)=rho( l.l.k) 
t(i,j,k)=t( l.l.k) 
xmass(i,j,k)=xmass(l. 1 ,k) 
xmu(i,j,k)=xmu(l, 1 ,k) 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(l. 1 ,k) 
k=nz+2 
zbot(i,j ,k)=zbot( 1.1 ,k) 
dxbot(i.j.k)=dxbot(l. l.k) 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
Appendix 431 Code from Static (Format Statements) 
1000 format (i2.3x,i3,3el2.4) 
1005 format ('photosphere will be at level',13) 
1010 format ('iteration #',i3) 
1020 format (photospheric pressure =',e9.3, 
a '. photospheric density =',e9.3) 
1030 format ( photospheric values were too low.'. 
a ' the pressure fell below zero at level ,i3) 
1040 format ( photospheric values were too high. ', 
a there was an excess pressure of ,e9.3,' at zone ,i3) 
1090 format C(',i3,' levels)') 
1095 format ( level base-height center-height depth', 
a ' pressure density temp tau") 
1100 format (i2,5x,e9.3,4x,e9.3,4x,e9.3,4x,fl0.2.2x,ell.5,2x,f7.1,2x, 
a e9.3) 
1201 format ( working in cgs units') 
1202 format ( working in mks units') 
1203 format ( variable opacity, (cgs) value at photosphere =',el2.4) 
1204 format ( constant opacity - ,el2.4,' cmA2/gm') 
1205 format ( variable temperature, follow the eddington approx') 
1206 format ('isothermal atmosphere, temperature =',fl0.3) 
1207 format ( critical error 
a range of optical depths does not include the photosphere ) 
1210 format ('iteration loop, find optical depth bins to match', 
a ' optical depths from ,f9.7,' to ,f9.7,' in ,i4,' cells. 1 
1211 format ('iteration #',i5," successful. const=',f9.4, 
a <- <- <- <- ••••••) 
1212 format ( iteration #',i5,' unsuccessful. const=',f9.4, 
a ' optical depth bins too large, fell below acceptable ', 
b value for top of model in last cell : \f8.6) 
1213 format ( iteration #',i5,' unsuccessful. const=',f9.4. 
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a ' optical depth bins too small, still above acceptable ', 
b 'value for top of model in last cell : \f8.6) 
1214 format ('iteration #',i5,' unsuccessful. const=',f9.4, 
a ' optical depth bins too large, fell below target ', 
b value for top of model cell ',i4,'. optical depth-,f8.6) 
1215 format ( optical depth binning converged in ',14, 
a ' iterations, optical depths :',1000f9.6) 
1219 format (' ') 
1220 format ('iteration loop, finding the photospheric pressure ) 
1300 format ( static atmosphere converged in',14,' iterations') 
end 
Appendix 4.32 Code from Static (physical calculation code) 
subroutine static_physical(zdatum) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/inpstat" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/stathyd" 
integer iter,itest,iz,nzps,psloc 
real phigh,plow,ptemp,zinc,zincl 
real tau(nz),z(nz+l) 
double precision rcalib.sbmass^xmul jcz^czl,zl,z2, 
a zbaseg,zcalib,zd,zdatum 
double precision grav(nz),submas(0:nz+l) 
open (unit=2,file='static_atmos' .status- unknown') 
taups=2./3. 
teff 1 =teff*(0.75**0.25) 
if (icgs.eq.l) then 
write (2,1201) 
cgsl=l. 
cgs2=l. 
cgs3=l. 
else 
write (2,1202) 
cgsl=10. 
cgs2=100. 
cgs3=1000. 
end if 
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c xmul=1.3/(cvtmks*cvtmks*cvtmks) 
If (kappac.eq.O) then 
write (2,1203) xkappa 
else 
write (2,1204) xkappa 
end if 
if (Isothm.eq.O) then 
write (2,1205) 
else 
write (2,1206) teff 
endif 
30 ifîtauO.gt.O.or.taul.ltO) then 
print 1207 
stop 
endif 
xmu l=amu* 1,6605655e-24/cgs3 
smass=smass* 1.989e33/cgs3 
rstar=rstar*6.96e 10/cgs2 
if (angres.lt.0) angres=-angres/rstar 
zbot(l,l,2)=tau0 
zbot( 1,1 ,nz+ l)=tau 1 
zinc=(tau 1 -tauO) / (nz-1) 
do k=3,nz 
zbot(l, 1 ,k)=zbot(l, 1 ,k- l)+zinc 
enddo 
80 k=2 
81 k=k+l 
82 if (zbot(l,l,k).lt.0) go to 81 
nzps=k-l 
zincl=zbot( 1.1,k-1) 
do k=2,nz+l 
zbot( 1,1 ,k) =zbot( 1.1 ,k)-zinc 1 
enddo 
zbot(l, l,l)=zbot(l, l,2)-zinc 
print lOOS.nzps 
write (2,1005) nzps 
write (2,1220) 
iter=0 
100 z(nzps)=0.0 
t(l,l,nzps)=teff 
xmu( 1,1 ,nzps)=xmul 
submas(nzps) =psmass*smass 
r(l,l,nzps)=rstar 
grav(nzps)=g*submas(nzps) /(r( 1,1 ,nzps)*r( 1,1 ,nzps)) 
pl=pps 
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pg(l,l,nzps)=pps 
plow=0 
phigh=1.0e7*pps 
ckappa(l, l„nzps)=xkappa 
tau(nzps)=2/3. 
150 rho( 1,1 ,nzps)=pg( 1,1 ,nzps)*xmu( 1,1 .nzps)/(cgask*t( 1,1 .nzps)) 
write (2,1010) iter 
write (2,1020) pg( 1,1,nzps) ,rho( 1,1,nzps) 
k=nzps+l 
200 tau(k)=tau(k-l)-ckappa(l, 1 ,k-l)*rho( 1,1 ,k-l)*zinc 
205 if (isothm.eq.l) then 
t(l,l,k)=teff 
else 
t(l,l,k)=teffl*(tau(k)+2./3.)**(0.25) 
end if 
207 ckappa(l, l,k)=xkappa 
xmu( 1,1 ,k)=xmu 1 
z(k)=zbot( 1,1 ,k)+0.5*zinc 
r( 1,1 ,k)=rstar+z(k) 
submas(k)=submas (k- l)+fourpi*r(l, 1 ,k- l)*r(l, 1 ,k-1)* 
a (zbot(l, 1 ,k)-zbot(l, 1 ,k- l))*rho(l, 1 ,k-1) 
252 grav(k)=g*submas(k)/(r(l, 1,k)*r(l,1 ,k)) 
pg(l,l,k)=(pg(l,l,k-l)-0.5*rho(l,l,k-l)*grav(k-l)*zinc)/ 
a ( 1+0.5*(xmu( 1,1 ,k) *grav(k) *zinc) / (cgask*t( 1.1 ,k))) 
rho(l, 1 ,k)=pg(l, 1 ,k)*xmu( 1,1 ,k)/(cgask*t(l, 1 ,k)) 
if (pg(l,l,k).lt.0) then 
write (2,1031) k,pg(l,l,k) 
iter=iter+l 
plow=pg( 1,1,nzps) 
ptemp=pg( 1,1, nzps) * ( 1+(nz-k+1.0) / ((nz-nzps) *3.)) 
if (ptemp.gt.phigh) ptemp=pg( 1,1 ,nzps)+(phigh-pg( 1,1 .nzps))/3. 
pg( 1.1 ,nzps)=ptemp 
go to 150 
end if 
k=k+l 
if (kAe.nz) go to 200 
ckappa(l, 1 ,nz+l)=xkappa 
zbot( 1,1 ,nz+2)=zbot( 1,1 ,nz+ l)+(zbot( 1,1 ,nz+l) -zbot( 1.1. l))/4. 
z(nz+l)=(zbot( 1,1 ,nz+ l)+zbot( 1,1 ,nz+2))/2. 
submas (nz+1 )=submas (nz) +fourpi*r( 1,1 ,nz)*r(l, 1 ,nz)* 
a (zbotd, 1 ,nz+ l)-zbot(l, 1 ,nz))*rho(l, 1 ,nz) 
d2zbdt(l, 1 ,nz+1 ) —g*submas(nz+1 ) / (rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,nz+1))**2 
xmu(l, l.nz+l)=xmul 
if (tcorna.eq.0) tcorna=t(l,l,nz) 
t( 1,1 ,nz+l)=tcoma 
pg(l, 1 ,nz+ l)=(pg(l, 1 ,nz)+0.5*d2zbdt( 1,1 ,nz+ l)*rho(l, 1 .nz)* 
a (zbot( 1,1, nz+1 ) -z(nz))) / 
b (l-0.5*d2zbdt(l,l,nz+l)*xmu(l,l,nz+l)*(z(nz+l)-zbot(l,l.nz+l))/ 
c (cgask*t(l,l.nz+l))) 
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k=nz+l 
rho(l.l,k)=pg(l,l,nz+l)*xmu(l,l.nz+l)/(cgask*t(l,l,nz+l)) 
dxbot( 1,1 ,k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( 1,1,k)) 
r(l, 1 ,k)=rstar+(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot(l, 1 .k+1)) /2. 
gamma(l,l,k)=cgamma 
xmass( 1,1 ,k)=rho( 1,1 ,k)*(zbot( 1, l,k+l)-zbot( l.l.k))* 
a 0.866025404* 
b (angres*(rstar+(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot( l.l,k+l))/2.))**2 
k=nz+2 
dxbot( 1,1, k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,k)) 
300 do 380 k=nzps-1,1,-1 
ckappa(l, 1 ,k)=xkappa 
xmu(l,l,k)=xmul 
z(k)=zbot( 1,1 ,k)+0.5*zinc 
r( 1,1 ,k)=rstar+z(k) 
pg(l,l,k)=pg(l,l,k+l)+rho(l,l,k+l)*grav(k+l)*zinc 
rho( 1,1 ,k)=xmu( 1,1,k) *pg( 1,1 ,k)/(cgask*t( 1,1,k+1)) 
submas(k)=submas(k+l)-fourpi*r(l, l,k)*r(l, l.k)* 
a zinc*rho( l.l.k) 
grav(k)=g*submas(k) /(r( 1,1 ,k)*r(l, 1 ,k)) 
tau(k)=tau(k+l)+ckappa(l, 1 ,k)*rho( 1,1 ,k)*zinc 
305 if (isothm.eq.l) then 
t(l,l,k)=teff 
else 
t(l,l,k)=teffl*(tau(k)+2./3.)**(0.25) 
end if 
380 continue 
zbotd, l,l)=(3*z(l)-z(2))/2. 
k=0 
zbot(l, 1 ,k)=zbot( 1,1, l)-(zbot( 1,1 ,nz+ l)-zbot( l,l.l))/4. 
dxbot( 1,1 ,k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,k)) 
r( 1.1 ,k) =rstar+(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot(l, 1 .k+1)) /2. 
rhod. 1 ,k)=rho{l. 1,1) 
submas(k)=submas(k+l)-fourpi*r(l. l,k)*r(l. l.k)* 
a (zbotd, 1 ,k+l)-zbot( 1,1 ,k))*rho( 1,1 ,k) 
ard( l.l.k) =2000. *dustk/(r( 1,1, k)**2) 
gamma( 1,1 ,k)=cgamma 
xmu(l.l,k)=xmul 
pg(l, 1 ,k)=pg(l, 1, l)+rho( 1,1. l)*grav( 1)* 
a (z(l)-zbot(l.l.l)) 
t( 1,1 ,k)=pg( 1,1 ,k)*xmu( 1,1 ,k)/(cgask*rho( l.l.k)) 
do k=l,nz 
dxbot( 1,1 ,k)=angres*(rstar+zbot( l.l.k)) 
gamma( 1,1 ,k)=cgamma 
d2zbdt( 1.1, k)=-grav(k) * 
a ((rstar+z(kj) /(rstar+zbot( 1,1 ,k)))**2 
ardd ,l,k)=2000.*dustk/(rd, 1 ,k)**2) 
rdpowr(l,l,k)=0.0 
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teq(l,l,k)=t(l.l,k) 
vdust(l,l,k)=0.0 
xmass(l, 1 ,k)=rho( 1, l,k)*(zbot( 1,1 ,k+l)-zbot( l.l.k))* 
a 0.866025404* 
b (angres*(rstarf-(zbot( 1,1 ,k)+zbot( 1.1 ,k+l))/2.))**2 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l. 1,1 ,k)=0.0 
enddo 
enddo 
400 zl=(zbot(l.l,0)+zbot(l.l,l))/2. 
z2=zbot( 1,1 ,nz+2) 
zd=z2-zl 
zbase=rstar 
zscale=zd/(izmax-1.) 
zbaseg=z 1 +rstar 
zbascl=zbaseg/zscale 
410 itest=0 
write (14.*) 'gravity calibration: '.izmax,' values' 
write (14,*)'# cell radius submass g1 
do i=l.izmax 
zcalib=(i- l)*zscale+z 1 
430 if (zcalib.gt.zbot(l,l,itest+l).and.itest.lt.nz+l) then 
itest=itest+l 
go to 430 
endif 
rcalib=rstar+zcalib 
sbmass=submas(itest)+fourpi*rcalib*rcalib* 
a (zcalib-zbot( 1.1 .itest)) *rho( 1,1 .itest) 
grvpot(i)=-g*sbmass/(zscale*(i+zbascl-l)) 
write (14,1000) i.itest,rcalib.sbmass,grvpot(i) 
enddo 
do k=0,nz+l 
xz=(rstar+z(k)) /zscale-zbascl+1. 
iz=int(xz) 
if(iz.ge. izmax) then 
gravpt( 1,1 ,k)=grvpot(izmax) 
elseif (iz.lt. 1) then 
gravpt( 1,1 ,k)=grvpot(l) 
else 
xzl=xz-iz 
gravpt( 1,1. k)=( 1. -xz 1 ) *grvpot(iz) +xz 1 *grvpot(iz+1 ) 
endif 
c d2zbdt( 1,1 ,k)=gravpt( 1,1 ,k)/(zbase+zbot( l.l.k)) 
enddo 
zdatum=zbot( 1,1,1) 
taul=tau(nz) 
710 write (2,1090) nz 
write (2,1095) 
385 
k=0 
write (2,1100) k,zbot(l,l,k),0.0,zbot(l,l.k+l)-zbot(l,l,k), 
a pg(l,l,k),rho(l.l,k),t(l,l,k),0.0 
do k=l,nz 
write (2,1100) k,zbot( 1,1 ,k) ,z(k) ,zbot( 1,1 ,k-H)-zbot( 1,1 ,k), 
a pg(l,l,k),rho(l,l,k),t(l,l,k),tau(k) 
c write (3,*) tz(l.l,k),pg(l,l,k) 
790 enddo 
k=nz+l 
write (2,1100) k,zbot(l, 1 ,k),0.0,zbot(l, 1 ,k+ l)-zbot( 1,1 ,k), 
a pg(l,l,k),rho(l,l,k),t(l,l,k),0.0 
write (2,1300) iter 
800 do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
k=0 
dxbot(i,j,k)=dxbot(l, 1 ,k) 
gamma(i,j ,k)=gamma( l.l.k) 
gravpt(i.j.k)=gravpt( l.l.k) 
pg(i,j,k)=pg( l.l.k) 
rho(i,j,k)=rho( l.l.k) 
t(i,j,k)=t( l.l.k) 
xmu(i,j ,k) =xmu( l.l.k) 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(l, 1 ,k) 
do k=l,nz 
ard(i,j,k)=ard( l.l.k) 
ckappa(i,j ,k) =ckappa( l.l.k) 
d2zbdt(i.j ,k)=d2zbdt( l.l.k) 
dxbot(t,j,k)=dxbot(l, 1 ,k) 
gamma(i,j ,k) =gamma( l.l.k) 
gravpt(i,j ,k) =gravpt( l.l.k) 
pg(i,j,k)=pg(l,l,k) 
r(i,j,k)=r(l,l.k) 
rdpowr(i,j ,k)=rdpowr( l.l.k) 
rho(i,j,k)=rho(l, 1 ,k) 
t(i,j,k)=t(l,l,k) 
teq(i,j,k)=teq( l.l.k) 
vdust(i,j,k)=vdust( l.l.k) 
xmass(i,j.k)=xmass(l. l.k) 
xmu(i,j,k)=xmu(l, 1 ,k) 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(l, 1 ,k) 
deidtx(i,j.k)=0.0 
detdtx(i,j,k)=0.0 
do 1=1,4 
xmom(l,i,j,k)=xmom(I, l.l.k) 
enddo 
enddo 
k=nz+l 
ckappa(i.j ,k) =ckappa( l.l.k) 
d2zbdt(i,j ,k)=d2zbdt( l.l.k) 
dxbot(i,j, k)=dxbot( 1,1 ,k) 
gamma(i,j ,k)=gamma( l.l.k) 
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gravptft.j ,k)=gravpt( l.l.k) 
pgft.j ,k)=pg( l.l.k) 
itio(i,j.k)=rho(l. 1 ,k) 
t(i.j.k)=t( l.l.k) 
xmass(i,j,k)=xmass(l, 1 ,k) 
xmu(i,j.k)=xmu(l, l.k) 
zbot(i,j,k)=zbot(l, 1 ,k) 
k=nz+2 
zbot(i,j ,k)=zbot( l.l.k) 
dxbot(i,j,k)=dxbot(l, l,k) 
enddo 
enddo 
return 
1000 format (i2,3x,i3,3el2.4) 
1005 format ('photosphere will be at level',i3) 
1010 format ('iteration #',i3) 
1020 format ('photospheric pressure =',el4.8, 
a '. photospheric density ='.el4.8) 
1030 format ('photospheric values were too low.', 
a ' the density fell below zero at level ,i3) 
1031 format ('photospheric values were too low.', 
a ' the pressure fell below minimum value at level ,i3. 
b '- \el4.8) 
1040 format ('photospheric values were too high. ', 
a the pressure in the top cell - ,el4.8,', which is '. 
b el4.8," more than it should be.', 
c ' for reference, pressure in cell nz=',el4.8) 
1090 format C(',i3,' levels)1) 
1095 format ('level base-height center-height depth', 
a ' pressure density temp tau) 
1100 format (i4,3x,e9.3,4x,e9.3,4x,e9.3,4x,fl0.2,2x,ell.5,2x,f7.1,2x, 
a e9.3) 
1201 format ( working in cgs units') 
1202 format ( working in mks units') 
1203 format ( variable opacity, (cgs) value at photosphere =',el2.4) 
1204 format ( constant opacity - ,el2.4,' cmA2/gm') 
1205 format ('variable temperature, follow the eddington approx ) 
1206 format ('isothermal atmosphere, temperature =',fl0.3) 
1207 format ('critical error 
a range of physical depths does not include the photosphere') 
1220 format ( iteration loop, finding the photospheric pressure') 
1300 format ( static atmosphere converged in',i4," iterations') 
end 
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Appendix 4.33 Code from Write 
subroutine write(nnwrit,wnext) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/drivers" 
include "common/hydwri" 
include "common/iplus" 
include "common/jplus" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/prints" 
include "common/regrids" 
include "common/schedule" 
include "common/state" 
integer iycent,plpl,pslopl,pslocp,pxypl,pxzpl,timepl,tpspl, 
a txypl,txzpl,vxxypl,vxxzpl,vzxypl,vzxzpl,zpl 
real wnext 
print *,'write called',wnext 
Appendix 434 Code from Write 
do x}= 1. ,ny* 1., wrtinc(2) 
j=int(xj+0.5) 
write (pxypl,1020) (pg(int(xi+0.5) ,j, 1) jti= 1. ,nx* 1.,wrtinc( 1 )) 
write (ppsxy,1020) (pg(int(xi+0.5) ,j ,psloc(int(xi+0.5) ,j)), 
a xi=l.,nx*l.,wrtinc(l)) 
write (txypl, 1020] (t(int(xi+0.5),j,l),xi=l.,nx*l.,wrtinc(l)) 
write (vxxypl, 1020) (xmom(2,int(xi+0.5),j, 1)/ 
a xmass(int(xi+0.5).j,l),xi=l.,nx*l.,wrtinc(l)) 
write (vzxypl, 1020) (xmom(4,int(xi+0.5),j, 1)/ 
a xmass(int(xi+0.5),j, l),xi=l.,nx*l ..wrtinc(l)) 
enddo 
write (pxzpl,1020) (pg(int(xi+0.5),iycent,0) ,xi= 1.,nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
write (pslopl,1022) (psloc(int(xi+0.5),iycent) jd=1., nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
write (txzpl.1021) (t(int(xi+0.5) .iycent,0),xi= 1. ,nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
do xk=l.,nz*l.,wrtinc(3) 
k=int(xk+0.5) 
write (pxzpl,1020) (pg(int(xi+0.5) ,iycent,k) ,xi= 1.,nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
write (txzpl,1021) (t(int(xi+0.5),iycent,k) ,xi= 1., nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
write (vxxzpl,1020) (xmom(2,int(xi+0.5),iycent,k)/ 
a xmass(int(xi+0.5) ,iycent,k) ,xi= 1., nx* 1. ,wrtinc( 1)) 
write (vzxzpl.1020) (xmom(4,int(xi+0.5) ,iycent,k) / 
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a xmass(int(xi+0.5) ,iycent,k),xi=l .,nx* l.,wrtinc(l)) 
enddo 
k=nz+l 
write (pxzpl,1020) (pg(int(xi+0.5) .iycent,k] ,xi = 1. ,nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
write (txzpl,1021) (t(int(xi+0.5),iycent,k),xi=l.,nx*l., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
k=0 
write (zpi.1000) (zbot(int(xi+0.5),iycent,k),xi=l.,nx*l., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
do xk=l.,nz*l.,wrtlnc(3) 
k=int(xk+0.5) 
write (zpl,1000) (zbot(int(xi+0. 5), iy cent, k) ,xi=1. ,nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
enddo 
k=nz+l 
write (zpl,1000) (zbot(int(xi+0.5),iycent,k),xi=l.,nx*l., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
k=nz+2 
write (zpl,1000) (zbot(int(xi+0.5), iycent,k) ,xi= 1. ,nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)) 
write (plpl,1018) ((pg(int(xi+0.5).iycent,k) 1.,nx* 1., 
a wrtinc(l)),k=l,2) 
write (timepl.1016) (cphase(i),i=l,ndrive) 
wnext=wnext+wrtinc(4) 
return 
1000 format (100fl4.4) 
1016 format (100fl4.5) 
1018 format (100el3.5) 
1020 format (100el3.5) 
1021 format (100el3.5) 
1022 format (100i5) 
end 
Appendix 4.35 Code from Write model 
subroutine write_model (nnwrit,dimnsn,numsch,ncycle, 
a ctime.pnext, tstp .wmnext, wnext, psium. pslmax,pslmin. phlmax, 
b phlmin,zdatum,vdrve2,grow,dperdt,dxtdt,dxddt,dytdt,dxcdt, 
c dycdt,dphsdt,drivel,drive2) 
include "common/startpar" 
include "common/chgwrmod" 
include "common/drivers" 
include "common/gravity" 
include "common/inphyd" 
include "common/inptstp" 
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include "common/iplus" 
include "common/jplus" 
include "common/modlconst" 
include "common/momeng" 
include "common/physconst" 
include "common/prints" 
include "common/regrids" 
include "common/schedule" 
include "common/state" 
include "common/stathyd" 
include "common/tstpsum" 
include "common/model_format" 
integer dimnsn,i,j,k.l,nnwrlt,numsch 
Integer ncycle(ndrive) 
real ctime.pnext, tstp, wnext. wmnext 
real psium, pslmax.pslmin, phlmax, phlmin 
double precision zdatum 
double precision grow(ndrive,3) ,dperdt(ndrive,3) ,dxtdt(ndrive,3), 
a dxddt(ndrive,3),dytdt(ndrive,3),dxcdt(ndrive,3), 
b dycdt(ndrive,3),dphsdt(ndrive,3) 
double precision vdrve2(nx,ny), drive 1 (ndrive.nx) 
double precision drive2(ndrive,nx,ny) 
Appendix 4.36 Code from Write model 
open (unit=97,file='model_output',status-unknown') 
print *,'writing the complete model' 
write (97,*) model written at cphase(l)-.cphase(l) 
write (97,1001) nx,ny,nz,izmax,ntscl,nsched,ndrive,ngrop,ndrvp 
do l=l.ndrive 
write (97,1002) lgdrvd(l) ,lgdrvg(l) ,iosc(l), 
a amp(l),ampini(l),amptgt(l),growst(l)jctop(l), 
a ytop(l) ,xdrop(l) ,xcent(l) ,ycent(l) ,phase(l), cphasefl), 
b phzero(l),period (1) 
enddo 
write (97,1003) zbascl,zbase,zscale 
do 1=1,izmax 
write (97,1004) grvpot(l) 
enddo 
write (97,1005) its,itscl,izscl,atd,cq,difst,dustv,fi, 
a ptstpf,qmin,rhocx,rhomin,ta,tb,tcon,twid,xnu 
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write (97,1007) nstpmn,cct 
do i=l.nx 
write (97,1008) (iplusO,i),l=-l,l) 
enddo 
do j=l,ny 
write (97,1008) (jplus(l.j),l=-l,l) 
enddo 
write (97,1009) angres,dustk,taul .teff.tscl 
do l=l,ntscl 
write (97,1010) ft(l) 
enddo 
do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
do k=l,nz 
write (97,1011) energy(i,j,k),eu(i,j,k),ek(i,j,k), 
pzbot(i,j ,k) ,(xmom(l,i.j,k) ,1= 1,4) ,xmass(i,j ,k), 
dmasdt(i,j,k) ,(dmmdtx(l,i,j,k) ,1= 1,4) 
enddo 
write (97,1012) pzbot(i,j,nz+l),xmass(i,j,nz+l) 
enddo 
enddo 
write (97,1013) cgask,pi,twopi.fourpi.lightv,stefan,g,rgas 
write (97,1014) wmdinc,(prtinc(l),wrtinc(l) ,1= 1,4) 
write (97,1015) rgdmax,timmin 
do l=l,nsched 
write (97,1016) chpmt(l) ,chgrow(l), chdriv(l), 
nprntt(l) ,npmtx(l), nprnty(l), 
npmtz(l) .ieqsppd), 
nwritt(l) ,nwritx(l) ,nwrity(l), 
nwritz(l),ieqspw(l),chwhen(l) 
do ll=l,ngrop 
write (97,1017) iddrvg(ll ,1) ,amphld(l 1,1), 
ampgro(l 1,1) ,grostp(l 1,1) 
enddo 
do ll=l,ndrvp 
write (97,1018) iddrvd(ll,l),ioscin(l 1,1), 
phmtchfll ,1) ,chdrvl(ll ,1), 
chdrv2(ll,l),chdrv3(ll,l), 
chdrv4(ll ,1) ,chdrv5(ll ,1), 
chdrv6(ll ,1) ,chdrv7(Il ,1) 
enddo 
enddo 
do 1=1,nx 
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do j=l,ny 
write (97,1019) ard(i,j,0) ,gamma(i,j ,0) ,pg(i.j,0), 
a rho(i,j ,0) ,t(i,j ,0) ,xmu(i,j ,0) ,zbot(i,j ,0) 
do k=l,nz 
write (97,1020) ard(i,j.k),ckappa(i.j,k), 
a gamma(i,j,k),pg(i,j,k),rdpowr(i,j,k), 
b rho(i,j,k),t(i,j,k),teq(t,j,k), 
c vdust(i.j.k) ,xmu(i,j ,k), 
d zbot(i,j,k) 
enddo 
write (97,1021) ckappa(i,j,nz+l),gamma(i.j,nz+l), 
a pg(i,j ,nz+1 ) ,rho(i.j ,nz+1 ) ,t(i,j,nz+1), 
b xmu(i,j ,nz+1) ,zbot(i,j ,nz+1 ) 
write (97,1022) zbot(i,j,nz+2) 
enddo 
enddo 
do i=l,nx 
doj=l,ny 
write (97,1023) dxbot(i.j,0),gravpt(i,j,0). 
a r(i,j,0) 
do k=l,nz 
write (97,1024) d2zbdt(i,j,k),dxbot(i,j,k), 
a gravpt(i,j,k),r(i,j,k), 
b deidtx(i,j.k),detdtx(i,j,k) 
enddo 
write (97,1025) d2zbdt(i,j,nz+l),dxbot(i,j,nz+l), 
a gravpt(i.j,nz+l),r(i,j,nz+l) 
write (97,1026) dxbot(i,j,nz+2) 
enddo 
enddo 
write (97,1027) numtst 
write (97,1028) (numtyp(i),i=l,4) 
do i=0,nx 
write (97,1029) numlcx(i) 
enddo 
do j=0,ny 
write (97,1029) numlcyO) 
enddo 
do k=0.nz 
write (97,1029) numlcz(k) 
enddo 
write (97.1030) tstpsm.tstplg 
write (97,1100) nnwrit.dimnsn.numsch.ctime.pnext,tstp,wnext, 
a wmnext,psLmax,pslmin,phlmax,phlmin 
do l=l,ndrive 
write (97,1101) ncycle(l),(grow(l,m),dperdt(l,m),dxtdt(l,m), 
a dxddt(l,m),dytdt(l,m),dxcdt(l,m),dycdt(l,m),dphsdt(l,m), 
b m=l,3) 
enddo 
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do i=l,nx 
do j=l,ny 
write (97,1102) vdrve2(i,j) 
do l=l,ndrive 
write (97,1102) drive2(l,i,j) 
enddo 
enddo 
c do l=l,ndrive 
c write (97,1102) drivel(l,i) 
c enddo 
enddo 
Appendix 4.37 Code from Write model 
open (unit=95,file=,plotlinenum'.status-unknown') 
write (95,*) 'plotpxy ',nliney*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plotppsxy \nliney*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plottxy '.nliney*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plottpsxy ' ,nliney*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plotvxxy ',nliney*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plotvzxy ',nliney*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plotpxz ', (nlinez+2) *nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plottxz ', (nlinez+2)*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plotvxxz ',nlinez*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plotvzxz ',nlinez*nnwrit 
write (95,*) plotz ', (nlinez+3)*nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plotpslo ',nnwrit 
write (95,*) 'plottime '.nnwrit 
write (95.*) plotpl '.nnwrit 
close (unit=95) 
close (unit=97) 
return 
end 
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Appendix 4.38 Code from Write run summary 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
write (9 
return 
1001 format 
end 
\numtyp(l) 
) 'number of timesteps : \numtst 
j 'largest : '.tstplg 
) 'smallest : '.tstpsm 
) ' ' 
) 'criteria' 
) min # steps per cycle 
j courant (horizontal) : 
) courant (vertical) : 
) "change in volume 
) 'acceleration (horiz) 
) 'acceleration (vert) 
) 'deidtx constraint 
) ' ' 
) 'location' 
001) 
001) 
001) 
001) 
001) 
001) 
\numtyp(2) 
\numtyp(3) 
: \numtyp(4) 
',numtyp(5) 
\numtyp(6) 
\numtyp(7) 
x: ',(i,i=l,nx) 
', (numlcx(i) ,i= 1 ,nx) 
y: \(j,j=l,ny) 
', (numlcy(j) ,j=1 ,ny) 
z: \(k,k=l,nz) 
,(numlcz(k),k= 1 ,nz) 
(a3,100015) 
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